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Abstract

The increasing share of renewable energy sources (RES) is one of the main goals in the transi-

tion towards a carbon-neutral power system. Due to their intermittent nature, RES require an

additional level of flexibility to ensure stable and secure power system operation. In the past, the

flexibility used to be provided from conventional power plants, such as coal power plants which

are less flexible and open-cycle gas turbine (OCGT) and natural gas-fired internal combustion

engine (ICE) power plants with a high level of flexibility characterized with short minimum

uptime and minimum downtime, short start-up time and low start-up cost.

However, the enlarged need for flexibility in green energy transitions opens the doors for

providing system services from the end-user’s side. The role of final customers has been under

significant changes. From completely passive entities, final customers are becoming active net-

work participants involved in the real-time (RT) power system operation. With the recent price

decrease of low carbon technology, more final customers tend to invest in photovoltaic (PV)

systems, household battery energy storage (BES), electric vehicles (EV), and household energy

management systems (HEMS). To fully exploit their potential, European directives highlight

the importance of providing transparent and easy-to-understand pricing mechanisms together

with pricing comparison tools in order to ensure fair and the most economic solutions to all

final customers. As some final customers, such as households, are too small to independently

trade their flexibility on the market, a new market entity called aggregator gathers their flexibil-

ity potential and trades with their services on the market. Final customer’s flexible behaviour

can be remunerated through direct incentives, electricity bill reduction or even a discount for

investing in low-carbon technology and fixed annual direct payments for flexible management

of different household appliances.

The thesis investigates the impact of diverse pricing mechanisms on the behaviour of final

customers, their consumption profile, and electricity bill in different European countries con-

sidering not only energy prices, but also transmission and distribution network charges, tax,

VAT, and the pricing policy related to RES installed at final customer’s side. Flat prices, two-

tariff pricing, and RT dynamic pricing for prosumers are compared resulting in more flexible

behaviour and electricity bill reduction under dynamic prices. In general, the current pricing

structure encourages final customers with installed RES to shift their flexible consumption in

the periods of high production, instead of selling excess to the supplier.

Furthermore, the thesis deals with different forms of aggregation resulting not only in fi-

nancial benefits to all entities involved but also reducing the negative impact of the intermittent

nature of RES. The first type of aggregation investigated in the thesis is a formation of an in-

novative balancing group (BG) composed of the aggregator of flexible prosumers and a wind

power plant (WPP) participating in the day-ahead (DA) energy market and balancing market.



The focus is put on joint market participation which reduces prosumers’ electricity cost and

increases WPP profit due to decreased balancing cost arising from flexible behaviour of final

prosumers which serve as a buffer between balancing market and the intermittent and variable

WPP’s production.

The second type of aggregation in the thesis is focused on an energy community. The en-

ergy community will participate in the power system transition by allowing the participation of

citizens in the clean energy transition in diverse legal forms, such as associations, cooperatives,

partnerships, non-profit organizations, and small/medium enterprises. Community members

investigated in the thesis are equipped with PV, flexible electric heating, flexible household ap-

pliances, and have an opportunity of smart EV charging. The community is operated by the

community manager (CM) who is in control of flexible household devices through HEMS. The

CM tackles the issue of the stochastic nature of PV and households’ consumption by provid-

ing flexibility incentives to community members in order to reduce the deviation from prean-

nounced DA schedule. The energy community participates on the market as a single entity

and the cost of community members is calculated ex-post, after energy delivery which makes

the optimization algorithm simple to solve. Prices for the internal energy exchange between

community members are calculated based on three pricing mechanisms: Bill Sharing Method

Net (BSMN), Mid-Market Rate Net (MMRN), and Supply Demand Ratio Net (SDRN) taking

into account the net load of each community member, DA energy prices and flexibility incen-

tives. Participation in the energy community together with the price calculation developed in

the thesis which is conducted in a two-stage process guarantee lower electricity cost to each

community member compared to their individual contract with the supplier.

Keywords: Aggregator, Energy Community, Demand Response, Dynamic pricing, Flexi-

bility Incentives
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Inovativni modeli fleksibilnih krajnjih kupaca pri pogonu napred-

nih elektroenergetskih distribucijskih sustava

Ambiciozni ciljevi Europske unije teže smanjenju stakleničkih plinova za 55% do 2030. go-

dine u usporedbi s emisijama iz devedestih godina prošlog stoljeća kako bi se smanjio globalni

porast temperature na 1.5°C uz povećanje energetske učinkovitosti. Kako bi se to ostvarilo,

potrebno je povećanje udjela obnovljivih izvora energije (OIE) što je jedan od glavnih ciljeva

tranzicije prema niskougljičnom elektroenergetskom sustavu. Upravljanje elektroenergetskim

sustavom s visokim udjelom OIE je složenije i zahtjevnije od upravljanja tradicionalnim elek-

troenergetskim sustavom. Zbog svoje isprekidane prirode, OIE zahtijevaju dodatnu razinu flek-

sibilnosti kako bi se osigurao stabilan i siguran rad elektroenergetskog sustava. U prošlosti su

fleksibilnost pružale konvencionalne elektrane, kao što su manje fleskibilne elektrane na ugljen

te plinske turbine otvorenog ciklusa (OCGT) i elektrane s unutarnjim izgaranjem na prirodni

plin (ICE) s visokom razinom fleksibilnosti koju karakterizira kratko minimalno vrijeme prije

ponovnog gašenja i paljenja, kratko vrijeme pokretanja i niski troškovi pokretanja.

Unatoč svim izazovima koji se javljaju u tranziciji prema niskougljičnom elektroenerget-

skom sustavu, operator sustava dužan je na sigurnan i efikasnan način planirati i upravljati

sustavom. Povećana potreba za fleksibilnošću u zelenoj energetskoj tranziciji otvara vrata za

pružanje pomoćnih usluga od strane krajnjih korisnika čija se uloga značajno mijenja. Od pa-

sivnih entiteta, krajnji kupci postaju aktivni mrežni sudionici uključeni u rad elektroenergetskog

sustava. S nedavnim smanjenjem cijena niskougljičnih tehnologija, sve više krajnjih kupaca

ulaže u fotonaponske (PV) sustave, baterijske spremnike, električna vozila (EV) i sustave za

upravljanje energijom u kućanstvu (HEMS). Kako bi krajnji kupci u potpunosti iskoristili svoj

potencijal, europske direktive ističu njihovu važnost te ih stavljaju u centar niskougljične tranzi-

cije. Posebno je istaknuto da se svim krajnjim kupcima moraju omogućiti poštena i ekonomična

rješenja pružajući im na tranparetan i lako razumljiv način različite mogućnosti odabira cijena

električne energije, zajedno s alatima za usporedbu cijena, koji će omogućiti brzu i prikladnu

promjenu opskrbljivača. Krajnji kupci trebaju imati točne informacije o svojem obračunu koje

se temelje na stvarnoj potrošnji električne energije što im omogućuje bolju kontrolu vlastite

potrošnje i troška električne energije.

Zbog premalih snaga krajnjih kupaca, novi tržišni subjekt agregator okuplja krajnje ko-

risnike i njihovu fleksibilnost te sudjeluje na različitim tržištima. Kako bi se agregatorima

omogućilo posrednost izmed̄u tržišta i krajnjih kupaca te kako bi se osiguralo da krajnji kupac

ostvaruje odgovarajuću korist od njihove aktivnosti, svaki krajnji kupac treba biti obaviješten

o izabranom modelu koji sadržava transparentna i poštena pravila. Kako bi se na pošten način

potaknulo upravljanje potrošnjom, usluge koje nude agregatori trebaju biti definirane na svim

tržištima, uključujući tržišta električnom energijom, tržišta pomoćnih usluga i tržišta kapaciteta.



Ugovor o agregiranju svaki krajnji kupac može sklopiti neovisno o svom opskrbljivaču. Flek-

sibilno ponašanje krajnjeg kupca može se nagraditi izravnim poticajima, smanjenjem računa za

električnu energiju ili čak smanjenom investicijskom cijenu za brojne niskougljične tehnologije

i fiksnim godišnjim izravnim plaćanjima za fleksibilno upravljanje kućanskim ured̄ajima.

Postoje dvije grupe odziva potrošnje na temelju kojih krajnji korisnici mogu pružiti fleksi-

bilnost elektroenergetskom sustavu. Prva grupo obuhvaća cjenovno potaknute programe odziva

potrošnje, dok druga grupa obuhvaća programe stimulirane različitim poticajima. U cjenovno

potaknute programe spadaju različite opcije promijenjivih cijena električne energije:

•Višetarifini sustavi - dvije ili više unaprijed odre d̄enih tarifa koje se izmijenjuju tijekom

dana u unaprijed odred̄enim fiksnim intervalima za vrijeme trajanja ugovora. Svaka tarifa

pokriva dulji vremenski interval tijekom dana (npr. niže cijene tijekom noći i više cijene

tijekom dana).

•Visoke cijene tijekom vršnog optere ćenja - značajni porast cijena električne energije za

vrijeme vršnog opterećenja tijekom nekoliko kritičnih dana u godini koji su unaprijed

najavljeni.

•Popusti tijekom vršnog optere ćenja - popusti krajnjim korisnicima koji pristanu smanjiti

svoju potrošnju za vrijeme vršnog opterećenja.

•Postupno pove ćanje tarife ovisno o ukupnoj potrošnji - količina potrošene električne en-

ergije podijeljena je u više kategorija. Svaka kategorija odgovara odred̄noj cijeni koja

raste s povećanjem potrošnje i prelaskom u iduću kategoriju. Ukupna mjesečna cijena

jednaka je sumi umnoška cijene u pojedinoj kategoriji i količini potrošene električne en-

ergije u toj kategoriji.

•Dinami čke cijene na satnoj razini - cijene odred̄ene dan-unaprijed koje variraju na satnoj

razini te prate stanje na tržištu električnom energijom.

Programi stimulirani poticajima mogu se podijeliti u četiri kategorije:

•Direktno upravljanje potrošnjom - naj češće direktno upravljanje klimatizacijskim ured̄a-

jima, grijanjem i bojlerima od strane operatora sustava. Operator sustava unaprijed odredi

maksimalni broj aktivacija i vrijeme trajanja usluge. S obzirom na to da krajnji korisnici

ugovorom pristanu na izravno upravljanje ured̄ajima od strane operatora sustava, najčešće

se ne šalje nikakva obavijest krajnjim potrošačima ili se pošalje neposredno prije akti-

vacije usluge. Krajnji potrošači dobivaju fiksni iznos naknade odred̄ene ugovorom te

dodatnu nakandu ukoliko je operator sustava uslugu aktivirao.

•Programi smanjenja potrošnje - programi u kojima se unaprijed najavi krajnjim koris-

nicima kada je potrebno smanjiti potrošnju (nekoliko minuta, sati ili čak dan unaprijed).

Krajnji korisnik smanjuje svoju potrošnju automatiziranim načinom ili ručno, ovisno o

uvjetima dogovorenim u ugovoru.

•Programi prekida potrošnje - krajnji korisnici u ovom programu pristaju na djelomi čni ili
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potpuni prekid potrošnje za vrijeme vrlo visokih cijena električne energije ili u trenucima

kada je ugrožena sigurnost elektroenergetskog sustava.

•Tržišno orijentirani programi - obuhva ćaju agregiranje krajnjih korisnika od strane agreg-

tora koji sudjeluje na tržištu pomoćnih usluga.

Doktorska disertacija istražuje utjecaj različitih cijenovnih mehanizama na krajnje kupce u eu-

ropskim zemljama, uzimajući u obzir ne samo cijene električne energije, već i naknade za pri-

jenosnu i distribucijsku mrežu, različite vrste poreza i cjenovnu politiku vezanu uz OIE instali-

rane na strani krajnjeg kupca.

Iako krajnji kupci imaju mogućnost odabira dinamičkih cijena koje reflektiraju tržišne cijene

samo u osam zemalja u Europi, energetske politike ističu da države članice moraju omogućiti

sklapanje ugovora s dinamičkim cijenama za krajnje kupaca s ugrad̄enim pametnim brojilima

od strane barem jednog opskrbljivača. U disertaciji se uspored̄uju troškovi krajnjih korisnika

koji imaju mogućnost odabira jednotarifne cijene, dvotarifne cijene i dinamičke cijene pokazu-

jući fleksibilnije ponašanje i smanjenje računa za električnu energiju kod dinamičkih cijena.

Trenutna struktura cijena (niže prodajne cijene od kupovnih cijena) potiče krajnje kupce da

preusmjere svoju fleksibilnu potrošnju u razdoblje s visokom proizvodnjom iz OIE, umjesto da

višak prodaju opskrbljivaču.

Nadalje, doktorska disertacija se bavi različitim oblicima agregacije koji rezultiraju ekonom-

skim povlasticama za sve uključene subjekte, ali i smanjenjem negativnog utjecaja varijabilne

proizvodnje iz OIE. Prva vrsta agregiranja razmatrana u disertaciji je formiranje inovativnog

oblika bilančne grupe koja se sastoji od agregatora krajnjih kupaca s vlastitiom proizvodnjom i

vjetroelektrane (VE) koji sudjeluju na na tržištu dan unaprijed i na tržištu uravnoteženja. Prob-

lem je definiran kao stohastički dvorazinski model mješovitog cjelobrojnog programiranja bazi-

ran na Stackelbergovoj igri. U gornjoj razini promatra se maksimizacija profita agregatora i VE

koji predstavljaju vod̄e u Stackelbergovoj igri odred̄ujući cijene aktivnim kupcima s vlastitiom

proizvodnjom. Donja razina minimizira trošak električne energije aktivnih kupaca s vlastitom

proizvodnjom koji na temelju cjenovnih signala iz gornje razine optimiziraju svoju potrošnju te

sudjeluju u razmjeni energije s VE nastojeći smanjiti njena odstupanja od dan-unaprijed ugov-

orenog profila proizvodnje upravljajući vlastitim baterijskim spremnicima i fleksibilnim grijan-

jem. Promatrane su tri različite mogućnosti odred̄ivanja cijena krajnjim kupcima: unaprijed

dugoročno definirane dvotarifne cijene, dinamičke promijenjive cijene koje odred̄uje agregator

optimizacijom te tržišne cijene uvećane za fiksnu naknadu od strane agregatora. Fokus je stavl-

jen na uspredbu individualnog nastupa agregatora i VE na tržištu te njihovo zajedničko sudjelo-

vanje kojim se smanjuju troškovi električne energije krajnjih kupaca i povećava profit VE zbog

smanjenih troškova uravnoteženja koji proizlaze iz fleksibilnog ponašanja krajnjih kupaca koji

služe kao tzv. amortizer izmed̄u tržišta uravnoteženja i isprekidane proizvodnje iz VE. Rezultati

su pokazali da dinamičke promjenjive cijene koje odred̄uje agregator optimizacijom potiču kra-
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jnje korisnike na fleksibilno ponašanje kada je potrebno pomoći VE u smanjenju odstupanja.

Tako odred̄ene cijene pogoduju i agregatoru i krajnjim korisnicima jer optimizacija uzima u

obzir i cijene električne energije na tržištu te potiče krajnje korisnike na smanjenje potrošnje

za vrijeme visokih cijena čime se direktno smanjuje trošak krajnjih korisnika i povećava profit

agregatora. Model je dodatno istražio kako povećanje broja članova bilančne grupe koji imaju

baterijski spremnik utječe na tijek novca unutar grupe. Povećanje broja krajnjih korisnika s

baterijskim spremnikom u bilančnoj grupi ne umanjuje značajno trošak bilančne grupe.

Med̄utim, kod tržišnih cijena uvećanih za fiksnu naknadu od strane agregatora povećanjem

broja baterija u bilančnoj grupi značajno se smanjuje trošak krajnjih korisnika. Upravo zato

što su te cijene više orijentirane na krajnjeg korisnika i smanjenje njegovog troška, ne potiču

pružanje usluge fleksibilnosti VE.

Druga vrsta agregacije usmjerena je na energetsku zajednicu. Energetska zajednica sudjelo-

vat će u rekonstrukciji elektroenergetskog sustava sudjelovanjem grad̄ana u zelenoj tranziciji

u različitim pravnim oblicima, poput udruga, zadruga, partnerstava, neprofitnih organizacija i

malih / srednjih poduzeća. Metode izračuna troškova u energetskoj zajednici svrstane su u tri

kategorije: modeli bazirani na teoriji igara, modeli bazirani na formiranju koalicije i modeli u

kojima se cijene računaju ex-post izvan optimizacijskog algoritma. Modeli bazirani na teoriji

igara su računski zahtjevni te njihova složenost raste eksponencijalno s brojem članova. Modeli

bazirani na formiranju koalicije ponekad su ograničeni s ukupnim brojem članova u koalciji

što spriječava formiranje velike koalicije koja omogućuje ostvarivanje najvećih ušteda što po-

tencijalno dovodi do financijskog nezadovoljstva članova zajednice. Modeli u kojima se cijene

računaju ex-post jednostavni su za implementaciju i garantiraju konvergenciju, med̄utim neki

od njih ne rezultiraju nižim troškovima članovima zajednice. Model predstavljen u disertaciji

riješio je taj problem uvod̄enjem dvostupanjskog računanja troška električne energije.

Članovi zajednice u disertaciji opremljeni su solarnim panelima, fleksibilnim električnim

grijanjem, baterijskim spremnikom, fleksibilnim kućanskim aparatima i imaju mogućnost pametnog

punjenja EV. Zajednicom upravlja upravitelj zajednice (UZ) koji kontrolira fleksibilne ured̄aje

u kućanstvu putem HEMS-a. UZ uzima u obzir stohastičku prirodu solarnih panela i potrošnje

kućanstava pružajući poticaje za fleksibilnost članovima zajednice kako bi se smanjilo odstu-

panje od dan-unaprijed najavljenog rasporeda. Uštede ostavrene pametnim upravljanjem ure-

d̄ajima u kućanstvu dijele se med̄u članovima energetske zajednice. UZ je entitet drugačiji od

tradicionalnog opkrbljivača jer mu cilj nije ostvarivanje profita. To je zapravo platforma koja

članovima zajednice pruža različite opcije pri monetiziranju fleksibilnosti, ali ih izlaže i riziku

promjenjivosti cijena koji je inače tradicionalno snosio opskrbljivač. Kod tradicionalog ugovora

s opskrbljivačem opisanog u disertaciji prema danskom modelu maloprodajnog tržišta (Danska

je odabrana u disertaciji zbog javno dostupnih podataka o svim komponentama računa elek-

trične energije, med̄utim model se može primijeniti na bilo kojem maloprodajnom tržištu koje
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nudi mogućnost odabira dinamičkih cijena) krajnji korisnik snosi trošak električne energije,

trošak uravnoteženja po svakom kupljenom ili prodanom kWh električne energije te mrežne

trošakove za svaki kupljeni kWh električne energije.

Energetska zajednica sudjeluje na tržištu kao jedna cjelina, a troškovi članova zajednice

računaju se dan nakon isporuke energije, izvan optimizacijskog algoritma što ga čini jednos-

tavnim za rješavanje. Energetska zajednica kao cjelina snosi trošak električne energije i mrežne

trošakove za svaki kupljeni kWh električne energije. Za razliku od individualnog ugovora s

opskrbljivačem gdje se plaća odred̄eni trošak uravnoteženja za svaki kupljeni i prodani kWh

električne energije, energetska zajednice snosi troškove uravnoteženja kada odstupa od dan-

unaprijed predvid̄enog rasporeda. Smanjenje troškova uravnoteženja ostvareno je fleksibilnim

poticajima.

Cijene za unutarnju razmjenu energije izmed̄u članova zajednice računaju se na temelju tri

mehanizma odred̄ivanja cijena: neto metoda dijeljenja računa (eng. Bill Sharging Method Net),

neto srednje-tržišna stopa (eng. Mid-Market Rate Net) i neto omjer opskrbe i potražnje (eng.

Supply Demand Ratio Net), uzimajući u obzir neto potrošnju svakog člana zajednice (razliku

izmed̄u ukupne potrošnje i proizvodnje na satnoj razini), dan-unaprijed cijene energije i poticaje

za fleksibilnost. Cijene se računaju u dvostupanjskom postupku koji jamči niže troškove elek-

trične energije svakom članu zajednice u odnosu na njihov pojedinačni ugovor s opskrbljivačem.

U prvom stupnju računaju se cijene za kupnju i prodaju električne energije unutar energetske za-

jednice za svaki sat i za svaku metodu zasebno. Nakon toga slijedi izračun ukupnog dnevnog ili

mjesečnog troška svakog člana zajednice uzimajući u obzir da li je član zajednice u pojedinom

satu kupac ili prodavatelj električne energije. U drugom stupnju uspored̄uje se trošak svakog

člana zajednice s troškom pri individualnim ugovorom s opskrbljivačem. Ukoliko bilo koji

član energetske zajednice ima viši trošak električne energije na kraju obračunskog razdoblja

(dnevnog ili mjesečnog) radi se preraspodjela troškova. Preraspodjela troškova omogućuje da

svaki član zajednice ima manji trošak unutar zajednice u usporedbi s individualnim ugovorom

s opskrbljivačem. Izračuna se minimalna vrijednost potrebne preraspodjele troškova na temelju

razlike u pojedinačnom trošku i trošku svakog korisnika energetske zajednice te se matem-

atičkim modelom definiranom u disertaciji dolazi do novih troškova koji garantiraju niži trošak

električne energije unutar zajednice za sve članove zajednice.

Od tri navedene metode izračuna cijena električne energije unutar zajednice, neto srednje-

tržišna stopa i neto omjer opskrbe i potražnje garantiraju niže cijene električne energije svakom

članu zajednice. Zbog specifičnosti izračuna cijena u neto metodi dijeljenja računa, članovi za-

jednice s vlastitom proizvodnjom snose viši trošak električne energije jer se višak proizvodnje

unutar zajednice dijeli besplatno, čime profitiraju isključivo krajnji kupci bez vlastite proizvod-

nje.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The main goal of the green energy transition is to reduce the harmful effects of greenhouse gas

emissions on the climate. The European Union (EU) member states agreed on an ambitious

goal of reducing CO2 emissions, improving energy efficiency, and increasing share of Renew-

able Energy Sources (RES) which will make Europe the leader in carbon-neutrality by 2050.

To accomplish these goals, significant changes in power system planning and operation are re-

quired. Due to their variable nature, broad integration of RES requires an increased level of

flexibility.

In order to ensure the required level of flexibility in the power system, the research con-

ducted in this thesis puts the focus on providing flexibility from the final customer’s side as one

of the actors in the clean energy transition. The main goal of the research is to investigate di-

verse pricing signals to final customers which reduce their electricity cost and at the same time

stimulate their flexible behaviour according to the power system’s needs.

1.1 Background and Motivation

The process of power system decarbonization implies a pathway from a fossil-based to a carbon-

neutral energy sector. As the main goal is to mitigate global warming, the main focus has

been put on the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions and their harmful effects on the climate.

Decarbonization requires RES integration on a world-wide scale together with the improvement

of energy efficiency. The key factor in the energy transition together with the decarbonization

is large-scale electrification, from industry sector, buildings to transport. Predictions say that

electricity consumption in total energy consumption of electricity will increase from 20% to

40% by 2050 implying a triple increase of RES compared to research from 2018 [1]. The

traditional power system was not designed to carry out the variable and intermittent nature of

RES. In the past, conventional power plants were used as the main sources of flexibility, i.e. to

balance alternating demand and provide frequency and non-frequency ancillary services (AS).
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The transformation of the power systems based mainly on RES production increases the

level of uncertainty and operational complexity. A high share of RES poses a reliability risk

connected to the lack of system inertia aggravating the balance between demand and supply. To

remove these barriers, it is crucial to achieve a high level of flexibility, on both the production

and demand sides. It is necessary to change the policies which will enable the provision of

flexibility services from different types of entities (battery energy storage (BES) units, aggrega-

tors of active customers through demand response (DR) programs, etc.) and establish adequate

and fair remuneration. Unlike network reinforcement decisions which require expensive in-

vestments in new assets, unlocking flexibility potential from the final customer’s side requires

installation of Household Energy Management System (HEMS) and increased awareness of

benefits from flexible consumption achieved through diverse options of financial incentives.

Financial mechanisms for flexible behaviour remuneration can be provided in different

forms, such as implicit or explicit demand response programs. Moreover, aggregation in en-

ergy communities, microgrids, or virtual power plants (VPP) will bring additional savings for

final customers. This will encourage load shifting of flexible appliances according to the power

system’s needs, stimulate local energy exchange which will reduce the impact on the external

grid and at the same time reduce the electricity bill of final customers. It is discernible that final

customers will play a vital role in the transition towards the carbon-neutral power system.

1.2 Objective of the Thesis

The transition towards decarbonized power system requires complete changes in both planning

and operation stages. To reduce the harmful effects of greenhouse gas emissions, high pene-

tration of RES requires additional flexibility. In line with low-carbon policies, this flexibility

cannot be provided from fossil-fuel-driven power plants, which implies that alternative sources

of flexibility are required, such as flexible hydropower plants, BES units, and demand-side flex-

ibility. The demand side flexibility has drawn the broad attention of the research community in

recent years. When it comes to balancing fast changes and forecast errors in load and genera-

tion, industrial DR, smart charging of EV, and aggregator of flexible prosumers can react and

provide the required flexibility from a second to an hour range. Balancing variability in net load

and seasonal energy availability is more prone to a longer period, from an hour range to several

months, and can be provided from electric water heaters and district heating [1].

However, the majority of final customers are still passive entities and it is important to raise

their contribution in the clean energy framework. With the broad installation of smart meters,

adequate education and decreasing prices of low-carbon technology (photovoltaic (PV) modules

[2], BES [3]), the changes in their behaviour can have a significant effect on increasing power

system flexibility. To achieve this, regulations declare that suppliers have to offer dynamic price
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signals which reflect the real market situation. On the other hand, final customers are allowed

to offer their flexibility potential providing AS through an aggregator without the consent of

their supplier. Aggregators and their services should be treated equally with other market par-

ticipants. In line with this, aggregators need to provide pricing mechanisms to stimulate and

adequately remunerate flexibility when required. Different types of business models and deals

will enable broad implementation of DR programs, while market regulation will remove all

barriers for providing AS from each qualified party. Moreover, the coordination between Trans-

mission (TSO) and Distribution System (DSO) Operators puts the focus on service provision

from resources connected to the distribution network which will enhance AS market liquidity.

To summarize, the research community is looking into the flexible behaviour of the pro-

sumer to achieve the goals set in low-carbon policies. Unlike traditional pricing mechanisms

with flat rate or two-tariff pricing and traditional supplier-final customer long-term contract

with predefined electricity prices, the objective of the thesis is to propose, model and critically

evaluate innovative types of pricing mechanisms which stimulate the flexible behaviour of final

customers and prosumers:

•Flexible prosumers are modelled as members of the energy community who share their

energy surplus - innovative energy community pricing calculation is conducted in a two-

stage process the day after energy delivery taking into account both day-ahead (DA) en-

ergy prices and flexibility incentives provided from the community manager which en-

courage them to follow their preannounced DA schedule.

•Flexible prosumers represented by an aggregator on the market are part of an innovative

balancing group (BG) together with a large wind power plant (WPP) - aggregator deter-

mines price signals to the prosumers who serve as a buffer between the power system and

the intermittent nature or WPP according to the market prices and stimulates their flexible

behaviour in order to reduce the electricity cost and the balancing cost.

The scientific contribution of the thesis is divided into two parts:

1.Stochastic model of a flexible energy community with the calculation of internal electric-

ity buying and selling prices based on DA market prices and flexibility incentives.

2.Improvement of cost-sharing calculation methods that are fair to all community members

including the method selection process.

1.3 Structure of the Thesis

The thesis is structured as follows:

•Chapter 2 describes electricity trading in a pool environment and reviews current practices

in final customer’s pricing from predefined long term flat tariff through dynamic pricing

stimulating flexible behaviour to p2p trading and providing flexible services;
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•Chapter 3 defines and elaborates the mathematical methods and models used in modelling

flexible behaviour of prosumers which are utilized in the thesis;

•Chapter 4 highlights the main contributions of the thesis and links them to the related

publications;

•Chapter 5 presents the list of all relevant publications;

•Chapter 6 summarizes the author’s contribution to the publications;

•Chapter 7 concludes the thesis and highlights the main findings.
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Chapter 2

Final customers in the center of energy
transition

Low-carbon energy policy puts the focus on reducing greenhouse gas emissions through RES

integration. This Chapter gives the introduction to electricity market organization and the

changes that liberalization brought. The variable nature of RES requires increased flexibility

in the power system. The path towards this lies in unlocking flexibility potential from the end-

user side. In line with this, this Chapter focuses on the evolution of final customer behavior,

from completely passive entities under flat and two-tariff pricing mechanisms to different dy-

namic pricing options stimulating their flexible behaviour either individually or aggregated in

diverse forms. This Chapter also highlights how the contribution of the thesis fills the main gaps

in this research area.

2.1 Introduction in electricity markets

Electricity trading can be divided into two categorises, pools and bilateral trading. Bilateral

trading is a type of trading on a long-term or a medium-term horizon and includes purchases

and sales of specific products. All parties involved in the trading negotiate terms and conditions.

The agreement between buyers and sellers includes the specifications about the amount and

price, length of the contract, and when the trade is going to be realized. This type of trading is

out of the scope of the thesis.

On the other hand, the pool-based environment is characterized with the competition be-

tween market players on a short-term basis. Several pools in Europe include Nordpool [4],

MIBEL [5], Epex [6], HUPX [7], CROPEX [8]. The main benefits of pools bring reliable

electricity price, more possibilities and higher security due to transparent offers, more efficient

electricity trading due to less work involved in closing deals compared to the bilateral trading,

reduced counter-party risk and diverse risk mitigation opportunities, congestion management in
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the transmission network provided by the TSO.

Pools are characterized with liquidity, competition, and openness, non-discriminatory treat-

ment and anonymity. The liquidity measures the number of submitted bids and offers from

market participants. The liquidity is a very important characteristic in the small market en-

vironment where manipulation of price is taken out by a major market player. To increase

liquidity, numerous entities should be involved in the market together with the integration of

neighboring markets via a market coupling mechanism. To ensure efficient market operation,

markets should be fully opened and liberalized. In order to avoid market distortions, none of

the market participants should have a special treatment, i.e. all markets participants should be

treated equally. Non-discriminatory and autonomous market participation has to be ensured.

Market parties involved in trading are divided into seven categories:

1.Producers - own production units for electricity generation. Producers sell electrical en-

ergy on the markets or sign a bilateral contract to sell energy directly to the retailers or

consumers. They can be divided into conventional power plants and non-dispatchable

RES.

2.Consumers - purchase electricity in the markets or sign a bilateral contract with the retailer

or directly with producers.

3.Retailers - provide electricity to the consumers who do not participate in the market nor

sign a bilateral contract with the producers. Their main goal is to maximize the profit

from selling energy to the consumers.

4.Market Operator - usually a non-profit market player in charge of the market operation

as a whole. Some market operators in Europe operate as separate legal entities, such as

Borzen (Slovenia), ELEXON (UK), SEMO (Ireland), APCS (Austria), HROTE (Croa-

tia), OKTE (Slovakia), OTE (Czech Republic), OPCOM (Romania). Market operator

is responsible for the calculation of the imbalances of the balance responsible parties

(BRP), distribution of all market information to the TSO, keeping records of all market

participation contracts and establishment agreements of BG, preparation of a daily mar-

ket plan, concluding purchase and sale contracts, and taking a balanced responsibility for

the electricity generated by privileged producers using a feed-in tariff.

5.Market regulator - supervises the operation of the electricity market ensuring the com-

petitiveness and adequate market functioning. The market regulator is in charge of the

development of market rules, codes, and standards, registration of market participants,

monitoring and enforcing compliance to the rules, codes, and standards, monitoring mar-

ket behaviour, eliminating the abuse of market power.

6.Prosumers - relatively new market participants represented as active consumers who self-

consume the electricity they produce and sell the excess to the grid (in case of insufficient

onsite energy production, the required amount is supplied from the grid). Some examples
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of prosumers are residential prosumers, community/cooperative prosumers, commercial

prosumers, and public prosumers.

7.Aggregator - optimizes the use of aggregated distributed energy resources (DERs) with a

goal of electricity or AS trading. Aggregators can be involved in providing DR programs,

a range of AS, ramping requirements, and local flexibility.

The pool in European markets usually includes DA markets, adjustment markets (such as

intra-day markets), and balancing markets. In the DA market, sellers and buyers submit their

bids and offers for the next 24 hours in a closed auction. Orders are matched under the goal of

social welfare maximization. Network constraints are usually considered in the market clearing

process in order to avoid congestion and other contingencies. DA markets are usually closed

12 hours prior to the begging of the day for which the bids are submitted. Hourly cleared

prices are announced one or two hours after the market closure, while all buyers and sellers

are informed about their individual results. The physical obligation of delivering (selling) or

consuming (purchasing) electricity is enforced by the imbalance settlement process. The intra-

day markets work together with the DA market in order to enhance the supply-demand balance

with trading closer to the physical delivery. Intra-day markets become very popular with the

high integration of RES because of their variable nature which can be mitigated closer to the

time of physical delivery. Intra-day markets enable market participants to change their DA

schedules due to unexpected changes in consumption or production or possible contingencies

in the system. Moreover, intra-day markets reduce the need for a reserve. Intra-day markets are

continuous markets in which trading takes place approximately one hour prior to the physical

delivery (in some cases can be even shorter). The TSO must ensure the balance between the

supply and demand, while the balancing market is the final market platform in which the TSO

settles deviations after the closure of the intra-day markets. Two balancing markets exist: a

balancing capacity market in which producers and consumers submit their bids and offers to

deliver balancing energy in RT, and a balancing energy market in which TSO activates the

contracts from the balancing capacity markets. Each market participant is part of a BG, either

individually or with other entities. The BG has its representative responsible for the imbalances

of the group. BRP is financially responsible for the imbalances and helps the system to be

balanced. The imbalance represents the difference between the allocated volume and the final

position in the market. Imbalance settlement is a financial mechanism that charges or pays

balance responsible parties for their imbalances. It ensures that costs of energy deficit or excess

are allocated to the market participant which caused the imbalance.

It is necessary to ensure a well-functioning electricity market. Traditionally, energy supply

used to be a natural monopoly composed of production, transmission, distribution, and trad-

ing. The liberalization in the electricity sector divided these parts into regulated parties with

monopolistic behaviour (transmission and distribution), and in competitive parties which are
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market-oriented (production and energy trading). In the past, final customers had no or lim-

ited type of electricity pricing and supplier options. The liberalization welcomed new energy

providers in the market establishing a high level of competitiveness and reduction of electricity

prices together with improvement of the service [9]. The following Chapter will introduce the

role of the final customer in the market and explain the importance of their flexible behaviour

in the low-carbon power system.

2.2 Transition towards the prosumer-oriented power system

Power generation and transport are responsible for almost all global growth of greenhouse gas

emissions in the last decade. More precisely, the energy sector (electricity, heat, and transport)

accounts for 73.2 % of total emissions. To reduce the harmful effects on the climate, it is of

significant importance to decrease these emissions and prevent future temperature increase and

global warming. The energy sector faces the biggest challenges towards sustainable develop-

ment. The energy production from fossil fuel power plants has been under receding. Output

from coal-fired power plants is now at 40% of the levels measured in 2000 in the European

Union [10]. The transition towards carbon-neutral energy production has doubled the share of

RES in gross final energy consumption in the last 15 years. Wind and solar energy are the main

leaders in the low-carbon transition, i.e. at the end of 2020 total wind and solar energy installed

capacity was 732 GW and 623 GW (18% and 6% increase compared to the previous year) [11].

This brings difficulties not only for the TSO but also for the DSO. Due to their intermittent

nature and variable production, integration of RES requires increased flexibility in the power

system together with innovative approaches in power system planning and operation.

Traditionally, passive distribution networks used to be planned according to the Fit and for-

get approach. This approach implies resolving all issues and network problems at the planning

stage. The network was reinforced to fit all possible scenarios, even the rare ones with low

duration. This usually led to network oversizing. Passive distribution networks were charac-

terized with low monitoring and little or no information exchange between the DSO and TSO.

This approach requires low flexibility and control, however, in distribution networks with a high

penetration level of RES significant investment in the network are required in order to cater all

possible contingencies. This makes Fit and forget approach the least economic option.

Faced with new challenges, such as uncertainties in RES generation and bi-directional

power flows, the DSO is required to change the planning and operation strategies in order to

ensure reliable and secure energy supply in the most efficient way. Active Distribution Net-

work Management combines planning and operational solutions and implies RT monitoring

and control in the network. In the low-carbon power system, flexibility is also required at the

distribution level and can be provided from different low-carbon technologies, such as BES,
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EV, cooling and heating within HEMS, but also from grid-based solutions, such as On-Load

Tap Changer (OLTC) transformers. If not required for local voltage control and congestion

management, the aggregated flexibility options can be offered to the TSO for maintaining the

frequency, congestion management, and voltage control in the transmission network. In order

to ensure that counteracting services are not activated, TSO-DSO coordination mechanisms is

required. This implies significant information exchange in RT and thus the investment in new

ICT infrastructure.

As fossil-fuel power plants are being replaced, traditional sources of flexibility are not suffi-

cient to accommodate broad integration of RES characterized with the high level of uncertain-

ties. In line with one of latest energy directives [12] which emphasize that all final customers

should be treated in a non-discriminatory fashion and enable their market participation (en-

ergy markets and AS markets), academic researchers and scientists are looking for innovative

solutions which will stimulate the flexible behaviour at the final user’s side in order to lower

electricity cost and at the same time contribute to the optimal network operation. To ensure the

adequate provision of flexibility services, passive final users need to become active network and

market participants. HEMS are necessary to provide the benefits to both homeowner and util-

ity. The role of HEMS is to monitor and control the energy consumption in order to adapt the

behaviour of household appliances based on the price signal or flexibility incentives received

from the system operator or aggregator. The following Chapter will describe different types

of flexibility options under DR programs that induce changes in the final user’s consumption

profile.

2.3 Demand response programs

The EU tends to promote fair competition in the energy sector by allowing final customers

to freely switch their electricity suppliers and choose between different pricing options. This

will foster internal market liberalization which will gradually open the door to final customers’

market participation.

The changes the liberalization brought had a significant impact on the final customer. With

increasing retail competition, electricity suppliers had to modify the prices and contract terms

in order not to lose their customers and attract new ones. These modifications are firstly seen in

price reduction with the predefined fixed contract duration (12 months or longer) and later in the

creation of different price signals during the predefined block of hours in a day, so-called tariffs

system. Nowadays, electricity suppliers with more than 200 000 customers are obliged to offer

at least one dynamic electricity prices option to final customers [12]. Dynamic electricity price

contract is defined in Clean Energy Package [12] as an electricity supply contract between a

supplier and a final customer which reflects spot market price or DA market at intervals at least
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equal to the market settlement frequency. Dynamic prices are an advanced type of implicit DR

programs. Dynamic prices are divided into several categories:

•Time-of-use (ToU) pricing,

•Critical peak pricing (CPP),

•Real-time (RT) pricing,

•Peak-time rebates (PTR),

•Step-wise power tariff (SWPT),

ToU pricing implies different prices during the day for a fixed amount of time predefined in

the contract (e.g. two-tariff pricing refers to lower electricity prices during the night and higher

during the day, while three-tariff pricing refers to three different levels of price during several

hours in a day). CPP refers to a significant increase in electricity prices during peak hours on

critical days. These extremes are announced in advance and can occur a limited number of time

in a year. RT pricing refers to the price alternation in each hour during the day reflecting the

situation in the energy market. PTR provide a rebate for active consumers who agree to shift

energy usage during peak hours. In SWPT electricity quantity is divided into steps. Each step

corresponds to a unit price which increases with steps. The clearing price per month is equal

to the sum of the product of consumed electricity quantity in each step and its corresponding

price.

Different goals are achieved with dynamic electricity pricing. Cost reduction with PV and

BES installation is achieved under ToU pricing compared to the case without DERs in [13]. The

profitability of PV investment under different pricing options has been described in [14], [15].

Machine learning models under ToU pricing focus on peak load reduction and the final user’s

cost together with carbon emissions and generation cost reduction [16] and [17]. Reduction of

electricity consumption per month and maximum hourly consumption, as well as the difference

between peak-valley have been investigated in [18] under ToU and SWPT pricing. The cost of

final users and peak load reduction is achieved with SWPT, RT, ToU pricing in [19], [20], [21],

[15].

These diverse pricing options are part of implicit (price-based) DR programs, i.e. final

customer reacts to the price signal to achieve lower electricity cost. On the other hand, in explicit

(incentive-based) demand-side flexibility final customers change their consumption according

to the request by TSO for activation of balancing energy or by DSO for resolving a network

constraint violation. They can receive a diverse type of incentives, such as direct payments, bill

reduction, the possibility of energy control, and energy savings. It is divided in four categories

[22]:

•Direct-load control (DLC) programs,

•Curtailable (CL) and Interruptible programs,

•Emergency,
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•Market-based.

The demand of the final customer involved in the DLC programs is directly controlled by the

utility and can be curtailed or shifted during critical peak load periods. The maximum amount

of load curtailment, the maximum number of service activation in a year, and duration of the

service are predefined and agreed in the contract. CL and interruptible load programs are not

directly controlled by the utility. Final customers who agreed to participate in these types of

programs are notified in advance to switch off or shift their appliances. The notification for

load adjustment can be received on a minute, hour, or DA basis, depending on the terms agreed

in the contract. Interruptible programs are suitable for larger consumers (either commercial or

industry) who receive lower prices during normal operation and additional incentives when the

load is interrupted. If the load curtailment or load interruption is requested by the utility and the

service is not delivered, final customers involved in the program can face the penalties.

Incentive based DR are used for peak-shaving [23], [24], [25], for mitigating congestion

and unallowed voltage fluctuations [23], [26], for the system operation cost minimization [27],

[28], greenhouse gas emission minimization [29], energy procurement cost minimization [27],

[30], [25] and RT deviation minimization from predicted DA schedule [31], investment cost

minimization [32], line loss reduction [33], minimization of load curtailment[34], providing

frequency reserve[35], [36] and minimization of RES curtailment [37].

Market-based DR is organized through an independent aggregator or an aggregator acting as

a supplier and a flexibility service provider (FSP). Due to their small installed power, individual

market participation of small final customers is not possible and different forms of aggregation

are established. The following Chapter will describe different types of aggregation and the

benefits for final customers involved in the aggregation.

2.4 Aggregation of final customers

Aggregation is defined in the EU Directive on common rules for the internal market for elec-

tricity as a combination of loads of multiple final customers or generated electricity which is

sold, purchased, or auctioned in any kind of electricity market by a natural or a legal person

[12]. Different forms of final customers and DERs gathering have been studied in the thesis:

•Microgrids,

•Energy communities,

•Virtual power plant or aggregators.
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2.4.1 Microgrids

A microgrid is a low-voltage (LV) distribution network which can be operated autonomously

(in an island mode) or can be connected to the main grid. When the microgrid is connected to

the main grid, it exchanges energy with the rest of the network through the transformer. When

operating in an island mode, the microgrid supplies its own demand using its own distributed

generation (DG) [38]. The goal of energy management in the microgrid is a smart and coordi-

nated operation which ensures minimal operation cost and minimal deviations from predefined

DA schedule with BES [39]. The impact of DR programs in microgrid operation was investi-

gated in [40]. Emergency DR is the best program in a critical situation and brings the lowest

cost for the final users and acceptable cost for the microgrid operation. On the other hand, RTP

results in the lowest operational cost and the highest cost for final users. Operational costs can

also be minimized with optimal scheduling of EV charging used for peak load reduction and

load curve modification, while the responsive loads serve as a compensation reserve for uncer-

tain wind and PV generation [41]. The optimal operation of DERs in a microgrid is studied in

[42] to fulfill the goal of critical loads supply with minimum community social welfare loss.

Microgrids can provide a wide range of AS to the main grid if they are operated in the grid-

connection mode: frequency control support, voltage control support, congestion management,

reduction of grid losses and improving power quality. If operated in an islanded mode, the

microgrid is responsible for the frequency and voltage stability which are necessary for the

secure and stable microgrid operation.

Islanded microgrids have less inertia compared to the microgrids connected to the power

system. To prevent the harmful effects of contingencies, various control methods are necessary

for frequency and voltage control.

Power quality in the microgrid related to the different DG system integration was discussed

in [43]. Power quality in microgrids is divided into voltage quality (voltage variation, voltage

unbalance, harmonic distortion of the voltage waveform, phase balancing), continuity of sup-

ply (type and duration of interruption, voltage level of fault, type of continuity indicator), and

commercial quality. Power-sharing and voltage regulation with a consensus-based algorithm is

proposed for direct-current (DC) microgrid in [44]. To lower the imbalance cost in RT resulted

from imperfect information while bidding on DA market, RES and different flexibility sources

(such as BES or a pumped storage plant) can optimally schedule their operation in the micro-

grid. This type of joint market participation is seen as an option for uncertainty mitigation but

also opens the door for Spinning Reserve and Fast Response Reserve provision [45].

There are several real-life microgrid examples reported in the literature [46], [47]. Boston

Bar – BC Hydro, Canada was built as an answer to frequent daily power outages. UW mi-

crogrid in the USA is used for modelling control issues in integrating diesel generators into

microgrids that can also include converter-based sources. Bronsbergen Holiday Park in the
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Netherlands consists of more than 200 holiday homes with 108 rooftop PV systems and central

energy storage controlled with a centralized approach with the possibility of automatic isola-

tion and reconnection. The Residential Microgrid of Am Steinweg in Stutensee, Germany, was

built as part of DISPOWER project. The load is supplied from 28 kW CHP unit and 35 kW

PV installation, while the microgrid counts 101 apartments and 100 kW BES. The microgrid is

capable of islanded operation for a longer period of time. CESI RICERCA DER DC LV test

microgrid was built in Italy as part of Microgrid projects. The microgrid has several DERs and

controllable load under centralized control. Flywheel is installed for improving the power qual-

ity, while BESs serve for proper system operation during fast transient dynamics in the island

mode. Kythnos island microgrid in Greece supplies 12 households and 53kWh BES from 10

kW PV and 5kW diesel generator. Battery management is achieved with grid frequency com-

bined with a frequency droop concept as a communication signal. Laboratory-scale microgrid

system at the National Technical University of Athens in Greece consists of two PV systems,

a wind turbine, BES, controllable loads, and a controlled interconnection to the local LV grid.

The voltage sources converter connects the BES with the grid and is used for voltage and fre-

quency regulation in islanded operation. Moreover, the Faculty of Electrical Engineering and

Computing University of Zagreb is currently forming a microgrid [48]. It consists of multi-

ple Li-ion battery storage (38+18+18 kWh modular battery packs, 6x2.5 kW/6 kWh residential

battery packs), supercapacitor energy storage (5 kW / 0.1 kWh; 96 Vdc/83 F), multiple PV

strings (4x12.5+3x10+1x4 kW for a total of 84 kW installed capacity), controllable AC and DC

loads, DC drive driven engine that simulates a 15 kW thermal power plant (busbars, protection

equipment, metering equipment), 20 kW hydroelectric power plant with a Pelton turbine (with

turbine governor and rated flow of 27 liters/s).

2.4.2 Energy communities

An energy community can be represented as collective energy actions with an open and demo-

cratic participation which bring benefits for its members. The main legal framework distin-

guishes two types of energy community: renewable energy community (REC)[49] and citizen

energy community (CEC) [12]. There are several differences between REC and CEC. The

membership issue is more strictly regulated in REC. The participation of private undertakings

in REC cannot be their primary commercial or professional activity. Moreover, members of

REC must be involved only in renewable energy projects which are owned and developed by

the community members. CEC can involve also other technologies, not only RES. CEC is lim-

ited only to electricity, while REC can involve other energy carriers. CEC has no geographic

limitation, while in REC stakeholders must be located close to renewable energy projects owned

and developed by REC [50]. In line with this, the thesis focuses on CEC and investigates the

benefits of its members arising from their collaboration.
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Exchanging energy in the community can be divided into centralized and decentralized trad-

ing. The centralized energy sharing involves a central entity, a CM, who is in charge of house-

hold flexible appliances and determines the prices for each community member. On the other

hand, in a decentralized approach, each community member decides on its own trading actions,

i.e. volume and price in the transactions. In the decentralized approach, final customers do not

need to share any information about their energy preferences and consumption, which reduces

the communication burden, while the mathematical models include energy optimization only

for one final customer which makes it easy to solve. However, centralized approach is simple

to implement and encouraging for the final customer due to their limited involvement in the

flexible scheduling of appliances.

The centralized approach was investigated in several papers: [51], [52], [53], [54], [55].

The work in [51] investigates demand-side management and low carbon technologies (BES and

RES) in peer-to-peer (p2p) trading. To address the cost fairness problem, the model uses Pareto

optimality which ensures that all participants involved in p2p trading face lower electricity

cost compared with their individual cost. An internal community price calculation based on

Supply-Demand Ratio taking into account the willingness of load shifting is investigated [52].

The problem is formulated as a bi-level optimization model in which the upper-level calculates

the internal prices and the lower-level minimizes the cost of each prosumer. The paper [53]

proposed two internal market designs comparing the overall community profit with private and

common BES. Compared to the baseline case without BES, the energy community can save up

to 31% with BES and p2p trading with private ownership and up to 24% with commonly owned

BES. Participation in a local energy community is not only beneficial for its members in terms of

reducing the electricity bill. The paper [54] focuses on providing frequency restoration reserve

from the local energy community that share low carbon technologies (PV, EVs, BES). The

service provision is conducted in a two-stage process. The CM determines the flexibility in the

DA stage which can be submitted to the balancing service provider. The real-time operation of

community minimizes the cost considering the flexibility reserved in the first stage. The results

demonstrate that higher utilization of BES in the DA stage is less profitable. However, the case

with lower utilization is more profitable than the baseline case in which the community does not

provide any reserve. P2p energy transaction which maximizes social welfare is investigated in

[55]. P2p trading in the community is decomposed into two parts: pair matching to maximize

the profit and profit balancing between the matched pair.

The decentralized approach was investigated in following papers: [56], [57], [58], [59],

[60], [61], [62], [63], [64], [65], [66].

Energy trading in the local energy community based on a coalitional game is discussed in

[57]. The results show that nucleolus-based solution fairly redistributes cost among community

members, while the grand coalition is the most profitable coalition which benefits increase if
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the community is involved in peak shaving and valley filling.

A decentralized energy community market clearing problem considering both DA decisions

and RT actions in [58] is solved with the Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers (ADMM).

Prices for energy traded in the community are set between purchasing and selling price which

are set by the supplier. The internal prices are lower when more PV generation is available

in the community. The profit sharing between community energy storage and final customers

is based on Nash-bargaining game and solved in a distributed fashion using ADMM in honest

and cheating participation [59]. A solution based on a cheating equilibrium guarantees stable

energy cooperation.

Centralized energy trading between community energy storage and prosumers is compared

with the competitive approach and benevolent approach in [60]. In the centralized approach,

the total payments of the community are minimized. In the benevolent approach, the storage

operator is regulated by the final users to connect their energy requirements with storage char-

acteristics, while in the competitive approach the storage acts firstly and the final users respond

to this action (non-cooperative Stackelberg game). The results show that the competitive opera-

tion of energy storage is the best-proposed solution. DA scheduling of flexible appliances with

minimization of balancing actions in the community in centralized and decentralized approach

based on ADMM is proposed in [61]. The results show that both types of community trading are

beneficial for final customers compared to individual energy exchange with the grid, however,

it is emphasized that the decentralized approach requires only the information containing the

volume of energy exchanged with the grid. The voltage regulation with DR management in the

energy community is proposed in [62]. The problem is solved as Stackelberg game in which

community energy storage leads the game maximizing its revenue, while prosumers follow

minimizing their energy cost. The results show reduced peak energy demand and less storage

capacity in the decentralized energy sharing approach.

A risk aversion energy sharing model is proposed in [63] based on blockchain technology

and non-cooperative game. P2p trading in the community based on Stackelberg game-theoretic

approach distinguishes two competitions during the trading process: price competition among

sellers and seller selection competition among buyers [64]. P2p trading shows significant cost

reduction compared to the baseline case without DR programs and p2p trading. The interac-

tions between an integrated community energy system, prosumers, and the wholesale electricity

market are proposed in [66]. The problem is solved in a bi-level optimization in which the com-

munity energy system in the upper-level plans an optimal operation of PV and storage system

interacting with prosumers and the market, while prosumers minimize their cost in the lower-

level.

The most advanced energy communities in Europe are [67]:

•Bioenergy Village Juhnde - a German cooperative whose goal was to ensure self-sufficiency
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in energy consumption in Juhnde village. 70% of heating demand and all electricity de-

mand is supplied by a 7000kW CHP generator on biogas resulting in 60% CO2 reduction

and improving local sustainability.

•Brixton Energy - a cooperative in London in which members have invested in 50 MW

of solar capacity (each investor receives an interest equal to approximately 3% of their

investment). The produced energy is firstly shared between the buildings involved in

cooperation and the rest is sold to the grid.

•Energy Cooperative of Karditsa - a civic cooperative whose focus is put on producing

energy from different types of biomass (agro-biomass, forest, and urban biomass) to serve

local demand.

•Green Energy Cooperative - a cooperative established in Croatia involved in investment

and energy efficiency project focused on a citizens community and blockchain technol-

ogy.

•Jurascic - a cooperative society in France in which RES installations are co-financed by

its members, either companies or individuals. 3 MW of installed wind and solar capacity

supplies 2000 households (without electric heating).

•Coppernico - the first cooperative in Portugal aiming to involve citizens in renewable and

decentralized energy future. The community members invest in diverse RES projects

improving the local economy development and creating social values.

•Som Energia - the first REC in Catalunya, Spain promoting a 100% renewable energy

model. The members of the community pay the deposit fee when enrolling in the coop-

erative and have access to the electricity from existing RES in the community (the fee is

refunded if the member decides to leave the community). Each member who invests in

the RES can expect a 4% to 7% of investment rate.

•Sifnos Island Cooperative - the first energy-autonomous island in the Mediterranean in

which energy will be supplied from RES owned and shared by the citizens of the island

energy cooperative.

•Edinburgh Community Solar Co-operative - PV installed on 25 buildings in the city with

the generation capacity of 1.38 MW which produces 70% of the electricity used in the

community and support improvement of energy security, reduce greenhouse gas emis-

sions (1000 tones of carbon dioxide reduction since 2019) and help to foster sustainable

development in Edinburgh.

2.4.3 Virtual power plants or aggregators

The recent trend in a price decrease of low-carbon technologies and increased awareness of final

customers’ flexibility potential open the door for aggregator participation in AS provision. In a

Virtual Power Plant (VPP), decentralized units in a power network are linked and operated by a
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single, centralized control system called an aggregator. The aggregators need to ensure simple

access and a high level of automation in order to attract diverse final customers and act as a FSP

according to the power system’s needs.

Four different types of market models for aggregators (or VPP) are distinguished based on

different focus and complexities [68]:

•Model 0 - aggregators are already existing market entities, either electricity suppliers or

BRPs and flexibility is not separated from the classic electricity supply.

•Model 1 - independent aggregator in charge of providing frequency stabilization, but

not responsible for electricity supply. Due to limited duration and volume of frequency

stabilisation service, there would not be a significant imbalance cost incurred by flexibility

activation from the aggregator’s side.

•Model 2 - aggregator cooperates with existing BRP and is not responsible for electricity

supply. Imbalance costs are directly covered by the aggregator.

•Model 3 - aggregator cooperates with the electricity supplier, i.e. it is responsible for both

flexibility service provision and electricity supply. The main advantage of this model is a

separate settlement of the customer’s baseline and flexible load.

Diverse aggregator’s (VPP’s) business models have been investigated in the academic liter-

ature. The market participation of the aggregator can be divided in several categories:

•energy market participation: [69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75],

•frequency service provision: [76], [77], [78], [79], [80], [81],

•non-frequency service provision (voltage control and congestion management): [82],

[83], [84], [85], [86], [87], [88].

In [69] the aggregator receives DA market price and interruptible load tariff and optimizes

the energy consumption of flexible residential load through smart meters. The model catego-

rizes different types of households such as shiftable load, interruptible load, adjustable load

(such as air conditioner), uninterruptible load (such as washing machine and rice-cooker), and

EVs. DR was tested for ToU, RT pricing and CPP and results show that the flexible consump-

tion not only reduces the electricity cost of the final customer, but also decreases the peak load

and the difference between peak and valley energy consumption. The authors in [70] propose

a business model for an aggregator in charge of prosumer’s flexible units taking into account

DA market prices, grid tariffs, use of fuels in an industrial plant, and imbalance penalization.

Flexible household units are space and water heating, while CL is a low-priority load. Shiftable

load in the industrial plant is wood fiber production. The paper focused on reducing the imbal-

ance penalization with flexible consumption and the results show that the idea developed in this

paper fulfills the requirements of the TSO in power balancing planning. The participation of EV

aggregator as a price-taker in DA market considering robust optimization and uncertainties to-

gether with possibilities of V2G was investigated in [71]. The approach modelled in this paper
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achieves lower charging costs compared to the deterministic solution or unidirectional charging

and conventional charging.

Due to a high number of final customers providing flexibility, the work in [72] focuses on

aggregator’s participation in the DA energy market based on clustered optimization. The model

described in the paper is based on a two-step approach. In the first step a centroid-based clus-

tering algorithm computes the aggregated flexibility, while the second step optimizes supply

and demand bids. The results show that clustering decreases the number of variables and con-

straints in the optimization problem which has a positive effect on reducing computational time

(in deterministic approach from 41 s to 0.5 s and in two-stage stochastic approach from 7.8 h to

2 min in the case with 10 000 prosumers). The aggregator of commercial consumers (shopping

centers, offices, hotels) participates in the DA energy market in order to increase its economic

benefits [73] taking into account the comfort set by the end-user. The uncertainty of PV, price,

and load is tackled with robust optimization considering the participation of aggregator in DA

energy market and flexibility provision from BES [74]. The main conclusion of the paper high-

lights the importance of including BES aging and uncertainty in the optimization model which

decreases the overall aggregator’s benefits.

The provision of frequency containment reserve by aggregated residential heat pumps was

investigated in [76] distinguishing the effects of availability and reliability on the bid size and

revenue. The results show that higher bids and revenues are achieved in the "reliable case"

(aggregated bid size 7.9 MW and 1 C revenue per heat pump on a weekly basis compared

to the "available case" with 1.7 MW aggregated bid size and 0.22 C weekly revenue). The

paper [77] investigates the profitability of BES providing primary control reserve (PCR) in the

market environment with the decreasing prices of PCR and BES units under different bidding

strategies. Low-risk bidding strategy with minimum storage price results in a higher number of

accepted bids, while in high-risk bidding strategy with a smaller amount of flexibility service

provision. Financial analysis shows that investment in storage with a fixed price of PCR is

profitable if a lifetime is expanded to eleven years and higher drops in PCR prices would not

be attractable for investing in storage units. Providing regulating and reserve power by EV

can bring financial benefits to the owner ranging from 120C to 750C [78] on the annual basis

with small or no impacts on the mobility needs. A three-level control structure for providing

primary frequency control support by thermostatically controlled loads (TCLs) is modeled in

[80] with automated control and intact comfort. The aggregator coordinates and dispatches

primary reserve references in the high level. Distribution substations dispatch the control signals

to all individual TCLs in the middle level, while the low level implements the frequency control

loop. The coordination between WPP and DR aggregators in [81] reduces the revenue loss of

WPP with less penalization in the balancing market scheduling up and down reserve from DR

aggregator.
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To reduce the congestion caused by uncontrolled EV charging and heat pumps, the work

in [82] proposes dynamic tariffs and daily power-based network tariffs to stimulate flexibility

potential from controllable electric loads. The optimal charging and discharging of an EV fleet

with the goal of reducing charging cost and providing voltage control and frequency regulation

taking into account BES degradation is proposed in [84]. The results show that voltage control is

more beneficial for the aggregator, while the frequency support provision reduces the charging

cost of EVs and thus is more financial profitable for the owners. To deal with congestion

management and to reduce voltage fluctuations and unallowed voltage deviations, the paper

[85] proposes a flexibility exchange strategy that requires minimal power deviations from the

final customer side. The collaboration between the DSO and aggregator of DG and EVs in

providing congestion-management is proposed in [86]. The centralized approach is compared to

the market-based decentralized congestion management and results show that the decentralized

approach requires less data exchange and 320% less computational complexity together with

lower costs of EVs. To remove congestion in the distribution network, an optimal operation

of flexible buildings is proposed in [87] considering DA distribution local marginal prices with

minimal information exchange between the system operator and an aggregator. The paper [88]

describes the benefits of dynamic power tariffs over dynamic tariff with fixed power tariff for

reducing congestion in the distribution network from DR. Unlike dynamic power tariff, dynamic

tariff requires the use of price sensitivity coefficients which can, if not chosen properly, cause

the failure of dynamic tariffs.

The previous section gave a comprehensive review of multiple services provided by the

aggregators in the academic literature. However, it is important to emphasize that academic

researches in the field of aggregators and DR programs serve as a substrate for real-life ap-

plications. The aggregators, entities that operate VPP, Kiwi power [89], Next Kraftwerke [90],

Energy Pool [91], Flexible Power [92], or market places for local flexibility trading [93] provide

different flexibility services and bridge the gap between the goals set by low-carbon policies and

variable and intermittent nature of RES.

2.5 Connection to the Contributions

The first part of the dissertation critically evaluates the role of the final user in the clean energy

transition as elaborated in 2.2, from abandoning passive consumption through becoming flexible

users under diverse DR programs described in 2.3 and different forms of aggregation described

in 2.4.

The second part of the dissertation, an innovative calculation of internal electricity prices in

energy community which ensures lower electricity costs for all community members, is related

to Chapter 2.4.2 which is focused on energy communities. Moreover, flexibility incentives
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for adjustable consumption which results in lower electricity cost of final users are closely

connected to the diverse demand response programs described in 2.3.

The last part of the dissertation is focused on the market participation of aggregator and

WPP on DA and balancing market as described in 2.1. This innovative form of BG which

consists of flexible prosumers and WPP resulted from an increased need for flexibility which

can be provided from the final customer’s side as proposed in section 2.2. Different pricing

options described in 2.3 are used for end-user cost calculation, while aggregation of final users

is related to the 2.4.
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Chapter 3

Mathematical modelling and optimization
problems

The research described in this thesis consists of three subtopics: evolution of the final customer’s

role from passive consumers through flexible behaviour and different forms of aggregation to

providing AS services to the power system, the effect of local energy exchange between flexible

community members on their cost under different pricing mechanisms considering RT dynamic

prices and flexibility incentives, and formation of an innovative type of BG in which final users

under DR programs with their flexible behaviour reduce the imbalance penalties of RES. To

solve these problems, different mathematical optimization models are constructed in this the-

sis. This chapter will give a brief introduction to different types of optimization problems and

mathematical models which are designed in the publications listed in Chapter 5.

3.1 Types of optimization problems

3.1.1 Convex optimization models

A convex optimization problem has a convex objective function, all inequality constraint func-

tions must be convex and the equality constraint functions must be affine. In convex opti-

mization problems any locally optimal point is also a global optimum solution [94]. Convex

optimization problems are divided into five categories based on their mathematical complexity:

1.Linear Programming (LP),

2.Quadratic Programming,

3.Quadratically Constrained Quadratic Programming,

4.Second-Order Cone Programming,

5.Semidefinite Programming.
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Linear Programming

Linear Programming (LP) problem is defined with linear objective function and linear con-

straints. The goal is to minimize or maximize a linear function of the decision variables. The

values of these decision variables must satisfy a set of linear constraints which must be either

linear inequality or linear equality. Each variable has a sign restriction, either positive, negative,

or unrestricted. LP is often used to determine the optimal solution in diverse areas. LP is useful

to determine the optimal use of resources in the model and improves the quality of the decision

making it less subjective. It is useful in the re-evaluation of a basic plan if some conditions

changed when the plan is partly carried out [95].

In Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) problem some variables are restricted to the

set of positive integers and others are continuous variables. In some real-life examples, some

variables have to take an integer value, such as the required number of BES, the location in

the grid, the number of cycles of an appliance, etc. Moreover, the MILP problem also implies

the use of binary variables whose values can be either zero or one. The use of binary variables

is necessary when the optimization problem needs to decide between different solutions from

which only one is possible [96]. All mathematical models in this thesis are formulated as MILP

problems.

3.1.2 Non-convex optimization models

Non-convex optimization models are described with non-convex objective function and non-

convex set of constraints. Non-convex optimization is computationally hard due to multiple

local extremes (minimas and maximas), saddle points, very flat regions, and widely varying

curvature. They have at least non-deterministic polynomial-time hardness, i.e. they cannot be

solved in polynomial time. They cannot be solved with general optimization techniques, each

problem requires an individual approach. The most common non-convex problem are neural

networks which can be solved with stochastic gradient descent, mini-batching, stochastic vari-

ance reduced gradient, momentum, alternating minimization methods, etc. [97]. Non-convex

optimization models are out of the scope of this thesis.

3.2 Solving optimization models

Optimization problems can be complex and sometimes cannot be solved in polynomial time or

give an exact solution. Unlike exact methods, heuristic optimization problems can be solved

in polynomial time and result in an acceptable solution, but sometimes not globally optimal.

However, heuristic methods are not flexible, i.e. if a variable is changed or constraint is added

into the problem, a hard-coded heuristic model will not be usable and the model requires ad-
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ditional changes in implementation. Commonly used heuristic methods are genetic algorithm

(GA), particle swarm optimization (PSO), differential evolution (DE), grey wolf optimization,

bee colony optimization, etc. On the other hand, exact methods guarantee global optimal so-

lution and their efficiency remains unchanged if any modification is added in the model. The

optimization models in this thesis are solved with exact optimization.

3.2.1 Exact methods

Exact methods can be divided into four categories:

1.Optimized Path - The problem defines a real function that adds value to each path that can

be defined between two nodes in the network. The goal of optimization is to determine

the path with the highest value between two nodes[98]. There are two types of problems

in determining the optimal path: unconstrained problems and constrained problems in

which the optimal path must satisfy a certain set of constraints. An example of a prob-

lem based on a constrained optimal path is the travelling passenger problem. The finite

optimal path problem is defined with a finite number of nodes, while an infinite one has

an infinite number of nodes. There are two principles of optimality: a strong principle of

optimality in which each optimal path is formed by optimal subpaths and a weak principle

of optimality in which exists an optimal path formed by optimal subpaths.

2.Branch and Bound, Branch and Price, Branch and Cut - The Branch and Bound algo-

rithm is one of the methods for solving non-deterministic polynomial time hard problems

[99]. This group of algorithms is based on counting all possible solutions by storing par-

tial solutions (subproblems) in the tree structure. Unexplored nodes in the tree generate

children by dividing the space in which the solution is located, which can be solved recur-

sively (branching). Numerous rules are used to reduce search space that has proven to be

suboptimal (bounding). The algorithm gives the best solution from the searched tree as

the optimal solution. The tree components have a significant impact on the performance

of the algorithm. The search strategy determines the order in which subproblems are

searched. The branching method tells how the solution area can be divided to create new

subproblems in the tree. Pruning rules prevent searching for suboptimal areas of the tree.

The first phase of the Branch and Bound algorithm consists of searching. At this stage,

the algorithm has not yet found the optimal solution. The second phase is verification in

which the current solution becomes optimal, but there are still unexplored parts of the tree

that can be pruned. The current solution cannot be proven to be optimal as long as there

are still unexplored parts of the tree.

Branch and Price - The Branch and Price method is used to solve integer programming

problems with a large number of variables [100]. This method is based on the omission

of individual columns in the linear relaxations of the problem because the optimal value
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of some variables in these columns will be zero. In order to check the optimality of the

solution obtained by linear relaxation, a subproblem called the pricing problem is solved

in order to identify the columns of cost-effective reduced cost. If such columns exist,

linear relaxation is re-optimized. Branching occurs if such cost-effective columns do not

exist, but the solution does not satisfy the integrity requirements. The Branch and Price

algorithm generates columns (column generation) at each node of the branch and bound

tree. The efficiency of this algorithm depends on the strength of the relaxation. Poor linear

relaxation results in excessive branching and long run times. A large number of variables

allows the creation of strong limits of linear relaxation [101]. This algorithm uses special

branching selection strategies for defining the price problem. It is important to note that

this algorithm is computationally demanding and it is necessary to make a compromise

between the quality of the dual values of the solution and the execution speed.

Branch and Cut - The Branch and Cut algorithm is used to solve integer optimization

problems where an optimal solution can be guaranteed [102]. This method is based on

the Branch and bound algorithm and the cutting plane method. In order to solve the

problem of MILP, it is necessary to find solutions to one or smaller subproblems in which

some constraints have been discarded. Such simplified problems are called relaxation.

The solution to the relaxed problem represents the lower limit to the initial problem. The

lower limits can be used when searching the tree to specify additional constraints and

get the optimal solution. Each problem can be solved by dividing the space of possible

solutions into smaller areas and setting limits to the goal function in each subproblem

[103].

3.Constraint Programming - Constraint programming[104] is used to solve combinatorial

search problems with sophisticated artificial intelligence techniques, operational searches,

advanced algorithms, and graph theory. The user states the constraints of the problem,

while a general purpose constraint solver is used for solving optimization problems. Con-

straints are represented by relations, and the model associates these constraints with vari-

ables. The Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) consists of a set of variables defined

in a particular domain and a set of relations between those variables that represent con-

straints. The search algorithm can be complete or incomplete. A complete search in-

volves a systematic search of the solution area and guarantees finding a solution if one

exists and can be used if one wants to prove that there is no solution to the problem.

General methods and domain-specific methods are used to solve these types of problems

[105]. Domain-specific methods are used to implement special-purpose algorithms, such

as programs for solving systems of linear equations, implementation of unification algo-

rithms that are the basis of automated technologies proving theorems. General methods

deal with the reduction of search space by specific search methods (constrained propa-
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gation algorithms). These algorithms achieve different values of local optimums that try

to approximate the values of the global optimum. Top-down search methods are used.

Constraint programming consists of two phases. In the first phase, the constraints are set,

while the second phase is focused on solving the problem. This type of optimization is

very flexible because the constraints can be added, moved or changed without affecting

the execution speed. There are several built-in methods that make these types of problems

easier to solve. Constraint programming is mostly used in interactive graphics systems

to express geometric coherence in the case of scene analysis, operational research prob-

lems (usually planning problems), molecular biology (DNA sequencing, construction of

3D protein models), electrical calculations (location network failure, network configu-

ration determination, network testing and verification), numerical computation (solving

polynomial constraints with a certain accuracy), computational algebra.

4.Dynamic Programming - Dynamic programming is a method for solving optimization

problems based on the decomposition of the main problem into smaller and simpler sub-

problems. The optimal solution of the problem depends on the optimal solutions of

the subproblems. Dynamic programming is recursive in nature, but each subproblem

is solved only once, and the results are stored to find a solution faster and easier if the

recursion is called again for the same value of a particular parameter or variable. Dy-

namic programming has a bottom-up approach in which a combination of solutions to all

subproblems serves to obtain the optimal solution to the main problem. The characteris-

tics of dynamic programming are optimal substructure and overlapping subproblems. If

a problem has an optimal substructure, the optimal solution can be defined by recursion.

If a model has overlapping subproblems, recursion implementation can be improved by

running each subproblem only once.

3.2.2 Heuristics methods

Several heuristics methods often used in power system optimization are described below:

1.Genetic Algorithm - GA is a heuristic optimization method that mimics the natural evolu-

tionary process of natural selection. This method is very often used to solve a number of

optimization models. GA begins with the initialization of parameters and the production

of an initial population in which all generations are created based on the best individuals

of the previous generation. The operators used in this method are called mutations and

crossovers. They are applied to the most capable units of previous generations to produce

new generations [106]. The process of natural selection begins with the selection of the

most capable individuals from the population. They produce offspring that inherits the

traits of the parents and will be passed on to the next generation. If parents have better

instincts, their offspring will be better than their parents and will have a better chance
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of survival. This process is constantly repeated and eventually a generation will be left

with the most capable individuals. This procedure can be applied to a search problem.

GA is divided into 5 phases: initialization of the population, ’fitness’ function, selection,

crossover, and mutations. The process begins with a group of individuals called a popu-

lation. Each of these individuals represents a solution to a problem characterized by a set

of parameters (variables) called genes. Genes are combined into chromosomes. Fitness

function determines an individual’s ability (an individual’s ability is considered in the

context of competing with other individuals). The probability indicating that individuals

will be selected for reproduction is based on an assessment of their fitness. The idea of

the selection phase is to select the most capable individuals whose task is to transfer genes

to the next generation. Two pairs of individuals (parents) are selected based on the results

of their abilities. Crossover is the most important phase in GA. For each pair of parents

selected to mate, a cross-point within the gene is randomly selected. Offsprings are cre-

ated by exchanging the genes of the parents until the crossing point is reached. Some of

the genes of the new offspring may be exposed to mutation. This implies that some genes

in the sequence may be reversed. The mutation occurs to maintain diversity within the

population and prevent premature convergence. The algorithm stops if the population has

converged (it does not produce offsprings that are significantly different from the previous

generation).

2.Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) - PSO is a method based on population modeling and

social behavior during a flock of birds. The operator is used to improve the individual

population using fitness information from the environment. In this optimization method,

position and speed are assigned to each individual. When a new optimal solution is found

by an individual, other individuals approach it. The speed of each individual is based on

the flying experience and the experiences of other individuals [107]. It has been shown

that PSO can achieve better results in a faster way compared to other methods. It can

also be parallelized. Unlike traditional optimization methods, PSO does not require the

problem to be differentiable. It consists of a small number of hyperparameters that are

easy to implement. PSO will work for different types of problems when selecting the

same hyperparameters, which makes it a very powerful and flexible algorithm. In PSO,

a group of particles (potential solutions) is located in the possible search space. Particles

do not know where the global minimum is, but all particles have their fitness values

estimated by the fitness function. Particles are defined by coordinates in the search space

in which they are located and must be in constant motion updating their position in each

iteration. The system is initialized by a population of random solutions and seeks the

optimal solution by updating the generations. Unlike GA, PSO does not have evolutionary

operators like crossbreeding and mutation. The difference lies in the method of generation
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update. The speed of movement in the search space is subject to inertia and is governed by

the two best values found up to the observed moment. The first value is the best personal

solution the particle has found. The second is the best global solution found by a swarm

of particles. Thus, each particle has in the memory the best personal solution and the best

global solution. The low coefficient of inertia weight facilitates the exploitation of the

best solutions so far, while the high coefficient facilitates research around these solutions.

If this coefficient is greater than 1, divergence can occur.

3.Differential Evolution (DE) - DE is based on the adoption of a search mechanism during

the evolutionary process [108]. It has proven to be an excellent tool for solving nonlin-

ear optimization problems. After the initialization of the population and all parameters,

a new population is generated based on the weighted difference vector between the last

two members from the previous population. As in GA, mutations and crossovers used to

obtain the optimal solution during optimization play an important role. DE can be consid-

ered as a type of GAs and evolutionary programming in which the most capable offspring

and the appropriate parent compete. DE algorithms are based on little or no assumption

about the underlying optimization problem and can quickly explore very large spaces of

possible solutions. DE is arguably one of the most versatile and stable population search

algorithms showing robustness towards multi-modal problems. The algorithm searches

the space by maintaining a population of candidate solutions (individuals) and creates new

solutions by combining existing ones according to a specific procedure. Candidates with

the best objective values are retained in the next iteration of the algorithm. The process is

repeated until the interrupt criterion is met. The main advantage of DE is the fact that it

has only three control parameters that need to be adjusted. The performance of a partic-

ular optimization problem largely depends on both the test vector generation scheme and

the choice of control parameters. The test vector generation scheme is selected firstly,

and then the control parameters for a particular optimization problem are adjusted. Find-

ing the right values of control parameters can be time consuming and difficult, especially

for more complicated problems. Advanced variants of DE use adaptive and self-adaptive

control parameters that are adjusted based on the feedback received during the search pro-

cess. Most practical optimization problems consist of one or more constraints. Constraint

problems are quite challenging to solve because of their complexity and non-linearity.

3.3 Bi-level optimization

Bi-level optimization is a mathematical program in which the main optimization model has an-

other optimization model defined as a constraint, i.e. the program has a two-level optimization

task. The upper-level problem is commonly known as a leader problem, while the lower-level
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represents a follower problem. In other words, the information determined in the upper-level

model is sent as an input parameter to the lower-level. Each model has its own objective func-

tion and constraints. As the lower-level problem serves as the constraint in the upper-level, only

feasible solutions obtained in the lower-level can satisfy upper-level optimization problem. The

mathematical formulation of a MILP bi-level optimization is given with (3.1):

min
x1,y1

F1(x,y)

s.t. G1(x,y)≤ 0

H1(x,y) = 0

x2,y2 ∈ arg min {F2(x,y) : G2(x,y)≤ 0, H2(x,y) = 0}

x = [xT
1 xT

2 ]
T , y = [yT

1 yT
2 ]

T

x ∈ Rn, y ∈ Zm

(3.1)

x is a vector of all continuous variables and y is a vector of all integer variables, while x1

is a vector of continuous variables in the upper-level, y1 is a vector of integer variables in the

upper-level, x2 is a vector of continuous variables in the lower-level, y2 is a vector of integer

variables in the lower-level.

There are two approaches developed in mathematical programming for solving bi-level op-

timization problems [109]:

•classical approaches : single-level reduction, descent methods, penalty function methods,

trust-region methods,

•evolutionary approaches: nested methods, single-level reduction, metamodeling-based

methods.

The classical approach single-level reduction is used for solving bi-level optimization prob-

lem in this thesis, while other methods are out of the scope of the thesis. The classical approach

replaces the lower-level problem with Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions with Lagrangian

and complementary conditions.

The mathematical form of reduced bi-level problem into a single-level is given with (3.2):

min
x1,y1,λ ,µ

F1(x,y)

s.t. G1(x,y)≤ 0

H1(x,y) = 0

∇x1L(x,y,λ ,µ) = 0

G2(x,y)≤ 0

λ ·G2(x,y) = 0

λ ≥ 0

µ f ree

(3.2)
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Complementary conditions introduce non-linearity in the model which is solved with Fortuny-

Amat Transformation [110] in which M is a sufficiently large constant and b binary variable

used for linearization of condition i (3.3):

G2i(x,y)≤ M ·bi

λi ≤ M · (1−bi) (3.3)

3.4 Uncertainty modelling

Decision-making in power system planning and operation includes a high level of uncertainty.

To handle this issue, several different approaches are used: stochastic optimization, robust op-

timization, chance-constraint optimization, and online optimization. Stochastic optimization is

characterized with different scenarios and their probability of occurrence (the sum of all prob-

abilities are equal to 1). The uncertainty modelling in this thesis is carried out with stochastic

optimization. If a two-stage stochastic model is considered, two kinds of decisions are made -

here-and-now and wait-and-see decisions, as shown in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: Stochastic decision making

The difference between them lies in the different degrees of uncertainty at the moment when

the decision is made. Here-and-now or the first stage decision is made before the uncertainty is

disclosed, i.e. the decision made in this stage considers all possible scenarios that can occur (the

stage with imperfect information). The variables representing this decision do not depend on

each realization of the stochastic process (scenario). The second stage or wait-and-see decision

is made after uncertainty is revealed (the decision is made with perfect information). Variables

for the second-stage decision are defined for each scenario [111]. Multi-stage problems consider

more than two stages, however, they are not used in this thesis.
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Robust optimization assumes that the objective and constraints belong to certain sets. The

goal is to make the decision that will be optimal for the worst-case objective function and feasi-

ble whatever the constraints are. Several types of robustness are considered in the optimization

processes: strict, cardinally constrained, adjustable, light, regret, and recoverable robustness

[112].

The chance-constrained optimization ensures that the probability of meeting a certain con-

straint is above a certain level. It gives a high confidence level of the solution due to the re-

stricted feasible region. As the decision has to be made before the observation of random

parameters, these models hardly find the solution that guarantees that constraints violation will

not occur due to the unexpected random effect. To deal with this, this constraint violation can

be balanced in the following stage [113].

Online optimization solves problems with no or incomplete knowledge of the future [114].

Two possible types of problems exist: online problems with multiple decisions which are made

sequentially based on a piece-by-piece input and problems in which a decision is made only

once.

3.5 Market and final customer modelling in the thesis

Traditional power system planning relied on a conservative passive approach which includes

network reinforcement considering all possible future scenarios. With broad integration of RES

and transport electrification, this approach becomes very expensive and in some cases ineffi-

cient. The transition towards active distribution network management in low-carbon environ-

ment is focused on unlocking flexibility potential from DERs and final customers. Different

dynamic pricing mechanisms (ToU, CPP, RT pricing, etc.) transform passive customers to ac-

tive flexible prosumers who are willing to change their electricity consumption behaviour for

adequate compensation as described in 2.3. Diverse flexibility sources are considered from the

final customer’s side: household appliances (shiftable, interruptible), BES, smart EV charging.

MILP formulation introduced in 3.1.1 is used in this thesis to model their flexible behaviour.

MILP models are solved with Branch and Bound, Branch and Price, Branch and Cut techniques

described in 3.2.1.

Bi-level optimization described in 3.3 is used to model the interaction between the aggre-

gator, WPP, and final prosumers. The objective function in the upper-level describes profit

maximization of the aggregator which supplies their portfolio and sets dynamic prices to the fi-

nal users, and WPP which exchanges energy with flexible prosumers in the periods of incorrect

DA decision to reduce the balancing cost. The lower-level accepts the prices set in the upper-

level and minimizes the cost of flexible prosumers and at the same time exchange the power

with WPP when necessary.
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Stochastic optimization described in section 3.4 in this thesis is used to deal with the uncer-

tainties of RES production and final user’s consumption. PV and WPP generation together with

the consumption patterns and final users’ habits are modeled with diverse RT scenarios. Aggre-

gators, suppliers, or CM in charge of electricity supply make an optimal decision considering

the possible outcome of the diverse scenarios of consumption profile and RES production of

their portfolio and procure energy on DA energy market (the first stage decision). When the un-

certainty is revealed in RT, they face balancing cost due to the imperfect DA decision. However,

diverse flexibility options at the final customer side could be financially stimulated to follow the

predefined DA schedule and reduce the balancing cost and at the same time reduce the cost of

the final user (the second stage decision). Moreover, the intermittent nature of big WPP can be

mitigated with DR programs. BES and diverse DR programs can serve as a buffer between the

WPP and balancing market reducing their balancing cost with flexible consumption following

predicted DA schedule of WPP.
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Chapter 4

Main Scientific Contributions

This thesis is built on the contribution divided into three parts. The first one provides a critical

evaluation of the final customer in the clean energy transition. It shows how changes in the final

user’s behaviour have affected not only their cost but also enhanced the level of flexibility in

the power system. The second part investigates the financial benefits for prosumers and active

consumers enrolled in energy community trading. The innovative two-stage pricing method

based on DA prices and flexibility incentives ensures that all community members are better

off within the community compared to the traditional supplier-end user contract. Moreover, the

model defines the optimal method selection process. The last part of the contribution proposes

a bi-level model of an innovative type of BG in which WPP reduces the uncertainties of their

production through energy sharing with flexible final users.

4.1 Critical evaluation of the final customer role in low-carbon

energy transition

The liberalization opened the market for new entities which expanded the opportunities for

the final customers with different supplier’s and pricing options. The critical evaluation of the

final customer behavior and cost under different pricing mechanisms has been conducted in

[P3], [P4], [P6], [P8], [P11]-[P13]. Incentivized with reduced investments and competitive prices

for selling energy, completely passive final customers started to invest in different low-carbon

technologies. In order to achieve lower electricity costs, they are abandoning the flat tariffs

and enrolling in different dynamic pricing options. The behaviour of the final customer and the

return on investments under different pricing options in several European countries have been

investigated in [P3] and [P8]. The objective function minimizes the cost of the final customer

with different low-carbon technologies (EV, BES, PV, shiftable appliances). The resolution in

the MILP model was hourly-based with one-year horizon. Low-carbon technologies embedded

at the final customer’s side can also be used for flexibility service provision as modeled in [P4]
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and [P11]. Flexible behavior of final customers can be used for local congestion management

and voltage control resulting in deferred investment in the network reinforcement. Moreover,

local FSPs can be aggregated and provide their service not only to the DSO but also to the

TSO. In order to prevent the distribution network constraint violations and the activation of

counteracting services, coordination mechanism between the TSO and DSO has been developed

in [P13].

4.2 Innovative pricing method for calculation of internal elec-

tricity prices in the energy community

The second part of the contribution focuses on the aggregation of flexible consumers and pro-

sumers in energy communities with the possibility of internal energy sharing as proposed in

[P1], [P9], and [P10]. With the gradual abandonment of feed-in-tariff for households PV in-

stallations, suppliers are setting lower selling prices compared to the buying price in order to

mitigate the risk of the intermittent nature of RES and ensure adequate profit margin. This does

not incentivize prosumers to sell their excess PV production. Sharing excess energy with the

neighbouring final users through p2p trading arises as a better alternative. The contribution of

the thesis is built on upgrading the cost-sharing mechanisms in energy community p2p trad-

ing accounting for DA energy prices and flexibility incentives. Instead of paying the balancing

fee for each consumed kWh of energy as it is declared in the traditional supplier-end customer

contract, the model proposes incentives for flexible behaviour which stimulate prosumers to

follow their predefined DA schedule. This contributes to the overall system balancing. Un-

like traditional mechanisms for the internal price calculation in energy community which are

based on the total consumption and total production volumes in specific hours, this model con-

siders net-load values which bring additional savings for the community members. The cost

minimization of the energy community is formulated as a centralized stochastic MILP model

considering different types of communities in size and type of consumers. The cost allocation

is executed the day after energy delivery and does not interfere with the optimization algorithm

which makes it simple to solve and computationally tractable. The cost allocation is performed

as a two-stage process that guarantees lower electricity costs for all community members. In the

first step the internal buying and selling prices are calculated under three cost sharing methods

Mid-Market Rate Net (MMRN), Bill-Sharing Method Net (BSMN), and Supply-Demand Ratio

Net (SDRN). If any member of the community faces higher electricity cost compared to the

case with their traditional supplier’s contract, the second stage reallocates the financial benefits

gained from community energy sharing and ensures low electricity cost for each community

member, regardless their energy preferences and low-carbon technology installed. The model

proves that BSMN method is the exemption from the fair cost allocation. Prosumers with ex-
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cess PV production will face higher costs in the community trading compared to the traditional

supplier’s contract due to the free energy sharing between community members.

4.3 Bi-level model of Energy Sharing in Aggregator-Wind

Power Plant-Flexible Prosumers Balancing group

The last part of the contribution focuses on the design of an innovative type of BG in which the

aggregator of flexible users jointly participates on the market together with the WPP in order

to increase the profit from energy supply and at the same time to reduce the WPP’s imbalance

penalties arisen from an imperfect prediction on DA market. Their joint market participation

has been developed as a stochastic bi-level MILP model in [P2], [P5], and [P7]. The upper-level

model maximizes the aggregator-WPP profit from market participation (either for energy pro-

curement for final users or selling excess energy from WPP). According to the market prices and

RT WPP production, aggregator defines adequate price signals for final users which stimulate

BES’s charging and discharging at the final user’s side in order to achieve a better market posi-

tion. Moreover, these price signals are affected by the RT production of WPP. When necessary,

final users share the part of their BES in order to help WPP to reduce the deviation from the

predefined DA schedule. The lower-level accepts these price signals from the upper-level and

minimizes the cost of final users. The bi-level model is solved with a single level reduction with

KKT conditions for generalized equations describing necessary optimality conditions of the

lower-level problem. As the cost minimization model in the lower-level is a convex problem,

the lower-level problem is replaced with the necessary optimality conditions. This includes

stationary conditions and complementary slackness conditions associated with the inequality

constraints. Complementary slackness conditions are not linear and their linearization is car-

ried out with Fortuny-Amat Transformations using the big M method. The electricity price for

final users determined in the upper-level is a variable and it is included in the upper-level ob-

jective function which makes it non-linear due to the multiplication of two variables (electricity

price and final user consumption power). The objective function in the lower-level considers

the same term for final user cost minimization and the strong-duality theorem can be applied.

According to the theorem, the objective value of the primal problem is equal to the objective

value of the dual problem. The objective of the primal problem of the lower-level is thus re-

placed with its dual which is linear. This makes the model solvable with any type of linear

optimization solvers. The results show that the coordinated approach reduces the imbalance

penalties for the WPP and ensures higher profit for the aggregator, but at the same time lower

cost for final users compared to traditional two-tariff pricing contract.
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Chapter 5

List of Publications

The publications relevant for this thesis and considered as the main contributions are divided

into two sections: journal papers and conference papers. These papers are chosen due to

their close connections with the final customers modelling in the transition towards the carbon-

neutral power system. Several papers are omitted from the list below, however, they can also

be presented as a part of the thesis. Those papers cover active distribution network modelling

which is necessary for the low-carbon technology integration. The interested reader can find

them under Chapter 7.2.

5.1 Journal Papers
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Chapter 6

Author’s Contribution to the Publications

The contributions of this thesis are achieved during the period of 2017-2022 at the University of

Zagreb, Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing, Unska 3, HR-10000 Zagreb, Croatia.

The research was conducted under under projects listed below:

•Project Smart Building – Smart Grid – Smart City (3SMART), founded by the European

Union funds (ERDF, IPA) through Interreg Danube Transnational Programme.

•Project SUstainable ConCept for integration of distributed Energy Storage Systems (SUC-

CESS), founded by Croatian Science Foundation

•Project CROSS BOrder management of variable renewable energies and storage units

enabling a transnational Wholesale market (CROSSBOW), funded by the Research and

Innovation Program of the European Commission, Horizon2020

•Project Innovative Modelling and Laboratory Tested Solutions for Next Generation of

Distribution Networks (IMAGINE), founded by the Croatian Science Foundation (HRZZ)

and Croatian Distribution System Operator (HEP ODS)

•Project Punionica elektri čnih vozila s integriranim baterijskim spremnikom - Electric ve-

hicle charging station with integrated battery storage (BatEVCharg), founded by the Eu-

ropean Regional Development Fund under Operational Programme Competitiveness and

Cohesion 2014 - 2020

•Project Advanced Tools Towards cost-efficient decarbonisation of future reliable Energy

SysTems (ATTEST), founded by European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innova-

tion programme

The author’s main contribution in each paper is listed below:

[P1]In the journal paper "Electricity cost-sharing in energy communities under dynamic pric-

ing and uncertainty" : literature review, proposal of a two-stage cost allocation mech-

anism in energy community under dynamic day-ahead prices and flexibility incentives,

development of stochastic MILP model in Gurobi environment, input data collection,

paper writing and results elaboration.
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[P2]In the journal paper "Coordinated scheduling of renewable energy balancing group" :

literature review, proposal of a bi-level coordination model for energy sharing between

aggregator of flexible users and wind power plant, single-level reduction with KKT con-

ditions, development of stochastic bi-level MILP model in Gurobi environment, input

data collection, paper writing and results elaboration.

[P3]In the journal paper "Prosumers as active market participants: a systematic review of evo-

lution of opportunities, models and challenges" : literature review, proposal of schematic

critical evolution of the final user from completely passive entity to active network user,

input data collection, return on investment analysis of low-carbon technologies, visual-

ization and graphics creation, paper writing and results elaboration.

[P4]In the conference paper "DSO and Aggregator Sharing Concept for Distributed Battery

Storage System" : literature review, proposal of joint storage use from the DSO and final

users for local voltage control, SOCP AC OPF distribution network modelling in Gurobi

environment, input data collection, paper writing and live presentation.

[P5]In the conference paper "Bi-level modelling approach to coordinated operation of wind

power plant and PV-storage energy community" : literature review, envisioned the in-

novative type of balancing group for uncertainties mitigation and imbalance penalties

reduction, development of stochastic bi-level MILP model in Gurobi environment, paper

writing and live presentation.

[P6]In the conference paper "Optimal sizing of battery storage units integrated into fast charg-

ing EV stations" : definition of case studies, part in writing the paper.

[P7]In the conference paper "Model zajedničkog sudjelovanja aktivnih kupaca i obnovljivih

izvora na tržištu eletkričnom energijom" : literature review, proposal of coordinated mar-

ket participation of renewable energy sources and flexible prosumers, model simulation

in Gurobi environment, definition of case study, paper writing and live presentation.

[P8]In the conference paper "The Value of Prosumers’ Flexibility under Different Electricity

Market Conditions: Case Studies of Denmark and Croatia" : literature review, model

of flexible prosumer in Gurobi environment, critical comparison between pricing options

different countries, input data collection, paper writing and live presentation.

[P9]In the conference paper "Podjela troškova električne energije izmed̄u članova fleksibilne

energetske zajednice" : literature review, mathematical model of internal price calculation

in energy community, case study definition, paper writing and live presentation.

[P10]In the conference paper "Decentralized Platform for Investments and Operation of En-

ergy Communities" : proposal of upgraded energy community model, optimization of

community trading formulated as MILP model and solved in Gurobi environment, return

on investment analysis of low-carbon technologies, part in writing the paper.

[P11]In the conference paper "Open source tools for integrated operation and planning of
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flexible buildings and distribution network" : conceptualization, literature review, paper

writing, results elaboration and live presentation.

[P12]In the conference paper "A review of practical aspects of existing TSO- DSO coordination

mechanisms in Europe and proposal of an innovative hybrid model in ATTEST project"

: literature review, critical comparison between different TSO-DSO coordination mech-

anisms, visualization and graphics creation, paper writing, results elaboration and live

presentation

[P13]In the conference paper "Collaboration Models Between Distribution System Operators

and Flexible Prosumers" : literature review, proposal of innovative price-based demand

response program considering electricity based component and DSO requirement for the

service provision, flexibility modelling under different pricing options in Gurobi environ-

ment, paper writing, results elaboration and live presentation.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Work

The main focus of the thesis is put on the final customer’s role in the transition towards low-

carbon power system together with innovative pricing mechanisms which stimulate their flex-

ible behaviour. Chapter 7.1 brings the main conclusions, while Chapter 7.2 gives an overview

of the author’s possible future research directions.

7.1 The Main Conclusions of the Thesis

To reduce the harmful effects of greenhouse gas emissions on climate and global temperature

increase, electricity production from fossil fuel power plants should be replaced with cleaner

RES. The transition towards the low-carbon power system requires significant changes in both

planning and operation stages due to the increased uncertainty in the power system from in-

termittent and variable RES production. To maintain a secure and reliable system operation

and ensure efficient energy supply, additional flexibility is necessary. In the traditional power

system, production followed the demand requirements in every time step. However, in the

low-carbon environment, the demand is required to follow the production from RES in order

to maintain supply-demand balance. It is important to find the proper incentives for demand

remuneration for providing an adequate level of flexibility. The thesis focuses on the final cus-

tomer who is put in the center of the clean energy transition. The critical review describes the

transformation of final customer behavior from passive consumption under non-competitive flat

prices, through the introduction of price-based and incentive-based demand response programs

which stimulate their flexible behaviour according to the power system needs, different forms

of aggregation and p2p trading, and finally providing ancillary services to both DSO and TSO.

Models developed in the thesis investigate the return on investment in low-carbon technologies

from the prosumer’s side in the realistic pricing environment in several European countries.

Moreover, different pricing options are compared to investigate the benefits of RT dynamic

prices with low-carbon technology penetration.
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The following part of the thesis moves from the individual final user’s behaviour to the

different forms of aggregation. As the subsidies for PV installation and feed-in-tariff have grad-

ually been abandoned, electricity suppliers started to offer to prosumers higher buying prices

compared to the selling prices to hedge against the risk of uncertainties and imbalance penal-

ties. This price gap opened the door for p2p trading between final customers. The thesis in-

vestigates the financial benefits of p2p energy trading in the energy community from the final

customer’s side. The models for cost allocation between community members proposed in the

thesis are based on DA energy market prices and flexibility incentives from the community

manager which encourage the energy community members to follow the predefined DA sched-

ule in order to contribute to the overall system balance. The thesis defines optimal cost-sharing

models for all types of final customers which ensure lower electricity cost to all community

members compared to the traditional contract with the supplier.

The last part of the thesis is focused on reducing imbalance costs due to the stochastic nature

of renewable energy sources through joint market participation of wind power plant and the

aggregator of flexible prosumers. The model develops a pricing mechanism that stimulates the

flexible behaviour of final users in order to mitigate the imperfect DA predictions from both the

aggregator and wind power plant. Electricity prices set by the aggregator stimulate the battery’s

charging and discharging process in order to reduce the deviations from the decision made in

the DA market, but also to minimize the final user’s electricity cost.

7.2 Future Work

The proposed models of flexible final customers have been developed from the energy market

perspective considering the financial benefits of all parties involved in the transactions. Future

research will focus on the implementation of proposed models in the distribution network envi-

ronment considering realistic test cases of final users in size and characteristics. Moreover, the

developed models will be upgraded taking into account providing flexibility services to solve

problems in the local distribution networks, unallowed voltage deviations, and congestion, and

also to the TSO at the TSO-DSO interconnection point. The research gap for the potential fur-

ther analysis is the methodology for a price calculation for the flexibility service provision based

on investments in low carbon technologies, network upgrade, and energy prices predictions.
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ABSTRACT Most of the prosumers nowadays are constrained to trade only with the supplier under a flat
tariff or dynamic time-of-use price signals. This paper models and discusses the cost-saving benefits of
flexible prosumers as members of energy communities who can exchange electricity among peers and on the
wholesale markets through a community manager. Authors propose a novel centralized post-process sharing
method by introducing a two-stage mechanism which, unlike the existing methods, guarantees benefits for
prosumers joining the energy community. The first stage assesses internal price calculation in three different
methods: Bill Sharing Method Net (BSMN), Mid-Market Rate Net (MMRN), and Supply-Demand Ratio
Net (SDRN). In their original form, prices are calculated in a single stage and the comprehensive analyses in
the paper show that some members face increased cost. To solve this issue, the paper improves the methods
by introducing the second stage in which the compensation methodology is defined for the distribution of
savings which ensures that all community members gain benefits. Results investigate the value of inner
technical flexibility of the prosumer (flexible preferences of the final consumer can reduce the cost from
3% up to 20 %). Moreover, incentives/penalties encourage the utilization of a flexible behavior to adjust the
real-time consumption of prosumers’ appliances to a predefined day-ahead schedule. This type of pricing
results in a lower amount of benefits sharing in the community (the reduction of 18-47% in MMRN and
49-114% in SDRN compared to existing pricing) which makes this incentives/penalties pricing more
preferable. The paper concludes that prosumers with an excess PV production would not benefit from the
internal energy exchange in the community under BSMN due to free energy exchange between members.

INDEX TERMS Cost-sharing, day-ahead market, demand response, energy community, peer-to-peer
trading.

I. NOMENCLATURE
Stochastic and non-stochastic parameters are presented as
bold text, while variables are a regular type of text. Where
augmented with the subscripts s and t , they refer to the
values they take on in scenario s and time period t , while
the subscript d stands for a household and ap for a different
uninterruptible flexible appliance. If not stated differently,
variables and parameters are positive.

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Xiaosong Hu .

Indices and Sets
ap∈ A Uninterruptible flexible appliances
d ∈ D Households
d ∈ D+ Community members with decreased cost in

the first stage
d ∈ D− Community members with increased cost in

the first stage
t ∈ T Time steps
s ∈ S Scenarios
Parameters

π s Probability of scenario s
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λ
DAB/S
t Day-ahead (DA) buying/selling price

[DKK/kWh]
Ed Minimum state of energy of EV at the end of

a charging cycle [kWh]
Ed The battery capacity of EV [kWh]
Pd Maximum charging power of EV [kW]
Puniap Power of uninterruptible appliance [kW]
Lap Cycle length of uninterruptible appliance [h]
Ha/l
d The hour when a car arrives/leaves at home

[h]
1t Time interval [1h]
λ
DOWN/UP
t Down/up incentive price [DKK/kWh]

λBALB/S Balancing cost for bought and sold energy
[DKK/kWh]

λNET Network charges [DKK/kWh]

Stochastic parameters

Pmsd,s,t Must-serve load [kW]
PVd,s,t PV production [kW]

Variables
costpens,t penalization cost [DKK]
C ind
d Individual cost under supplier [DKK]

Ccomm
d Cost of a communitymember in the first stage

under cost-sharing mechanism m [DKK]
Cnew+

d Cost of a community member in the second
stage who was better off in the community in
the first stage [DKK]

Cnew−

d Cost of a community member in the second
stage who was worst off in the community in
the first stage [DKK]

C+ Sum of the cost reduction of community
members compared to individual trading with
supplier [DKK]

C− Sum of the cost increase of community mem-
bers compared to individual trading with sup-
plier [DKK]

min bound The minimum value of benefits for sharing
among community members

PHDd,s,t Power imported (positive) /exported (nega-
tive) from/to supplier by household [kW]

PGRIDs,t Power imported (positive) /exported (nega-
tive) by the energy community [kW]

PHDB/S
d,s,t Imported/exported power of each household

[kW]
PUP/DOWN
s,t The community’s up/down regulation [kW]
PHDB/S
d,s,t Buying/selling power of household [kW]

PDAB/S
t DA community’s contracted buying/selling

power [kW]
Pnetd,s,t Net-load (negative if PV production excesses

load) [kW]
Puniapd,s,t Consumption of uninterruptable appliance

[kW]

PEVd,s,t EV charging power [kW]
Pthd,s,t Thermal load [kW]

Pch/disd,s,t Battery charging/discharging [kW]

Pnetpos/negs,t Sum of positive/negative net-load in the com-
munity [kW]

λ
mB/S
s,t Internal buying/selling price under

cost-sharing mechanism m
λs,t Compensation rate under SDRN [DKK/kWh]
λunits,t The average cost of energy [DKK/kWh]
SDRs,t Supply-demand ratio
1d Difference between individual cost and com-

munity member cost in the first stage

Binary variables

xdefd,s,t 1 if EV is being charged and 0 otherwise

xuniapd,s,t 1 if the uninterruptable load starts the cycle
and 0 otherwise

II. INTRODUCTION
A. MOTIVATION
The latest package of measures in the European Union (EU)
for a clean energy transition, ‘Clean Energy for all Euro-
peans’, puts the end-user into the focus by requiring,
among other things, integration of more renewable energy
sources (RES) and the market empowerment of final con-
sumers [1]. To achieve this, new models and tools for
end-consumers are needed, to give them the chance to find an
alternative business model in order to reduce their electricity
bill [2]. This is important since the survey conducted in [3]
suggests there was a significant increase in the electricity
retail price despite market liberalization. Moreover, many EU
member states still regulate end-user electricity prices and
have a single dominant supplier [4]. To enable the transi-
tion and utilize demand-side flexibility, it is crucial to have
a retail-level competition and to offer market participation
through innovative business models [5], [6]. In this context,
energy communities have emerged as new entities providing
the end-users novel platforms to invest into low carbon assets,
but also as operational market entities with capabilities to
exchange the surplus (deficit) of energy among their peers.
Their main goal is to incentivize consumers to produce and
consume energy locally, reducing the electricity cost and
increasing the self-consumption of RES.

B. LITERATURE REVIEW
The community manager (CM) is a newmarket entity partici-
pating in the wholesale markets on behalf of its members, but
it also coordinates the electricity trade and transactions within
the community [7]. Different aspects and benefits of this
concept have been researched, such as adjusting peak-hour
load, reducing the grid losses [8] and congestions [9], and
improving self-balancing to enable further integration of
RES [10]. In general, the CM optimizes flexible assets of
the community in order to achieve a better market position
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by incentivizing its members to trade within the community
or with the market whenever more convenient. The savings
are shared among community members and the challenge is
to find a cost-sharing method that fairly awards the peers
depending on their contribution to the entire community’s
wellbeing. CM is an entity essentially different from a regular
supplier and does not gain any profit. Indeed, the CM is, all in
all, a platform for providing prosumers with multiple options
for monetizing their flexibility, but also exposing them to
risks of uncertainties traditionally hedged by the supplier.
CM is in charge of scheduling the operation of the flexible
appliances in the energy community in order to achieve the
lowest electricity cost for the entire community. CM is a
virtual entity managed and owned by the members of the
community, meaning that, in the end, any profit made by the
CM is divided among the community members.

A motivational psychology framework is proposed in [11]
to describe the different motivational stages that encourage
prosumers to join p2p energy trading. Their interaction is
modelled as the canonical coalition game. The social coop-
eration between prosumers is modelled as a coalition for-
mation game in [12] enabling prosumers to decide should
they use battery storage in p2p trading. P2p trading can
also be modelled through a bidding process or by way of a
game-theory approach. The authors in [13], [14], and [15]
present an auction-based p2p trading mechanism, where dif-
ferent bidding strategies for prosumers are analyzed. Several
papers are based on game-theory (Stackelberg game, Nash
bargaining, a non-cooperative game) to model the negotia-
tion between prosumers or between prosumers and a cen-
tral entity responsible for p2p trading. P2p energy trading
based on a Stackelberg game in which the renewable and
non-renewable producers lead, while prosumers and con-
sumers follow is presented in [16] showing higher social
welfare of consumers and prosumers compared to conven-
tional p2p trading. The authors in [17] study the energy
trading based on a Stackelberg game between prosumers
who share energy storage. The energy sharing provider leads
the game setting the internal trading prices, while the pro-
sumers follow optimizing their energy profile. Two shar-
ing modes are distinguished: directly sharing in which the
energy sharing provider acts as an intermediator between
prosumers with energy excess and deficit without the storage
and buffered sharing in which the energy sharing provider
uses a shared battery for matching the demand in different
periods. The price competition on the upper level between
the sellers is modelled as a noncooperative game, while the
seller selection competition on the lower levels among buyers
is modelled with an evolutionary approach. The interaction
between upper and lower levels in p2p trading is based on
a Stackelberg game [18] in which sellers are leaders and
buyers are followers. A two-stage real-time (RT) energy
sharing optimization model is presented in [19]. A clus-
ter of buildings consisting of offices, industrial, and com-
mercial buildings firstly minimizes the total energy cost
and then shares the energy in a non-cooperative game with

transparent energy sharing profiles. The model deals with the
uncertainty by adjusting the energy schedule traded with the
retailer and keeping the predefined day-ahead (DA) energy
exchange profile with other buildings. The bilevel objec-
tive model in [20] minimizes the cost and ensures fairness
for all p2p members involved in energy trading based on
the Nash barging solution taking into account network con-
straints and energy scheduling in both DA and RT markets.
The privacy issue regarding p2p trading has been addressed
in [15] and [21]. The distributed approach developed in [15]
describes a method for local optimal energy scheduling and
sharing that guarantees data confidentiality, while in [21] the
prices provided from a p2p platform agent are calculated
based on a multiclass energy management problem consider-
ing the wholesale energy price, the energy demand of each
prosumer and the expected losses in an iterative process.
A convex formulation of the model is proposed to reduce the
computational burden and to implement it in RT. The model
in this paper proposes a different approach in which the prices
are not calculated in RT, i.e., they are calculated the day after
energy delivery and therefore, the model does not require a
fast optimization algorithm. Moreover, the paper precisely
defines internal prices based on the amount of shared energy
and both DA prices and incentives for flexibility. The authors
in [22] compare cost-sharing-methods among community
members, namely Bill Sharing Method (BSM), Mid-Market
Rate (MMR), and Auction-based Pricing Strategy (APS)
with flat buying and selling prices and without any demand
response program. The work in [23] describes cost savings
in an energy community with and without p2p trading. The
results show that the community is always better off by
performing p2p trading, however, the paper does not include
a sharing mechanism that guarantees cost savings for all the
communitymembers and only focuses on the optimum for the
entire community. The paper in [24] compares the outcome of
BSM, MMR, and Supply Demand Ratio (SDR) cost-sharing
mechanisms in an energy community using heuristic meth-
ods. To facilitate the convergence of the proposed algorithm,
their model uses step-length control and includes a learn-
ing process. An innovative iterative p2p trading mechanism
called ECO-Trade is described in [25], where the authors
consider an energy community with different percentages of
households equipped with PV and batteries to demonstrate
that ECO- trade, which is based on a near-optimal algorithm,
provides better solutions in terms of accuracy and compu-
tational time than that provided in [26]. The work in [27]
proposes a SDR cost-sharing method within a p2p trading
framework that takes into account consumers’ preferences
with respect to their desired level of participation. The model
in [28] introduces a SDR-based profit-sharing scheme with
a compensation rate that incentivizes all consumers to join
the energy community by ensuring them lower electricity
costs. The energy community is exposed to dynamic buy-
ing and selling prices, but there is no uncertainty related
to the price or PV production and demand or discussion
on the optimal cost-sharing method. As an upgrade of [28],
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this paper precisely models demand flexibility, considers the
stochastic nature of PV production and consumers’ load, and
investigates the value of flexibility incentives to adjust the RT
operation schedule of household appliances to a predefined
DA schedule. A multi-energy retailer (MER) aims to maxi-
mize its profit from selling electricity, gas, and heat demands
to the multi-energy consumer [29]. MER participates in the
electricity, gas, and heat market and operates tri-state com-
pressed air energy storage (tri-CAES) and combined heat and
power (CHP) technologies in order to satisfy the demand
of final consumers. Final consumers are encouraged with
incentive compensation to participate in load shifting when
market prices are high resulting in reduced cost of MER.
A multi-objective two-stage stochastic problem considering
uncertainties related to electric and gas load and wind power
plant (WPP) production is modeled in [30]. The benefits
of employing demand response programs in electrical and
gas networks are investigated, together with a reduction of
CO2 emissions resulting in no curtailment of WPP produc-
tion and reduction of both gas and electrical network opera-
tional cost. Different models of community energy trading
are compared in [31]. The first one does not consider any
energy exchange between microgrids and is individually ori-
ented. The second one proposes a collective benefit without
considering individual interests. The third one focuses on
a collective and a satisfactory level of individual interests,
although the individual benefits of some microgrids are not
accomplished in this model. The fourth one brings both col-
lective and individual benefits with the same percentage of
cost savings for each microgrid and presents the best solution
of proposed models. A two-level optimization problem for
cost minimization and peak shaving of neighboring energy
hubs is presented in [32]. The lower level focuses on indi-
vidual household (home energy hub HEH) energy supply,
while the upper level forms the coalition giving HEHs and
conventional buildings financial compensation to facilitate
trading in the local market. Virtual energy hub supplies their
heat and electricity demand from CHP, boilers, and local
markets taking into account risk-constrained self-scheduling
of battery and thermal storage to reduce the purchase cost
of electricity and heat [33]. The results show almost 70%
of cost reduction for electricity imported from local markets.
The interaction of microgrids with 100% renewable power in
the transactive energy markets is proposed in [34]. The case
with local energy exchange brings 18.34 % cost reduction for
each microgrid which highly motivates them for local energy
sharing due to high energy prices for energy exchange with
the main grid.

Based on the literature review shown in Table 1, the fol-
lowing research gaps have been identified:

• Relevant literature on cost-sharing methods recognizes
three main categories: i) game-theory methods which
are rather complex to deploy, such as [8], [16]–[18],
ii) coalition games ([11], [12], [20]) and iii) post-event
methods which guarantee model convergence (such
as BSM, MMR, SDR [22], [28], [37]). Game-theory

cost-sharing methods are computationally demand-
ing and this complexity increases exponentially with
the number of peers. Coalition games are sometimes
restricted with the number of prosumers per coalition,
preventing the formation of a grand coalition (which
brings the highest savings) and potentially leading
to economic dissatisfaction of prosumers. All known
post-processing cost-sharing methods are easily imple-
mentable and guarantee model convergence. However,
and as the results in this paper will show, they are
defined so that they do not guarantee economic benefits
to all community members as opposed to staying in
traditional supplier-household contracts. To bridge this
gap the paper defines a new two-stage post-processing
cost-sharing method that guarantees lower costs for all
energy community members.

• The flexibility of the end-users is often neglected
or is not sufficiently modelled. Only a few papers
focus on this and model both the household level
batteries and controllable smart home devices, such
as [8], [19], [20], [24]. Other papers either model
only the battery storage or focus more on MES
aspects [28]–[34]. However, none of them considers
post-processing cost-sharing methods in their analyses.

• Although some papers include uncertainty aspects in
their modeling, none of them models static, post-event
cost-sharing methods to deal with this important fea-
ture of low-carbon energy systems. Additionally, to the
authors’ knowledge, none of the papers models flexi-
bility incentives for the end-users which award those
ready to change their consumption to benefit the power
system.

According to [42], an energy community is a legal entity
based on voluntary participation with the primary pur-
pose of providing environmental, economic, or social
community benefits for its members or the local areas,
rather than solely financial profits. Real-world examples
of energy communities are Bioenergy Village Jühnde,
Brixton Energy, Energy Cooperative of Karditsa, Green
Energy Cooperative (ZEZ) [43], etc. The work in this
paper considers an energy community operated by a CM
whose members have the possibility of p2p energy trad-
ing with internal prices determined based on both DA
prices and flexibility incentives reflecting regulating power
costs.

This paper seeks to investigate the financial benefits arisen
from participating in an energy community and demonstrates
under which conditions the new market concepts enable cost
savings for prosumers. Nowadays, trading with the supplier
solely is the most realistic choice for energy procurement.
However, due to the growing integration of distributed RES
and the liberalization of the retail energy market, energy
communities are becoming more and more popular. Com-
munity members are becoming active market participants
with multiple choices for energy purchase/sale, instead of
only one dominant supplier, which is, for example, one of
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TABLE 1. Comparison of literature review.

the main objectives of the Clean Energy Package (providing
better deals to all end users) established by the European
Union [1], [42].

C. CONTRIBUTIONS
Against this background, the contributions of the paper are
the following:
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1. The proposal of a novel two-stage cost-sharing model
that guarantees individual welfare for each commu-
nity member. After running multiple simulations with
different types of prosumers in the energy commu-
nity, this paper shows that the centralized formulation
of the existing/well-known cost-sharing mechanisms
(described in [22], [28]) cannot always guarantee that all
prosumers are better off in the community. The authors
introduce a second stage which defines the minimum
bound of cost savings in the community to be shared
among community members who are worst off in the
community in the first stage which results in lower elec-
tricity cost for all communitymembers compared to indi-
vidual tradingwith the supplier. The prices are calculated
ex-post, the day after energy delivery. In the proposed
approach peers do not need to negotiate about the trading
volumes and prices and thus the model guarantees the
convergence. Both stages in this cost-sharing approach
do not interfere with the optimization algorithm, which
makes it simple and fast to solve (0.031 seconds for a
small test case and 0.172 seconds for the bigger one with
100 prosumers). Although the methods are discussed in
previous publications, such as BSM in [22] and [24],
this paper provides a systematic analysis and proves
the disadvantages of applying the BSM cost-sharing
method for prosumers with excess PV production. This
is analyzed and evaluated on a small test case with three
community members and a realistic test case involving
100 participants (and different configurations regarding
the percentage of households equipped with PV, battery
storage, and flexible appliances).

2. Unlike papers not considering any kind of flexible
behavior [7], [11], [14], [22] or focusing only on battery
storage [12], [17], [18], [21]–[23], [28]–[37], [39], this
paper investigates the monetary value of several flexible
appliances in terms of cost reduction for all community
members. The model analyses the impact of different
flexible appliances on electricity cost reduction com-
pared to the case with fixed consumption. The existing
literature body considers the effect of uncertainty of
demand or RES production on the cost [16], battery
scheduling in DA and RT optimization [17], adjusting
the energy schedule with RT trading with the retailer in
order to keep the predefined agreed p2p volume [19],
dealing with forecasting error [20], [40], the uncertainty
of market prices and demand on the profit due to con-
tract violations between the local energy system and
consumers [27], optimal size of battery and PV mod-
ules [41]. However, this paper looks into pricing mecha-
nisms stimulating final prosumers equipped with PV and
flexible appliances to adjust their RT operational points
to predefined DA schedules by explicitly modelling their
uncertainty aspects. This creates a proper award system
for a flexible and responsive prosumer reflected in a
higher cost reduction compared to the current pricing
scheme.

D. ORGANIZATION OF THE PAPER
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section III
describes the differences between individual directly trad-
ing with the supplier and collective trading within an
energy community represented by the CM. Section IV intro-
duces the two-stage cost-sharing algorithm together with
three cost-sharing methods: MMRN, SDRN, and BSMN.
Section V describes the case study, while results are analyzed
in Section VI. Finally, Section VII concludes the paper.

III. INDIVIDUAL AND COMMUNITY ENERGY SUPPLY
Prosumers today are not responsible for their PV or load
forecasting and do not trade directly on the electricity market.
Instead, they have a contract signed with the supplier provid-
ing them fixed prices, which the supplier offers considering
its exposure to both market and its portfolio uncertainties.
Together with energy cost, consumers pay network tariffs
and balancing costs for each consumed or injected kWh of
energy [46]. In recent years, feed-in-tariffs and incentives
for household PV integration have been reduced [44]. Con-
sumers are supplied at a higher buying price compared to the
price at which they can sell their PV production [8], [23],
and [28]. This difference in the buying and selling pricing
creates opportunities for consumers to join in an energy
community represented by a CM. In the same way, as lead-
ers of balancing groups are responsible for their deviation,
the CM also faces balancing costs for the entire commu-
nity and creates incentive signals to stimulate prosumers
to fully utilize their flexibility. Two different approaches
of retail market operation are analyzed and compared in
this paper. In the first one, each consumer independently
trades directly with the supplier, without any interaction
with other consumers. In the second approach, consumers
join in an energy community represented by a CM who
is in charge of trading in the power exchange on their
behalf.

A. INDIVIDUAL TRADING WITH THE SUPPLIER
Fig. 1 illustrates the relationship between the supplier
and the individual consumers. It is assumed that con-
sumers are not competing against each other or against the
supplier.

Consumers are individual entities who sign the contract
with their supplier and in this case cannot exchange energy
internally. The supplier provides DA buying and selling
prices to consumers, while the national transmission system
operator charges network and balancing fees (grey one-way
arrows). Black, two-way arrows represent power flows (sup-
plier procures energy for prosumers, but also buys excess
energy from them).

Each consumer’s goal is to minimize their energy pro-
curement cost formulated in (1). They purchase energy from
or sell it to the supplier and face a balancing cost for each
kWh of procured or sold energy together with the cost for
the network usage for procured energy. According to [46],
injected energy from PV is not charged with the network fees.
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FIGURE 1. Energy and financial flow in directly trading with supplier.

All the scenarios are considered equiprobable.

minC ind
d

C ind
d =

∑
t∈T

1t
∑
s∈S

π s[
(
λDABt + λBALB + λNETB

)
· PHDBd,s,t

− (λDASt − λBALS)·PHDSd,s,t ] (1)

In scenario s, each consumer net load is divided in imported
PHDBd,s,t and exported PHDSd,s,t at time step t (2). The variables
representing trading power are greater than zero (3).

PHDd,s,t = PHDBd,s,t − PHDSd,s,t (2)

PHDBd,t ,PHDSd,t ≥ 0 (3)

The power balance equation for consumer d is formulated in
(4). The demand of each consumer is composed ofmust-serve
load, flexible uninterruptible appliances (ap stands for wash-
ing machine, dishwasher, and dryer), flexible charging of EV,
flexible thermal load, and a small battery. The demand can
be supplied from rooftop PV or bought from the supplier.
If there is an excess PV production, it is sold to the supplier
(PHDd,s,t < 0).

PHDd,s,t + PVd,s,t = Pmsd,s,t +

∑
ap∈A

Puniapd,s,t

+PEVd,s,t + Pthd,s,t + Pchd,s,t − Pdisd,s,t (4)

The flexible charging of EVs is modelled by inequality con-
straints (5)-(6):

Ed ≤

∑
tεT

1t·PEVd,s,t ≤ Ed (5)

PEVd,s,t ≤ Pd , if Ha
d ≤ t ≤ H l

d

PEVd,s,t = 0, otherwise (6)

EVs’ state of energy when leaving the home is defined by
consumers’ preferences and modelled by way of (5), while
the maximum charging power is enforced by (6). Charging is
allowed only during the hours when the car is parked at home.

The supply of flexible uninterruptible appliances is mod-
elled with (7)-(8). The sum of all binary variables indicating
when the appliance is started is equal to 1, which ensures that
the appliance is started once a day in (7).

FIGURE 2. Energy and financial flow in energy community trading.

Equation (8) guarantees that, when the appliance is started,
the cycle cannot be interrupted.

T−Lap∑
t=1

xuni apd,s,t = 1 (7)

Puni apd,s,t =

Lap−1∑
l=0

xuni apd,s,t−l · P
uni ap (8)

Flexible thermal loads are modelled as in [47]. Outside tem-
perature is considered as an input parameter, while room,
floor, and water temperature inside a water tank connected to
a heat pump are variables used for modelling heating dynam-
ics. Minimum andmaximum bounds of room temperature are
described in Section V.

Each household is equipped with battery storage modelled
with a non-constant charging ability depending on the bat-
tery state of energy. The resulting non-linear charging curve
piecewise approximated with three segments of decreasing
slope as the battery state of energy increases. The reader is
referred to [48] for a precise mathematical formulation of
batteries.

B. ENERGY COMMUNITY
In the energy community, consumers exchange surplus of
energy among themselves. The difference in the buying and
selling prices offered by the supplier creates opportunities for
the consumers to benefit from joining an energy community.
They are represented by the CM who buys and sells energy
from the supplier and faces balancing costs for deviations of
end-consumers’ announced profiles. CM uses a centralized
approach to determine the behavior of all the consumers’
flexible appliances in RT in order to reduce the electricity cost
of the whole community and thus, of each consumer.). The
consumers within the community exchange their surplus of
electricity with their peers and do not negotiate about trading
volume and prices. The grey arrow in Fig. 2 represents the
buying and selling prices sent out by the CM to the consumers
ex-post (that is, the day after the actual exchange of energy.
Trading between communities is outside the scope of this
paper.
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The mathematical model that determines community’ cost
is given by (9)-(12). The CM minimizes the energy procure-
ment cost for the entire community (minus the profit from
selling PV excess) and faces the penalization cost for the
energy deviations incurred by the cooperative (9)-(11) and
network charges. The community is treated as one single
entity (12).

min
∑
t∈T

1t[λDABt · PDABt − λDASt · PDASt

+

∑
s∈S

π s

(
λUPt · PUPs,t − λDOWN

t · PDOWNs,t

)
+ λNETB · P+

s,t ] (9)

PGRIDs,t = PDABt − PDASt + PUPs,t − PDOWNs,t (10)

PDABt ,PDASt ,PUPs,t ,P
DOWN
s,t ,Pnet poss,t ,Pnet negs,t ≥ 0 (11)

PGRIDs,t = Pnet poss,t − Pnet negs,t

=

∑
d∈D

(Pmsd,s,t +

∑
ap∈A

Puni apd,s,t + PEVd,s,t+P
th
d,s,t + Pchd,s,t

−Pdisd,s,t − PVd,s,t) (12)

Furthermore, optimization problem (9)-(12) also includes the
consumers’ constraints (5)-(8), as well as thermal heating and
battery storage.

IV. COST-SHARING MECHANISMS
The optimization algorithm in this approach is a centralized
one, i.e., the CM schedules the flexible appliances of commu-
nity members to achieve lower electricity costs. The excess
PV production in the community is firstly shared among com-
munity members and the rest is traded on the central power
exchange. The main advantage of this approach is that final
consumers do not need to negotiate about the trading volumes
and prices or individually schedule their appliances. The CM
is in charge of scheduling flexible appliances and computes
the prices based on their net-load and defined cost-sharing
methods. The internal trading prices are calculated outside
the optimization algorithm, the day after energy delivery,
which makes the optimization algorithm simple to solve and
it guarantees the convergence which will ensure the broad
integration of this cost-sharing approach. The electricity pro-
curement cost of the energy community is shared among its
members based on their net-load in hour t and scenario s.
The cost allocation is conducted when the daily operation
is completed (that is, at the beginning of the day n, the cost
incurred in day n-1 is allocated). Therefore, the cost-sharing
process does not interfere with the optimization problem,
which makes it simple and fast to solve. The only information
needed for the cost allocation among the community mem-
bers is their net-load measured at the end-consumers’ smart
meter (13):

Pnetd,s,t = Pmsd,s,t +

∑
ap∈A

(Puni apd,s,t + PEVd,s,t + Pthd,s,t + Pchd,s,t

−Pdisd,s,t − PVd,s,t) (13)

As the CM faces a penalization cost due to imperfect net-
load forecasts, the average cost of energy in time step t and
scenario s λunit

s,t is given by (14):

λunit
s,t =

λDABt · PDABt − λDASt · PDASt

PGRIDs,t

+
λUPt · PUPs,t − λDOWN

t · PDOWNs,t

PGRIDs,t
(14)

The first stage redefines existing cost-sharing mechanisms
and bases them on consumers’ net-load and their technical
characteristics. Nowadays, when feed-in tariffs for PV are
gradually decreasing, the installation and implementation
of net-metering (single four-quadrant meter) are perfectly
viable [44] and [45]. Unlike [22] and [24], where internal
community prices in MMR and BSM (similar is the case for
SDR in [28]) are computed based on the total community’s
consumption and generation, in the proposed approach the
consumers pay or get paid based on their net-load in scenario
s and time period t . This means that consumers only sell
surplus or buy deficit of energy, differently from the existing
research, where they sell their entire PV production and buy
their entire demand (not deficit). The second stage describes
the benefit reallocation if any of the communitymembers face
higher costs in the community.

A. PRICES CALCULATION IN THE FIRST STAGE
1) BILL SHARING METHOD NET
The Bill Sharing Method Net (BSMN) is based on allocating
the electricity cost among consumers based on their contri-
bution to the total community cost. In each time period t and
scenario s, the community cost is divided among consumers
who contribute to energy purchase. It uses the ratio between
the total community electricity import and the sum of all
the individual positive net-loads if the community purchases
energy, and on the ratio between the total community export
and the sum of the all individual negative net-loads if the com-
munity sells energy. As an upgrade of [22], this paper uses
dynamic pricing and flexible appliances and reformulates the
mechanism in terms of net-load unlike [24]. Furthermore, for
the first time, the disadvantage of BSMN for consumers with
an excess PV production is explained.

The total net import (15) and export (16) of the community
are calculated ex-post as follows:

Pnet poss,t =

∑
d∈D

Pnetd,s,t , if P
net
d,s,t > 0 (15)

Pnet negs,t =

∑
d∈D

Pnetd,s,t , if P
net
d,s,t < 0 (16)

If the community purchases energy in hour t, the price for
consumers who have a deficit of energy is calculated as (17):

λBSMN B
s,t = λunit

s,t ·
PGRIDs,t

Pnet poss,t
(17)

It can be noticed that consumers who have an excess
of electricity are not remunerated if that electricity is
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shared/consumed within the community. Since the commu-
nity in the above case has a deficit of energy, the cost of
procuring energy is shared among consumers who contribute
to the deficit. If, on the contrary, the community sells energy
in hour t, the price for consumers who have excess energy is
computed as (18):

λBSMN S
s,t = λunit

s,t ·
PGRIDs,t

Pnet negs,t
(18)

In this case, consumers who have a deficit of energy are
supplied at zero cost. Finally, if the community is in balance,
the electricity procurement cost is 0 (the community neither
needs to sell or buy) and consumers do not pay or do not get
paid.

2) MID-MARKET RATE NET SCHEME
In the case of theMid-Market Rate Net (MMRN) scheme, the
internal buying and selling prices are affected by the amount
of energy exchanged within the community. Consumers with
a deficit of energy pay and the ones with excess energy are
getting paid at a price that is determined based on how much
of the energy is consumed within the community and how
much from the supplier. Unlike [22], in this paper consumers
are exposed to dynamic prices to fully exploit their flexibility.
Moreover,MMR is redefined from [22] and [24] and the inter-
nal price calculation is based on the individual net-load of
consumers. Three different cases are considered, depending
on whether the community is in balance, buys or sells energy.

1) The community is in balance (PGRIDs,t = 0).

In the case that the community is in balance and, hence, there
is no exchange of energy with the grid, the internal buying
and selling prices in hour t are the same. More specifically,
they are equal to the average value between the DA buying
and selling prices (19):

λMMRN B
s,t = λMMRN S

s,t =
λDABt + λDASt

2
(19)

Additionally, as PGRIDs,t is equal to zero, the average cost of
energy cannot be calculated as in (14). The penalization cost
associated with the realization of scenario s is given by (20):

costpens,t = λDABt · PDABt − λDASt · PDASt

+ λUPt · PUPs,t − λDOWN
t · PDOWNs,t (20)

An equal amount of cost is allocated to each community
member (that is, the cost is divided according to the number
of consumers in the community).

2) The community buys energy (PGRIDs,t > 0).

If the community takes energy from the grid, the consumers
who have excess energy

(
Pnetd,s,t < 0

)
, are paid at the price

(21):

λMMRNSs,t =
λunit
s,t + λDASt

2
(21)

In contrast, consumers who have a deficit of energy pay a
price based on the ratio of the total community import and the
total positive and negative net-loads in the community (22):

λMMRN B
s,t =

λunit
s,t · PGRIDs,t + λMMRNSs,t ·

∣∣∣Pnet negs,t

∣∣∣
Pnet poss,t

(22)

Notice that the community energy deficit Pnet poss,t is covered
with the purchase of energy from the supplier PGRIDs,t and/or
with the excess PV production within the communityPnet negs,t .
As the internal selling price λMMRN S

s,t is lower than the aver-
age cost of energy from the supplier λunit

s,t (see (21)),the
larger the amount of energy exchangedwithin the community,
the lower the internal buying price λMMRN B

s,t .

3) The community sells energy (PGRIDs,t < 0).
If the community sells energy, the consumers who have a
deficit of energy

(
Pnetd,s,t > 0

)
, pay the average price (23):

λMMRN B
s,t =

λDABt + λunit
s,t

2
(23)

On the other hand, consumers who have excess energy get
paid based on the ratio of the total community export and the
total positive and negative net-loads in the community (24):

λMMRN S
s,t =

λunit
s,t ·

∣∣PGRIDs,t

∣∣ + λMMRNBs,t ·Pnet poss,t∣∣∣Pnet negs,t

∣∣∣ (24)

The summation of all the surpluses of PV production Pnet negs,t
is sold to the supplier PGRIDs,t or exchanged with the commu-
nity members Pnet poss,t . As the internal buying price λMMRN B

s,t
is higher than the average selling price provided by the sup-
plier λunit

s,t ,the larger the amount of energy exchanged within
the community, the higher the internal selling price λMMRN S

s,t .

3) SUPPLY DEMAND RATIO NET SCHEME
The Supply-Demand Ratio (SDRs,t ) is defined as the ratio
between the negative and positive net-loads in the commu-
nity (25):

SDRs,t =

∣∣∣Pnet negs,t

∣∣∣
Pnet poss,t

(25)

Differently from [18], this paper considers the stochastic
nature of demand, PV production, and outside tempera-
ture, and therefore, SDRN is based on consumers’ net-load
instead. Five possible situations may occur:
1. Pnet poss,t = 0 and SDRs,t = ∞.

Each consumer in the community has a surplus of PV pro-
duction. In that situation, the selling price under the SDRN
scheme is equal to the average cost of energy in scenario s
and time t (26):

λSDRN S
s,t = λunit

s,t (26)

2. SDRs,t = 0.
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Each consumer in the community has a deficit of energy. The
community has to buy energy from the supplier and each
consumer pays the average cost of energy in scenario s and
time step t (27):

λSDRN B
s,t = λunit

s,t (27)

3. SDRs,t = 1.
If the community self-balances and does not procure or sell
energy from the grid in time step t and scenario s, the internal
buying and selling prices are both the same (28):

λSDRN S
s,t = λSDRN B

s,t = λ
DAS
t + λs,t (28)

where λs,t is a compensation rate guaranteeing that the con-
sumers are always better off in the community. Its value can
be in the range [0, λDABt − λDASt ] [28]. This value will be
defined in the case study.
4. SDRs,t > 1.

If the community has a surplus of energy and some con-
sumers have positive net-load, the internal selling and buying
prices determined by the CM in time step t and scenario s
are (29)-(30):

λSDRN S
s,t = λunit

s,t +
λs,t

SDRs,t
(29)

λSDRN B
s,t = λunit

s,t + λs,t (30)

5. 0 < SDRs,t < 1.
If the community has a deficit of energy (which must be pur-
chased from the supplier), but some consumers have a surplus
of PV production that is consumed locally, the internal selling
and buying prices are calculated as follows (31)-(32):

λSDRN S
s,t =

λunit
s,t ·

(
λDASt + λs,t

)(
λunit
s,t − λDASt − λs,t

)
· SDRs,t + λDASt + λs,t

(31)

λSDRN B
s,t = λSDRN S

s,t · SDRs,t + λunit
s,t ·

(
1 − SDRs,t

)
(32)

B. BENEFIT REALLOCATION IN THE SECOND STAGE
The results presented in this paper have shown that the math-
ematical formulation of existing direct cost-sharing methods
does not always favor participation in the energy community,
but rather result in lower cost if the prosumer individually
signs a dynamic price contract with the supplier. For this
reason, the paper proposes the second stage for the existing
direct cost-sharing methods. This second stage is executed in
case any of the prosumers face higher costCcomm

d when being
a member of the community compared to the individual sup-
plier cost C ind

d . The logic of the improved direct cost-sharing
concept is as follows:
1. The first stage is conducted as described in

Section IV A.
2. Each community member allocated cost (under m

cost-sharing method) is compared to the cost it would
receive if staying with the supplier (33). C ind

d can easily

be calculated as all price parameters are transparent and
publicly available on a DA base.

1d = C ind
d − Ccomm

d , ∀d ∈ D (33)

3. If all community members are paying less compared to
staying with the supplier, the algorithm stops. If any
community member is worst off in the community,
the second stage is initiated.

4. The sum of the positive cost difference C+ is calculated
in (34), i.e., for all prosumers who are better off in the
community. The sum of the negative cost difference C−

is calculated in (35), i.e., for all prosumers who are worst
off in the community.

C+
=

∑
d∈D+

1d if 1d ≥ 0 (34)

C−
=

∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
d∈D−

1d

∣∣∣∣∣∣ if 1d < 0 (35)

5. If C+
≥ C−, the benefits are distributed between

community members as described in (36) and (37). This
ensures that they are at least equally well off as they
would be in the traditional supplier contracts. The logic
of this distribution is based on the concept of minimum
bound. This minimum bound, defined by a range in (36),
is a concept that guarantees that for the values between
the lower and the upper limit each end-user will have at
least the same cost as in the case of having the contract
with the supplier. For any value in between the end-user
will be better off in the community. The same value of
minimum bound has to be chosen for each consumer in
benefit reallocation. The cost of community members in
the second stage is calculated in (37a) and (37b).
if C+

≥ C−
:

C−

C+
≤ min bound ≤ 1 (36)

if 1d ≥ 0 :

Cnew+

d = Ccomm
d + min bound · 1d , (37a)

if 1d < 0 :

Cnew−

d = Ccom m
d −

|1d |

C−
·

∑
d∈D+

(
Cnew+

d − Ccom m
d

)
,

(37b)

6. If C+ < C−, the benefits cannot be reallocated under
m cost-sharing method which makes it a non-preferable
cost-sharing method.

V. CASE STUDY
For the analyses that follow, two prosumers and a flexi-
ble consumer are considered. All three have flexible ther-
mal heating, flexible uninterruptible appliances (washing
machine, dishwasher, and dryer), a battery (4kWh), and a
smart EV charger (3.7 kW)with the same EV battery capacity
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(30 kWh). The power of the washing machine, the dryer,
and the dishwasher is 2 kW, 2.5 kW, and 1.9 kW, respec-
tively, while the cycle length of each appliance is 3 h,
2h, and 1h, in that order. For the modeling of the ther-
mal heating, an upper temperature bound is set at 25 ◦C
for each household, while the lower bound depends on
the consumers’ preferences on the assumption that they
allow for a lower temperature at night or when not at
home.
Prosumer 1: Car 1 is parked at home between hour 23 and

hour 6 in the morning, while E1 at the end of the charging
period is set at 25.9 kWh (Ha

1 = 23,H l
1 = 6). Consumer

1 sets the lower temperature bound at 19◦C from hour 21 to
6 in the morning, and 22 ◦C for the rest of the day.
Consumer 2: Car 2 is parked at home between hour 18 and

7 (E2 = 22.2kWh). Consumer 2 sets the lower temperature
bound at 20◦C during hours 23-9, and at 23 ◦C during the rest
of the day.
Prosumer 3: Car 3 is connected to the charger between

hours 17 and 8 (E3 = 29.6kWh). Consumer 3 requires an
indoor temperature of at least 18◦C from hour 23 to 13, while
21◦C is set as the lower bound during the rest of the day.

Albeit the minimum and maximum temperature bounds
are set as fixed parameters, uncertainty related to thermal
heating is considered through different scenarios of the out-
side temperature. Three different cases of PV production
are considered with six possible scenarios each: high (black
discontinuous line), medium (dark grey dotted line), and low
(light grey color) as depicted in Fig. 3. PV and temperature
measurements are taken from a PV panel placed on the
rooftop of a laboratory in Zagreb and grouped to fit in the
three previously mentioned cases.

DA buying (black) and selling (grey) prices, as well as
up (black dotted) and down incentive prices (grey dotted)
are presented in Fig. 4. The difference in the buying and
selling prices offered by the supplier actually represents the
real situation in some countries like Denmark. The Danish
supplier Orsted offers dynamic selling prices to the final
consumers [49], while the surplus of PV production is sold at
the market price (Nordpool [50]). According to the proposal
of the market design in the European directive [42], more
transparent RT price signals (which reflect the DA market
prices) stimulate consumers to change their consumption,
either individually or through aggregation. This results in
increased flexibility that facilitates the transition towards a
carbon-neutral power system. Danish prices are taken as an
example due to data availability, however other countries
in the EU have already implemented dynamic tariffs for
end-users (such as Red Eléctrica in Spain [51] or 7H Kraft in
Sweden [52]). The approach used in this paper is not country-
specific, but rather general enough for the entire EU. Net-
work charge for supplied kWh is set at 9.7 ORE/kWh while
balancing cost in directly trading with the supplier is set at
0.197 ORE/kWh for purchased energy and 0.112 ORE/kWh
for sold energy [46]. Up and down incentive prices encour-
age prosumers in the energy community to follow their

FIGURE 3. Aggregated PV production.

FIGURE 4. DA buying/selling prices, up /down flexibility incentives.

FIGURE 5. Flexible and non-flexible charging of EV – consumer 2.

predefined DA schedule instead of paying the balancing cost
for each bought or sold kWh of energy.

If the energy community has a deficit of energy with
respect to the committed DA schedule, it will pay the differ-
ence at the up price, which is higher than the DA buying price.
On the other hand, if a consumer has a surplus of energy,
they will sell the difference from the scheduled amount at the
down-price, which is lower than the DA selling price.

VI. RESULTS
In this section, the monetary value of implementing a flexible
EV charging and a flexible start-up time of uninterruptible
appliances is assessed. Further, the analysis shows for which
case of PV production consumers are always better off in
the community and elaborates which cost-sharing scheme is
preferable for different types of consumers.

A. BENEFITS OF FLEXIBILE PROSUMPTION
The flexible scheduling of domestic appliances results in a
significant cost reduction compared to the case when the
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TABLE 2. Averaged cost reduction (in %) (computed over the set of
scenarios) in the case of a high PV production with flexible appliances.

EV charging and the start of uninterruptible appliances are
not flexible. In the non-flexible scenario, it is supposed that
the charging of the EV is started from the very moment
the car arrives home. The car is being charged at maximum
charging power until the desired battery state of energy is
reached. Besides, the starting times of the washing machine,
the dryer, and the dishwasher are fixed to 18 h, 21 h, and
23 h, respectively. On the other hand, in the flexible regime,
the operation of each appliance is determined by the CM
scheduling algorithm in accordance with the predefined com-
fort zones of consumers. The average cost reduction in per-
centage for each consumer in the case of high PV production
is shown in Table 2. The first row in this table provides the
cost reduction for the instance in which each consumer trades
directly with the supplier, while the remaining rows in the
table pertaining to the different cost-sharing mechanisms in
the community that have been described in Section IV. As can
be seen in Table 2, smart charging of EV and flexible starting
time of uninterruptible appliances can significantly reduce
the end-user cost (from 3% to almost 20% cost reduction
in flexible regime). The highest cost reduction achieves con-
sumer 2 who does not have PV installed.

Average (over the observed set of scenarios) charging pow-
ers of EVs under the flexible and non-flexible case studies are
compared in Fig. 5 for consumer 2. Non-flexible charging is
set from hour 18. The car is being charged at the maximum
power of 3.7 kW for 6 hours to reach the desired state of
charge, which is set at 22.2 kWh. Compared to flexible charg-
ing, which considers prices, one can notice that cost reduction
in the flexible case is achieved by charging the EV in hour
24 and during the morning hours from 0 to 6 am when the
prices are lower compared to the early evening prices from
hour 18 to 21.

Moreover, in the flexible regime, the start-up time for
washing machine, dryer, and dishwasher is at hour 21h, 22h,
and 23h, while in non-flexible is set at 18h, 21, and 23h.
The biggest cost reduction is achieved by the scheduling of
washing machine where the whole washing period of 3 hours
is moved to less expensive hours.

B. ANALYSIS OF THE BEST COST-SHARING MECHANISM
Table 3 compares the average cost of procuring electricity
by the energy community under the different cost-sharing
methods for the three considered cases and the cost linked

to individually trading with the supplier. A fair cost-sharing
mechanism is the one that makes all consumers better off
within the energy community compared to the individual
trading approach with the supplier. As can be seen from
Table 3, all community members are better off in the energy
community with SDRN and MMRN for the cases of medium
and high PV production. In the case of low PV production,
prosumer 3 is not always better off within the energy commu-
nity. Their cost reduction can, in case of high PV production,
reach 20% with community trading and cost-sharing under
BSMN. In MMRN, if the energy community self-balances,
consumers with excess energy get paid more than in the
individual trading strategy. In particular, they are paid at
the average of the buying and selling prices offered by the
supplier, which is higher than the selling price. Likewise,
consumers who need to buy get the same average price, which
is lower than the buying price. Under SDRN, those con-
sumers with excess energy get a compensation, which is set
at (λDABt − λDASt )/2. The result is that all the members in the
cooperative are awarded for supporting the self-sufficiency of
the community.

Table 4 shows the attained cost reduction (if negative) or
cost increase (if positive) in percentage under the six scenar-
ios of high PV production. It can be noticed that all consumers
are better off in the energy community under SDRN and
MMRN. The exception is prosumer 1 in scenario 5, consumer
2 in scenario 4 under MMRN and prosumer 3 in scenario
2 under SDRN (the benefit reallocation in the second stage
will be explained further in the text). However, BSMN is
only favorable for the consumer without PV as they profit
from prosumers with an excess PV production. The energy
deficit of consumer 2 is supplied at zero cost from excess PV
production from other prosumers resulting in the biggest cost
savings. Cost savings for prosumers 1 and 3 under MMRN
and SDRN are very similar because they reward excess PV
production with higher internal selling prices compared to
that of the supplier. The optimal contracts that lead to a
win-win situation for all stakeholders are both MMRN and
SDRN. For high PV production, prosumers 1 and 3 incur
higher electricity costs under BSMN. To further illustrate the
disadvantages of BSMN for prosumers with a surplus of PV
production, Table 5 shows the electricity procurement costs
in DKK for all consumers in hour 10 of scenario 6, under
the individual trading setup and the BSMN cost-allocation
method that is based on net-load (note that a negative cost
represents a profit from selling energy). In this hour, the com-
munity does not exchange energy with the grid, while the
consumers’ net-loads are -0.24kW, 2.4 kW, and -2.16 kW.
Consumer 2 takes advantage of the excess PV production
from prosumers 1 and 3. Moreover, in the hours when the
total net-load of the community is negative, the consumers
who contribute to the profit of the community share only
the profit for the energy exported outside the community, but
not for the energy shared among other community members.
In contrast, a consumer with a positive net-load is the one
benefiting the most because they do not pay anything for
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TABLE 3. Average cost (IN DKK and computed over the respective set of scenarios) of individual vs. community trading under the different cost-sharing
methods in the first stage.

TABLE 4. Cost comparison (in %) under six scenarios of high pv production in the first stage.

TABLE 5. Cost comparison in individual and bsmn approach.

their energy deficit. The amount of energy consumed within
the community reduces the selling price (see Equation (18)),
and thus reduces the profit for those consumers with an
excess PV production. When the community sells energy,
the so-obtained profit is shared among prosumers 1 and 3
(that is, between the consumers who have excess energy).
However, prosumers 1 and 3 are paid only for the surplus
of PV production that is sold by the CM to the supplier and
not for that part of the surplus that is consumed within the
community. This means that consumer 2 (without PV) covers
their deficit of energy at zero cost.

C. SENSITIVITY STUDIES
The results in Table 6 below show daily costs for each con-
sumer in DKK, under different cost-sharing mechanisms, for
a case where all three consumers have a PV panel installed.
It can be noticed that regardless of all community members
have PV installed and excess PV production, they are better
off with MMRN and SDRN, while consumer 2 is worse off
with BSMN due to the highest excess PV production. The
average of PV production excess during the day for consumer
1 is 2.58 kWh, for consumer 2 is 3.33 kWh, and for consumer
3 is 2.30 kWh.

Furthermore, an additional study is conducted for
an energy community consisting of 100 participants.
Fig. 6 presents the ratios between the energy cost in the com-
munity and the cost in the individual approach, for different

TABLE 6. Average cost comparison when all prosumers have PV (DKK).

percentages of PV share and customer flexibility potential.
A lower ratio means that trading within the community
is more profitable for the consumer. More specifically, if
the ratio is below 1, the consumer is better off within the
community, while a ratio bigger than 1 involves the existence
of consumers who are better off under the individual trading
scheme. Simulations are performed for four cases:
1) all community members have PV, battery storage, and

the flexible start of uninterruptible appliances (denoted
as flexi uni in Table 7 ),

2) all community members have PV, 50% of all consumers
do not have battery storage or capability to flexibly start
uninterruptible appliances,

3) 50% of community members have PV, none has a bat-
tery and 50% have the flexible start of uninterruptible
appliances,

4) 50% of community members have PV, battery, and the
flexible start of uninterruptible appliances (not neces-
sarily the consumer with PV has flexible appliances as
well).
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FIGURE 6. Comparison of cost ratios under different pricing mechanism.

TABLE 7. Comparison of cost reduction and cost increase in current and proposed pricing scheme in %.

For consumers without the flexible start of uninterrupt-
able appliances, the start-up time is set as explained in
Section VI A. In the first stage of the cost-sharing, the internal
buying and selling prices according to the three cost-sharing
schemes are calculated. The second stage determines the
lower value of the benefit reallocation if any of the com-
munity members face higher costs in the community.
In Case 3 all community members are at least the same or
better off in the first stage under the existing MMRN and
SDRN. The cost ratio is 1 or lower than 1 which means that
there is no need to run the proposed stage 2 of the cost-sharing
allocation. On the other hand, one can notice from Fig. 6 in

Cases 1, 2, and 4, some community members are worst off in
the energy community under the existing pricing mechanisms
(a white boxplot for MMRN and a gray boxplot for SDRN),
i.e., their ratio is higher than 1. In these two cases, the second
stage is executed ensuring the distribution of benefits as
described in Section IV. B. and the results in Fig. 6 show that
now all community members face at least the same or lower
cost compared to the individual trading with the supplier in
all scenarios. Graphs are plotted for the lower limit of the
minimum bound which defines the minimum value of cost
reduction sharing. All communitymembers have a ratio equal
to 1 or lower than 1 in light gray boxplots (MMRN) and dark
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FIGURE 7. Net-load of consumers 2 and 12.

TABLE 8. Reduction in lower bound in % of benefit reallocation in case 4.

gray boxplots (SDRN). Interestingly, it can again be noticed
that BSMN is not a preferable method for community trading.
BSMN underperforms in all analyzed cases, suggesting this
is not a desirable method to be used for cost-sharing in energy
communities. The proposed improvements of the original
method cannot be applied because C+ < C−, concluding
that the prosumers with excess PVwill not be attracted to join
the energy community under the BSMNmethod as their over-
production is treated as free electricity for other community
members. The total cost increase for prosumers is higher than
the total cost reduction in the community, making it impossi-
ble to reallocate the benefits among community members to
achieve the lower cost for all members. To explain the reason
why the BSMN method is not a preferential method in the
community participation, the net loads of consumers 2 and
12 in case 4 and under BSMN cost-sharing mechanism are
compared. Fig. 7 represents the net-load during the day of
consumer 2 and 14 in case 4. It can be noticed in Fig. 7 that
consumer 2 has a surplus of PV during the day, which is
shared among other community members for free. The total
community export in hours 8,9, 14 is zero, whereas consumer
2 is not getting paid at all in hours 9 and 14.

D. THE VALUE OF FLEXIBILITY INCENTIVES
In the current trading with the supplier, consumers pay
the balancing cost for each consumed or injected kWh of
energy [46] as described in (1). This paper proposes flexi-
bility incentives that encourage the prosumers to follow the
predefined DA schedule and minimize paying for regulating
up and down power deviations. Additional simulations were
run to demonstrate the benefits of the proposed community

pricing with flexibility incentives compared to the current
pricing scheme when final prosumers are engaged in the
energy community. The results in Table 7 clearly show that
under the current cost-sharing calculation of MMRN and
SDRN some community members will end up with higher
energy bills compared to the individual trading with their
supplier. On the other hand, the proposed two-stage method
guarantees this will not happen as it evenly distributes the
welfare among members. Although in the proposed approach
individual cost reduction is lower (5.97 – 8% compared to
3.52 – 7.61% ), none of the community members face higher
costs. On the other hand, in the current community trading,
some community members face up to 4% of a cost increase
under MMRN. The results also clearly show that BSMN
should not be used as the community cost-sharing method.
Table 8 shows the change in minimum bound value between
the case in which the energy community pays the balanc-
ing cost and the proposed pricing method based on flexi-
bility incentives. Interestingly, this minimum bound cannot
be calculated for Case 1 and 2 when the community pays
the balancing cost for each kWh of consumed or injected
kWh of energy (C+<C−). This means that some community
members will be worst off in the community. In Case 3, all
community members are better off in the community in both
types of community pricing. In Case 4 consumers who are
better off in the first stage will need to share a lower amount
of their cost reduction with other community members. This
lower value of minimum bound is reduced by 18-47% in
MMRNand 49-114% in SDRN in the proposed pricingwhich
makes it more preferable compared to the current pricing
scheme.

VII. CONCLUSION
To raise awareness about energy efficiency, it is important to
encourage prosumers and energy communities to consume
energy locally and to utilize their flexibility by following
price incentives. In order to reduce prosumers’ electricity
costs, this paper describes an energy community driven by
price signals from a CM. The CM contracts buying and
selling energy from a DA market and encourages flexible
behavior of its community members with incentives that
capture the regulating power costs linked to errors in the
forecast load and PV production. The allocation of those costs
within the community is carried out ex-post (in particular,
the day after energy delivery) based on individual net-load
measurements and both DA market prices and incentives
from the CM. In this approach, consumers do not need
to negotiate the exchanged electricity volumes and prices
between each other. They share the surplus of energy, while
the CMdetermines the transaction prices the day after. Firstly,
the monetary value in terms of decreasing electricity costs
with domestic flexible appliances is assessed. The case with
fully flexible uninterruptable appliances and EV charging
is compared with a non-flexible setup with a predefined
starting time of EV charging and uninterruptible appliances
resulting in savings between 3 and 20%. Secondly, the paper
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investigates the differences and advantages of various cost-
sharing mechanisms for prosumers with PV generation and
explains the main disadvantages of the BSMN method for
prosumers with excess PV production. Excess PV production
in the energy community under BSMN is shared at zero cost
which benefits only consumers with an energy deficit, while
sellers are at a loss. Thirdly, the paper demonstrated that some
community members are not always better off with existing
MMRN, SDRN, and BSMN cost-sharing methods compared
to the individual trading with the supplier. To overcome this
issue, the authors propose the second stage in the centralized
cost-sharing process which provides the lower bound of cost
reduction reallocation to be shared among peers to achieve
lower energy cost underMMRN and SDRN. The results show
that none of the community members will face increased
cost compared to individual trading with the supplier (unlike
in current community trading where some members face
up to 4% of cost increase in the community). Furthermore,
the paper introduces flexibility incentives, reflecting balanc-
ing market costs, with the goal to encourage consumer’s
RT flexible behavior to follow a predefined DA schedule.
This results in lowering the value of the minimum bound in
benefit reallocation by 18-47% in MMRN and 49-114% in
SDRN.
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A B S T R A C T   

In the post incentives era, renewable energy sources (RES) need to become balancing responsible market par-
ticipants. As their controllability is limited and questionably economically feasible, they will, mostly likely, join 
an existing balancing group or form a new one capable of flexible operation driven by market signals. In line with 
this, the paper proposes a novel concept of a new market balancing group, coordinating participation of a wind 
power plant and flexible sources presented by a single actor, the aggregator. The model is cast as a stochastic 
mixed integer linear programming (MILP) bilevel model where the upper level model is profit maximization of 
the new market balancing group, while the lower level problem models minimization of end user electricity cost. 
The two entities collaborate to reduce deviations from market schedules, where their mutual exchange occurs 
under zero cost. Individual and coordinated market participation are compared considering uncertainties of RES 
generation and market prices. The results show both cases; when coordinated participation creates financial 
benefits for both wind power plant and end-consumers, but also scenarios under which end-consumers will not 
consider offering their flexibility at the market through aggregators as they are better off not changing their 
supplier or tariff system. The latter case implies inadequate market incentives and products for universal in-
clusion of flexible end-users into active and price responsive system participation.   

1. Introduction and motivation 

As the share of renewable energy sources (RES) in power systems 
around the world increases, the concept of treating them as preferential 
producers, stimulated through feed-in tariff system and not responsible 
for increase the balancing requirements, is gradually being abandoned 
[1]. At the moment, in most European countries, responsibility for RES 
generation deviations from the announced schedule is passed on to the 
Transmission System Operator (TSO), while the balancing energy costs 
are charged to end-consumers through network fees. There are cases 
where RES are members of a balancing group (BG) (such as Croatian 
Energy Market Operator EKO balancing group aggregating all RES 
within the feed-in tariff system [2]) where the group leader focuses on 
accurate forecasting to reduce deviations from announced production. 
Opportunities for RES as market players have already been researched 
through either their individual participation [3], concepts of aggre-
gators or virtual power plants [4] where a single entity represents a 
cluster of small units and takes on the role of a “smart” supplier, or 
through RES joining an existing BG. As a rule, these existing BG are 
composed of large generation units; for example, papers [5–9] present a 
coordination of wind power plant and large energy storage unit, 

showing the benefits from joint operation, while authors of [10–13] 
focus of optimizing the coordination of wind and hydro power plant. 

On the contrary, the latest energy package “Clean Energy for all 
Europeans” is putting focus on end prosumers and their market partic-
ipation, particularly emphasizing the value of unlocking their flexibility 
[14]. Currently this end user flexibility refers to micro controllable 
generation units or demand response capabilities [15]. With decreasing 
prices of battery storage [16] and development of small scale battery 
system installations, additional opportunities arise on the prosumer side. 
Distributed flexibility of the prosumers contributes not only to their own 
market position but also to other less flexible RES. The idea behind the 
paper is to explore benefits of creating a new balancing group composed 
of RES only, where the aggregator of flexible end users is the BG leader. 
The aggregator would optimally plan the operation of the entire BG (by 
doing that it could increase its profit and profits of BG members) and due 
to higher financial benefits, the aggregator would be able to offer lower 
electricity cost to the end users. 

The paper presents a stochastic mixed integer linear programming 
(MILP) bilevel model of a new balancing group whose members are 
wind power plant and active consumers represented by the aggregator. 
The balancing group participates in the day-ahead and the real-time 
market. To explore the benefits of such market participation, several 
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Nomenclature 

Sets 
d ∈ D demand index 
s ∈ S scenario index 
t ∈ T time index 

Continuos variables 
chargingd,s,t charging battery d in scenario s in time t 
dischargingd,s,t discharging battery d in scenario s in time t 
Ed,s,t electrical energy used in heat pump in household d in 

scenario s in time t 
EDOWN

s,t energy sold by an aggregator for down-regulation at the 
real time market in scenario s in time t 

EUP
s,t energy purchased by an aggregator for up-regulation at the 

real-time market in scenario s in time t 
ImportHD

d,s,t energy imported from the market for demand d in scenario 
s in time t 

PAtoW
s,t total energy exported from an aggregator to wind power 

plant in scenario s in time t 
PWDA

t wind power plant’s contracted selling energy at day ahead 
market in time t 

PAtoWDEMNAD
d,s,t energy exported from demand d to wind power plant in 

scenario s in time t 
PDA

t aggregator’s contracted energy at the day-ahead market in 
time t 

PIMPORTTOTAL
s,t total imported energy from market in scenario s in time t 

PWtoA
s,t total energy exchanged from wind power plant to 

aggregator in scenario s in time t 
PWtoADEMAND

d,s,t energy imported from wind power plant to demand d in 
scenario s in time t 

PWNEW
s,t production of wind power plant in scenario s in time t after 

energy exchange with prosumers 
priceCONSUMER

d,s,t dynamic price of energy for consumer d in scenario s 
in time t 

SOCd,s,t state of charge of battery d in scenario s in time t 
Troom

d,t room temperature in household d in scenario s in time t 
Qd,s,t thermal energy in household d in scenario s in time t 
Δ+

s,t excess of energy in scenario s in time t, positive system 
imbalance 

Δ−
s,t deficit of energy in scenario s in time t, negative system 

imbalance 

Parameters 
Ad surface area of household d exposed to the outside 

temperature 
bat maximum power capacity of battery 
c specific heat of air in the room 
COP coefficient of performance of a heat pump 
HDd,s,t demand consumption d in scenario s in time t 
md mass of the air in the household d 
PW

s,t wind power plant production in scenario s in time t 
penalDOWN

s,t down regulation penalty at the real-time market in 
scenario s in time t 

penalUP
s,t up regulation penalty at the real-time market in scenario s 

in time t 
priceAVERAGE average dynamic price for consumers 
priceMAX maximum dynamic price for consumers 
priceMIN minimum dynamic price for consumers 
priceSPOT

s,t day-ahead market price of energy in scenario s in time t 
PVd,s,t solar panel production of household d in scenario s in time t 

PW
max installed capacity of wind power plant 

r+s,t indicator for positive net system imbalance in scenario s in 
time t if < 1 

r−s,t indicator for negative net system imbalance in scenario s in 
time t if greater than 1 

SOCMAX energy capacity of battery 
Tmin

d,t minimum inside temperature set by prosumer 
Tmax

d,t maximum inside temperature set by prosumer 
U U value of the surfaces exposed the outside temperature 
η charging/discharging coefficient 
πs probability of scenario s 

Binary variables 
xAtoW

d,s,t indicator for exported energy from household d to the wind 
power plant in scenario s in time t 

xWtoA
d,s,t indicator for imported energy in household d from the 

wind power plant in scenario s and time t 

Dual variables 
βd,s,t Dual variable associated with power balance of consumer 

d in scenario s and time t 
γs Dual variable associated with energy exchange balance 

between consumers and WPPP in scenario s 
ϑCHMAX

d,s,t Dual variable associated with maximum rate of battery 
charging d in scenario s and time t 

ϑCHMIN
d,s,t Dual variable associated with minimum rate of battery 

charging d in scenario s and time t 
ϑDISMAX

d,s,t Dual variable associated with maximum rate of battery 
discharging d in scenario s and time t 

ϑDISMIN
d,s,t Dual variable associated with minimum rate of battery 

discharging d in scenario s and time t 
ϑSOCMAX

d,s,t Dual variable associated with maximum rate of battery 
d SOC in scenario s and time t 

ϑSOCMIN
d,s,t Dual variable associated with minimum rate of battery 

d SOC in scenario s and time t 
μIMPORTMAX

d,s,t Dual variable associated with maximum import from the 
grid of consumer d in scenario s and time t 

μIMPORTMIN
d,s,t Dual variable associated with minimum import from the 

grid of consumer d in scenario s and time t 
φSOC

d,s,t Dual variable associated with battery d SOC in scenario s 
and time t 

ωAtoWMAX
d,s,t Dual variable associated with maximum rate of energy 

exchange from consumer d to WPP in scenario s and time t 
ωAtoWMIN

d,s,t Dual variable associated with minimum rate of energy 
exchange from consumer d to WPP in scenario s and time t 

ωWtoAMAX
d,s,t Dual variable associated with maximum rate of energy 

exchange from WPP to consumer d in scenario s and time t 
ωWtoAMIN

d,s,t Dual variable associated with minimum rate of energy 
exchange from WPP to consumer d in scenario s and time t 

ϑSOCinital
d,s,0 Dual variable associated with initial stage of battery d in 

scenario s and time 0 
ϑSOCend

d,s,24 Dual variable associated with final stage of battery d in 
scenario s and time 24 

Auxilary variables 
PWNEW

s,t Auxiliary variable related to wind production and energy 
exchange with consumers in scenario s and time t 

ωAtoW*
d,s,t Auxiliary variable for linearization of product of binary 

and continuous variable associated with energy exchange 
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approaches are compared. In the first instance the conventional supplier 
offering two-tariff price system to its consumers is compared to the 
aggregator offering dynamic pricing scheme reflecting market prices 
without energy exchange with wind power plant. These models are 
bilevel problems since the objective in the upper level problem is 
maximization of profit for the supplier/aggregator, while the objective 
of the lower level problem is minimization of electricity cost for the end- 
consumer. Bilevel modelling enables determining dynamic prices for 
end-consumers guided by the upper level and resulting in better solution 
for both levels. 

The second step extends the previous model by introducing a new 
balancing group, where the aggregator and the wind power plant co-
ordinate their energy exchange in order to maximize benefits. Again, in 
the second step, two cases are analysed. Following the logic that the end- 
users will sign the contract with the aggregator only if their electricity 
bills are reduced, the analysis deals with finding a preferential tariff for 
them. This is done by comparing the two-tariff price system with a dy-
namic pricing scheme. Stochasticity of RES production and end-user 
consumption is taken into account. The findings suggest that coordi-
nated market participation gives the opportunity for aggregator to 
reduce his imbalance penalties caused by deviation from day-ahead 
schedule and for wind power plant to increase its profit. The rest of 
the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 authors present literature 
review and contributions of the paper, Section 3 describes the mathe-
matical model, while Extensive analysis of the results with comments 
and conclusions are shown in Section 4. Conclusion is highlighted in 
Section 5. 

2. Literature review and contributions 

The modelling inspired by the game-theoretic approach is widely 
used in consumers-supplier (aggregator) optimization models. The work 
in [17] proposes demand response through Stackelberg game with en-
ergy provider and final consumers interaction in 24-hours period 
resulting in different power consumption in real-time pricing mecha-
nism compared to flat rate (lower consumption during the peak-hours). 
The results of Stackelberg game under uncertainty in [18] show how 
controlling residential demand response through dynamic prices pro-
gram results in optimal consumption, creating financial benefits for 
energy provider. Authors in [19] present the model for consumer’s 
behaviour based on prices set by utility companies and derived as 
Stackelberg game. A bilevel grid operator-consumers model in [20] uses 
Stackelberg game approach to define electricity tariffs to end-consumers 
stimulating them to follow the desired consumption profile and to 
reduce the difference between actual consumption and the target one. A 
Stackelberg leader-follower problem (microgrid operator-photovoltaic 
prosumers) in [21] maximizes both profits: that of the leader pro-
sumer and of the follower utility through demand response program. 
The work in [22] is additionally expanded with the concept of PV pro-
sumers sharing energy, setting the peer-to-peer trading price as the 
Stackelberg equilibrium with microgrid operator participating in day- 
ahead and real-time market. Heuristic algorithm in [23], based on 
game theory, presents energy management of microgrids with combined 
heat and power and PV active consumers. The authors present modelling 
of prices for the end consumers which are lower in case of microgrid 
operator selling electricity and higher when buying it, as compared to 
traditional prosumers-grid concept. The work in [24] describes how 
energy peer-to-peer trading with price-based (dynamic price scheme) 
demand response among prosumers with flexible load in the microgrid is 
more profitable than in case when they operate passively, relaying on 

feed-in tariffs. Similar results can be found in [25], also capturing un-
certainties and participation in day-ahead and real-time markets. The 
model in [26] presents competition between utility companies through 
utility end-consumer Stackelberg game which maximizes utility com-
panies’ profit and guarantees the minimum budget for consumers elec-
tricity procurement. The authors in [27] describe energy management 
with real-time price demand response through leader-follower Stackel-
berg game resulting in decrease consumption during the periods of high 
prices. Work in [28] is based on Stackelberg game in which the aggre-
gator of demand response sells energy discharged from the battery 
storage to other aggregators, while utility controls the price and quantity 
of sold electricity. The results show increased profit for those aggre-
gators who use price-sensitive demand response. The authors in [29] 
define relations between utility company as a leader and generators as 
followers through Stackelberg game considering flat, real time and 
Stackelberg real time pricing resulting in higher profit in the two latter 
approaches. In the second stage of described model, end customers 
adjust their shiftable loads to minimize their costs under different 
dissatisfaction parameters. 

The work in [30] presents a stochastic, bi-level, three-stage model of 
aggregator of flexible heating demand. The results show that dynamic 
pricing scheme increases the total aggregator’s profit, however it also 
results in higher costs for end consumers. The idea presented in [30] 
serves as a backbone of the proposed research in this paper with some 
major differences. Our proposed model goes beyond aggregator only 
model and looks into hidden opportunities of different RES collaborating 
as one BG. We also introduce an energy exchange mechanism of this new 
balancing group of active consumers and a wind power plant, resulting 
in reduced penalties arisen from uncertainties in wind and solar pro-
duction, as well as consumers’ consumption. The result section brings an 
extensive analysis, where the analyses capture different scenarios and 
prosumer options, resulting in conclusions in which cases aggregation 
and dynamic prices make financial sense for flexible prosumers. Unlike 
[30], aggregators dynamic prices enable lower electricity procurement 
cost for certain installation sizes, when comparing them to today’s 
supplier ToU scheme. This could, consequently, create opportunities for 
emergence of aggregators and further liberalization of the retail elec-
tricity market. 

Following on the above, the paper presents the following 
contributions:  

1. Mathematical model of the new balancing group composed of small 
scale prosumers and renewable energy sources. The model captures 
interaction of different BG members, as well as sharing flexibility 
resources, with the goal of creating financial benefits for all 
stakeholders;  

2. Dynamic prices created by the aggregator can result in lower overall 
cost of electricity for end-users when compared to the traditional 
fixed tariff prices offered by suppliers. The results suggest that only 
prosumers with smaller installed PV capacity and production lower 
than overall consumption might be interested in switching from two- 
tariff ToU to dynamic aggregator pricing, as they financially benefit 
from doing so. On the other hand, the results suggest that prosumers 
with larger PV capacity installations are unlikely to be willing to 
switch to dynamic pricing schemes and direct market participation 
through aggregators;  

3. Pricing mechanisms corelated with market prices results in lower 
benefit for the balancing group due to insufficient coordination of the 
prices and flexibility need. 

between consumers and WPP 
ωWtoA*

d,s,t Auxiliary variable for linearization of product of binary 
and continuous variable associated with energy exchange 

between WPP and consumers 
u1

d,s,t − u12
d,s,t Auxiliary binary variables associated with Fortuny- 

Amat Transformations linearization  
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3. Model description 

The model considers two stages: day-ahead market and real-time 
market. The aggregator contracts electricity procurement at the day- 
ahead market for each hour of the upcoming day and sells (buys) the 
surplus (deficit) of electricity on real-time market. Ten scenarios are 
used to define uncertainty of wind power plant and PV production, 
market prices and consumption due to incomplete information on the 
day-ahead stage and possible deviations in predictions. As shown in 
[31], 10 scenarios are a good trade-of between computational 
complexity and cost performance. Day-ahead market prices are pre-
sented in Fig. 1, showing volatility between 0 €/MWh to 63 €/MWh 
during the day: 

In the considered case the aggregator supplies 30 households. Total 
PV production and demand of households represented by the aggregator 
are shown in Figs. 2a and 2b, distinguishing two different installed PV 
capacity [32]. Blue lines present different consumption scenarios, while 
the red lines present different PV production scenarios. Each household 
is equipped with a battery storage unit, installed for arbitrage purpose. 
Battery is empty at the begging and at the end of the day, while 
maximum charging and discharging are limited to 3.4 kW. Battery ca-
pacity is 4 kWh [33]. Discharging coefficient ηdis is 0.97, while the 
charging coefficient ηchis 0.98. 

Wind power plant sells electricity at the day-ahead market, while at 
real-time market is paid or charged for the deviation (depends if it 
contributes to or harms the electricity balance). Installed capacity of 
wind power plant is 200 kW and production is shown in Fig. 3. 

The focus in the paper is on the mathematical model of the new 
balancing group and the market clearing is not considered; the proposed 
balancing group is considered as a price-taker. 

3.1. Aggregator and wind power plant profit maximization 

The objective of the upper-level problem is profit maximization for 
both the aggregator and the wind power plant (1): 

maxπs

∑

d∈D

∑

s∈S

∑

t∈T
priceCONSUMER

d,s,t ⋅ImportHD
d,s,t  

−
∑

s∈S

∑

t∈T
(penalUP

s,t ⋅EUP
s,t + penalDOWN

s,t ⋅EDOWN
s,t  

+priceSPOT
s,t ⋅PIMPORTTOTAL

s,t )

+
∑

s∈S

∑

t∈T
priceSPOT

s,t ⋅
(

PWDA
t + r+s,t⋅Δ

+
s,t − r−s,t⋅Δ

−
s,t

)

(1) 

The first term in objective function presents profit from selling the 
electricity to the end-consumers. The aggregator creates dynamic prices 
for its users, making this a decision variable for every consumer d. The 
second and the third term describe penalties due to aggregator 

imbalance and unperfect information of consumers’ consumption and 
solar production; this is defined similar as in [30]. The fourth term de-
scribes aggregator’s cost for purchasing electricity at the market. The 
last term is wind power plant profit derived from [34]. It should be noted 
that in systems with dominant RES production it is likely that the 
markets and market products will be defined differently, meaning that 
the above defined objective function incorporating penalties for de-
viations might not hold in future system scenarios with high shares of 
variable and uncertain production. The penalties defined in (1) reflect 
balancing prices. The deviation is penalized only if it is in the opposite 
direction of the system need, as explained in [30]. If the deviation is in 
the same direction as the system need, it is not rewarded, the energy is 
traded at the day-ahead price. 

Total electricity purchased at the market in scenario s and time t is 
equal to the sum of electricity bought at the market for all active 

Fig. 1. Day-ahead prices.  

Fig. 2a. Scenarios of total consumption and low PV production.  

Fig. 2b. Scenarios of total consumption and large PV production.  

Fig. 3. Scenarios of wind production.  
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consumers d (2): 

PIMPORTTOTAL
s,t =

∑

d∈D
ImportHD

d,s,t,∀s,∀t (2) 

Electricity purchased and sold at the real-time market for up and 
down regulation is modelled with (3) and (4). 

EUP
s,t ≥ PIMPORTTOTAL

s,t − PDA
T (3)  

EDOWN
s,t ≥ PDA

t − PIMPORTTOTAL
s,t (4) 

Deviations from contracted energy at the day ahead market for wind 
power plant are described with (5)–(7): 

Δ+
s,t − Δ−

s,t = PWNEW
s,t − PWDA

t (5)  

PWNEW
s,t = PW

s,t + PAtoW
s,t − PWtoA

s,t (6)  

PWNEW
s,t ,Δ+

s,t,Δ
−
s,t ≤ PW

max (7) 

Energy exchange between active consumers and the wind power 
plant is defined with (8) and (9). Total energy exported from the 
aggregator to the wind power plant is set to be equal to the sum of en-
ergy exported from each active consumer d (8), while total energy im-
ported from wind power plant is the sum of imported energy to each 
active consumer d (9). Total energy exchange is limited with battery 
power capacity for every scenario s and time t (10) and (11): 

PAtoW
s,t =

∑

d∈D
PAtoWDEMAND

d,s,t (8)  

PWtoA
s,t =

∑

d∈D
PWtoADEMAND

d,s,t (9)  

PAtoW
d,s,t ≤ D⋅bat (10)  

PWtoA
d,s,t ≤ D⋅bat (11) 

Energy exchange between active consumer d and wind power plant is 
only possible in one direction (12): 

xAtoW
d,s,t + xWtoA

d,s,t ≤ 1 (12) 

Dynamic prices for active consumers are defined to be higher than 
minimal predefined value (13) and lower than maximal predefined 
value (14), satisfying the daily average price (15). 

priceCONSUMER
d,s,t ≥ priceMIN (13)  

priceCONSUMER
d,s,t ≤ priceMAX (14)  

∑

t∈T
priceCONSUMER

d,s,t = priceAVERAGE
(15)  

3.2. End-consumers cost minimization** 

The lower-level problem minimizes the consumers’ cost for elec-
tricity procurement (16) from aggregator. Consumers’ prices are limited 
between priceMINand priceMAX(125.2 and 159.3 €/MWh), while the 
average daily price priceAVERAGE is 142.25 €/MWh [35]. 

Dual variables for each equation are listed after semicolon. 

minπs

∑

d∈D

∑

s∈S

∑

t∈T

(
priceCONSUMER

d,s,t ⋅ImportHD
d,s,t

)

(16) 

The power balance is presented with (17): 

HDd,s,t + chargingd,s,t + PAtoWDEMAND
d,s,t =

ImportHD
d,s,t + dischargingd,s,t + PWtoADEMAND

d,s,t  

+PVd,s,t : βd,s,t (17) 

Battery d state of charge (SOC) is described with (18): 

SOCd,s,t = SOCd,s,t−1 + ηch⋅chargingd,s,t  

−
dischargingd,s,t

ηdis
: φSOC

d,s,t (18) 

Total sum of imported energy from wind power plant during the day 
is equal to the total exported energy from each active consumer d (19): 
∑

d∈D

∑

t∈T
PAtoWDEMAND

d,s,t =
∑

d∈D

∑

t∈T
PWtoADEMAND

d,s,t : γs (19) 

Battery charging and discharging are limited with (20)–(23), while 
SOC is limited with battery energy capacity (24) and (25), and (26) and 
(27) present SOC at the beginning and the end of the day: 

chargingd,s,t ≥ 0 : ϑCHMIN
d,s,t (20)  

dischargingd,s,t ≥ 0 : ϑDISMIN
d,s,t (21)  

chargingd,s,t ≤ bat : ϑCHMAX
d,s,t (22)  

dischargingd,s,t ≤ bat : ϑDISMAX
d,s,t (23)  

SOCd,s,t ≥ 0 : ϑSOCMIN
d,s,t (24)  

SOCd,s,t ≤ SOCMAX : ϑSOCMAX
d,s,t (25)  

SOCd,s,0 = SOCinital : ϑSOCinitial
d,s,0 (26)  

SOCd,s,24 = SOCinital : ϑSOCend
d,s,24 (27) 

Energy bought at the market in scenario s and time t is greater than 
zero and limited with sum of battery power capacity and active con-
sumer’s d consumption in scenario s and time t (28) and (29): 

ImportHD
d,s,t ≥ 0 : μIMPORTMIN

d,s,t (28)  

ImportHD
d,s,t ≤ Prated

d : μIMPORTMAX
d,s,t (29) 

Energy exchange between active consumer d and wind power plant is 
limited with battery power capacity (30)–(33): 

PAtoWDEMAND
d,s,t ≥ 0 : ωAtoWMIN

d,s,t (30)  

PAtoWDEMAND
d,s,t ≤ bat⋅xAtoW

d,s,t : ωAtoWMAX
d,s,t (31)  

PWtoADEMAND
d,s,t ≥ 0 : ωWtoAMIN

d,s,t (32)  

PWtoADEMAND
d,s,t ≤ bat⋅xWtoA

d,s,t : ωWtoAMAX
d,s,t (33)  

3.3. KKT formulation of end-consumer problem 

KKT formulation of the lower-level problem is defined with lower 
level equations (16)–(33) and stationarity conditions (34)–(42), as well 
as with complementary slackness conditions associated with the 
inequality constraints (43)–(54): 

ϑCHMAX
d,s,t , ϑDISMAX

d,s,t , ϑSOCMAX
d,s,t , μIMPORTMAX

d,s,t ,ϑCHMIN
d,s,t ,

ϑDISMIN
d,s,t ,ϑSOCMIN

d,s,t , μIMPORTMIN
d,s,t ,

ωAtoWMIN
d,s,t ,ωWtoAMIN

d,s,t ,ωAtoWMAX
d,s,t ,ωWtoAMAX

d,s,t ≥ 0 (34)  

φSOC
d,s,1 − ϑSOCinitial

d,s,0 = 0 (35) 
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−φSOC
d,s,t + φSOC

d,s,t+1 + ϑSOCMIN
d,s,t − ϑSOCMAX

d,s,t = 0,∀t[1, 23] (36)  

−φSOC
d,s,24 − ϑSOCend

d,s,0 = 0 (37)  

−βd,s,t + μIMPORTMIN
d,s,t − μIMPORTMAX

d,s,t = priceCONSUMER
d,s,t (38)  

−βd,s,t + ωWtoAMIN
d,s,t − ωWtoAMAX

d,s,t − γs = 0 (39)  

βd,s,t + ωAtoWMIN
d,s,t − ωAtoWMAX

d,s,t + γs = 0 (40)  

−
φSOC

d,s,t

η + ϑDISMIN
d,s,t − ϑDISMAX

d,s,t − βd,s,t = 0 (41)  

η⋅φSOC
d,s,t + ϑCHMIN

d,s,t − ϑCHMAX
d,s,t + βd,s,t = 0 (42)  

chargingd,s,t ≥ 0⊥ϑCHMIN
d,s,t ≥ 0 (43)  

dischargingd,s,t ≥ 0⊥ϑDISMIN
d,s,t ≥ 0 (44)  

SOCd,s,t ≥ 0⊥ϑSOCMIN
d,s,t ≥ 0 (45)  

bat − chargingd,s,t ≥ 0⊥ϑCHMAX
d,s,t ≥ 0 (46)  

bat − dischargingd,s,t ≥ 0⊥ϑDISMAX
d,s,t ≥ 0 (47)  

SOCMAX − SOCd,s,t ≥ 0⊥ϑSOCMAX
d,s,t ≥ 0 (48)  

ImportHD
d,s,t ≥ 0⊥μIMPORTMIN

d,s,t ≥ 0 (49)  

HDd,s,t + bat − ImportHD
d,s,t ≥ 0⊥μIMPORTMAX

d,s,t ≥ 0 (50)  

PAtoWDEMAND
d,s,t ≥ 0⊥ωAtoWMIN

d,s,t ≥ 0 (51)  

bat⋅xAtoW
d,s,t − PAtoWDEMAND

d,s,t ≥ 0⊥ωAtoWMAX
d,s,t ≥ 0 (52)  

PWtoADEMAND
d,s,t ≥ 0⊥ωWtoAMIN

d,s,t ≥ 0 (53)  

PW
s,t⋅x

WtoA
d,s,t − PWtoADEMAND

d,s,t ≥ 0⊥ωWtoAMAX
d,s,t ≥ 0 (54) 

Note that equations (43)–(54) are not linear and Fortuny-Amat 
Transformations are used for linearization [36]. The example is shown 
for condition (43) and it is applied on (44)–(54) where M presents a 
sufficiently large constant and variables ux

d,s,t are auxiliary binary vari-
ables used for linearization: 

chargingd,s,t ≤ M⋅u1
d,s,t  

ϑCHMIN
d,s,t ≤ M⋅

(
1 − u1

d,s,t

)
(55)  

3.4. Bilevel formulation 

First term in the objective function (1) is non-linear and thus is 
replaced with (56) from strong-duality theorem: 

maxπs −
∑

d∈D

∑

s∈S

∑

t∈T
[βd,s,t⋅

(
HDd,s,t − PVd,s,t

)

+bat⋅
(

ϑCHMAX
d,s,t + ϑDISMAX

d,s,t

)
+ bat⋅xAtoW

d,s,t ⋅ωAtoW
d,s,t +

bat⋅xWtoA
d,s,t ∙ωWtoA

d,s,t + (Prated
d )⋅μIMPORTMAX

d,s,t ]

−
∑

d∈D

∑

s∈S

∑

t∈T/24

(
SOCMAX ⋅ϑSOCMAX

d,s,t

)

−
∑

d∈D

∑

s∈S
SOCinital⋅

(
ϑSOCinitial

d,s,0 + ϑSOCend
d,s,24

)

−
∑

s∈S

∑

t∈T
(penalUP

s,t ⋅EUP
s,t + penalDOWN

s,t ⋅EDOWN
s,t  

+priceSPOT
s,t ⋅PIMPORTTOTAL

s,t )

+
∑

s∈S

∑

t∈T
priceSPOT

d,s,t ⋅
(

PWDA
t + r+s,t⋅Δ

+
s,t − r−s,t⋅Δ

−
s,t

)

(56) 

Objective function (56) is non-linear due to product of binary and 
continuous variable. Auxiliary variables ωAtoW*

d,s,t and ωWtoA*
d,s,t are added for 

linearization purposes and the objective function is finally defined as 
(57) with additional constraints (58)–(63) used for linearization: 

maxπs −
∑

d∈D

∑

s∈S

∑

t∈T
[βd,s,t⋅

(
HDd,s,t − PVd,s,t

)

+bat∙
(

ϑCHMAX
d,s,t + ϑDISMAX

d,s,t

)
+bat⋅(ωAtoW*

d,s,t +

ωWtoA*
d,s,t ) + (HDd,s,t + bat)⋅μIMPORTMAX

d,s,t ]

−
∑

d∈D

∑

s∈S

∑

t∈T/24

(
SOCMAX ⋅ϑSOCMAX

d,s,t

)

−
∑

d∈D

∑

s∈S
SOCinital⋅

(
ϑSOCinitial

d,s,0 + ϑSOCend
d,s,24

)

−
∑

s∈S

∑

t∈T
(penalUP

s,t ⋅EUP
s,t + penalDOWN

s,t ⋅EDOWN
s,t  

+priceSPOT
s,t ∙P

IMPORTTOTAL
s,t )

+
∑

s∈S

∑

t∈T
priceSPOT

d,s,t ⋅
(

PWDA
t + r+s,t⋅Δ

+
s,t − r−s,t⋅Δ

−
s,t

)

(57)  

ωAtoW*
d,s,t ≤ xAtoW

d,s,t ⋅M (58)  

ωAtoW*
d,s,t ≤ ωAtoW

d,s,t (59)  

ωAtoW*
d,s,t ≥ ωAtoW

d,s,t −
(

1 − xAtoW
d,s,t

)
⋅M (60)  

ωWtoA*
d,s,t ≤ xWtoA

d,s,t ⋅M (61)  

ωWtoA*
d,s,t ≤ ωWtoA

d,s,t (62)  

ωWtoA*
d,s,t ≥ ωWtoA

d,s,t −
(

1 − xWtoA
d,s,t

)
⋅M (63)  

4. Results and analyses 

This Section compares and analyses results of the following: (i) in-
dividual and coordinated market participation of a wind power plant 
and an aggregator of active consumers; (ii) benefits and disadvantages of 
different pricing scheme:  

• Case 1: Traditional pricing system with two tariffs is taken as a 
benchmark where end consumers pay higher rates during the day 
(8–22 h) and lower during the night (22–8 h). In this case we do not 
consider possibilities of dynamic price scheme or coordination with 
other entities (e.g. wind power plant). Notice that this reflects the 
situation how it is today for the final consumers.  

• Case 2: Unlike traditional pricing system with two fixed tariffs, the 
aggregator offers dynamic prices to end-consumers aiming to reduce 
their electricity bill as described in 3.2. 
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• Case 3: The aggregator and the wind power plant form a balancing 
group under the pricing explained in Case 2. The idea behind the 
coordinated approach is that the possibility of energy exchange be-
tween the active consumers and wind power plant enables selling 
more energy during peak-hours with higher prices, resulting in 
higher profit for wind power plant and reducing the penalties for 
aggregator. 

The results are shown in Table 1 for low installed PV capacity and in 
Table 2 for larger PV capacity. Interestingly, creating dynamic prices by 
the aggregator for lower PV capacity installations on prosumers’ roof-
tops results in lower electricity bills for end consumers, also increasing 
profit for the aggregator when compared to either individual market 
participation of the aggregator with two-tariff system (see Table 1). This 
implies that to those users it could be interesting to sign a contract with a 
dynamic price scheme and leave their traditional supplier. Table 1 and 2 
present the situation in which all prosumers have the battery storage, 
while detail discussion with different percentage of prosumers equipped 
with battery storage and flexible thermal heating will be described 
further in the text. 

On the other hand, as it can be seen from Table 2, in case of larger 
installed PV capacity the dynamic price scheme is not profitable for end- 
consumers, meaning that it is highly unlikely that end users with such 
installations will be willing to switch their current supplier. One could 
argue that the increased profit of the aggregator in Case 3 could be 
reduced to the value of supplier’s profit in Case 1, and that difference 
used to reduce consumers costs of electricity. However, even in that case 
the consumers will not benefits from lower prices in Case 3 than they are 
in Case 1 (the Consumers cost of electricity would be equal for both 
cases). 

In fact, their costs are even higher in the scenarios with coordinated 
participation in RES BG. This means that in cases where PV production is 
sufficient to cover the users’ electricity needs during periods of higher 
tariff, the user might not be interested in switching to dynamic pricing 
and helping the rest of the system (since market prices reflect surplus of 
additional need for electricity), but will rather focus on being electricity 
self-sufficient. Potentially, this also means that these prosumers could 
additionally reduce their bills by selling electricity to end users with 
smaller or no PV capacity during periods of high market prices. 
Although this is an interesting conclusion, this case will not be further 
analysed as it is less interesting from the perspective of the new BG and 
will be the focus in future papers. Interestingly, end-consumer cost is 
slightly higher in Case 3 comparing to Case 2, but still lower than in Case 
1. This means that the profit of the whole balancing group is higher, and 
end-consumers can be reimbursed for this difference. Reimbursement 
mechanism is out of the scope of this paper and it will be analysed in 
future work. 

As the wind power plant profit was omitted from the Table 1, we 
briefly describe it in the text. In the individual operation scenario, the 
profit of the wind power plant is 70.79 €, while in coordinated option 
(lower end-user PV capacity) with aggregators dynamic pricing system it 
increases to 75.19 € (increase of 6.22%). 

In Case 2 in Table 2, penalties and market cost are lower compared to 
Case 1 (which a somewhat expected result). This can best be seen in 
Fig. 4 during the second prices valley (hours 15 and 16), when the 
aggregator schedules more purchased energy than the supplier. Aggre-
gator’s dynamic prices in Case 2 incentivize the consumers to consume 
more during the low-price period from hours 15 to 16 enabling them 

lower cost than in Case 1. During the first price peak in the morning, 
from hours 7 to 12, aggregator contracts less in hours 7, 11 and 12 than 
in Case 1, while from hours 8 to 10 it does not contract energy at day- 
ahead market at all. 

During high market prices in the morning, end-consumers are sup-
plied from their battery storage units. During periods of low prices, wind 
power plant stores electricity in those batteries or supplies end-users 
demand. As it can be seen from Fig. 4 (green bars) during hours 4 and 
5, the aggregator in Case 3 contracts less energy on a day-ahead market, 
compared to both Case 1 and Case 2, since it imports electricity from 
wind power plant in all scenarios (this can be seen in Fig. 5). The 
exception occurs only in scenarios when the wholesales market prices 
are close to 0. Similar pattern can be noticed also during the second 
period of low prices; in hours 15 and 16, the aggregator in Case 3 im-
ports electricity from the wind power plant in scenarios of low market 
prices, while it exports it back to the wind power plant in high price 
scenarios. This means that the aggregator strategically uses end con-
sumers battery units to store electricity from the wind power plant 
instead of buying expensive electricity from the wholesales market. This 
flexibility is also used for storing electricity during cheaper market price 
periods. An example can be seen during the second price peak period, 
where the aggregator chooses to store electricity bought at the market 
during hours 20 to 22 (lower price) and then discharges the batteries and 
sells it during hours 23 and 24 when the prices are the highest in the day. 

In Fig. 5 the sum of electricity imported from wind power plant to 

Table 1 
Cost and Profit-Low PV capacity/production.   

Case 1 € Case 2 € Case 3 € 

Total profit  67.35  69.38  67.58 
Penalties  0.58  0.28  0.14 
Conumers cost of electricity  79.72  78.96  79.19  

Table 2 
Cost and Profit-Larger PV capacity/production.   

Case 1 € Case 2 € Case 3 € 

Total profit  43.02  46.5  44.70 
Penalties  0.92  0.44  0.24 
Conumers cost of electricity  52.05  53.65  53.73  

Fig. 4. Contracted energy on a day-ahead market.  

Fig. 5. Imported (positive values) and exported (negative values) electricity.  
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households is positive, while negative values present electricity expor-
ted back from the aggregator to the wind power plant. Households are 
supplied from batteries during hours 23 and 24 and battery is sufficient 
enough for electricity export as well. 

Figs. 6–8 compare average of end-consumers’ battery charging and 
discharging for all analysed cases: two-tariff pricing in Case 1, dynamic 
price scheme in Case 2 and coordinated approach with wind power plant 
in Case 3. As it can be seen from the Fig. 7 in Case 1, the user battery is 
charged only once a day during early morning hours (low tariff) and 
discharged during the period of high tariff in the evening from hours 19 
to 23. 

In Case 2 in Fig. 7, the end user battery is firstly being charged during 
the early morning hours and then during hours 15 and 16, when the 
aggregator provides lower price to end-consumers due to lower market 
prices. During the market price peak in the morning and in the evening, 
the aggregator charges end-consumers higher price which results in 
supplying demand with battery discharging. 

Batteries charging and discharging in Fig. 8 result in energy ex-
change between end-consumers and wind power plant. If compared to 
Figs. 4 and 5, batteries are discharged during the periods of high prices 
and energy is exported to wind power plant which enables wind power 
plant to gain more profit. During the periods of low prices, batteries are 
charged with imported energy from wind power plant and market. 

Since the battery storage is not the only source of flexibility for final 
consumer, additional simulations are run with prosumers who have 
thermostatically controlled loads modelled as a heat pump. The heat 
pump is a device that transfers heat energy from a source of heat to a 
thermal reservoir. The coefficient of performance (COP) is a ratio of 
useful heat produced by the heat pump and the input energy. In our 
paper we used simplified model of the required heat energy from the 
heat pump to achieve the desired temperature in the household. Ther-
mal energy for household heating is equal to the energy required for the 
temperature increase in time t according to the previous time period t−1 
incurred by thermal losses due to the temperature difference between 
the room and outside temperature (64). Mass of the heated air in the 
household is calculated as the volume of the household multiplied with 
the density of air. The volume of a household is equal to the surface area 
of the household multiplied with a ceiling height. For the sake of 
simplicity, we modeled the surface area exposed the outside tempera-
ture as one surface with the same U value (we did not distinguish walls, 
windows, and doors and their belonging U values). Normally, U value is 
a measure of insulation of specific material and thus different materials 
(brick, wood, glass) have the different U value. We acknowledge that a 
detailed model could give more precise results, however we believe they 
would not significantly change the conclusions as compared to ours. 

Thermal energy household heating is equal to the energy required for 
the temperature increase in time t according to the previous time period 
t-1 incurred by thermal losses due to the temperature difference between 
the room and outside temperature (64). 

Qd,s,t = c⋅md⋅
(

Troom
d,s,t − Troom

d,s,t−1

)
+ Ad∙U⋅

(
Troom

d,s,t − Tatm
s,t

)
(64) 

COP defines the ratio between thermal and electrical energy (65): 

COP =
Qd,s,t

Ed,s,t
(65) 

The temperature inside the household is between the bounds set by 
the prosumer (66) and (67): 

Troom
d,s,t ≥ Tmin

d,t (66)  

Troom
d,s,t ≤ Tmax

d,t (67) 

The results of simulations in Table 3 present the cost the balancing 
group in which every household equipped with flexible thermal heating, 
while different percentage of prosumers have the battery onsite. In the 
first scenario 7 out of 30 (25%) prosumers are equipped with battery 
storage, in the second scenario 15 prosumers (50%), while in the third 
scenario 22 prosumers have the batteries onsite (75%). 

As one can notice, total consumer’s cost and market cost is 
decreasing when more prosumers have battery onsite. Table 3 presents 
the total cost for consumers. Furthermore, this cost reduction is very 
small and to understand if additional benefits can be gained, several 

Fig. 6. End-users battery charging/discharging in Case 1.  

Fig. 7. End-users battery charging/discharging Case 2.  

Fig. 8. End-users battery charging/discharging Case 3.  

Table 3 
Results for different number of prosumers equipped with battery storage.  

No. of batteries 7 15 22 

Pricing 
mechanism 

Case 1 Case 2 Case 1 Case 2 Case 1 Case 2 

Consumer’s cost  119.44  117.32  117.82  116.39  116.47  115.61 
Penalties  0.82  1.23  0.82  0.99  0.82  0.76 
Aggregator’s 

profit  
97.03  95.69  96.69  96.93  96.44  98.01  
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additional simulations are performed in which prosumers prices are 
more dynamic. Here we define a Case 4 in which we introduce a 
simplified method of calculating costs for consumers, correlating their 
prices with the value of market price in scenario s and time t and 
calculated as (68): 

priceCONSUMER
d,s,t = λÂ⋅priceSPOT

s,t (68) 

Scaling factor λ is greater than 1. The aggregator sells the energy to 
final prosumers at the price higher than bought on the market. 

We run several simulations with different value of scaling factor λ. 
Furthermore, we wanted to demonstrate how the temperature dif-

ference between lower and upper temperature bound set by prosumer 
considering their comfort preferences effect the temperature in the 
household and consumed energy under different pricing mechanisms 
described in the paper. Pricing for prosumer 1 in one scenario is shown 
in Fig. 9 to demonstrate the difference between the pricing schemes. 

We compared the results in non-flexible and flexible mode: in the 
non-flexible mode the inside temperature is fixed at the lower bound and 
in the flexible mode the difference between lower and upper tempera-
ture is 5 ◦C. In Case 1 and Case 2 under the pricing mechanism described 
in the beginning of Section 4, there is no difference in consumed energy 
for thermal heating in flexible and non-flexible regime. Pricing mecha-
nisms in Case 1 and Case 2 explained in the paper are less dynamic than 
market prices and shifting the load does not affect the consumer’s profit. 
The energy consumed in each hour satisfies the lower temperature 
bound. On the other hand, if the prosumer is exposed to the prices 
correlated with the market prices as in Case 4a, the difference between 
the consumed energy is shown in Fig. 10: 

HD_th_fix is the consumed energy for thermal heating when the price 
is set at the lower bound, while HD_th_flexi when prosumers sets the 
different lower and upper temperature bound. As one can notice in the 
Fig. 10, in the hour 5 prosumer with flexible temperature preheats the 
room before the price peak in hour 6. Moreover, the same situation 
occurs in the hour 17 and hour 18. 

The aggregated results for different value of λ in Case 4 are shown in 
Table 4.  

• Case 4a: λ is equal to 5.  
• Case 4b: if the market price is higher than the average market price, λ 

is equal to 8, and if the market price is lower than average market 
price, λ is equal to 5. 

As one can notice from Table 4, increasing the number of prosumers 
equipped with battery storage results in total consumer’s cost reduction 
by almost 20% when consumers are exposed to the dynamic market 
prices in Case 4a. Moreover, aggregator’s cost on the market is 
decreasing and penalties are increasing. General conclusions can be 
made for both scenarios of Case 4:  

• Increasing the number of prosumers equipped with batteries results 
in higher penalties, which means that this type of pricing puts the 
focus more on the final consumers’ cost reduction than on the 
balancing.  

• Case 4 shows poorer results compared to Case 2. Although increasing 
the numbers of prosumers equipped with battery storage decreases 
the total consumers’ cost as shown in Table 4, aggregator’s profit is 
decreased more with higher penetration of battery storage units. 
When we consider that aggregators increased profit can be shared 
among prosumers in order to reduce their costs, pricing proposed in 
Case 4 do not benefit them cumulatively. This can be seen when 
comparing consumers’ cost in Case 2 and Case 4 for the same per-
centage of battery penetration; consumer’s cost is decreased in Case 
4, however the aggregator’s profit is decreases even more. 

5. Conclusion 

The paper discusses opportunities for end consumers to join a new 
balancing group through their aggregator. This new balancing group is 
composed of renewable energy sources and exploits characteristics of its 
members to gain favourable market position and create financial bene-
fits for all its members. In the proposed concept the aggregator creates 
dynamic price, reflecting those in the market, trying to exploit the 
flexibility of end consumers and make profit. Simultaneously such 
pricing scheme should be favourable to the end-consumers when 
compared to traditional suppliers. The problem is cast as stochastic MILP 
bilevel model. 

The results suggest that only a certain group of prosumers would 
benefit from signing a contract with the aggregator and having dynamic 
prices. In fact, only prosumers with smaller capacity PV installations 
gain benefits from such approach. Their battery storage units, although 
small in capacity, can enable the wind power plant to store both pro-
duction during periods of low market prices and to alleviate errors of 
day-ahead forecasts. On the other hand, prosumers who installed larger 
PV capacities are more likely to stay with the current two-tariff system of 
the supplier as their installation enable them self-sufficiency in terms of 
supply during higher tariffs. 

For the case of coordinated market participation of a wind power 
Fig. 9. Pricing mechanisms.  

Fig. 10. Consumed energy for thermal heating under market pricing.  

Table 4 
Results for different number of prosumers equipped with battery storage in Case 
4.   

Case 4a Case 4b 

% of consumers with 
battery 

25 50 75 25 50 75 

Consumers cost  100.82  90.06  81.07  116.10  106.82  99.14 
Penalties  3.57  6.14  7.82  3.90  6.93  8.82 
Aggregator’s profit  77.09  65.91  57.04  91.96  81.72  73.90  
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plant and an aggregator of active consumers at day-ahead and real-time 
market, penalties for imbalances are reduced as compared to individual 
participation, at the same time increasing the profit when looking at the 
group of BG member. This profit manifests as larger profit of the wind 
power plant, however this larger profit should be shared among all BG 
members as it is a result of zero exchange between wind power plants 
and aggregator members. 

The results in the paper demonstrate that increasing the number of 
prosumers equipped with batteries may not lead to a significant cost 
reduction. While directives suggest that consumers become active 
market participants and that new entities such as aggregator should 
enable that, we find that benefits of doing that are small to negligible 
under current market mechanisms. 

Future work will focus on energy communities which participate in 
the wholesales market but also allow buying and selling electricity 
among members of community. The results of this paper suggest that 
prosumers with larger PV capacities installed might be interested in the 
opportunity to increase their profit by selling excess PV electricity to 
other end users. However, the challenge lays in modelling and defining 
strategical behaviour of the aggregator as well as in determining the 
prices of peer-to-peer exchange. 
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A B S T R A C T   

The possibility of onsite production and flexible consumption is transforming consumers from passive users to 
active service providers in power systems with the large share of renewable energy sources. The prosumer-centric 
paradigm brings diverse possibilities by introducing real-time (RT) pricing, enabling easy and fast change of the 
supplier, creating opportunities for aggregation, enabling local energy production and local energy exchange, as 
well as the provision of ancillary services. The paper brings a comprehensive review of the evolution of the 
diverse options for prosumer to exploit their potential. It starts with the analysis of models and opportunities for 
a single end-user who decided to invest in Photovoltaic (PV), electric vehicles, and flexible devices. Aside from 
the review, the paper challenges the logic of the prosumer responding to dynamic prices and providing power 
system flexibility and compares it with the logic of lowering only their electricity bill. It further analyses different 
types of aggregation, such as energy communities or microgrids, combined market participation with RES, but 
also decentralization models designed to stimulate internal energy exchange and solve network problems locally. 
Finally, it discusses the possibility of providing service to both Transmission and Distribution System Operator 
and the complexity such coordination requires when procuring flexibility services from resources connected to 
the distribution network or aggregated prosumers. In addition to a comprehensive review and discussion, the 
paper brings easy-to-understand models and belong results for the reviewed cases of a) single prosumer flexi-
bility, b) aggregated multiple flexible prosumers, c) energy community with the possibility of peer-to-peer 
trading.   

1. Introduction 

The European Commission has recently raised the ambition in 
reducing greenhouse gas emissions by at least 55% (from 40%) by 2030 
compared to 1990 [1]. Moreover, renewable energy share is set at 32%, 
while the required improvement in energy efficiency should be at least 
32.5%. As a mean to achieve these goals, the European Commission 
emphasizes the importance of full participation of final customers in the 
energy transition [2]. The promotion of fair competition is seen through 
allowing consumers to take advantage of the liberalized internal market 
for electricity and to freely choose their energy supplier. Prosumers will 
have an essential role in providing the flexibility necessary for the future 
power system with high integration of renewable energy sources. 
Changes in grid management open the door for final customers enabling 
their active participation in the energy market to fully exploit their 
potential. Prosumers should benefit from participating directly in the 

market or by adjusting their flexible behavior according to the market 
signals (either through lower electricity prices or incentive payments). 
These benefits will increase over time and encourage passive consumers 
to become active market participants. Prosumers should be able to 
participate in all forms of demand response (DR) programs, benefiting 
from installing smart meters and choosing dynamic prices. All barriers 
should be removed in order to enable consumption, storage, 
self-generation, and electricity sale in the market from the prosumer’s 
side. If prosumers are engaged in the aggregation of DR, Transmission 
System Operator (TSO) and Distribution System Operator (DSO) should 
treat them in a non-discriminatory manner in the process of ancillary 
service (AS) procurement. The regulatory framework for consumers 
engaged in aggregation should define non-discriminatory and trans-
parent rules about information exchange and an obligation for financial 
responsibility for the imbalances they cause in the electricity system. 
DSOs shall ensure the effective and non-discriminatory participation of 
all market participants in AS provision, including market entities 
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offering energy from renewable sources, market participants engaged in 
DR, operators of energy storage facilities, and market participants 
engaged in aggregation. Delivery of balancing services from consumers 
has to be agreed with the relevant TSO [3]. 

According to the mentioned regulatory framework, final customers 
are put in the center of the green energy transition. To fully exploit their 
flexibility, final customers should be able to participate in the energy 
and AS market. This area is under fast development, while the detailed 
review is valuable for the research and future implementation in this 
field. 

2. Motivation and contributions 

2.1. State-of-the-art review papers on different pricing mechanisms, DR 
programs and peer-to-peer trading 

Different types of incentives will encourage passive consumers to 
become active market participants, either through dynamic market 
prices, reduced network fees, innovative types of pricing mechanisms 
for the members of new balancing groups, either energy communities or 
microgrids, direct trading, and negotiating prices between prosumers 
using different game theory strategies, etc. Many review papers inves-
tigated different pricing mechanisms for incentivizing the flexible 
behavior of a final customer. 

The focus of the paper [4] is put on time-of-use (ToU) and 
time-of-exports tariffs with different levels of integration of the battery 
energy storage (BES), photovoltaic (PV), and heat pumps. The results 
show that these tariffs do not significantly affect peak flows in the low 
voltage network. However, the usage of BES had a negative impact on 
peak flows during the overnight off-peak period due to the simultaneous 
charging of all batteries. The review paper [5] addresses the categori-
zation of demand-side management based on the theoretical framework. 
The focus is put on the concept presentation of each demand-side 
management model, classifications methods, together with their 

descriptions and objectives. Albeit precise categorization is presented in 
Ref. [5], our paper categorizes DR programs based on the type of opti-
mization algorithm with a detail description of each case study, meth-
odology and quantitative results, which was not covered in Ref. [5]. The 
paper [6] gave a comprehensive review of residential DR programs 
communication technology and challenges with load scheduling. 
Moreover, the paper proposes a novel multi-consumption level pricing 
scheme to deal with the unfairness in price rates determined for all 
consumers which are affected by the small number of consumers with 
high consumption. This type of pricing mechanism provides an amount 
of reduction from the consumer’s side in order to stay at the lower 
pricing rate. However, the paper did not classify references, just pointed 
out the type of control or DR type. The paper [7] described demand-side 
management and categories of DR programs. The focus is put on the 
difference between the price maker and the price taker in the electricity 
markets. It is described how bidding strategies based on game theory, 
forecasting and estimation-based methods can change the retailer’s role 
from price taker to price maker with flexible prosumers willing to 
participate in DR programs. The paper [8] described price-driven DR 
programs: critical peak pricing (CPP), TOU pricing, and real-time (RT) 
pricing and peak time pricing. The numerical example described in the 
paper shows that DR increases peak demand by 11.29% and decreases 
cost by 2%–7.5%. The paper introduces a 9-step p2p trading cycle that 
will help the aggregator to reduce expensive electricity purchase. The 
references in the paper were grouped only regarding different types of 
price-driven DR. 

The authors in Ref. [9] classified different types of DR programs in 
conventional, heuristic and based on game-theory from the residential 
user modelling perspective (including local generators, smart devices, 
energy storage units, energy management units). DR programs are 
grouped according to user interaction (individual and cooperative 
users), optimization approach (deterministic and stochastic), time-scale 
(DA and RT), the objective function (bill minimization, discomfort 
minimization, maximization of local generation use). Moreover, the 

Abbreviations and nomenclature 

AC Air Condition 
ADMM Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers 
AS Ancillary Service 
BES Battery Energy Storage 
BS Bill Sharing 
CL Curtailable Load 
CEMS Community Energy Management Systems [€/kWh] 
CPP Critical Peak Pricing 
DA Day-Ahead 
DLC Direct Load Control 
DER Distributed Energy Resources 
DR Demand Response 
DSO Distribution System Operator 
EV Electric Vehicles 
FiT Feed-in Tariffs 
HA Household Appliance 
HEMS Household Energy Management System 
IL Interruptible Load 
IEMD Internal Electricity Market Directive 
MILP Mixed-Integer Linear Programming 
MMR Mid-Market Rate 
PEV Plug-in Electric Vehicle 
PV Photovoltaic 
P2p Peer-to-Peer 
RED II European Union Renewable Energy Directive 
SL Shiftable load 

SWPT Step-Wise Power Tariff 
RT Real-Time 
SDP Supply Demand Ratio 
ToU Time-of-Use 
TSO Transmission System Operator 
VPP Virtual Power Plant 
WPP Wind Power Plant 
λDA B

t DA buying price [€/kWh] 
λDA S

t DA selling price [€/kWh] 
λBAL B Buying balancing fee [€/kWh] 
λBAL S Selling balancing fee [€/kWh] 
λNET B Network charges [€/kWh] 
πs Probability of scenario s 
λUP

t Flexibility up incentive [€/kWh] 
λDOWN

t Flexibility down incentive [€/kWh] 
PDA B

t DA buying schedule [kW] 
PDA S

t Da selling schedule [kW] 
PB

d,t Bought power [kW] 
PS

d,t Sold power [kW] 
PUP

s,t Up deviation [kW] 
PDOWN

s,t Down deviation [kW] 
P+

s,t Positive net load [kW] 
d ∈ D Household d 
s ∈ S Scenario s 
t ∈ T Time period t  
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paper described integrated DR programs in heat and electricity systems 
and also in electricity and gas systems. A systematic literature review in 
Ref. [10] describes financial incentives for investors in low-carbon 
technologies: feed-in tariffs (FiT), quota-based schemes, feed-in pre-
mium, tax incentives, grants, soft loans, etc. The work in Ref. [11] 
presents an extensive overview of p2p energy trading through research 
projects and the design of p2p energy markets (full p2p market, 
community-based market, hybrid p2p market). A detailed description of 
advantages and challenges is given for each market design. Despite the 
high quality of this review paper regarding p2p energy trading, the focus 
is put only on p2p energy trading and does not investigate any other 
incentives for flexibility. The focus in Ref. [12] is put on the aggregator 
in the smart grid environment serving as a mediator between DR pro-
grams providing AS from the end-user side and the power system. 
Technical and policy barriers are investigated and changes in aggre-
gator’s responsibilities are described (transition from a simple role, such 
as managing energy storage units, to promoting flexibility from the final 
customers and their participation in the energy market). The paper [13] 
analyzed with two textual and scientometric analysis tools over 1000 
papers to investigate the number of publications focused on the pro-
sumer, DR, flexibility, smart grid, etc. in recent years and the results 
emphasize that the proposed topic is of great interest. 

2.2. The evolution of electricity prices 

The authors in Ref. [14] described how household electricity prices 
changed in the EU related to energy sector transformation (liberaliza-
tion). Albeit the price regulation is still present in some member states, 
household electricity prices are affected by the oil price and the share of 
renewable energy sources in all member states. Market liberalization 
resulted in a decrease on household electricity prices due to new market 
actors and increased competition. The authors in Ref. [15] consider 
social acceptability costs together with operational and investment costs 
in DR programs. The pricing mechanism derived in the paper is focused 
on avoiding extreme peak prices capturing the resistance to DR pro-
grams as the cost which should be minimized. The described approach 
can have an impact on decreasing the social acceptability cost and serves 
as a valuable indicator for initiating policy changes regarding distrib-
uted energy resources (DER). The work in Ref. [16] distinguishes 
different DR programs, such as incentive-based (direct load control 
(DLC), curtailable load (CL), demand bidding, emergency demand 
reduction) or price-based (ToU, RT pricing, critical peak pricing, 
inclining block rate). However, this paper focuses on the review of DR 
optimization problems and classifies papers in different categories ac-
cording to the type of optimization used in the model (but does not 
classify according to different pricing mechanisms), such as linear pro-
gramming, mixed-integer linear programming, non-linear programming 
or mixed-integer non-linear programming models, metaheuristic algo-
rithms (particle swarm optimization, genetic algorithm, simulated 
annealing algorithm). The authors in Ref. [17] concluded that RT pric-
ing is less favorable than static ToU tariffs with fixed peak and valley 
values. Moreover, the paper investigated the willingness of up-taking 
ToU tariffs considering the effort in overcoming consumers’ inertia. As 
consumers rarely switch suppliers, it is important to find effective 
recruitment methods to attract new customers. On the other hand, if 
customers are recruited onto ToU tariffs by default, uptake to ToU prices 
can reach between 57% and 100%. Changes in business models in smart 
energy pricing over the last 50 years were investigated in Ref. [18] with 
a detailed description of price theories and their application in energy 
pricing (cost-based pricing, differential pricing, product line pricing 
strategy, complementary pricing). The paper did not consider any DR 
programs or different types of pricing today, however, it serves as an 
extensive review of energy pricing changes in history which can help in 
determining future tariffs. The potential of DR programs based on real 
measurements and dynamic prices crated day-ahead (DA) was demon-
strated in Ref. [19]. The dynamic tariff used in this research was 

described with blocks of 2 h linked to local generation. The results 
proved that this type of pricing is sufficient for participation in DR and 
that there is no need for more dynamic changes in price signals. 

2.3. Contributions 

The review papers mentioned above elaborate only a specific domain 
of prosumer’s opportunity to exploit their flexible potential in order to 
lower their electricity bill and contribute to carbon neutrality (p2p 
trading, community trading, DR programs, AS provision, etc.). The idea 
of the transition towards a carbon-neutral power system is prosumer- 
centric oriented. Our paper connects the steps in this transition high-
lighting different benefits for flexible prosumers in each step: from 
passive consumers who invest in different types of low-carbon tech-
nology and follow price signals to reduce their electricity cost, leading to 
the aggregation of final users which increase local RES consumption and 
p2p energy trading which results in more beneficial electricity price. 
Finally, prosumers can be aggregated to provide flexibility to the system 
and get additional remuneration. The references in the paper are 
grouped based on the used optimization techniques with a detailed 
description of case studies, methodology, benefits, and quantitative 
results. 

For the first time, the review paper compares the benefits for the final 
consumer under different pricing options considering each component 
of the consumer’s electricity bill (not only energy part but also taxing 
policy, network charges, system charges, fixed charges for measure-
ment, etc.) in three European countries which are in the different stage 
of market liberalization. 

The contribution of our paper is divided in 2 parts:  

• The review of pricing evolution and strategies which bring different 
opportunities for the prosumer. All mentioned review papers in the 
literature review focus on a narrow area exploring diverse possibil-
ities for the end-user, either reviewing different pricing mechanisms 
and strategies in explicit or implicit DR programs or describing 
different types of p2p trading. On the other hand, this paper provides 
a systematic review of all options that encourage prosumers’ flexible 
behavior. Firstly, by following price signals final prosumers achieve 
lower electricity cost. Secondly, aggregation in microgrids or energy 
communities brings additional savings. Thirdly, p2p trading arises as 
an additional option where prosumers can trade locally. And finally, 
to foster low-carbon energy transition, providing AS to the system 
operator contributes to the overall system’s flexibility and brings an 
extra profit to final prosumers.  

• Easy to understand mathematical modelling and optimization based 
results for evaluation of single prosumer’s flexibility value and 
profitability investment in low-carbon technology under different 
price signals and flexible device options in Denmark, Spain, and 
Croatia. These models extend to the economic evaluation of different 
opportunities/concepts of prosumer’s aggregation. 

The rest of the paper describes the evolution of the final customer’s 
behavior under different types of incentives, pricing mechanisms, ag-
gregation and AS provision as shown in Fig. 1: 

Fig. 1. The evolution of final customer’s role in the power system low- 
carbon transition. 
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Section 3 focuses on stimulating individual prosumer’s flexible 
behavior under supplier: the evolution of end-user pricing tariffs from a 
flat rate to dynamic RT pricing as part of price-based DR and incentive- 
based DR with direct price signals for load reduction or load shifting. To 
enable the direct market participation of final customers, Section 4 de-
scribes the different forms of flexible prosumers aggregation in the 
market, such as energy communities, microgrids, energy cooperatives, 
etc. Moreover, to achieve lower electricity costs, internal energy markets 
are being established in which prosumers exchange energy with p2p 
energy trading as described in Section 5. To fully exploit the potential of 
final customers, Section 6 describes the aggregation of final customers in 
the AS market for providing flexibility to the TSO and DSO with a 
detailed description of different TSO/DSO coordination mechanisms. 
Section 7 models consumer’s flexibility under different pricing mecha-
nisms in Europe to investigate how currently established pricing 
mechanisms motivate prosumers to change their consumption patterns 
and benefits of aggregation. The conclusion is highlighted in Section 8. 

3. Different pricing strategies from a supplier stimulating 
flexible behavior 

Traditionally, the consumers had access to electrical energy only 
through the limited number of suppliers who acted as mediators be-
tween them and a power system. Suppliers were responsible for energy 
delivery and setting electricity costs for each end-user which includes 
network charges, energy cost, system operator costs, taxes, and in-
centives for renewable energy sources. Moreover, suppliers used to 
manage the risk arising from the price difference between prices set to 
the consumers and purchase energy price. Final customers could not 
change the terms of their contract, choose between different pricing 
options, and sometimes even switch the supplier. Market liberalization 
and the awareness of the harmfulness of climate changes resulted in 
significant changes towards final customers. Recent EU directives 
recognized the final customer as the leader in clean energy transition 
highlighting the importance of transparent pricing options and terms 
which have to be offered to each individual customer. 

The higher number of suppliers compete between themselves offer-
ing competitive electricity prices under different pricing strategies to 
gather a higher number of consumers aiming to achieve higher profit. 
They stimulate the flexible behavior of the final customer inducing 
higher consumption during the period of low market prices. These ac-
tions are classified as price-based DR programs which can improve en-
ergy efficiency seen through energy savings in final consumption or 
optimal use of generation units, transmission and distribution networks 
[20]. The second type of DR is incentive-based DR programs which offer 
incentives to final customers for their load control in addition to their 
electricity supply contract. The division of DR programs is shown in 
Fig. 2 with an illustrative example of price-based DR programs: 

Price-based DR programs are categorized into 5 groups as presented 
in Fig. 2: ToU, critical pricing, peak-time rebates, step-wise power tariff 
(SWPT), and RT pricing. ToU tariff refers to two or more prices 

alternating during the day which are known in advance and remain 
constant for the duration of the contract. Duration of one price covers 
the large time blocks of several hours (e.g. lower prices during the night 
and higher prices during the day) [21]. Critical peak pricing (CPP) refers 
to a significant increase in electricity prices during peak hours on critical 
days that are announced in advance. Peak-time rebates provide a rebate 
for active consumers who agree to shift energy usage during peak hours. 
In SWPT, electricity quantity is divided into steps. Each step corresponds 
to a unit price which increases with steps. The clearing price per month 
is equal to the sum of the product of consumed electricity quantity in 
each step and its corresponding price [22]. RT pricing is represented 
with short-time-interval varying electricity prices (usually hourly) 
announced the day before energy delivery which reflect market prices. 
Nowadays, due to rising awareness of final customer’s contribution to 
green energy transition and financial opportunities in reducing their 
electricity cost, consumers are investing in different types of low carbon 
technology, such as PV, BES, EV, or have more flexible preferences of 
household appliances (washing machine, air conditioning (AC), heating, 
etc.). Consumers change their behavior in order to reduce their elec-
tricity cost, total consumption, or peak load. Recent papers demon-
strating the impact of described price-based DR on final prosumer’s 
consumption are listed in Table 1 and grouped according to the opti-
mization algorithm used in the model showing type and size of low 
carbon technology,methodology, and the effect of prosumer’s flexible 
behavior on their cost. The column location specifies either the real 
location of prosumers or the resource of data used for the simulation 
purpose. Albeit most of the literature algorithms are not used in reality, 
Smart grid demonstration project is implemented in Suzhou, Jiangsu 
Province, China [23], FlexElec Laboratory in University of Nottingham 
[24], EnergyPlus model testing on Irish single floor building is per-
formed in Ref. [25], CPP was tested in Higashida area of the City of 
Kitakyushu [26] [27], National Rural Electric Cooperative Association 
in Arlington, USA tested reduction of energy and peak-demand cost [28] 
with different types of electricity prices. Details of the projects together 
with other references and are specified Table 1. 

As shown in Fig. 2, incentive-based DR programs are divided into 4 
categories: DLC, CL programs, IL programs and marked-based solutions. 

DLC refers to a control of the end user’s load (AC, lighting, water 
heating, pool pumps) from the system operator’s side. The Black elec-
tricity tariff in Croatia is a realistic example of DR program for house-
holds [51]. The supplier determines when the energy will be delivered to 
the final customer. It is used for boilers, heating systems and appliances 
for which energy consumption can be shifted. Ripple control is used in 
Switzerland, Hungary, Czech Republic, and Slovakia as an instrument to 
control load in order to keep the electric network stable. It is a super-
imposed higher-frequency signal that is put on the standard power 
signal (50 Hz). Loads can be switched off and on in this way and it is used 
for public street lamps, electric boilers and heaters [52,53]. 

The system operator specifies the maximum number of events in a 
year and the maximum duration of the required service (turning off the 
load for a predefined time period). The system operator controls the load 

Fig. 2. Types of DR programs.  
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Table 1 
Price-based DR.  

Type of 
optimization 

Reference Price Benefits/ 
disadvantages 

DERs Methodology Dimension Location Results 

Bilevel and 
bilevel 
heuristic 

[29] TOU Cost reduction 
compared to the 
case without DERs 

PV, battery, diesel 
generator 

Cost minimization Max power 
exchange with 
grid about 1 MW 

Pakistan typical 
summer and 
winter data 

37 % cost 
reduction with PV, 
31% cost reduction 
with PV and 
battery 

[30] TOU 
SWPT 
RT 

Cost reduction 
under different rate 
of PV subsidies with 
battery installation 

PV, battery Bilevel optimization 
Upper level: PV and 
BESS sizing 
Lower level: 
household energy 
cost minimization 

PV size: 45-55kW 
Battery size: 35-75 
kWh 

Guangzhou, 
China electricity 
prices and PV 
subsidy 

BESS not 
profitable under 
SPT, PV sizing 
sensitive more to 
the electricity 
subsidy compared 
to capacity subsidy 

Game theory [31] TOU 
SWPT 

Reduction of total 
electricity 
consumption per 
month, maximum 
hourly 
consumption, the 
difference between 
peak-valley and 
total cost 

Price-based DR Multi-objective 
tariff-making Pareto 
optimization 
problem 

Peak consumption 
10 MW 

Residential load 
data from Hunan 
Province, China 

TOUSPT tariff with 
better 
performance 
compared to ToU 
and SPT 

[32] SWPT Cost reduction, 
increase of 
penetration level of 
RES and EVs 

Demand response Consumer’s payoff 
function based on 
degree of 
information shared 
between other 
consumers and 
Bayesian Nash 
equilibrium 

Up to 100 
households, 
commercial, 
industrial and 
agricultural 
consumers 

Jaipur Vidhut 
Vitran Nigam 
Limited Tariff for 
supply of 
electricity supply 

Cost reduction for 
a household is 4$ 
(1.3%), for 
commercial 
consumer 23 $ 
(1%) 

Heuristic [33] TOU 
CPP 

Different types of 
ToU prices for 
commercial 
buildings according 
to max peak demand 
cause load shifting 
with lower peak 
demand and 
switching to 
cheaper ToU 
category 

PV, 
thermostatically 
controllable load, 
lighting 

Reduction of 
demand charges in 4 
steps: identification 
of decision variables, 
energy and cost 
model formation, 
quantification of 
parameter 
uncertainty, 
stochastic 
optimization 

Commercial 
buildings: office, 
hospital, retail 
building with 
peak load 250- 
300kW 

Southern 
California Edison 
prices 

Peak reduction by 
30% 

[34], 
[35] 

CPP 
RT 

Minimization of 
electricity cost, peak 
to average ratio and 
user waiting time 

Household 
appliances, battery 

Cost minimization 
problem solved with 
genetic algorithm, 
Cuckoo Search 
Optimization 
Algorithm and Crow 
Search Algorithm 

Single household 
with 8kW peak 
and group of 30 
households with 
250 kW peak 

Not specified RTP reduces 
electricity cost by 
12-15% without 
battery and 16- 
23% with battery 
CPP reduces 
electricity cost by 
22-25% without 
battery and 22- 
41% with battery 

[36] CPP 
RT 

Reduction of 
electricity cost and 
peak load demand 

Household 
appliances 

Energy management 
system cost 
minimization using 
the hybrid gray wolf 
differential 
evolution 

Household with 
17 appliances 
with 5.5 kW peak 

Not specified RTP reduces 
electricity cost by 
12% 
CPP reduces 
electricity cost by 
11-13% 

[37] SWPT 
RTP 
TOU 

Cost savings PV, battery Capacity allocation 
of PV and BESS 
under uncertainty 
and different pricing 
mechanisms 

Typical household 
with 20 kW peak, 
45 and 55 kW PV, 
5,10,35,75kWh 
BESS 

Foshan region, 
China 

5.9%, 3.0%, and 
4.8% cost 
reduction under 
SWPT, RTP, and 
TOU tariffs 
compared to the 
flat tariff 

[38] RT Cost minimization, 
peak load mitigation 

PV, electric and 
thermal storage, 
uninterruptible 
and curtailable 
appliances 

HEMS optimizes the 
electricity usage 
based on retailer’s 
electricity price 
reducing Peak-to- 
Average load profile 

30 kW PV, 90 kWh 
BESS 

Copenhagen, 
Denmark 

HEMS reduces 
18%-25% cost 
reduction, 6.1%- 
8.3% peak load 
reduction 

(continued on next page) 
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Table 1 (continued ) 

Type of 
optimization 

Reference Price Benefits/ 
disadvantages 

DERs Methodology Dimension Location Results 

and mitigate 
congestion 

Machine 
learning 

[39] TOU Higher peak and 
cost reduction for 
users with better 
behavioral control 
Higher price 
increase in the peak 
time does not result 
in higher demand 
reduction 

Water heating 
devices, 
dishwasher 

Determination of 
drivers enhancing 
users’ 
responsiveness on 
the price change 
based on machine- 
learning approach 

Typical household Irish electricity 
prices 

Peak reduction by 
8.5% in base case 
and 20% after 
applied 
methodology 

[25] TOU Reduction of end- 
user’s expenditure, 
utility generation 
cost, carbon 
emissions 

PV, heat pump, 
thermal storage 

Electricity cost 
minimization using 
smart energy 
management system 
with price prediction 
and weather forecast 

Aggregated 
electricity 
consumption with 
hourly maximum 
consumption from 
50-70 kWh 

Ireland Reduction of 
heating system 
costs and carbon 
footprint up to 40 
%, reduction of 
electricity cost up 
to 50% 

Backward two- 
stage 
stochastic 
programming 

[40], 
[41] 

PTR Reduction of 
consumption during 
peak prices 
considering loss- 
aversion 

Demand response Two-stage stochastic 
consumer’s payoff 
model based on Von- 
Neumann and 
Morgenstern theory 

Load up to 20 
MWh 

Not specified Based on incentive 
compared to the 
retail price, 
conusmers decides 
to alter their 
consumption 
which sometimes 
can be harmful to 
the system 

Multi-objective 
optimization 

[42] RT Energy expense 
minimization 
considering desired 
comfort preferences 
and lifestyles 

thermally 
controlled 
appliances, 
battery, 
interruptible and 
non-interruptible 
appliances 

HEMS cost 
minimization with 
smart appliances 
operation 

Max hourly 
consumption 6 
kWh, max 1.2 kW 
PV production, 8 
kWh BES 

Not specified Albeit 20 %higher 
cost occurs when 
consumer’s 
preferences are 
respected, the 
value of proposed 
scheme lies in 
investigating 
diverse flexibility 
options 
considering the 
user’s comfort 

Direct 
optimizatzion 

[43] TOU Minimization of the 
total cost of the 
power supply chain 
and optimization of 
the charging- 
discharging 
behaviors of end- 
users 

Battery Minimization of 
power supply chain 
cost 

200 000 end users Not specified Reduction of total 
system load, peak 
shaving 

[44] TOU A higher solar 
compensation 
increases the PV 
adoption and 
decreases the value 
of storage, while the 
time differentiation 
of the ToU 
component of the 
tariff increases the 
adoption of storage 
resulting in voltage 
deviations 

PV, battery Long-term effect of 
the electricity price 
design on the 
voltage level 
considering DERs 

Medium voltage 
distribution 
network with 118 
buses 

PV data from San 
Francisco 

Size of PV 
investment is 50% 
higher in case of 
the same buying 
and selling price 
compared to the 
case with 0.5 
electricity price 
ratio 

[23] TOU 
CPP 
RT 

Minimization of 
user’s electricity 
cost without 
interfering user’s 
comfort, decrease of 
residential peak 
load and energy 
consumption 

PV, EV, shiftable 
load, battery, air 
conditioner 

Cost electricity 
minimization 

Residential loads 
with 2 MW peak 

Not specified Peak load 
reduction by 
almost 4%, peak- 
valley difference 
decrease by 
9.04%, total 
energy 
consumption 
reduction by 
1.07% 

(continued on next page) 
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Table 1 (continued ) 

Type of 
optimization 

Reference Price Benefits/ 
disadvantages 

DERs Methodology Dimension Location Results 

[45] TOU ToU tariffs increase 
the profitable size of 
PV 

PV, battery Profitability 
evaluation for PV 
and battery 

Apartment 
building and 
detached house 

Finland load and 
price data 

Nominal power of 
PV 30-40% of 
maximum power 
usage 

[24] TOU Energy management 
system reduces daily 
household energy 
costs and maximizes 
PV self-consumption 

PV, battery Two layer HEMS 
with model 
predictive control 
optimizing energy 
usage 

Typical household 
with 5kW peak 

UK electricity 
prices 

Electricity cost 
decreased by 30%, 
PV self- 
consumption by 
10%, forecasting 
errors by 5-7% 

[46] TOU 
RT 

Household with a 
high preference for 
electricity do not 
changes their 
electricity 
consumption 
Household with a 
low preference for 
electricity slightly 
changes the indoor 
temperature 

Air conditioning, 
lights, electric 
appliances 

Utility maximization 
of a household 
reacting on diverse 
price signals 
approximated with 
Cobb-Douglas 
function considering 
consumer’s 
preferences for load 
shifting and 
household income 

Household with 
18 kW peak 

Saudi Arabia Lower average unit 
price for 
household with 
low preferences for 
electricity; more 
than 30% of 
reduction in 
electricity 
consumption 
compared to the 
base pricing 

[47] TOU Higher electricity 
tariffs yield to PV- 
storage integration 
and improved 
household self- 
sufficiency 

PV, battery Minimization of 
consumer’s 
electricity bill 
optimizing the 
battery schedule 
under Feed In Tariff 
or Net Metering 
pricing 

Typical American 
household with 
20kWh battery 

Austin, San 
Diego, Boulder 

More than 70% 
self-sufficiency 
with installed 
battery storage, 
battery and PV will 
become profitable 
when retail 
electricity prices 
rise beyond $0.40/ 
kW and Feed-n- 
Tariff are below 
$0.10/kW h 

[48] RT Cost savings Shiftable and 
sheddable load, 
on-demand load, 
EV 

Multi-Agent System 
framework 
optimizing the 
operation of 
household 
appliances based on 
price-based DR and 
electricity sensitivity 

EV 27.4 kWh 
capacity, peak 
load 12 kW 

China Electricity 
consumption 
reduced by 7%, 
cost reduced by 
34% 

[49] PTR 
RT 

Higher load 
reduction without 
considering 
behavioral 
characteristic of loss 
aversion compared 
to RT pricing 

Demand based on 
price elasticity 

Model of price 
elasticity for peak 
reduction using 
peak-time rebates 
and real-time pricing 

Load profile of 
Connecticut with 
maximum hourly 
consumption 
4250 kWh 

Hourly data from 
New England ISO 

5.71% electrical 
consumption 
reduction with 
peak-time rebates 
and 6.11% with 
real-time pricing 

[50] CPP Highly responsive 
customers decrease 
their demand and 
reduce the 
electricity cost 

Demand based on 
elasticity constant 

Profit maximization 
of load serving 
entities with a 
creation of CPP 
signals and how they 
affect consumers 

Load serving 
entity portfolio 
with 4200 MW 
peak 

Load data from 
Pennsylvania- 
New Jersey- 
Maryland 
Interconnection 

More than 3% of 
profit increase 
under CPP 
compared to 
uniform pricing for 
utilities and 1% of 
cost reduction for 
final users 

Developed 
software 

[27] CPP The reduction of 
electricity cost 

Household 
demand 

Minimization of 
electricity 
consumption using a 
fixed-effects logistic 
regression model 

176 households Higashida area of 
the City of 
Kitakyushu 

6-9% electricity 
usage reduction 
under CPP 

[28] TOU 
CPP 
PTR 

Reduction of energy 
and peak-demand 
cost, reduction of 
annual demand 

Demand response Open Modeling 
Framework 
calculating cost 
benefit analysis 
considering different 
types of pricing 

Utility portfolio 
with 3300 kW 
peak power 

Arlington, USA Reduced annual 
consumption by 
0.15% and peak- 
demand cost by 
0.5% with DR 

[26] CPP Unlike office 
buildings, high 
response of 

Price-based DR Demand response 
reaction on CPP 
signals 

Size of typical 
office building, 
residential and 

Kitakyushu Smart 
Community, 

the goal is to 
achieve 20% 
energy savings and 

(continued on next page) 
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directly with no advanced announcement or very shortly before the load 
is turned off. Consumers receive fixed monthly payments with or 
without an additional payment if the load control is called. In CL pro-
grams, consumers agree to turn off the load for a predefined period of 
time notified by the utility in advance (several minutes or hours in 
advance, or even a day before the service is required). The consumer 
turns off the load manually or automatically, as agreed in the contract, 
and faces the penalty cost if does not turn off the required amount of 
load. The maximum duration of the service and the annual maximum 
time of activation are defined in advance. Incentives can be diverse, 
from a monthly capacity credit (EUR/kW) with or without an activation 
charge (EUR/kWh) to market pricing. A consumer willing to participate 
in IL programs agrees on partly or completely load interruption in the 
case of the extremely high market price or when system reliability is 
jeopardized. Consumers and utility sign a contract specifying the volume 
of load that can be interrupted, the compensation for providing the 
service (fixed monthly incentive with or without activation fee and non- 
performance penalty) with the maximum duration for one activation, 
the maximum number of calls, and the condition when the service can be 
activated. 

Recent papers demonstrating the impact of incentive-based DR 
programs are shown in Table 2 and grouped according to the used 
optimization algorithm: 

4. Aggregation of flexible prosumers 

With the decreasing prices of DERs and increasing awareness of the 
harmful effects of greenhouse gas emissions, final customers start to 
invest in rooftop photovoltaic systems, BES, electric vehicles, and smart 
home energy management systems. The transition towards a carbon- 
neutral power system transforms the final customers from completely 
passive participants to active prosumers who can consume, store, pro-
duce, and flexibly manage electricity. As described in the previous 
Section, final customers can choose between different pricing strategies 
to achieve lower electricity costs based on their consumption habits and 
preferences. Investments in different types of DERs transform the final 
customer from a completely passive entity to a flexible prosumer. Final 
customers, such as households or apartment buildings, are usually small 
entities without any market power. To unleash their full potential, they 
can be grouped and represented by an aggregator as a single entity that 
strategically bids on the energy market to achieve lower electricity costs. 
Small-scaled aggregated prosumers cannot affect the market-clearing 
price and act as price-takers [95–99]. On the other hand, with the 
increasing number of aggregated prosumers, aggregator as a 
price-maker can have a significant impact on the market price and has to 
choose an adequate bidding strategy to ensure the most beneficial 
market position [100–103]. 

4.1. Prosumers and RES - joint market participation 

To ensure broad integration of RES, aggregated flexible final pro-
sumers can jointly participate on the market with big renewable energy 
producers to minimize the negative effects of the uncertain and inter-
mittent nature of RES [104,105]. A wind power plant (WPP) in 
Ref. [104] participates in the DA market trying to maximize the profit 

and employees DR to smooth the power variations and deal with price 
uncertainty. In the first stage, WPP bids on the DA energy market and 
reserves the DR flexibility from the active prosumers, while in the sec-
ond stage the WPP activates the reserved flexibility from the DR pro-
vider in order to minimize the balancing cost. In Ref. [106], WPP in a 
microgrid coordinates with plug-in electric vehicles (PEVs) in order to 
achieve a power balance between supply and demand taking into ac-
count uncertainties arising from the stochastic nature of WPP and PEVs. 
In Ref. [107]the aggregator of PEV participates in the DA energy market 
and offers balancing services to WPP through the model of virtual BES 
considering the uncertainty of driving patterns and WPP production. 
The bilevel formulation of WPP using active prosumers engaged in DR 
programs to successfully manage uncertainty is described in Ref. [108]. 
The upper-level minimizes the cost of conventional generation com-
panies, WPP imbalance cost, and demand reduction price of flexible 
loads, while the lower-level maximizes the aggregator’s profit from 
employing DR. The model was tested to investigate the impact of 
different levels of WPP and DR penetration. Results show that minimum 
operational cost is achieved with high penetration of WPP and low 
employment of active prosumers clustered in DR programs. The authors 
in Ref. [109] present bilevel controlling approach of WPP regulation 
with thermostatically controlled loads. The first level controller is used 
to model load following WPP production, while the second level 
controller is used for frequency regulation which keeps the frequency 
deviation at zero. A stochastic two-stage multi-objective bilevel market 
formulation modelled as a Stackelberg game is presented in Ref. [110]. 
Conventional power plants, WPP and the aggregator of active prosumers 
participating in DR are leaders in the upper-level, while independent 
system operator is a follower in the lower-level. The upper-level maxi-
mizes the revenue of CPP participating in the DA market and providing 
reserve and flexiramp (ramping capability to handle the imbalances in 
real-time dispatch [111]), minimizes the flexiramp and fuel cost, max-
imizes the profit of DR aggregator from energy supply and downward 
flexiramp and minimization the penalty associated with the small-size 
consumers’ non-alignment by the DR aggregator. The lower-level 
problem is focused on minimization of the energy, flexiramp, and 
reserve procurement cost while operating the network under con-
straints. A stochastic mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) bilevel 
model describes a balancing group of an aggregator of active prosumers 
and a WPP [112]. Upper-level describes profit maximization of the WPP 
and the aggregator acting as leaders in a Stackelberg game, while the 
lower-level models energy procurement cost minimization of prosumers 
acting as followers. Three pricing mechanisms for prosumers are 
modelled: ToU, dynamic prices set by the aggregator, and prices 
following market prices. Fig. 3 demonstrates energy and cash flow for an 
aggregator and flexible prosumers in Stackelberg game and WPP in 
separate and joint market participation. Black thick arrows represent 
energy and cash flow traded in the DA market (with total energy traded 
in black text and cost/profit in green text). Red arrows represent 
balancing cost that occurred due to imperfect load, PV and wind pre-
dictions. Dotted arrows are real-time energy exchange. Prosumers can 
either buy energy from the aggregator or exchange it for free with WPP. 
It has to be underlined that prosumers’ flexible behavior serves as a BES 
to the WPP in order to reduce balancing costs. Total energy exchange at 
the end of the day has to be the same in both directions. In joint market 

Table 1 (continued ) 

Type of 
optimization 

Reference Price Benefits/ 
disadvantages 

DERs Methodology Dimension Location Results 

residential and 
commercial 
customers with 
electricity 
consumption 
savings and curve 
shape effect 

commercial 
customers scaled 
on p.u. values 

Higashida 
District 

CO2 emission 
reduction over 
50% with CPP  
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Table 2 
Incentive-based DR.  

Type of 
optimization 

Reference Type of DR Methodology Dimension DERs Location Results 

Commercial 
software- 
MATLAB 
Fuzzy Logic 
Toolbox 

[54] DLC Mathematical model, 
design and 
implementation of 
fuzzy controller with 
different number and 
shapes of membership 
functions to maintain 
the comfort with less 
energy consumption 

Annual energy 
consumption of 
conventional load 
4482 kWh 

AC Not specified 25 % reduction of 
energy consumption 

Commercial 
software-Java 
Agent 
DEvelopment 
framework 

[55] CL Minimization of 
supply/demand gap in 
microgrids through 
virtual market enabling 
DR with a priority- 
based incentive 
mechanism 

Two microgrids with 
2 DG max power 160 
kW and two loads 
max power 160 kW, 
storage 40 kWh 
capacity 

continuous and 
discontinuous SL, CL, 
BES 

Not specified Decrease of load prices 
by 5% during the 
periods of electricity 
surplus due to energy 
exchange between 
microgrids and DR 

Simulator in 
MATLAB 

[56] DLC A control scheme for 
following load profile of 
VPP and maintain the 
comfort of final users 
with minimization of 
estimated temperature 

1 and 96 3 kW 
domestic electric 
water heaters 

3 kW domestic 
electric water 
heaters, WPP 

pilot project 
PowerShift 
Atlantic in Canada 

Weakly mean absolute 
value 6.5 kW for actual 
and simulated single 
domestic electric water 
heater 

Power 
hardware-in- 
the-loop 
simulation 
setup in 
Simulink and 
LabVIEW 

[57] DLC Simulation of real-time 
DR with BES and 
variable-speed heat 
pump and proposal of 
grid frequency 
regulation scheme 

27 kW PV, 20 kWh 
BES 

BES, PV, variable- 
speed heat pump 20 
kW 

LG Electronics 
Gasan R&D 
Campus, Korea 

Smaller amount of FRR 
capacity with proposed 
method, improvement 
of frequency stability – 
peak-to peak variations 
reduced by 48% 

Direct 
optimization 

[58] DLC, 
deferrable, IL 

Peak shaving with DLC 
to eliminate congestion 
and voltage deviations 
in three phase 
unbalanced LV 
distribution network 

10-bus system with 
0.95 MVA peak load 

PV, washer, dryer, 
AC, lighting, plug 
load 

Temperature data 
from Southern 
California 

14 % peak load 
reduction, prevention of 
unallowed voltage 
deviation 

[59] CL Model of planned short- 
term CL with 
deterministic rolling- 
horizon look-ahead 
procedure (RH) and 
ADP procedures 
considering uncertainty 

Primary 27 kV 
network with 24 
substations, 725 
transformers, 3562 
cables, reduced 
secondary 120 V 
network with 3681 
nodes and 4878 

CL announced 2 
hours in advance 

Real and synthetic 
data for 
distribution 
network in part of 
a large city in USA 

ADP more robust than 
deterministic procedure, 
but more 
computationally 
challenging 

[60] IL, DLC, load 
as capacity 
resource 

Integrated WPP and DR 
economic model 
minimizing total 
operation cost, fuel 
cost, startup cost, 
greenhouse gas 
emission costs, and DR 
cos with different level 
of DR penetration 

200 MW and 50 MW 
rated power of WPP, 
with total DR 
capacity 166.2 MW- 
498MW 

IL, DLC, and load as 
capacity resource 

LMPs from NYISO 
New York City 

200 MW WPP: Total cost 
reduction 1.3% -3 % 
with DR penetration 
50 MW WPP: Total cost 
reduction 1.6% -3 % 
with DR penetration 

[61] IL Minimization of CL cost 
to eliminate the 
emergency station of 
transformer with 
different percentage of 
risk aversion to 
overload 

IEEE 14-bus system, 
100 MVA 
transformer, max 
peak load at bus 45 
MW 

IL, curtailment Not specified The best value for risk- 
cost ratio is 43% risk 
aversion 

[62] IL Minimization of 
economic dispatch cost 
considering operating 
reserve cost due to 
forecasted WPP errors 
using Markov chain- 
based model 

IEEE RTS-1996, peak 
load 8550 MW 

WPP, IL management Wind data from 
NREL and Xcel 
Energy 

Reduction of system cost 
by 1.73 %, 2.79 % and 
3.59% with proposed 
approach with 10%, 
20% and 30% of WPP 
penetration 

[63] A two-stage bidding 
approach for 

800 consumers, 4 or 6 
kW rated power of 

H/C DLC 45.5 % peak load 
reduction with proposed 

(continued on next page) 
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Table 2 (continued ) 

Type of 
optimization 

Reference Type of DR Methodology Dimension DERs Location Results 

heating/ 
cooling DLC 
(H/C DLC) 

minimization of energy 
procurement in DA and 
minimization of 
deviation from actual 
load in RT using H/C 
DLC 

heating/cooling 
device 

PJM and Electric 
Reliability Council 
of Texas data 

method, load aggregator 
6.23 % cost reduction 

[64] CL Minimization of VPP 
cost with optimal 
exchanged power with 
grid under risk-based 
long-term and short- 
term maintenance 
schedule 

IEEE 6-bus and 18- 
bus test systems 

WPP, PV, BES, CL Not specified Decrease of energy 
losses by 22% for higher 
level of risk, 0.23% 
lower operational cost 

[65] IL, SL Integrated resource 
planning cost 
minimization in 
microgrid considering 
investment, peak 
clipping 

Max load 221 kW, 33 
kW WPP, 100 kW PV, 
100 kWh BES, diesel 
generator 210 kW 

PV, WPP, BES, IL, SL, 
diesel generators 

Data from 
Shanghai, China 

Cost reduction by 0.5% 
and by 0.4% for 
integrated resource 
planning and pure peak 
clipping model 
compared to the 
traditional planning 

[66] IL, CL Cost minimization of 
system operator and 
final user with three- 
interaction pattern DR 
program: direct CL, 
coupling of multi- 
energy demands and 
multi-energy 
interaction between 
supply and demand 

47 MW electricity 
peak, 40 MW heating 
peak and 10 MW 
cooling peak 

IL, flexible heating 
and cooling loads 

south China 47% operator’s cost 
reduction, 11.6% 
decrease of consumer’s 
cost compared to 
conventional DR 
program 

[67] CL, IL Peak reduction 
considering CL and IL 
depending on price 
elasticity with penalty 
scheme for not 
providing committed 
service in capacity 
market program 

3400 MW peak load CL, IL Iranian power grid Peak reduction by 3-7%, 
energy reduction by 0.2- 
1.8% 

[68] CL Cost minimization of 
final user considering 
behavioral economics 
under different tests 
(rational consumer test, 
endowment effect test, 
discounting test and 
pro-social test) 

Household 0.35 kWh 
max hourly 
consumption 

10.2 kW electric heat 
pump 

Not specified Almost 4 £ reduction in 
the electricity cost with 
described tests 
compared to energy 
minimization policy 
during peak day 

[69] CL, DLC, 
Emergency 
DR, IL, 
Demand 
bidding 

Peak reduction, energy 
savings and cost 
reduction under 
different price-based 
and incentive-based DR 
including penalty for 
not providing reserve 

3400 MW peak load CL, DLC, Emergency 
DR, IL, Demand 
bidding 

Iranian network 
load curve 

Customer’s bill 
reduction by 0.4% under 
DLC, peak reduction up 
to 6.17%, energy 
reduction up to 2% 

[70] IL Minimization of DR cost 
while reducing peak 
load and line loss 

IEEE RTS 24, 2 MW 
peak 

WT, PV, BES, IL Not specified Increased peak-shaving 
by 16.7% with 30.8% 
volatility reduction with 
proposed method 

[71] CL, SL Maximization of 
available transfer 
capacity with DR in a 
two-stage evaluation 
process with total cost 
generation 

IEEE 14-bus system, 
66.5 MV PV, 432 MW 
WT, 240 MW peak 
load 

Deferrable, 
switchable load, 
adjustable load, WT, 
PV 

Sichuan, China Profit from selling 
interchange power 
increased by 5.18%, 
generation cost 
decreased by 34%, total 
cost decreased by 45% 

ADMM [72] DLC Definition and 
development of an 
optimal hierarchical 
load control in case of 
communication 
problems which 

39-bus system with 
10 generators 
(installed 10000 
MW), load (installed 
6150.50 MW), 

Controllable load New England Reduction of 
communication links 
and improvement of 
decentralized strategy 
by 15% compared to the 
centralized 

(continued on next page) 
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Table 2 (continued ) 

Type of 
optimization 

Reference Type of DR Methodology Dimension DERs Location Results 

guarantees system 
stability in distributed 
optimization 

controllable load 
62.4 MW 

Centralized and 
decentralized 
optimization 

[73] DLC Hybrid control method 
for reducing frequency 
detection error and 
communication latency 
in flexibility service 
provision from DR 

10 000 flexible loads 
and 800 MW steam 
generator providing 
up to 16 MW 
regulation power 

On/off flexible load 
(1 kW), continuously 
adjustable load (1.4 
kW) 

Hangzhou, China Reduction of maximum 
frequency deviation by 
97% and 7% compared 
to centralized and 
decentralized control 

Iterative 
optimization 

[74] CL, deferrable Minimization of 
consumer’s electricity 
bill and load 
curtailment with 
automated demand 
response applying 
higher price signals 
when demand exceed a 
specific threshold 

30 single dwelling 
with 16kW peak 
demand, 4 kW PEV 
charger, 2 kW oven, 3 
kW hob, initial daily 
load 87 kWh 

Oven and hob 
appliances as CL 

Historical UK data 
for the coldest day 
in January 

More than 50% 
electricity bill reduction 
with proposed 
approach, duration of 
exceeding the peak from 
28% to 11.5%, 
improvement of load 
factor by 4% 

[75] IL Minimization of IL cost 
for providing primary 
frequency response 

IEEE 118-bus test 
case study with 1000 
IL units 

load-shedding relay 
models 

Not specified 27 % cost reduction with 
proposed approach 
compared to the base 
case 

Bilevel 
optimization 

[76] IL programs Upper level profit 
maximization of active 
distribution company 
strategically operating 
distribution network 
with market clearing as 
lower level 

A 33-node 
distribution network 
connected with an 8- 
bus transmission 
network 

IL, DG Not specified 23 % of profit increase, 
increase of available IL 
from 10% to 25%, 
reduced voltage penalty 

[77] IL, SL Minimization of 
investment and system 
operation cost in upper 
level in long-term, daily 
operation cost 
minimization in short- 
term in lower level 

AC 1.5 kW, washer 
0.5 kW, dryer 1 kW, 
EV charger 5 kW, 
dishwasher 0.9 kW, 
WT max hourly 
production 300 kWh, 
PV max hourly 
production 225 kWh, 
accumulative max 
hourly load 450 kWh 

PV, WT, controllable 
microgenerator, BES 

Not specified Decrease of charging 
and discharging 
frequency of BES by 
16%-28% which result 
in longer life service 

Machine 
learning 

[78] DLC A two-stage 
complementary robust 
framework maximizing 
total microgrids’ profit 
considering operation 
and maintenance costs 
of storage units, WPP 
and PV, transaction 
with main grid and 
customer loads and 
network constraints 

2MWh BES, 3x 1 
MWh BES, 2 MW 
WPP, 2x1 MW WPP, 
3x0.5 MW PV 

PV, WPP, BES IEEE 33-bus 
distribution system 

worst case scenario 
profit 9.4% lower with 
lower bound of 
uncertainty budget 

[79] IL DSO’s cost 
minimization for the 
grid operation and 
activation of DR 

3000 kW peak load 
before DR 

IL 33 IEEE test 
network 

Cost reduction by 31 % 
with proposed method 
compared to the no DR 
approach, voltage in 
±5% range 

[80] DLC, smart- IL Minimization of power 
outages and peak-to 
average ration using 
smart- DLC and load 
shedding 

100 consumers with 
5-15 appliances with 
600 kWh max hourly 
consumption 

Programmable 
appliance (shiftable 
working time), 
dimmable appliance 
(consumption 
increase/decrease), 
static appliance (on/ 
off) 

Not specified 33% of load reduction in 
peak hours with 
smoothed load profile 
curve 

[81] CL, IL Retailer’s profit 
maximization 
determining the 
optimized prices for DR 

9.9 kWh EV, 3.5 kW 
load peak 

EV, non-interruptible 
and curtailable 
appliances 

Not specified Profit increase of a 
retailer by 11% 
compared to the base 
case 

[82] Minimization of system 
operational cost and 

PV, WT, BES, IL, 
transferrable load 

ISO New England 
data 

46 % operational cost 
reduction with 

(continued on next page) 
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Table 2 (continued ) 

Type of 
optimization 

Reference Type of DR Methodology Dimension DERs Location Results 

IL, 
transferrable 
loads 

RES curtailment with 
DR and BES integration 
providing primary 
frequency response and 
dealing with post 
contingency frequency 
dynamics 

39 bus New England, 
118 bus IEEE test 
systems 

integration of BES, DR 
and RES, RES 
curtailment decreased 
by 26% with BES and DR 

[83] DLC Cost minimization of 
buildings’ operator 
under price-based DR 
using HVAC systems 
and BES using meta- 
prediction artificial 
neural networks 

IEEE 123-Node Test 
Feeder, peak demand 
7.04 MW 

12 HVAC units at 15 
buses with total 
power 195.8 kW at 
each bus, BES 

Not specified 92% decrease of 
computational time 
compared to 
conventional approach, 
decrease of building cost 
by 30-39% with 
decreased maximum 
allowable deviations of 
bus voltages 

[84] IL Two-stage coordinated 
optimization with 
multiple objectives 
maximizing user 
benefits and satisfaction 
and economic returns of 
load aggregators 

160.5 kW IL, 150,500 
and 600 2.5 kW AC 

AC, industrial load, 
PV 

Eastern China Coordinated mode 
increase the economic 
return by 2-9% and user 
satisfaction by 28-31% 

[85] IL Minimization of 
operational cost, not 
supplied energy and 
cost of interruptible EV 
charging to optimize 
spinning reserve 
requirements 

2700 MW peak load 
without EV 

EV 4.5 kW charging, 
9 kW V2G 

EV travel data from 
U.S. Department of 
Transportation 
Federal Highway 
Administration 

Total cost reduction by 4 
% with smart EV 
charging, V2G and 
possibility of charging 
interruption, 5.3 % cost 
reduction of not 
supplied energy, max 
25% increase in 
scheduled spinning 
reserve 

Heuristic [86] CL Distributed algorithm 
for the dynamic 
microgrid’s adoption to 
the changes in the 
power system with 
autonomous and 
independent DER 
optimization 

3000 kWh BES, 1200 
kW PV 

PV, CL, EV, BES PV output and load 
data from Northern 
California, price 
from CAISO 

Reduction of load 
curtailment by 4.4% 
with ADMM compared 
to centralized approach, 
increase of PV 
curtailment by 1.9% 

[87] CL, DLC Selection of appropriate 
costumers for providing 
DR with 3 objectives: 
DR cost minimization, 
penalty minimization in 
case of DR failure, 
maximization of DR 
reliability for a 
multiple-hour event 

25954 customers, 
4000 (2000) kWh 
target energy savings 
for 2(1) hours 

AC Zone 13 in 
California Energy 
Commission, data 
provided from 
Pacific Gas and 
Electric Company 

2668 customers are 
selected to achieve 2000 
kWh energy savings for 
one hour 

[88] CL The proposal of load 
curtailment market 
approach to ensure 
voltage stability in 
heavily loaded power 
systems with power 
generation and 
curtailment cost 
minimization 
considering N-1 
contingency conditions 

IEEE 39-bus test 
system with max 
1200 MW generator’s 
capacity 

PV, CL Not specified 2.08% secured discount 
on the electricity bill for 
service providers , 
decrease of total power 
generation cost by 1.3% 
with proposed method 
compared to OPF 
solution 

[89] DLC Minimization of total 
deviations between 
scheduled and 
instructed shed AC and 
minimization of the 
final user’s comfort 
disturbance solved with 
fuzzy adaptive 

4450 kW shed load 
capacity, 15 423 kWh 
total amount of shed 
load in a day 

AC Data from 
Guangzhou Central 
meteorological 
observatory for 
Guangzhou, 
Shenzhen, Zhuhai 

Decrease in average 
execution time by 10 % 
compared to genetic 
algorithm, decrease in 
average load difference 
associated with optimal 
scheduling solution 
by22%-50% compared 
to other approaches 

(continued on next page) 
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participation balancing costs are reduced for both aggregator and WPP 
and their profit is increased due to mutual energy exchange which en-
ables better market positioning. 

The work in Ref. [113] proposes the method for enhancing the uti-
lization of wind power and reducing the energy costs of residential 
consumers and the operation costs of the power system. A smart home 
energy management system is proposed for minimization of consumer’s 
electricity cost and one-third of residential prosumers are modelled as 
price responsive who follow the production of WPP which results in 
lower WPP curtailment. The joint operation of WPP and a large fleet of 
EVs considering BES degradation cost is proposed in Ref. [114] to 
counterbalance the fluctuations of the WPP in a three-stage 

mixed-integer stochastic programming problem. Trading on DA, ID and 
balancing market is modelled showing a higher profit of WPP in the joint 
operation. The coordination between WPP and DR resources is modelled 
as a bi-objective mixed integer nonlinear programming to increase the 
expected WPP profit and the wind energy utilization [115]. The results 
show that the WPP purchases the flexibility from active prosumers 
clustered to provide DR during peak prices to mitigate the deviations of 
its own production and to sell energy back to DR prosumers at off-peak 
prices to achieve higher profit. A bilevel formulation of WPP offering 
strategy combined with DR programs is presented in Ref. [105]. In the 
upper-level WPP maximizes its profit, while the lower-level models the 
aggregator behavior through its revenue function. The results show that 

Table 2 (continued ) 

Type of 
optimization 

Reference Type of DR Methodology Dimension DERs Location Results 

imperialist competitive 
algorithm 

[90] CL The minimization of 
multi-carrier microgrid 
cost considering 
investment, operation, 
maintenance, energy 
demand shifting, 
monthly peak demand 
charge, emission, and 
reliability 

Aggregated 
microgrid’s electrical 
load 730 kW and 290 
kW thermal load 

PV (100-500 kW), 
WPP (100-500 kW), 
CHP (500-2500kW), 
auxiliary boiler (100- 
500 kW), BES (50- 
300 kWh) 

Data from ISO New 
England and Henry 
Hub Natural Gas 

7-23% peak reduction 
by DR, 112-131% cost 
savings 

[91] IL Reduction of 
compressor electricity 
consumption and 
market participation of 
AC as IL for DR 

20 apartments with 
68 ACs connected to 
36 compressors 

AC Singapore 33 % reduction in power 
savings compared to the 
case without 
temperature control, 
interruption of 81.55 % 
in total consumed power 
without the comfort 
disturbance 

Game theory [92] DLC Centralized and 
decentralized approach 
in providing reserve 
with different level of 
information sharing and 
access to the cost 
assumptions 

Maximum 40 MW up- 
reserve 

DLC Not specified System operator cost 
increased by 1.2 % and 
3.8 % in centralized and 
decentralized approach 
compared to the base 
case, consumer 
payments decrease by 
80% and 77 % 

[93] DLC A cooperative game 
between a retailer and 
users under cost 
minimization with DR 
programs 

One retailer with 5 
users, AC 4kW rated 
power, EV charger 
5kW, washer 0.6 kW 

EV, washer, dryer, 
dishwasher, TCL, AC 

Predicted Elbas’ 
electricity prices 

4% decrease of user’s 
electricity bill, relative 
cost reduction of a 
retailer by 7.56% 

[94] IL Optimal dispatch of a 
single VPP and multiple 
VPPs considering DR 
and energy exchange 
between VPPs 

3 VPP with 325 k, 
200 kW and 200 kW 
peak load, max 125 
and 2255 kW PV, 
max 150kW WT 

PV, WT, BES, IL Not specified Coordination between 
multiple VPPs result in 
more flexible operation 
compared to the 
individual VPP dispatch  

Fig. 3. Energy exchange and trading in balancing group [112].  
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when WPP acts as the risk-averse producer, WPP is not interested in 
trading DR service to sell it in the volatile market, but in the periods of 
peak market price, WPP can increase its profit by buying energy through 
DR contracts. 

4.2. Energy communities and microgrids 

On the other hand, different types of market entities focused on 
prosumers aggregation are energy communities and microgrids. Both of 
them can facilitate the local optimization of power flows and improve 
the quality of service with the reduction of energy losses, postpone or 
reduce network investments by increasing hosting capacity and 
improving flexibility through AS offers for more efficient system oper-
ation. They can be self-responsible for balancing their portfolio and are 
responsible to ensure quality and security in energy supply to all 
members with reduced network and electricity tariffs due to the ag-
gregation effect [116]. Local energy allocation can result in a reduction 
of peak demand and a decrease in power flows from the main grid. It has 
to be emphasized that the main difference between energy communities 
and microgrids is that energy communities are not designated to operate 
in an island mode. 

The paper [117] gave a comprehensive review on energy commu-
nities regarding new governance model for energy communities under 
the European Union Renewable Energy Directive (RED II) and Internal 
Electricity Market Directive (IEMD) describing the different perspective 
of both directives in eligibility, primary purpose, membership, owner-
ship and control. The paper assessed 67 best-practice cases of consumer 
(co-)ownership from 18 countries using the criteria of cluster potential, 
heterogeneity and governance and ownership criteria set by Directives. 
Only 5 cases meet all mentioned criteria. The main sources of flexibility 
in the system can be provided from both supply and demand side, energy 
storage and energy conversion, but also from grid interconnection. En-
ergy storage in the community can be of three types, shared residential, 
local, and virtual energy storage. The paper [118] gives a comprehen-
sive review of energy storage applications in the energy community. 
Energy storage in the community for arbitrage and arbitrage with peak 
shaving under dual ownership (aggregator and DSO) was described in 
Ref. [119]. The energy share in the local energy community is not 
limited only to electricity. In order to lower their carbon footprint, 
community members can also exchange energy for heating and cooling 
and use different types of storage (BES, hot and cold thermal storage) 
and CHP, PV, gas boiler, electric chiller, and gas engine [120]. The use of 
flexible resources can lead to an undesired peak just before the starting 
of the DR program in order to e.g. preheat the room to ensure lower 
consumption when requested [121]. The penetration of PV and optimal 
sizing of BES storage systems in the energy community is strongly 
related to the investment cost, but also to other devices installed in the 
community [122]. With more heat pumps and CHPs in the community, 
optimal BES capacity is lower. Moreover, different prices of storage units 
affect BES storage behavior. BES storage with a lower price smooths the 
load curve to zero during the period of high electricity prices, while BES 
storage with a higher price shaves the load in some hours. 

The installation of low-carbon carbon technology results in lower 
fuel consumption, terrestrial and water toxicity. Off-grid and hybrid 
households and community microgrids equipped with BES, PV, and WPP 
can be sustainable without the backup power of diesel generators [123]. 
As the number of RES is increasing, prosumers who inject their excess of 
PV generation in the grid will be progressively grouped in energy 
communities to share the energy locally. Coordinated charging of EV 
and DR programs can significantly reduce the cost of energy community 
hub [124]. In order to increase the profit of the microgrids together with 
the reliability and consumers’ satisfaction, microgrids can interconnect 
and exchange energy among themselves and the upstream grid by 
optimizing their assets [125]. The energy storage can be either private 
property or part of the energy community [126]. The surplus of PV 
generation injected in the grid is lower, and thus self-sufficiency is 

higher with a lower rate of investment return when the storage is a 
community’s property. Unlike uncertainties in RES production, the 
electricity price and the cycling cost of the BES (BES degradation) have a 
significant impact on a BES schedule. The microgrid with RES and en-
ergy storage can save up to 91% of the operating cost compared to the 
microgrid without any low-carbon technologies [127]. 

There are two types of energy community management and control: 
centralized and decentralized energy community trading. In a central-
ized approach the community manager or microgrid central controller 
schedules flexible devices based on DLC, while in a decentralized 
approach the household energy management system schedules the 
consumption based on price signals. In a decentralized approach, home 
energy management system and microgrid central controller agree on 
the energy price and scheduled consumption or generation [128]. 
Profit-sharing between all communities’ members should be fair. The 
most beneficial situation is a grand coalition which ensures the highest 
payoff for all community members together with peak shaving and 
valley filling [129]. 

The local energy community can opt for cost minimization for both 
electricity and gas and provide a reserve to the system [130]. It is 
important to ensure that providing flexibility to the system does not 
harm end-user’s comfort. As opposite to centralized coordination of 
energy community, a distributed model based on alternating direction 
methods of multipliers is also appropriate for blockchain technology for 
safe energy exchange with limited information communication [131]. A 
two-stage algorithm calculates the power loss for each prosumer and 
then total power losses for the community are recalculated based on all 
transactions. The cooperative model of an energy hub increases the 
profit of a hub manager, enhances local energy sharing and reduces 
consumers’ costs [132]. Cooperation is divided in cooperation between 
hub manager and prosumers (hub manager proposes attractive prices of 
energy from combined cooling, heating, and power generation to 
compete with utility’s prices) and prosumers between themselves 
(excess PV production). 

A two-stage model minimizes the DA operation cost of the microgrid 
in a centralized manner, while RT deviations from the predefined DA 
schedule are reduced with the usage of BES in a dynamic distributed 
approach [133]. The benefit of decentralized RT dynamic compensation 
is a faster computation time. Competition between buyers in the energy 
community and price competition between sellers bring technical and 
financial benefits to community members [134]. The energy trading is 
modelled as bilevel problem with a Stackelberg game with sellers as 
leaders and buyers as followers. The upper-level problem of [135] is an 
integrated energy community system that schedules PV and energy 
storage units in the interaction with the market, while in the lower-level 
prosumers are minimizing their energy bill. In order to maximize its 
profit, the energy community system determines the optimal size of PV 
and BES. The prices for energy exchange between energy community 
systems and prosumers are determined based on bilevel formulation. 
The bilevel formulation in which community energy management sys-
tem is a leader and home energy management systems are followers is 
proposed in Ref. [136]. 

The model of a dynamic optimal contract between the aggregator 
and EVs is based on blockchain technology to ensure a secure charging 
of EVs [137]. The price difference for buying and selling energy en-
courages prosumers and consumers to form an autonomous energy 
community and trade energy internally. The internal prices for energy 
trading are determined based on Shapley value [138] or demand 
vs-surplus ratio [139] and are more beneficial than buying and selling 
prices from the grid. The integration of a high number of EVs can serve 
to relieve the peak-load in the energy community while minimizing the 
cost of power generation and pollutant emissions and increase the sta-
bility of the energy supply [140]. A resilience scheduling strategy of 
integrated electricity and gas community energy system with a storage 
reserve is divided into three steps: rolling optimization stage for the 
reserve capacity, DA scheduling stage, and fault restoration stage [141]. 
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Table 3 
Energy community’s characteristics.  

Type of 
optimization 

Reference Methodology and prices calculation Dimension Location DERs Results 

Direct 
optimization 

[133] MINLP model which minimizes OPEX cost, 
fuel cost, operational and carbon cost in 
multi-energy community 

District with 2.6 MW electrical power 
peak and 10 MW heat power peak 

real multi-vector district at 
the University of 
Manchester, electricity and 
heat network data from 
COHERENT 

PV, BES, heat pump, gas boiler, 
thermal storage 

With increased carbon prices, heat pump 
becomes less advantageous option, use of CHP 
decreases PV self-consumption rate (SCR), while 
heat pump increases SCR and battery arbitrage 
revenue 

[137] Economics of storage adoption with high 
PV penetration and high electricity cost in 
individual and community ownership 

4500 individual households in 200 
communities with 3244 MWh 
monthly consumption and 851 MWh 
PV production 

Cambridge, MA PV, BES owned by household or 
community 

The optimal size of community level BES is 65% 
of total size of individual units, each kWh of 
community battery is 64–94% more effective at 
reducing exports from the community 

[141] Stochastic MILP model of gas/electricity 
procurement and imbalance cost 
minimization with profit maximization 
from providing reserve 

A district with 100kW peak UK energy and reserve 
prices used on synthetic 
district 

CHP, EHP, electric boiler, gas 
boiler, BES, RES 

Case studies with EHP reduces costs more 
compared to cases with gas boiler, installing 
battery reduces cost due to payoff from the DSO 

[144] A two-modules energy management 
strategy (EMS) for operational cost 
minimization of microgrid community 

4 wind turbines 3.2-4.3 kW, 4 PV 3.2- 
2.5 kW, 4 loads 0.082-4.6 kW 

real lab-scale microgrid 
experimental platform in in 
Guangdong, China 

PV, wind, BES Cost reduction of proposed EMS is reduced by 
50% compared to the case without EMS, 
proposed EMS is 75% faster 

[152] A two-level planning approach for 
minimization of investment and operation 
cost, load curtailment cost and cost of 
purchasing energy and natural gas 

1000 kWp PV, 8500 kW peak in 
cooling period and 7500 kW peak in 
heating period 

China PV, heat pump, conventional 
water-cooled chiller, ice-storage 
system, electric boiler system 
with accumulator, gas turbine, 
absorption chiller 

Improved reliability for a cost-increase by 1.4%, 
increased level of supplied load by 11% with 
proposed methodology 

[135] Robust load dispatch optimization model in 
energy hub considering CO2 emissions, 
operational and maintenance cost, buying 
and selling price with electrical and thermal 
DR 

Energy hub with 300 EV with 30 kWh 
battery capacity, heat storage unit 
1000 kWh, max electrical peak in the 
community 300 kW and thermal peak 
175 kW 

Not specified CHP, gas boiler, heat storage, 
PV, WT, EV, electric and thermal 
DR 

coordinated EV charging/discharging reduces the 
total cost by 6.61%, 4.38% additional cost 
reduction with DR implementation 

ADMM [153] Optimization of energy flows in microgrid 
using OPF with bilateral trading 
decomposed with ADMM for distributed 
optimization 

22 households in the community with 
weekly energy exchange from 500- 
1000 kWh during summer and up to 
2500 kWh during winter 

Real prosumer community 
in Amsterdam 

EV, PV, battery Combined OPF and bilateral trading reduces the 
community cost by 35% compared to either 
individual OPF approach or bilateral trading 
approach, peak import quantity is reduced by 
60% 

[139] Multi-objective function: cost 
minimization, unallowed voltage drop 
minimization, losses minimization in 
distributed, privacy-preserving microgrid 
solved with ADMM 

20 houses with a 5 kW HVAC 
installed, 100 kWh storage, 50 kW PV, 
DG size 60kW and 30 kW and scaled 
system with 100 houses 

Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory microgrid test 
system 

PV, battery, HVAC, DG Distributed optimization decreases 
computational time by 92% in islanded and 94% 
in grid-connected case compared to centralized 
operation 

[142] DA operational planning of energy 
community solved in distributed manner 
with ADMM to secure prosumer’s 
confidentiality 

Energy community with 2LV feeders 
and 10 members with 15-32 kW peak, 
battery size 1-6 kWh, 14-42m2 PV 
panel surface 

Not specified RES, battery Very similar results compared to the centralized 
approach 
Cost reduction decreases by 4%-72% compared to 
the case without internal energy exchange 

Game theory [140] Coalitional game optimization model with a 
fair payoff distribution scheme for all 
members 

9 households with a peak fixed load 
0.55 kW and PV output 9 kW 

Typical UK fixed load data 
from UKERC Energy Data 
Centre 

EV, PV, battery, flexible load Nucleus-based solution fairly distributes total 
payoff, grand coalition increases the global payoff 
and beneficial impacts peak shaving and valley 
filling 

[143] Cost minimization of energy hub members 
with cooperative and non-cooperative 
game theory 

Two office buildings and four 
residential buildings with 160 or 200 
kWp PV capacity 

Not specified PV, DR, of combined cooling, 
heating and power generation 
(CCHP) 

4% cost reduction with cooperative mode 
compared with non-cooperative mode with DR, 
increased profit by 83% for hub manager in the 

(continued on next page) 
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Table 3 (continued ) 

Type of 
optimization 

Reference Methodology and prices calculation Dimension Location DERs Results 

cooperative mode compared to the profit of CCHP 
manager 

[145] Game theory model for p2p trading in the 
energy community with price competition 
among sellers and seller selection 
competition among the buyers 

5 prosumers in the community, two 
20kWh batteries 

Prices are based on actual 
electricity prices in 
Singapore 

PV, battery, DR Community cost is reduced by 4.5% compared to 
the BSM, MMR and SDR method 

[148] Smart contract for EV charging based on 
blockchain technology, reputation based 
delegated Byzantine fault tolerance 
consensus algorithm 

100 EVs with 25kWh capacity, 
100kWh battery capacity 

Not specified EV, PV, battery Double profit increase of aggregator under 
proposed pricing scheme compared to flat and 
two-part tariff scheme 

[149] Cost minimization of community members 
without a central controller based on a 
Shapley-value energy contract 

7 kWh energy storage, aggregated 
community peak 50 kW and PV 33 kW 

Electricity prices from 
Austin Energy, Texas, USA 

PV, battery Energy cost savings by 23.35%, 1.16% reduction 
of power fluctuation 

[150] Pricing mechanism for community pool 
based on demand-vs-surplus ratio to 
maximize the consumption from RES 

Battery 13.5 kWh, max consumption 
up to 0.5 kWh in 30min, 8kWh solar 
production in 30 min period, 1 smart 
user and 4 non-intelligent users 

real-time retail price data 
from the British electricity 
retail market 

PV, battery smart user has 50% lover cost compared to the 
non-intelligent user, smart user has 25% lower 
cost with proposed algorithm compared to the 
case without it 

Bilevel [146] Stochastic MILP bilevel optimization, prices 
determined based on prosumers’ trading 
with market and integrated energy 
community system 

3 prosumers with 0.7 MW peak before 
optimization 

Generic domestic demand 
data from Spain 

PV, battery Smart prosumers achieve lower electricity cost 
with integrated community energy system 
compared to passive prosumers 

[147] Bilevel optimization modelling interaction 
between HEMS and CEMS with a goal of 
facilitating energy sharing between 
community members and minimization of 
the grid outage 

Energy community with 
4,10,20,30,100 and 2000 households 
with 4.5 kW peak, community storage 
20,40,60,18,360 kWh 

Not specified Battery, non- interruptible and 
interruptible controllable 
appliances 

Decrease of unserved load from 30.71 kWh to 
3.32 kWh (90%) during grid outages for a 4-home 
community, 84% for a 10,20,30-home 
community, 62% for a 100-home community and 
50% for a 200-home community 

Heuristic [138] Particle swarm optimization, electricity 
cost minimization with BES degradation 
cost 

Community with 15 households, 40 
kW wind generation, 35 kW PV, 40 
kWh battery 

Not specified PV, battery, wind Reduction of operational cost by 40% compared 
to baseline model, reduction of operational cost 
by 91.57% compared to the case without RES and 
storage, and 48% compared to the case with only 
RES 

Commercial- 
software 
based 

[134] Life cycle assessment using HOMER Pro 
software to determine the life cycle 
environmental impacts of continuous 
electricity supply by energy systems 
independent from other networks in remote 
rural areas 

21 home (daily consumption 8.2 kWh) 
and community microgrid systems 
with PV 1.29 to 3.45 kW, 5kW wind 
turbines 

Remote rural tropical area Hybrid solar-wind system, 
battery, diesel generator 

BES reduces environmental impact of diesel 
generator by 20-30%, PV systems have 15% 
higher impacts in a micro-grid compared to 
homes, hybrid PV-wind systems with BES have 
17–40% lower impacts compared to the 
equivalent stand-alone installations per kWh 
generated.  
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This optimal operation method results in enhanced system resilience 
with a guarantee of sufficient reserve capacity. 

The energy trade between prosumers can be based on p2p trading 
mechanisms or only fairly sharing the cost of the entire community 
between the members. P2p trading mechanisms are the result of self- 
interested community members whose purpose is only a financial 
benefit. The most profitable approach is a simple energy community 
without trading mechanisms in which members share the local energy 
surplus leading to maximal social welfare, although including network 
constraints in the calculation reduces peak imports and grid import costs 
[142]. The overview of price calculation mechanisms and DERs 
participating in energy communities in described literature is given in 
Table 3: 

5. Opportunities in peer-to-peer trading 

Traditional consumers are characterized by passive consumption 
without any willingness to change their behavior patterns. With the 
lower investment prices of PV and BES, consumers are becoming pro-
sumers and can flexibly manage their consumption and production. 
Energy exchange between final customer arises as an alternative or 
additional option in energy trading which brings multiple advantages, 
such as fair and secure trading, energy does not have to be transported 
from centrally located power plants which reduces electricity trans-
portation costs, energy is bought from a known source (according to 
consumer’s preferences), total freedom of choice and autonomy, which 
empowers the active consumers and potential new services for grid 
operators provided by the community manager [11]. Although p2p 
trading is not widely commercialized due to immature and not regulated 
market solutions, it represents an advanced option in the transition to-
wards carbon-neutral power systems. In Ref. [17] authors described the 
benefits of energy communities in the UK, Germany, and the USA. The 
benefits are divided into seven categories, such as economic benefits, 
education, climate protection, innovation, etc. The paper also high-
lighted the barriers in forming energy communities: organizational is-
sues, legal framework, lack of institutional and political support, lack of 
resources and expertise. The energy synergy between residential, com-
mercial, and public buildings is investigated in Ref. [143] to exploit the 
profitability in different energy sharing concepts and investment de-
cisions. Two forms of energy contracting are considered: energy per-
formance contracting with a goal of energy system optimization with 
guaranteed energy savings, and energy supply contracting in which the 
contractor is responsible for the planning, financing, construction, 
operation, and maintenance. The results show that energy costs for 
residents in different business cases are decreased up to 12% in the 
energy community compared to the base case. A review paper focused 
on different aspects of p2p energy trading in electricity networks is 
proposed in Ref. [144]. The paper described network elements in p2p 
trading in the virtual and physical layer, communication infrastructure, 
market participants and regulation, an overview of market structure 
(fully decentralized markets, community-based markets, and composite 
markets), an overview of existing challenges and technical approaches. 
Our paper focuses on a review of different technical approaches in p2p 
trading. 

In order to minimize the information flow between energy resources 
and local home energy consumption scheduler, game theory models, 
based on blockchain technology, is emerging as an interesting and safe 
solution for cost-sharing among community members in the centralized 
operation of energy community with the goal of cost minimization and 
peak shaving during the periods of peak demand [145]. A coalitional 
optimization of smart prosumers can reduce their electricity cost when 
compared to individual trading and energy scheduling [146]. Moreover, 
if the electricity is shared among community members who are not 
flexible and do not own generation onsite, both sellers and buyers can 
profit from the coalition. The cost (profit) of community members is 
fairly shared based on Shapley’s value. Energy can be shared among 

buildings based on a non-cooperative game with a cost reduction ratio in 
which all buildings can achieve lower energy costs with a smoother net 
demand profile [147]. Authors in Ref. [148] present electricity and 
heating trading between commercial (business area with a shopping 
mall, a hotel, and an office complex) and residential prosumers (a group 
of 2000 households) based on Nash-type non-cooperative game in two 
approaches: one considering fairness and the second one not. As the 
commercial prosumer has installed the larger onsite generation, elec-
tricity is usually sold by commercial to residential prosumer. The work 
in Ref. [149] serves as an introduction to p2p trading in South Korea. It 
determined a range of minimum trading price for prosumer and 
maximum trading price for a consumer beneficial for p2p trading. Pro-
sumers can choose if they want to use their batteries in p2p trading and 
switch a coalition during the day in order to achieve a more beneficial 
position [150]. A bilevel model for p2p trading considers price-driven 
buyers in the lower-level and sellers in the upper-level [151]. 

Different goals in p2p trading are investigated in the literature. A p2p 
trading between prosumers without BES is described in Ref. [152]. CO2 
reduction and final customers cost is compared to the FiT case without 
p2p trading and results show higher CO2 reduction during sunshine 
hours and lower electricity cost during representative summer and 
winter day. A detailed motivational framework describes how education 
leads to a positive attitude about p2p trading which encourages pro-
sumers to join and continue participating in p2p trading. Prosumers can 
choose between three types of trading [153]. If the prosumer has a 
special requirement, bilateral negotiations with other prosumers result 
in long-term contracts. If there are no specific preferences, the contin-
uous double auction mechanism for normal RT p2p trading is per-
formed. If some bids are not traded locally, they will be directly passed 
to the global market for unified purchase and sale with the provider. 
Detailed profit analysis of the different sizes of rooftop PV in p2p trading 
shows that households with PV and BES achieve maximal savings when 
PV systems are large. If the installed PV system is smaller, it is more 
beneficial not to install a BES and these households will gain more profit 
when FiT is low. Moreover, households with PV systems have higher 
savings when the PV penetration in the neighborhood is low because 
high penetration of PV lowers the clearing price and thus the profit of 
the individual households [154]. A p2p trading in platform “Elecbay” in 
LV network is described in Ref. [155]. With p2p energy trading, the 
overall energy exchange between the observed microgrid and the grid is 
reduced, but if peers have installed similar low carbon technologies, the 
reduction of total peak load is small. On the other hand, if peers with 
various technologies trade between themselves, higher benefits are 
achieved (higher peak load reduction, a better balance of local genera-
tion and demand, and higher reduction of total peak load). 

The performance of p2p trading in Ref. [156] was evaluated through 
economic indexes (value tapping, participation willing, and income 
equality) and technical indexes (energy balance, power flatness and 
self-sufficiency). The results show that Supply-Demand Ratio (SDR) has 
the highest value of both economic and technical performance index, 
while Mid-Market Rate (MMR) is slightly worse. On the other hand, the 
performance of Bill Sharing (BS) is more comparable to conventional 
trading without any p2p energy exchange. A p2p energy exchange in the 
ECO-Trade algorithm is divided into 3 modules (demand and generation 
calculation for each household, determination of microgrid energy 
price, determination of p2p traded energy) and demonstrates the cost 
reduction under p2p trading with different percentages of storage and 
PV integration [157]. The cost is decreasing with higher penetration of 
PV and BES up to the saturation point after which too much energy is 
produced and cannot be stored (wasted energy). However, the amount 
of wasted energy is always smaller in the microgrid with p2p trading 
compared to the case without internal energy trading. A two-stage p2p 
bidding strategy in Ref. [158] consist of an energy determination stage 
(before each trading period households receive the information about 
the hourly-ahead generation and load and decide on the amount of 
trading energy) and the price determination stage (the price range is 
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determined considering risk hedging tool VaR). The results show 
increased social welfare using this approach with a higher amount of 
energy consumed locally instead of exchange with utility. Thermal loss 
and generation cost minimization is achieved with rescheduling DERs 
and shapeable loads [159]. The algorithm for p2p trading is established 
in two steps designing the local incentives which encourage users to 
participate in the crowdsourced energy system. The first stage gathers 
the DA predictions which are implemented in the second stage of market 
mechanisms. 

In forward markets, prosumers, generators, and suppliers buy or sell 
energy contracts based on predictions of net demand and energy prices 
[160]. In the RT market they have to meet their obligations defined in 
forward markets through upstream and downstream contracts. 
Two-sided platform pricing strategies aim to design prices in order to 
maximize aggregator profit and consumer satisfaction through satis-
fying monetary benefits [161]. Results show that double-sided auctions 
are more profitable than continuous trading. Seller and buyer satisfac-
tion indexes are higher in double-sided auctions which yield to con-
sumers who are more motivated for p2p trading. P2p trading based on 
blockchain technology in a virtual power plant (VPP) was described in 
Ref. [162]. The trading was performed on the public Ethereum network 
to ensure transparent market procedure in inter-WPP and intra-VPP 
trading. Actions are controlled by a p2p energy trading coordinator 
who is responsible for investment, revenue collection, AS provision, etc. 

A fully decentralized p2p trading compares different scenarios dis-
tinguishing cases with and without losses and network fees [163]. The 
results show that consumers’ decision depends on prosumer’s cost, but 
also on electrical distance from the producer. P2p trading reduces en-
ergy losses due to shorter electrical distances and also greenhouse gas 
emissions [164]. Consumers and producers in a non-cooperative 
Stackelberg game achieve higher benefits compared to conventional 
p2p trading characterized by a lack of information exchange. Power 
pocket trading protocol is divided into three steps: registration (energy 
subscribers register either as a demander or a supplier), auction (a 
demander bids for power pockets from a supplier or from the grid), and 
transmission (energy delivery) [165]. The controller decides the power 
pocket schedule. P2p trading between EV charging stations and office 
buildings brings additional savings compared to energy exchange only 
with the grid [166]. If PV production exceeds the total load of the office 
building, the excess energy is sold to the charging stations, while in case 
of insufficient PV generation, the energy demand of an office building is 
supplied from EVs with lower electricity prices compared to the utility 
price. The paper [167] proposed a two-stage energy cost-sharing in the 

community which guarantees that all community members will be 
better off in the community compared to the traditional 
supply-consumer contracts. The prices are calculated ex-post, i.e., 
outside the optimization algorithm which makes it simple and fast to 
solve. Fig. 4 illustrates the energy and cash flow in traditional trading 
when each consumer signs a contract with the supplier and community 
trading. The full black line represents an energy flow in RT, while the 
full green line is a cash flow in RT. Dotted green lines in community 
trading are cash flows calculated ex-post for each community member. 
Due to different prices for buying and selling energy (0.2 €/kWh for 
selling and 0.3 €/kWh for buying), the energy exchange between com-
munity members arises as an alternative solution in energy trading. 
Buying and selling prices in the community are calculated ex-post based 
on net-load measurements of each community member and supplier’s 
prices. They are shown in a dotted green box for each trading mecha-
nism. It can be seen that lower prices occur in MMRN and SDRN making 
each community member is better off in the community. On the other 
hand, prosumer with excess PV production in BSMN is not paid for their 
energy excess which shows that this pricing method is not favorable for 
community trading. 

A centralized power system increases the energy price when the 
demand exceeds the predefined threshold due to the management of 
reserves or starting more expensive units. This price increase encourages 
prosumers to participate in p2p trading which yields to lower operating 
costs of the system and lower costs for prosumers [168]. Bilateral p2p 
energy trading in Refs. [169,170] maximizes the social welfare of pro-
sumers, while the algorithm ensures that network constraints are not 
violated. P2p market in Ref. [171] distinguishes two types of transaction 
goods (PV owners sell a surplus of PV and PV owners buy regulating 
capacity from consumers with flexible resources). The market operator 
matches load demand to PV forecast power and load regulating power to 
PV uncertain power. The pricing mechanism is based on the pay-as-bid 
principle. The benefits of forming a coalition for p2p trading are 
demonstrated in Ref. [172]. The work proves that the proposed forma-
tion of cooperation is stable and p2p energy trading between peers in the 
cooperation is consumer-centric and brings financial benefits to each 
coalition member compared to the FiT scheme. An algorithm for pro-
posing an optimal path between prosumers and prosumers matching 
algorithm is proposed in Ref. [173]. Moreover, the algorithm for an 
optimal path for energy transfer can be used for congestion management 
in the distribution network. Besides internal p2p trading which ensures 
more beneficial prices for community members, energy communities 
can achieve an extra profit from participating in AS provision [174] 

Fig. 4. Comparison between individual supplier-prosumer trading and different community pricing schemes.  
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which will be described in the following Section. 
Table 4 lists p2p energy trading mechanisms in described papers 

together with low carbon technologies used in trading. 

6. Ancillary service provision from prosumers’ side 

Traditionally AS were provided by conventional power plants con-
nected to the transmission network. Nowadays, with broader integration 
of RES characterized with intermittent production, the focus is put on 
providing AS also from distributed resources. DSO is responsible for 
distribution network planning and operation. In the smart grid envi-
ronment, the role of the DSO is extended to the management of flexi-
bility and infrastructure for electric vehicles (EV), improving energy 
efficiency, management of metering devices and data [175]. In the line 
with clean energy transition which emphasizes the importance of final 
customers and their active involvement in the power system with 
already explained benefits of flexible prosumption, aggregation and p2p 
trading, the focus of this Section is put on providing AS from resources 
connected to the distribution grid through DR programs and participa-
tion of aggregated flexible consumers in local and global AS markets 
coordinately managed by TSO and DSO. 

A recently published review paper describes AS market on the dis-
tribution level and identifies technical, regulatory, and financial barriers 
in AS provision from the DER side [176]. To overcome the issues 
regarding providing flexibility from DERs, it is important to enable 
market participation of aggregators, extend roles of the DSO and effi-
ciently design local flexibility markets [177]. A detailed review of 
flexibility products (TSO balancing, TSO and DSO congestion manage-
ment, TSO and DSO power quality control, DSO voltage control, etc.) 
and market mechanisms for transmission and distribution level can be 
found in Ref. [178]. A comprehensive review [179] classifies DERs in 
the context of providing flexibility services (consumers, producers, 
bi-directional DERs), describes markets in which DERs can participate 
(AS markets, markets for balancing and congestion management, spot 
wholesale and capacity markets) and incentive mechanisms for 
providing services (DLC or price-based). Local flexibility markets can be 
formulated in a centralized manner with social welfare maximization or 

Table 4 
Different technical approaches in p2p trading.  

Reference P2p trading mechanism DERs 

[145] Cooperative game, flat rate, TOU, 
CPP, RT pricing 

RES, flexible household 
appliances 

[146] Allocation of cost savings based 
on Shapley value 

RES, BES 

[147] Non-cooperative game, cost 
reduction ratio distribution 
model 

RES, HVAC, BES 

[148] Nash-type non-cooperative game 
with McCormick Envelopes 
relaxation and piecewise 
linearization 

Dishwasher, washing machine, 
water heater for bath, EV, BES, 
cooling, and heating storage 

[149] Based on monthly electricity 
consumption and electricity to be 
traded between peers 

PV 

[150] Coalition formation based on 
Pareto order 

PV, BES 

[151] Stackelberg and non-cooperative 
game, Nash equilibrium and 
Rule-based Iterative Pricing 

PV, BES, DR 

[152] Canonical coalition game with 
motivational psychology 
framework based on mid-market 
rate 

PV 

[153] Bilateral negotiations, 
discriminatory continuous double 
auction 

PV 

[154] P2p reservation purchase and sale 
prices based on desired and p2p 
traded margin and retail price 
and FiT 

PV, BES 

[155] Non-cooperative game Flexible demand, BES, EVs, PV, 
WPP, CHP, micro- turbine 

[156] Heuristic MMR, SDR, BS with step 
length control and learning 
process involvement, and a last- 
defence mechanism for 
convergence check 

PV, EV 

[157] ECO-Trade algorithm based on a 
bilinear programming approach 

PV, BES 

[158] A two-stage bidding strategy with 
price prediction and game- 
theoretic trading approach 

PV, BES, EV, controllable load (IL 
and uninterruptible load) 

[159] Blockchain platform IBM 
Hyperledger Fabric 

PV, BES, shapeable load 

[160] Bilateral contract networks with 
forward and RT markets 

PV, flexible load 

[161] Double-sided auctions 
(percentage basis, flat fee, net 
listing, discriminatory pricing) 

PV, WPP 

[162] Auction-based bidding model 
using smart contracts 

RES, EV, BES, diesel generator 

[163] Social welfare maximization in a 
fully decentralized market 

Consumers and producers 

[164] Stackelberg game Prosumers 
[165] A power packet trading protocol 

with an iterative auction game 
BES 

[166] Dynamic pricing mechanism PV, EV 
[167] Ex-post MMRN, SDRN, BSMN PV, EV, flexible thermal heating 

and uninterruptible appliances 
[168] Cooperative Stackelberg game 

based on a double-auction 
PV 

[169] Fully decentralized bilateral 
trading based on algorithm using 
primal-dual gradient method 
without interaction of any central 
entity 

PV, WPP, BES 

[170] Continuous double auctions PV, BES 
[171] Unilateral auction mechanism PV, EV, BES, SL (washing 

machine, water boiler), electric 
heater, thermostatically 
controlled loads 

[172] Canonical collation game with 
mid-market rate pricing 

PV 

[173] Prosumers, consumers  

Table 4 (continued ) 

Reference P2p trading mechanism DERs 

Modified physarum algorithm for 
energy network optimization, 
slime mould algorithm and a 
Hungarian matching algorithm 
for prosumers matching  

Fig. 5. Coordinated AS provision from the DER side and conventional 
power plants. 
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operational cost minimization, as simulation models with multiple 
agents or game-theory (noncooperative and cooperative games) and 
auction theory-based models (single and double-sided) [180]. 

The idea of providing non-frequency AS and congestion management 
from locally connected resources emerges as an alternative solution to 
network reinforcement. Usually, DR programs were initiated by the 
TSO, but due to the wide installation of smart meters, an increasing 
number of EVs and solutions for flexible behavior from the end-user 
side, the local AS markets serve as a potential solution for purchasing 
available local flexibility in the distribution grid. The main idea of 
providing AS from the DER side in the future market environment is 
shown in Fig. 5. Firstly, the aggregator purchases energy for their 
portfolio (shown with dark green arrows). In the second step, it bids on 
the local AS market for solving local congestion or voltage problems. 
DSO purchases the flexibility from the local AS market and in coordi-
nation with the TSO submits the remaining bids on the global AS mar-
kets together with conventional power plants connected to the 
transmission level. Once the markets are cleared, systems operators send 
the activation signal to AS providers. 

6.1. Diverse options for local flexibility provision 

Three different schemes in contracting flexibility are analyzed in 
Ref. [181]. The first scheme refers to contracting flexibility in existing 
DA, ID, or balancing markets. Local congestion can be either solved in 
the first step and then in the second step the system balance is found, but 
also reverse order is applicable. The second scheme implies a new local 
market for local flexibility trading to solve balancing at the distribution 
level. In the third scheme flexibility is contracted as a system reserve. 
The decentralized local market for distribution level flexibility trading is 
described in Ref. [182]. The DSO procures flexibility in the DA market 
for expected congestion considering the uncertainty of demand and also 
reserves a specific volume of AS for congestions with medium proba-
bility. In the RT the DSO can procure flexibility for unexpected 
congestion. The design and implementation in the laboratory of a local 
flexibility market are described in Ref. [183]. Disconnectable and SL, 
curtailable (reducible and disconnectable) generators, and batteries 
offer their flexibility to the DSO to solve problems in the distribution 
grid which are reflected through the requested increase or decrease in 
active power. The local flexibility market model developed in the project 
UNITED-GRID [184] clearly defines the roles of market participants and 
market principles (market models and operation, trading and clearing 
mechanisms). Long-term, short-term, and RT markets are driven based 
on the future state of the grid detected by the DSO. Reservation and 
activation fees are remunerated, while the activation price is 
cleared-based. The profit maximization of EV aggregators through 
participation in the balancing market is described in Ref. [185]. The 
aggregators bid for regulation power, while the DSO checks if network 
constraints are violated. Aggregators modify their schedules until the 
network problems are solved. The coordination of DSO and EV aggre-
gators brings benefits to both sides (lower energy procurement cost for 
EV charging together with the reduction of RES curtailment and the 
reduced difference between peak and valley energy consumption). Such 
coordination described in Ref. [186] using decentralized approximate 
dynamic programming-based transactive energy control tackles the 
uncertainties and computation complexity. The dual decomposition 
technique for providing flexibility to the DSO from the aggregators of 
residential users is demonstrated in the project REnnovates [187]. 

A decentralized market in which DSO purchases flexibility from 
competing aggregators is proposed in Ref. [188]. To achieve a better 
market position, aggregators have to incentivize their prosumers to 
provide flexibility. The proposed decentralized market can be integrated 
into the existing retail electricity market, while each entity involved in 
providing flexibility negotiates about the volume and price until a 
satisfied agreement for all parties is reached. A decentralized market 
framework for local scheduling of flexibility in ahead and RT markets as 

bilevel optimization model is proposed in Ref. [189]. In the upper-level 
the DSO minimizes the cost of procuring flexibility in the market, while 
in two lower-levels DA and ID markets are cleared and flexibility vol-
umes are determined. A local market framework for providing reactive 
power support from EVs is established in Ref. [190]. If EVs are engaged 
in reactive power support, more EVs can be integrated into the system 
without additional network upgrades. A realistic and fully functional 
local flexibility market was developed under the project EcoGrid 2.0 
[191]. Two types of services are defined, namely capacity limitation 
services and baseline flexibility services which can be scheduled (acti-
vated regularly) or conditional (activated when necessary with reserve 
and activation fee). 

Several papers focus on providing flexibility from an aggregator’s 
point of view who participates in the local flexibility market to increase 
their profit. The aggregator of smart homes is in control of consumers’ 
PV, thermal and electro-chemical storage and deals with uncertainty in 
prices, PV production, and demand [98]. The aggregator determines the 
energy schedule of their portfolio and the DSO checks if the distribution 
network constraints are violated. If flexibility is needed, the aggregator 
reschedules their portfolio regarding the DSO needs as part of bilateral 
transactions. Additionally, the aggregator can offer extra flexibility on 
the local flexibility market. The aggregator can be in charge of the 
market operation to monitor flexibility transactions in the local energy 
community [192]. The grid status can be green, amber, or red identi-
fying the security of operation. The DSO identifies the grid state and 
notifies the aggregator. Prosumers can choose between ToU optimiza-
tion, kWmax control, self-balancing, or controlled islanding. The results 
of IDE4L project established a communication approach between the 
DSO and an aggregator of DERs stimulated with dynamic prices and also 
control signal from an aggregator to solve congestion issues and voltage 
problems in the distribution network [193]. System operator formulates 
prices for flexibility, combines them with fixed price components (taxes, 
fixed cost) and sends them to the household energy management system 
which is in control of appliances in the household [194]. 

An increasing number of EVs has a significant impact on the power 
system. It is important to ensure their smooth integration in the power 
system to avoid simultaneous peaks during charging periods. However, 
due to their fast response and V2G mode, EVs serve as potential flexi-
bility services providers [195–197]. As the minimum bid for providing 
AS is set by the TSO, an aggregator of EVs should be in charge of 
grouping EVs. In order to fully exploit the benefits of flexible charging 
and AS provision, the potential barriers, such as regulatory framework, 
BES degradation, installation of bi-directional charging facilities, have 
to be overcome [198]. The work in Ref. [199] tested and validated the 
feasibility of providing congestion management, local voltage support, 
and frequency-controlled normal operating reserve not considering 
vehicle-to-grid scheme at all with the very fast response time. 

In order to decide on the profitability of investment in the aggrega-
tion of EVs or in BES, the model in Ref. [200] describes the investor’s 
bidding in dynamic support services (flexible ramping products). Taking 
into account the communication infrastructure cost, BES depreciation 
cost, and the cost for additional hardware for bidirectional V2G service 
related to aggregation of EV and investment in storage, the results show 
that EV aggregation is a more profitable decision. A non-cooperative 
Stackelberg game with EV aggregator setting the price and EVs adjust-
ing their charging/discharging behavior in order to provide frequency 
services is demonstrated in Ref. [201]. On the other hand, a cooperative 
V2G system maximizes its social welfare. The results show that EVs can 
smooth out the power fluctuations from the grid with higher social 
welfare in a cooperative game. When a provision of different services on 
the BES life cycle is explored, peak shaving is more degrading compared 
to frequency regulation due to the higher depth of discharging [202]. 

Providing AS to the power system can negatively impact the BES life 
cycle. To satisfy the energy need of EVs and to provide frequency 
regulation, the owner must be aware of a higher degradation rate. 
Although providing frequency regulation is the most profitable solution 
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due to contracted capacity and activation payment, the financial bene-
fits of providing flexibility service are small without any incentives from 
the government or utility side [203]. If capacity lost in the BES is 
expressed as BES aging cost, flexible charging of EVs results in higher 
aging cost compared to the fixed charging. To overcome this issue and to 
encourage owners to participate in AS provision, a compensation 
scheme for BES utilization has been introduced to lower BES aging cost 
[204]. Different operation strategies in providing frequency-controlled 
normal operation reserves considering penalties for BES degradation, 
unavailability time, and congestion are investigated in Ref. [205]. The 
more sophisticated operation strategy, such as the preferred operating 
point mechanism in which the EV can provide the service at any time 
due to optimal control of EV’s SOC, brings more benefits to the owner 
(lower penalty cost for BES degradation and unavailability period). 
Uncertainty related to market prices, required energy for EV trips, 
deployment signals [206], arrival/departure time, driving distance, and 
availability during the plug-in period [207] have a significant impact on 
the profit obtained from providing AS [206] and bidding capacity time 
[207]. Joint p2p energy trading and AS provision differ between 
aggressive, moderate, and conservative end user’s profiles (the most 
aggressive profile allows the deepest depth of discharge) [208]. A more 
aggressive pattern results in more energy used for AS provision and p2p 
energy trading with higher savings. 

The DSO is responsible to ensure the adequate quality of delivered 
electricity, to minimize distribution cost and improve power quality. 
Instead of changing the infrastructure business model in the system with 
high penetration of MV and LV connected RES, the DSO can use the p2p 
platform to solve their technical network constraints violations with 
minimum information revelation to other parties [209]. P2p energy 
trading will not just enhance the local energy exchange between con-
sumers, but also enable p2p trading between final users on one side and 
DSO on the other side. P2p trading platform opens the door for flexibility 
service provision to the DSO through contracts to subscribed prosumers 
[210]. Moreover, the DSO can send locational marginal prices to the p2p 
market in order to avoid local congestion [211]. Authors in Ref. [212] 
propose a grid tariff offered to the prosumers that cause voltage or 
congestion problems. The tariff is implemented in the p2p market 
through a product differentiation approach. On the other hand, authors 

in Ref. [192] fear that p2p trading mechanisms could result in low 
negotiated power between the DSO and flexibility service providers. 

The balancing energy in RT should be traded based on marginal-bid 
pricing on the separate market from the balancing capacity market 
which will result in reduced balancing cost [213]. Several barriers for 
DA balancing markets are divided into three categories: regulatory, 
technical, and economic barriers [214]. Regulatory barriers should be 
removed to enable market entrance for all entities, even small con-
sumers. It is also important to reduce the technical constraints of con-
sumption sites. If the duration of delivery and notification time are low 
or if the offer is asymmetric, technical prequalification is eased. Market 
place should be well designed with low technical costs and low penali-
zations to ensure the profitable participation of small consumers. Eco-
nomic preferences (life cycle cost, economies of scale, and net present 
value) can help in investor’s and the government’s decision-making 
process in microgrids [215]. Moreover, some consumers can decide to 
go off-grid because installing PV and BES serves as a cheaper option 
compared to the energy supplied from the network [216]. Different 
pricing can be proposed for consumers with installed distributed 
renewable energy sources in order to achieve fairness and efficiency: 
conventional tariff, flat-rate tariffs, ToU tariff, RT pricing, and demand 
charge tariff [217]. 

6.2. Coordination between system operators in ancillary services provision 

In order to coordinate providing flexibility from the resources con-
nected to the distribution grid, it is important to ensure adequate 
communication and information exchange between the DSO and the 
TSO to avoid the reservation and activation of counteracting service. 

Several TSO-DSO coordination schemes are proposed in the litera-
ture and demonstrated in pilot projects (SmartNet [218–220], Coor-
diNet [221], TDX assist [222,223]). Coordination schemes are 
categorized in 5 groups, as shown in Table 5. A detailed description of 
each group and the differences between grouped coordination mecha-
nisms are described below. 

In TSO-DSO central-based coordination schemes, the TSO is the only 
buyer of AS provided from DERs. The role of the DSO is limited to 
product and system prequalification to ensure that DER can provide 

Table 5 
TSO-DSO coordination schemes.  

Central based Local based Shared responsibilities Common based Integrated based 

Centralized AS Market Model 
(SmartNet) 

Local AS Market Model 
(SmartNet) 

Shared Balancing Responsibility Market 
Model (SmartNet) 

Common AS Market Model 
(SmartNet) 

Integrated Flexibility Market 
Model (SmartNet) 

Central market model 
(CoordiNet) 

Local market model 
(CoordiNet) 

Fragmented market model (CoordiNet) Common market model 
(CoordiNet) 

Integrated Market Model 
(CoordiNet) 

Total TSO model [224] Multi-level market model 
(CoordiNet) 

System Balancing Cost Allocation based 
on the Cost-Causality Principle [225] 

Hybrid model [226] Distributed market models 
(CoordiNet) 

Minimized or minimal DSO 
model [224] 

Cascade model [227] Market DSO model C1 and C2 [224] Combined TSO and DSO 
congestion management with 
separated balancing [228] 

Regional Intraday Plus market 
[227] 

Full integration market model 
[229] 

Market DSO model C1 (and 
C2) [224] 

Total DSO model [224] Combined balancing and 
congestion management for all 
system operators together [228] 

Sequential Design, TSO-DSO 
Mechanism, and TSO-DSO- 
Retailer Mechanism [230] 

Enhanced Bulk Balancing 
Authority Model variant A 
[226] 

Total DSO model [224] DSO procures the flexibility services and 
provides the forecasted load/generation 
by primary substation (TDX-ASSIST) 

Single Flexibility Market Place 
[231] 

Enhanced Bulk Balancing 
Authority Model variant B 
[226] 

Separated TSO and DSO 
congestion management 
[228] 

New flexibility platform [227] 

Regional Reserve Market Plus 
[227] 

Coordination mechanism 
between local and national 
market (TDX-ASSIST) 

TSO and DSO procure flexibility 
services in a single flexibility 
market (TDX-ASSIST) Market DSO model C1 and C2 

[224] 
Total DSO model [224] 
TSO procures the flexibility 

services and the DSO should 
validate their activation (TDX- 
ASSIST)  
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specific service and that the activation of the required service does not 
harm distribution network constraints. However, some differences be-
tween schemes are relevant. Usually, the DSO observes the distribution 
grid, while in the Total TSO model and in the Full integration market 
model the TSO performs optimization in both transmission and distri-
bution grid. In Minimized or minimal DSO model DSO dispatches DERs 
on the request from the TSO. In Enhanced Bulk Balancing Authority 
Model variant A the DSO provides to the TSO the status of the distri-
bution grid (TSO is in charge of DER dispatching), while in variant B the 
DSO dispatches DERs based on the instruction from the TSO. In Regional 
Reserve Market Plus the DSO can use DERs to solve local congestion but 
has to inform the TSO about it. 

Market DSO model C1 and C2 and Total DSO model are part of three 
groups due to their complexity. The DSO operates distribution grid and 
DERs on the distribution level, coordinates local aggregators for DERs 
dispatch on the TSO behalf or for participation in the global market. 

In the local-based coordination mechanisms, the DSO has the priority 
in procuring AS from resources connected to DG. Bids not selected for 
local use are aggregated and forwarded to the global market operated by 
the TSO. However, in the cascade model, the bids not cleared at the local 
market for congestion management are not offered to the TSO. In 
Separated TSO and DSO congestion management, DSO Congestion 
Management is separated from TSO congestion management and 
balancing. 

In TSO-DSO coordination with shared responsibilities, the roles and 
responsibilities of the TSO and the DSO are clearly defined and 
completely separated. The DSO is responsible for the control and 
balancing in the distribution network, while the TSO in the transmission 
network. Only DSO can use local DERs to solve voltage problems and 
congestion in the distribution grid, but at the same time keeps the energy 
exchange profile at TSO-DSO connection points as agreed with the TSO. 
In System Balancing Cost Allocation based on the Cost-Causality Prin-
ciple, a final customer pays a portion of the system charge depending on 
their contribution to system imbalance. 

Common-based coordination schemes represent the most sophisti-
cated scheme in which total social welfare is maximized because TSO 
and DSO closely collaborate. ASs are procured in one common market 
from resources connected to the distribution and transmission network. 
The common market is operated jointly by the DSO and TSO. Both 
system operators have the same priority in procuring AS from DERs. 

While usually the TSO is responsible for balancing, in the Hybrid model 
DSO and TSO share the balancing responsibility. 

In integrated-based coordination schemes both regulated and 
deregulated market players can procure AS which yields to direct 
competition between all market participants. A third party operating the 
market is necessary to ensure neutrality. This type of market has high 
liquidity because flexibility resources are allocated based on the highest 
payment which incentivizes competition between demand-side re-
sources. Moreover, the system operators can resell unneeded volumes of 
AS previously contracted in the market, but also buy the unneeded 
service from the market player selling it. In the Regional Intraday Plus 
market products for balancing and congestion management are inte-
grated. Distributed market models are a bit different from other coor-
dination schemes in group 5 in which peers are focused on their own 
welfare, and there is no guarantee for reaching the optimal social one. 
This kind of market requires restructuring of current regulation and 
market setup. 

7. Models and discussion on different opportunities for flexible 
prosumers 

In addition to a comprehensive review of the evolution of existing 
and upcoming opportunities for flexible prosumers the following Section 
explains and analyses easy-to-understand models and results for the 
options analyses in the review part of previous sections. These oppor-
tunities arise from different market changes, creating new and diverse 
pricing strategies and investment in different low carbon technologies, 
aggregation, and internal energy exchange between community 
members. 

7.1. Prosumer’s behavior under different pricing strategies 

The prosumer might be willing to modify their consumption ac-
cording to several types of incentives (shifting consumption during the 
periods of a lower price or during the periods of high PV production). 
Three different pricing mechanisms are used based on real-life existing 
models:  

1. Flat tariff – only one (flat) price per kWh is used for the period of the 
entire year, 

Fig. 6. Yearly electricity costs under different pricing schemes for different type of flexible consumer/prosumer in Croatia, Denmark, and Spain.  
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2. Two-tariff pricing – two different prices are used, peak price during 
the day, and off-peak price during the night,  

3. Dynamic pricing – prices change dynamically according to the 
electricity market price. 

The annual costs in euros are presented in Fig. 6 for 3 countries: 
Croatia, Denmark, and Spain. Dynamic RT retail electricity prices do not 
exist in Croatia. Prices considered in this simulation are taken from the 
Croatian Power Exchange (CROPEX). Croatian electricity market is the 
least developed of the three mentioned countries and, due to low market 
liquidity, the market prices are very high. We wanted to investigate is it 
beneficial to stay under existing pricing contract (flat or two-tariff 
pricing) with current market conditions. As a European country with 
almost the highest electricity prices, Denmark is chosen to demonstrate 
the impact of additional charges, system tariff, balancing fee, extremely 
high VAT and other taxes on the final user’s cost. The Spanish case is 
chosen due to obligatory capacity payment and to demonstrate the 
reduction in electricity cost if the final user has the same buying and 
selling price. 

The results represent annual electricity bills which include electricity 
cost, taxes, RES subsidies, network fees and additional charges. To 
quantify the cost savings between flat tariff, two-tariff pricing, and dy-
namic pricing, we ran an algorithm in which a final customer has a basic 
consumption profile and a flexible start-up time of household appliances 
(HA): washing machine (cycle length: 3 h, total energy consumption: 
1.35 kWh), tumble dryer (cycle length: 2 h, total energy consumption: 1 
kWh) and dishwasher (cycle length: 1 h, total energy consumption: 1 
kWh). EV has a charging power of 3.7 kW and a BES capacity of 30 kWh 
with the desired SOC of 25.9 kWh at the end of the charging period. The 
consumer has installed 3 kW of PV. The household battery capacity is 4 
kWh. A detailed mathematical description and explanation of the model 
can be found in Ref. [232]. Two types of prosumers are observed: the 
first ones are self-sufficient who manage their consumption so that it 
matches the production from PV, and the second-ones are price-driven 
and have the possibility of selling excess PV production (the optimiza-
tion algorithm minimizes the cost of buying energy deficit and maxi-
mizing the profit from selling excess PV production). 

The final customer is modelled as follows:  

a. Prosumer has EV and flexible start-up time of household appliances 
(EV + HA), 

b. Prosumer has EV, PV, and flexible start-up time of household ap-
pliances (EV + PV + HA),  

c. Prosumer has EV, PV, BES, and flexible start-up time of household 
appliances (EV + PV + HA + BES), 

d. Prosumer has EV, BES, and flexible start-up time of household ap-
pliances (EV + HA + BES), 

Electricity prices are described for each country:  

• Croatia:  
➢ flat tariff: 0.875 HRK/kWh or 0.117 EUR/kWh [233],  
➢ two-tariff pricing: lower prices from 22 h to 8 h 0.515 HRK/kWh 

or 0.0687 EUR/kWh and higher 0.945 HRK/kWh or 0.126 EUR/ 
kWh [233,234].  

➢ selling price for excess PV production is regulated by Ref. [235], 
and for the purpose of this algorithm is set at 80% of buying price, 
without network fees and RES subsidies [236],  

➢ electricity suppliers in Croatia do not offer dynamic electricity 
prices, while for the purpose of the paper DA prices from Croatian 
Power Exchange are considered [237].  

➢ each prosumer needs to pay 300 HRK on annual base (40 EUR) for 
distribution fee and billing metering point  

➢ tax in Croatia for electricity is 13%.  
• Denmark: 

➢ flat tariff: 0.46 DKK/kWh or 0.0613 EUR/kWh [238] plus addi-
tional charges,  

➢ selling price is lower than buying price, for the purpose of the 
paper is set at 0.25 DKK/kWh [239] minus balancing fee 0.123 
ORE/kWh [240],  

➢ no two-tariff pricing,  
➢ dynamic pricing is equal to spot market price from Noordpol 

[241] plus 0.12 DKK/kWh (according to electricity provider 
Modstorm [242]) plus additional charges,  

➢ additional charges: transmission network fee: 4.9 ORE/kWh, 
system tariff 6.1 ORE/kWh, balancing fee 0.229 ORE/kWh [240], 
distribution network fee 16.9 ORE/kWh, public service obligation 
15.5 ORE/kWh, electricity tax 63.5 ORE/kWh, other charges 17.5 
ORE/kWh plus 25% VAT on the final price [243]. 

➢ 924 DKK on annual base for supply contract charge and grid ac-
cess charge increased for 25% VAT [243].  

• Spain: 
➢ flat tariff: 0.127003 €/kWh [244], 0.04403 EUR/kWh distribu-

tion and transmission network fee [245].  
➢ two-tariff pricing: higher tariff 0.158614 EUR/kWh and lower 

tariff 0.079420 EUR/kWh [246], distribution and transmission 
network fee during higher tariff 0.06201 EUR/kWh a during 
lower tariff 0.00222 EUR/kWh [245].  

➢ dynamic price: efficiency 2 periods (DHA) tariff of active energy 
invoicing price [245] which includes distribution and trans-
mission network fee  

➢ selling price: self-consumption surplus energy price for the 
simplified compensation mechanism (PVPC) [247],  

➢ capacity payment 3.429702 EUR/kW/month [246] (7 kW),  
➢ dynamic pricing 2: hypothetically the same dynamic buying and 

selling price,  
➢ 5.11% taxes,  
➢ measurement and control equipment rental 9.71 EUR/year,  
➢ 21% VAT. 

Different marks represent different case studies as described above 
(triangle represents case a, consumer with EV and HA, cross case b, 
circle case c and rectangle case d). Moreover, different colors represent 
pricing mechanisms (blue is a flat tariff, green two-tariff pricing, red 
dynamic pricing, and yellow dynamic pricing in Spain if prosumer is 
exposed to the same buying and selling price). The lighter color is a sell- 
sufficient prosumer, while a dark color is a price-driven prosumer. 

The first type of prosumer strives to be self-sufficient, meaning its 
goal is to maximize the consumption of its locally produced electricity. 

Fig. 7. Energy consumption under flat tariff and two-tariff pricing.  
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The second type can sell excess energy to the supplier (or to the market) 
and optimizes its consumption driven by prices from the supplier and 
strives to minimize its electricity cost. The cases might not be fully 
realistic, however, they are created to understand the impact of price 
signals on prosumers behavior. 

Flat-tariff pricing is the least profitable option in each country, and it 
does not encourage the flexible behavior of prosumers. Investment in 
BES does not bring any savings under flat-tariff pricing. When looking 
closer at the behavior profiles of the prosumers, driven by different 
electricity prices, it can be noticed that they look the same in self- 
sufficient and price-driven cases. This implies that neither of the exist-
ing electricity price signals incentivizes prosumers to sell excess PV 
production as this does not result in cost savings or additional profits. In 
short, regardless of the price tariffs selected, the prosumers will have the 
same behavior towards the system and that is to maximize consumption 
of the locally produced electricity. They will have no additional benefits 
if they sell excess PV production. On the other hand, if prosumers are 
hypothetically exposed to the same dynamic selling and buying prices, 
additional cost-reduction in electricity bill will be achieved (dynamic 
pricing 2 in Spain). The highest savings were achieved (almost 8%) 
when prosumer owns all proposed low-carbon technologies (BES, PV, 
flexible household appliances and EV), compared to the less flexible 
situations 4.7% (without BES) and 0.8% (without PV). 

Dynamic prices in Croatia are taken directly from the Croatian power 
exchange. Albeit the final prosumer under this dynamic pricing bears 
lower electricity cost compared to two-tariff pricing, it needs to be 
highlighted that the final prosumer will never have access directly to 
market prices (in Denmark the final prosumer has the access to the 
market price increased for 12 ORE/kWh [242]) which means it is 
important to create adequate dynamic pricing in future to attract more 
prosumers, as it is the situation in Spain where dynamic pricing brings 
50% of reduction in electricity bill compared to two-tariff pricing. 

To quantify the cost savings between flat tariff in Croatia [233], we 
ran an algorithm in which a final customer has a basic consumption 
profile and a flexible start-up time of washing machine (cycle length: 3 
h, total energy consumption: 1.35 kWh), tumble dryer (cycle length: 2 h, 
total energy consumption: 1 kWh) and dishwasher (cycle length: 1 h, 
total energy consumption: 1 kWh). The change in consumers’ behavior 
for one day is shown in Fig. 7: 

It can be noticed that under two-tariff pricing, household appliances 
were started during the periods of lower prices resulting in lower elec-
tricity costs. The cost of the final customer is reduced by 10% when 
switching from the flat tariff to two-tariff pricing (with the same blue 
consumption curve), while turning on the appliances during the night 
(green consumption curve) can save almost 23% (daily cost reduction is 
about 20 cents before network fees, RES incentives, taxes, and additional 
charges). 

7.2. Profitability of investment in low-carbon technologies 

The market liberalization opened the doors for competition between 
electricity suppliers who started to offer lower electricity prices with the 
lower period of contract duration in order to gather a higher number of 

consumers. In order to reduce the harmful effect of greenhouse gas 
emissions on climate changes, RESs have become an appropriate alter-
native to gas or coal power plants. The variable nature of RESs and their 
intermittent production require the increased flexibility to keep the 
system operation secure and efficient. Traditionally this flexibility was 
provided by conventional power plants connected to the transmission 
network. In recent years, the role of the final customers has completely 
changed. They have become the main drivers in the clean energy tran-
sition. Instead of being just passive consumers, they are seen as the main 
flexibility sources in the low-carbon environment. With the price 
decrease of household PV, BES and EVs, these new technologies will 
become affordable to the broader population. The cost of PV in-
stallations back in 2010 was more than 4600$/kW, while the predicted 
price fall is to around 600 $/kW by 2030, and 400 $/kW by 2050 [248]. 
International Renewable Energy Agency predicts that BES price will fall 
around 60% for all BES technologies by 2030 compared to the prices in 
2016 [249]. 

We wanted to investigate in the profitability of investment in low- 
carbon technologies. The model includes home EV charging (3.7 kW 
charging power and 30 kWh BES capacity), flexible start-up time of 
household appliances (HA) as described above, BES 4 kWh with the 
approximative cost of 100$/kWh (340 euros in total) and household 
solar panel (PV) 3 kW with 1000 $/kW (2540 euros in total). Fig. 8 
shows the investment return in years (blue color represents Croatia, 
yellow color Denmark, and green color Spain, while circles stand for flat 
tariff, triangles for two-tariff pricing and x symbols for dynamic pricing): 

It is very interesting to notice that the shortest period of investment 
return is for the flat tariff in all countries for PV and both technologies 
(except the investment in BES which does not reduce the cost under flat 
tariff, i.e., circles are omitted from the last graph). The highest period of 
investment return in PV is in Spain and Croatia under dynamic pricing 
with different buying and selling prices, 15 and 16 years. The lowest 
period of investment return is in Denmark for PV and both technologies, 
while the investment in BES is not profitable at all in Denmark under 
dynamic pricing mechanism. On the other hand, investment in BES pays 
off for 2 years in Spain under dynamic pricing and two-tariff pricing. 

Fig. 8. Return of investment.  

Fig. 9. The cost comparison between individual and aggregated consumers.  
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7.3. Advantages of aggregation and internal energy exchange 

Aggregation can be beneficial to the system if it increases the eco-
nomic efficiency of the system as a whole. On the other hand, it can only 
be focused on increasing the welfare of a single entity or a specific group. 
The final customer as a small entity might not be able to hedge against 
the price risks, unlike bigger entities, such as aggregators, who act as 
intermediaries between the final customers and the market. Aggregators 
have different hedging opportunities available, such as different types of 
service provision, diverse types of final customers in their portfolio, 
multiple tools for data predictions and information gathering, etc. 
Aggregators create adequate price signals for final customers in order to 
change their electricity consumption behavior. The latest definition of 
prosumer as described in Ref. [250] says that prosumers are end-users 
who generate and consume their own energy, provided that 
self-generation does not constitute their primary commercial activity, 
and that they are connected to the grid, and do not engage in 
net-metering schemes. To expand our simulations, we created a group of 
aggregated prosumers to show lower electricity costs when participating 
as one entity on the market. The results in Fig. 9 compare the daily cost 
between the group of 100 consumers in which each consumer has signed 
an individual contract with the supplier trying to minimize electricity 
bill (1) and aggregated consumers participating on the market as one 
entity (2). Final customers are not balancing responsible. They usually 
sign an individual contract with the supplier who belongs to a balancing 
group lead by a balancing responsible party who set a fixed balancing 
price for each consumed kWh of energy [240]. In order to achieve a 
better market position, but also provide additional flexibility to the 
power system, aggregated final consumers can join the energy com-
munity in which they could be offered flexibility incentives in order to 
follow their predefined DA schedule and reduce the system balancing 
cost. This directly helps the system operator because the flexibility in-
centives are set to penalize the deviation from the DA schedule. In order 
to achieve lower electricity cost, final consumers flexible shift their 
consumption to mitigate these deviations. 

The buying price for final prosumer d is composed of dynamic price 

offered by the supplier for buying λDA B
t and selling energy λDA S

t , while 
for each consumed kWh prosumer is obliged to pay balancing buying fee 
λBAL B and network charges λNET B and for each injected kWh a selling 
balancing fee λBAL S . 

min
∑

t∈T
Δt
[(

λDA B
t + λBAL B + λNET B) ⋅PB

d,t −
(
λDA S

t − λBAL S )
⋅PS

d,t

]
∀d (1) 

Instead of paying balancing fee for bought λBAL B and sold λBAL S 

energy [251], community is exposed to flexibility incentives λUP
t and 

λDOWN
t which encourage members to follow the predefined DA buying 

schedule PDA B
t and selling schedule PDA S

t . These flexibility incentives 
reduce the deviation from predefined DA schedule PUP

s,t and PDOWN
s,t .

min
∑

t∈T
Δt
[
λDA B

t ⋅PDA B
t − λDA S

t ⋅PDA S
t

+
∑

s∈S
πs

(
λUP

t ⋅PUP
s,t − λDOWN

t ⋅PDOWN
s,t

)
+ λNET B⋅P+

s,t

] (2) 

The results are demonstrated for different groups of consumers:  

• Group 1: all consumers have PV, 50% of them have flexible start of 
uninterruptible appliances and none has BES,  

• Group 2: 50% of consumers have PV, BES, and flexible start of 
uninterruptible appliances,  

• Group 3: all consumers have PV, 50% of them have BES and flexible 
start of uninterruptible appliances,  

• Group 4: all consumers are equipped with PV, BES and flexible start 
of uninterruptible appliances. 

The highest cost savings are achieved for the first group (approxi-
mately 2.2% cost reduction in aggregated case). It is interesting to notice 
that the more diverse consumers have fewer flexibility options, aggre-
gation is a more preferable option. 

The comparison between the final customer’s cost in the individual 
contracting and energy community is shown in Fig. 10 for each group of 
prosumers defined above: 

Fig. 10. Cost comparison between individual prosumers and community trading.  
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It can be seen that prosumers engaged in the energy community (who 
are encouraged to shift their demand in order to adjust their consump-
tion to predefined DA schedule and avoid being penalized) bear lower 
electricity cost compared to the individual contracting with the supplier. 
Moreover, prosumers in the energy community who have more flexi-
bility options (Group 4 compared to Group 1) have lower electricity cost. 
The result of individual community member highly depends on the 
composition of the entire community. Community members can reduce 
their electricity costs if some members have excess PV production. 
Instead of selling the surplus to the grid at a lower rate compared to the 
buying price, PV excess can be shared among members for the price 
beneficial for both buyers and sellers. The most profitable solution is the 
load shifting of flexible members to the periods with excess PV pro-
duction. It is not beneficial if every community member owns PV 
because the community will need to sell the excess PV production at a 
lower rate instead of exchange it internally. 

8. Conclusion 

The clean energy policy faces big challenges in the transition towards 
carbon-neutral power systems. To reduce greenhouse gas emissions, an 
increasing number of EVs and RES are being integrated in the system. 
Their intermittent nature of consumption and production requires 
additional flexibility in the system to ensure stable and secure system 
operation with efficient energy supply to all users. Along with tradi-
tional flexibility providers, such as conventional power plants, the focus 
nowadays has been put on providing flexibility from a final customer. 

The paper gives an extensive review of the evolution of the flexible 
behavior of a final customer. We firstly describe demand shifting 
through different pricing offers from a supplier (ToU, CPP, peak-time 
rebates, SWPT, RT pricing). Detail description of methodology, case 
study, benefits and quantitative results are provided for each type of 
pricing, while the papers are grouped based on the optimization type 
(bilevel programming, heuristic, game-theory, direct optimization, 
commercial software). Numerical example used in this paper tested the 
behavior and cost reduction of final user regarding the investment in 
different type of low-carbon technology under flat, two-tariff and dy-
namic prices. Switching from flat tariff in Croatia to two-tariff and dy-
namic pricing can reduce electricity cost up to 32% and 52%, 
respectively. However, the Croatian dynamic prices are extracted 
directly from the wholesale market and no additional price increase is 
applied for the purpose of the simulation. Albeit in the reality the 
retailer will need to set a profit margin in order to achieve a profitable 
business case (retailer’s price have to be higher than wholesale market 
prices), according to the results, dynamic prices will be the most prof-
itable option for the final user. It is interesting to notice that consumer in 
Denmark can save only 24% when switching from flat tariff to dynamic 
pricing due to electricity tax, additional charges, and extremely high 
VAT on the final price. The fastest return of investment period has Spain 
where BES pays off after 2 years under dynamic pricing and two-tariff 
pricing. 

To achieve lower cost and share energy locally, final prosumers 
could be aggregated in an energy community or microgrid and jointly 
participate in the market. We provide a detailed description of diverse 
forms of aggregation and participation in the DA, intra-day, balancing 
and RT market. Final customers can form an internal market for p2p 
energy trading and trade directly between peers. Multiple pricing 
mechanisms are elaborated (direct optimization, game theory models, 
and coalition games). Community members can reduce their electricity 
costs if the energy is shared locally. Instead of selling the surplus to the 
grid at a lower rate compared to the buying price, PV excess can be 
shared among members for the price beneficial for both buyers and 
sellers. 

The final step in consumer’s flexible behavior is providing AS 
through incentive-based DR or participation in the AS market to help 
system operators to ensure secure and reliable distribution and 

transmission network operation. Several TSO-DSO coordination mech-
anisms in providing AS are described and the focus has been put on the 
role of the final customer. 
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Abstract— Increase in electricity demand, mostly due to 
integration of new technologies electrifying heat and transport, as 
well as increasing share of distributed generation, create new 
challenges for distribution system operator (DSO) in terms of 
reliability and quality of power supply. This is particularly 
manifested during daily extremes, suggesting there is insufficient 
capacity of the distribution grid. To avoid expensive and 
unnecessary investments in new cables and transformers (since 
events that require network reinforcement are short and rare), the 
DSO can define a methodology for implementation of so called 
non-grid solutions. This paper analyses a concept in which the DSO 
signs a contract with the aggregator of flexible resources, offering 
incentives, such as reduced network fee, for using battery storage 
when necessary. Since the aggregator is looking for a feasible 
business case due to high investment cost of storage, the incentives 
given by the DSO provide a cost-effective investment for the 
aggregator. The aggregator uses battery storage to minimize the 
cost of purchasing electricity on the market while the DSO is 
utilizing it to postpone network reinforcement. The problem is cast 
as a bilevel problem where the operation of the distribution grid is 
modelled by Second-Order-Cone-Programming (SOCP) relaxation 
of optimal power flows bidding for the right to use aggregator’s 
battery for preventing violating networks technical constraints. 
Over a set of scenarios, we demonstrate how coordinated usage of 
battery storage can postpone network reinforcement while 
ensuring secure power supply, as well as bring additional cost 
benefits for the aggregator. 

Keywords—Aggregator, Battery Storage, Distribution System 
Operator, Reduced Network Fee, Second Order Cone Programming  

I.  INTRODUCTION  

Priority of dispatch as well as feed-in tariffs are only a few 
of the mechanisms encouraging investments in renewable 
energy sources (RES), however they were the ones impacting 
the operation and planning of the distribution network, done by 
Distribution System Operator (DSO), the most. Former passive, 
or so called fit-and-forget, DSO approach was possible when 
radial distribution networks were characterized by unidirectional 
power flow from HV/MV transformer (connecting transmission 
and distribution network) supplying well-known consumption 
patterns of end-consumers. This concept was, on the other hand, 
based on oversizing the network to successfully capture all 
possible critical scenarios, such as congestion or unacceptable 
voltage deviation, without monitoring or real-time management. 

Increasing number of end-consumers with installed PV, during 
the hours of net-production (when production from PV exceeds 
consumption) causes reverse power flows and even power flows 
from distribution to transmission network. Some critical 
scenarios may congest cables or overhead lines or even the 
HV/MV transformer, resulting in a need for network 
reinforcement. Since those critical scenarios are rare and short 
in duration, investments in new cables and transformers are 
unprofitable and could increase network losses. DSO faces those 
challenges through Active Distribution Network Management 
(ADNM) enabling more efficient network control and operation. 
On the other hand, as passive end-consumers now become 
active, an aggregator (or supplier/aggregator) will act on their 
behalf in the energy market, optimizing the portfolio and 
achieving the best electricity costs for its users. To increase its 
flexibility, and potentially profit, the aggregator might decide to 
invest into battery storage (BS) units and use them to perform 
arbitrage. Additional opportunities arise from the possibility of 
“renting” the BS to the DSO and providing a non-grid solution 
during critical scenarios described above. DSO will create price 
signals, depending on a number of objectives it can have in 
distribution network operation and control: power losses 
minimization [1-4], peak shaving [5-7], voltage control [8-11], 
maximization of renewable energy sources production [1], [12]. 

Aggregators participation in the electricity markets as 
coordinators of different entities is studied widely. The authors 
in [13] present Stackelberg game used for aggregator market 
participation and Nash Bargaining Game for optimizing the 
interaction between the aggregator and active consumers applied 
in the Belgium Power System. The bilevel model is used for 
maximizing the aggregators’ profit, while minimizing the cost 
of each active consumer for purchasing energy, considering 
market-clearing process and resulting prices. The model 
described in [14] provides supplier participation on three 
different energy markets through Stackelberg Game. Its active 
consumers have inflexible loads which cannot be optimized, as 
well as flexible loads which are used for heating purposes. The 
results of a bilevel structured optimization model are prices 
given from the aggregator to consumers, maximizing 
aggregators profit and minimizing consumers cost of purchased 
energy. Three different types of prices are compared (dynamic, 
fixed and Time-of-Use) and the results show that the best 
solution is dynamic price system calculated for day-ahead, real-
time and ex-post market. The paper [15] analyses individual 

This work is supported in part by the Croatian Environmental Protection and
Energy Efficiency Fund under the project Microgrid Positioning (uGRIP) from
the ERA Net Smart Grids Plus funding scheme and by European Regional
Development Fund through Interreg Danube Transnational Programme (DTP1-
502-3.2-3Smart). 



 

 

usage of battery storage by the system operator (peak load 
reduction) and supplier (arbitrage) with an additional combined 
case where system operator’s objective function is presented as 
a constraint in supplier problem. The work in [16] describes 
mixed linear programming model in which households equipped 
with solar panels and battery storage want to minimize the cost 
of energy purchase and provide frequency response and reserve 
services. The authors in [17] present Italian Transmission 
System Operator (TSO) coordination with DSO who operates 
the active distribution network and interaction with the 
aggregator of distributed sources using advanced Information 
and Communication Technology (ICT). The aggregator can 
offer load shedding on the market to avoid 'alarm' state caused 
by the loss of generating units or outage of lines and substations. 
The model described in [18] presents potential negative impact 
of the aggregator, representing thermostatically controlled loads 
and electric vehicles, on DSO operation. The approach is based 
on calculating ranges of flexible consumption such that its 
performance does not violate grid technical constraints. 

Unlike the available literature, the model described herein 
develops a concept cast as a bilevel Mixed Integer SOCP model, 
focusing on the shared role of battery storages in radial 
distribution network and describes how providing services to 
multiple distribution networks where providing services for 
multiple distribution network stakeholders adds to finding a 
profitable investment case and providing additional value of 
storage. 

II. MODEL DESCRIPTION 

A. Distribution network model 
DistFlow model is based on the quadratic Kirchhoff Voltage 

Law (1-2) and the current on the line mn is calculated as (3): 

, = , = , − , (1) 
, = , − 2 , + , ++ , ( + ) (2) 

, = ,, 	 	 	 (3) 
Here ,  and ,  present voltage of the bus  and , ,  

current on the line  flowing from bus	  to ,  
impedance of the line ,  resistance,  reactance, ,  
active power and , 	reactive power flowing from bus  to 

. 
Equations listed above are non-linear and non-convex and 

thus cannot be solved using commercial solvers. SOCP was 
firstly introduced in [19] and later the exactness of the 
relaxations for radial grids are shown in [20-24]. SOCP 
relaxations of the problem are presented with (4-5): , = , − 2 , + , ++ , ( + ) (4) 
 , + , ≤ , , (5) 

Variables , ,  present quadratic absolute values of 
variables , , . The voltage and current are limited with 
(6-7): 0.81 ≤ , ≤ 1.21 (6) , ≤ (7) 

DSO aims to postpone network reinforcement needed due 
to increased power consumption in distribution grid and peak 
load. Critical scenarios could be cable or HV/MV transformers 
overloads or unacceptable voltage drops.  
 The active and reactive power balance of load buses are 
shown in (8) and (9), while equations (10) and (11) present 
active and reactive power balance of slack bus: 

, = , − , ∙ − ,∈∈ 	 (8) 
, = , − , ∙ − ,∈∈ 	 (9) 

, + ,∈ = 0	 (10) 
, + ,∈ = 0	 (11) 

,  and ,  present active and reactive load 
at the bus m, ,  is active power transferred from transmission 
to distribution network (the power bought at the market for 
supplying demand in that feeder by supplier/aggregator 
increased for the energy losses bought by the DSO),	 ,  is 
reactive power imported from MV network. The required 
service for voltage regulation is determined in DSO objective 
function (12) and sent to aggregator’s problem as a fixed value: 																												min ∙ 	 	∈ 															(12) 

  is the price for charging or discharging battery required 
for voltage regulation based on market price or combined of 
reservation and activation price calculated from postponed 
network reinforcement pricing mechanism (described in Section 
V). 

B. Aggregator model 
The aggregator invests in several battery storages along the 

feeder and exploits their flexibility for arbitrage purposes. Since 
investment costs into battery storage units are still high, 
providing additional services to the DSO (e.g. either ancillary 
services incentives or reduced network fees) would help the 
aggregator to increase its profit and reduce the investment time. 
Aggregator’s objective function is cost minimization (13) of 
energy procurement on the market with fixed values of 
contracted service (battery charging or discharging) providing 
to DSO: min ∙ , 	∈ (13) 

 
 stands for day-ahead market price of energy in hour . 



 

 

The active power-balance of end-consumers with installed 
battery storage is given with (14) and storage characteristics 
with (15-20): − , + − + ,∈ = 0	(14) 

, = , + , − , (15) = = 0	 (16) , ≤ (17) 0 ≤ 	 , ≤ ∙ 	 (18) 0 ≤ 	 , ≤ ∙ (19) 
, + , ≤ 1 (20) ,  is state of charge of battery storage m limited with 

battery capacity , while charge and discharge are 
limited with . Equation (16) shows that battery m is empty 
at the begin and end of the day. ,  and ,  are binary variables 
indicating charging or discharging actions which cannot be 
simultaneous (20). Figure 1 presents the model describing above 
equations. 

Model shown in (1)-(20) describes the concept of battery 
units sharing, where the DSO is looking to find optimal bidding 
scheme which is more feasible that conventional grid solutions 
(such as new cables and transformers) while the aggregator 
improves its business case when compared to market services 
only. Feasibility of this approach is shown trough savings 
analysis. The proposed model is tested on several case studies, 
based on realistic 400 V distributions network, reflecting 
different conditions which might occur in the network. 

III. CASE STUDY 

The model is tested on a radial low voltage (LV) 400V 
distribution grid (20 load buses and lines) which is connected 
with MV network through MV/LV transformer presented in 
Figure 2. Battery storages are located at the nodes 7,13,15,16 
and 20. MV network and MV/LV transformer are modelled as 
a slack bus. Line parameters (connecting nodes, length, 
resistance, reactance and maximal rated current) are given in 
Table I, while cumulative demand profile from the whole feeder 
and market prices are presented in Figure 3: 

 
Figure 1 Power flow model 

 
Figure 2 Topology of a single 400 V feeder in analyzed distribution network 

 
Figure 3 Market prices and cumulative consumption 

TABLE I.  LINE PARAMETERS 

From To Length [km] 
R 

[Ω/km] 
X 

[Ω/km] 
Imax[A] 

0 1 0.064 0.308 0.281 283 

1 2 0.1 0.595 0.302 185 

1 3 0.113 0.833 0.313 149 

3 4 0.135 0.595 0.302 185 

4 5 0.135 0.595 0.302 185 

5 6 0.044 0.595 0.302 185 

6 7 0.092 0.437 0.302 226 

7 8 0.1055 0.437 0.29 226 

8 9 0.105 0.437 0.29 226 

9 10 0.064 0.308 0.29 283 

10 11 0.1545 0.308 0.281 283 

11 12 0.0805 0.437 0.281 226 

12 13 0.135 0.308 0.281 283 

7 14 0.085 0.595 0.302 185 

14 15 0.2595 0.833 0.313 149 

15 16 0.105 0.437 0.29 226 

16 17 0.061 0.308 0.281 283 

17 18 0.1545 0.308 0.281 283 

18 19 0.0625 0.308 0.281 283 

19 20 0.1545 0.308 0.281 283 

 

 Several scenarios are analysed: 

1. Case 1: Initial state of 400 V distribution feeder (before 
network reinforcement or battery storage); 

2. Case 2: 400 V distribution feeder considering 
conventional approach of investing into new cable lines 
in order to improve the network voltage; 

3. Case 3: 400V distribution feeder with 5 battery units 
installed by end-consumers. Energy is procured 



 

 

through dynamic pricing scheme, while the DSO 
charges for storage services reflect market prices; 

4. Case 4: 400 V distribution feeder with 5 battery 
storages owned by aggregator, providing ancillary 
services to the DSO and enabling battery usage for end-
users with reduced ToU prices; 

 Each battery storage has 5kWh energy capacity and 0.5 kW 
charge/discharge power capability. End-consumers are charged 
for energy according to ToU price scheme with 0.07 €/kWh 
during the day (8-22h) and 0.09 €/kWh during the night (22-8h), 
while in reduced ToU with 0.06 €/kWh and 0.0.8€/kWh. 

IV. RESULTS 

Voltage profile in the case without any network 
reinforcement or battery storage investment of the critical nodes 
is shown in Figure 4. 

As it can be seen from Figure 4, last six nodes on the feeder 
have issues as voltage drop is higher than 10% of the nominal 
value during hours of peak consumption (18th -21st hour). A 
conventional way of resolving this issue for DSO is cable 
investment (0.797 km of cable should be reinforced) which 
costs 31,880 €. Voltage profile with network reinforcement is 
shown in Figure 5. 

An alternative option is to utilize a non-grid solution in form 
of battery storage and to improve the voltage profile while 
postponing the network reinforcement. Since these battery units 
are private property, bought and owned by end-consumers for 
arbitrage purpose, the DSO should “rent” their flexibility when 
required. Table II presents consumption decrease required by 
DSO, while the Figure 6 shows the voltage improvement when 
the end-consumers provide the flexibility services to the DSO 
and for arbitrage. As the price of battery storage is falling 
rapidly [25-26], the calculations are performed with the price of 
200 €/kWh, but it should to be noticed that the price is expected 
to fall below 100$/kWh by 2025. Total investment of each 
storage system is 1000 €, and if discount rate of 5% and storage 
life time of 8 years are considered, the net present value of 
energy storage reduced to annual level is equal to 184.68 €.  

The net present value of equipment investment is reduced 
to the annual level as (21): = ∙ (1 + ) 	 (21) 

The second factor in (21) reduces the investment to the net 
present value with the discount rate R during the L period of 
time (in years) which is equal to the life time of the equipment. 
Dividing the net present value with expected life time of 
equipment, net present value is reduced to the annual level. 

If end-consumers equipped with battery storages 
individually procure energy at ToU prices, the investment into 
storage is not economically feasible only for arbitrage purpose 
as seen from the Table III comparing the costs listed in second 
and fourth column. The fourth column presents the annual cost 
for energy procurement with discounted annual battery 
investment cost. On the other hand, if end-consumers jointly 
participate in the market through an aggregator, procure energy 
at market price and provide flexibility to the DSO, the 
investment in battery storage is profitable, as seen in Table IV. 

 
Figure 4 Voltage profile along the feeder 

The price for providing services to the DSO is market price 
multiplied with coefficient 1.5. The value selected for this 
coefficient could be different, however the authors feel it will 
not be higher than 1.5, hence giving upper limit of profit. 
 

 
Figure 5 Improved voltage profile with cable reinforcement 

TABLE II.  REQUESTED FLEXIBILITY IN KW 

Consumer 18 h 19 h 20 h 21 h 

13 - - - - 

15 - - -0.5 - 

16 -0.2703 -0.405 -0.5 - 

20 -0.499 -0.499 -0.5 -0.146 

 
 

 
Figure 6 Improved voltage with battery storage activation 



 

 

TABLE III.  ANNUAL COSTS WITH TOU PRICES 

Consumer 
Energy cost 

without battery 
storage € 

Energy cost with 
battery storage  

€ 

Cost including 
battery 

investment 
€ 

7 498.98 469.78 654.46 

13 535.25 506.05 690.73 

15 661.75 632.55 817.23 

16 399.74 370.54 555.22 

20 416.94 387.74 572.42 

TABLE IV.  ANNUAL COSTS WITH DYNAMIC PRICE AND SAVINGS 

Consumer 
Cost for 
energy € 

Cost with 
battery 

investment € 
Savings € 

7 296.69 481.37 17.32 

13 319.39 504.07 31.18 

15 385.90 570.58 91.16 

16 183.75 368.43 31.31 

20 200.01 384.69 32.25 

 
As it can be seen from Table IV, and compared to Table III, 
annual costs with storage units providing multiple services 
(including discounted battery investment cost) are lower than 
energy procurement cost without battery storage. Initial 
consumption of flexible consumers presented with lines and 
total battery charging and discharging presented with bars 
(arbitrage and ancillary services provided to DSO) are shown 
in Figure 7.  
If end-consumers do not invest in battery storage as in private 
property, aggregator as the individual market participant could 
gather the group of potentially flexible end-consumers and offer 
them lower ToU prices to control their flexible consumption 
through charging and discharging of battery to reduce its energy 
procurement cost and provide services to the DSO. Costs and 
savings for consumers involved in demand response program 
with reduced ToU prices are shown in Table V. 

 
Figure 7 Initial consumption and provided flexibility 

 
 

TABLE V.  ANNUAL COSTS AND SAVINGS WITH REDUCED TOU PRICES 

Consumer Cost € Savings € 

7 437.52 61.46 

13 473.41 61.84 

15 585.72 76.03 

16 347.48 52.26 

20 363.79 53.15 

 

V. FLEXIBILITY PRICES CALCULATION 

 
 Pricing mechanism for procuring flexibility from the end-
consumers (or aggregator) can be based on market price, as 
done in previous section or calculated from postponed network 
reinforcement. Total investment cost in cables is 31,880 €. If an 
interest rate is 7% [27] and the inflation is 1.3% [28], the 
maximum price for flexibility for the first year (t=1), if the cable 
reinforcement is postponed, is calculated as follow (22): − ∙ (1 + )(1 + 	 ) 	(22) 
 The maximum price for flexibility is 1698.28 €. If the half 
is used for reservation fee, and the half for activation fee, the 
reservation price is calculated as (23): 	 = 	 	 €	 	 	 (23)	 
 The activation price is the same as the reservation price if 
the flexibility price is split in half for each one, but it is paid 
only if the service is activated. 

 For services provided as shown in Table II, the reservation 
price for reserved service (4 kWh each day which result in 
1460kWh total over the entire year) is 0.58 €/kWh/activation. 
It has to be noticed that the DSO pays the reservation for 
required service for the entire discharging storage capacity. As 
a simplified way of calculating the income from providing DSO 
flexibility: consumer 16 has reserved 1.5 kWh capacity and 
reduces its consumption for 1.1753 kWh totally. Reservation 
profit is calculated as (24) and the activation as (25): 0.58€kWh ∙ 1.5kWh ∙ 365	reservations = 317.55	€ (24) 0.58€kWhactivation ∙ 1.1753kWh ∙ 365 = 248.81	€	 (25) 
 The prices are based on a single-day calculation and more 
accurate results can be obtained from yearly analysis. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

 
Fit and forget approach, which implies that all problems are 

solved at the planning stage with oversizing the network to 
ensure secure and quality energy supply, becomes unreasonably 
expensive since potential network reinforcement could be 
postponed with integration of battery storages. Ownership of 



 

 

battery storage by the DSO is questionably since they are a 
regulated system entity, however the end-consumers might 
decide to invest in batteries to reduce their electricity bill. The 
investment become profitable by renting and sharing battery 
capacity with DSO through incentives which are manifested 
through payments for providing ancillary services to the grid. 
The contributions presented in the paper are threefold: 

• The model determines the required services for 
voltage regulation from the DSO and compares 
end-consumers savings through arbitrage only and 
providing services to the grid with several pricing 
schemes.  

• Model compares conventional approach of new 
cable upgrade and battery storage integration 
through voltage improvement and cost savings.  

• Two pricing mechanisms are presented and 
compared for DSO ancillary services favoring one 
based on postponed network reinforcement.  
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Abstract— Uberization of the energy sector and transition 
towards decentralized, local production puts energy communities 
at the forefront of these changes. Very often they are initiators of 
new, low carbon investments and consequently they are 
becoming highly relevant market participants. This creates new 
power system operational challenges. The focus of this paper is 
on interplay and price driven collaboration between a PV-battery 
energy community and a wind power plant (WPP). This 
coordination is cast as a bilevel mixed integer linear 
programming (MILP) approach, modelling market participation 
of both entities, peer-to-peer (p2p) trading within energy 
community and power exchange between the energy community 
and WPP. The energy community is driven by the lowest energy 
cost for supplying its consumers, while the objective of a WPP is 
to maximize its profit. The results indicate that this coordination 
creates financial benefits for both sides as compared to individual 
market exposure. 

Keywords— aggregator; energy community; bilevel MILP 
model; coordinated market participation; p2p trading; wind power 
plant 

 

NOMENCLATURE 

The notation used in this paper is provided below: 

Indices and Sets: 

d∈ D  Households 

t ∈ T  Time 

Parameters: 

demandd,t Demand of household d in hour t 

Pbatmax Max power of charging/discharging 

Pmax_ex Max export of household 

Pmax_im Max import of household 

Pmax_ext_M  Max export from household to market 

Pmax_imt_M Max import from market to household 

Pmax_ex_total Max export to market 

Pmax_im_total Max import from market  

Pt
W  Wind production in hour t 

Pricesell  Aggregatorr’s selling price 

pricet
buy  Aggregatorr’s buying price  in hour t 

PVd,t  PV production in household d in hour t 

SOCmax  Battery capacity 

λt  Market price for hour t 

Variables: 

chargingd,t Total charging of battery d in hour t 

chargingd,t
CHP Charging battery d in hour t with energy 

produced from CHP 

chargingd,t
im Charging battery d in hour t with imported 

energy 

chargingd,t
PV Charging battery d in hour t with energy 

produced from PV 

CHPd,t CHP production in household d  in hour t 

CHPd,t
demand Energy produced from CHP d for demand d 

in hour t 

CHPd,t
export Energy produced from CHP d for export in 

hour t 

dischargingd,t Total discharging of battery d in hour t 

dischargingd,t
dem Discharging from battery d in hour t for 

satisfying demand 

dischargingd,t
ex Discharging from battery d in hour t for 

export  

Exportd,t  Total export of household d in hour t  

Project co-funded by European Regional Development Fund through
Interreg Danube Transnational Programme (DTP1-502-3.2-3Smart) and by 
Croatian Science Foundation (HRZZ) through Climate change research
program for period 2015-2016 supported by Government of Croatia project 
SUCCESS- Sustainable Concept for Integration of Distributed Energy Storage
Systems. 
 



 

Exportm
HtoH Export from household m to other 

households 

Exportd,t
MARKET Export from household d in hour t to the 

market 

Exportt
total Total export from all households in hour t to 

market 

Importd,t  Total household d import in hour t 

Importd,t
demand Household d import in hour t for satisfying 

demand 

Importm
HtoH Household m import from other households 

Importd,t
MARKET  Household d import from market in hour t 

Importt
total Total import of all households in time t from 

the market 

Pt
AtoW Exported energy from aggregator to wind 

power plant in hour t 

Pt
WtoA Imported energy from wind power plant in 

hour t  

Pd,t
AtoW Exported energy from household d to wind 

power plant in hour t 

Pd,t
WtoA Imported energy from wind power plant to 

household d in hour t 

PVd,t
demand Energy produced from PV d for demand d in 

hour t 

PVd,t
export Energy produced from PV d for exprt in 

hour t         

SOCd,t  Battery d state of charge in hour t 

Binary variables: 

ut
1, ut

2, ut
3, ut

4 Auxilary variables for linearization 

xt
AtoW Indicates exported energy from aggregator 

to wind warm in hour t 

xd,t
ex Indicates total exported energy from 

household d in hour t 

xd,t
im Indicates total imported energy to household 

d in hour t 

xd,t
ex_MARKET Indicates exported energy from household d 

to the market in hour t 

xd,t
im_MARKET Indicates imported energy from the market 

for household d in hour t 

xt
ex_total Indicates exported energy from all 

households to the market in time t 

xt
im_total Indicates imported energy from the market 

to all households in time t 

xt
WtoA Indicates imported energy from wind power 

plant in hour t 

Dual variables: 

αt
WtoA,  ᾱ tWtoA , βt 

AtoW, β̄ t AtoW, γ 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

Transformation of the power system from centralized bulk 
system to a decentralized one means active consumers start to 
perceive electricity as a commodity to be traded with. 
Reduction of prices for domestic micro units such as rooftop 
PV systems [1] go along with recent regulatory framework 
promoting the uptake of active consumers [2]. Numerous 
challenges arise in finding business cases for active consumers 
[3] (in the paper we refer to them as prosumers, despite the fact 
that this phrase is omitted in reference [4]), through 
aggregation and coordinated market participation with other 
market entities, creating additional value for all stakeholders 
[5]. These aspects have been the focus of recent research as 
shown in the following literature review. In [6] authors present 
mixed-integer linear programming model for optimizing joint 
bidding strategy of a WPP and energy storage facility that 
participate in day-ahead energy and spinning reserve markets. 
Uncertainty associated with renewable generation are reduced 
with coordination of service provision, as well as imbalance 
costs. Work of authors in [4] deals with coordinated operating 
strategy for ESS and PV equipped households while 
considering provision of balancing services to the system 
operator. The model presents how low carbon communities 
could become self-sufficient, and additionally, provide 
flexibility to the system operator. A bilevel framework for 
problem of decision-making by an EV aggregator in a 
competitive environment is proposed in [7] where the rivalry 
between an aggregator and EV owners is presented. The work 
in [8] applies game-theoretic principles to model competition 
between demand response aggregators for selling excess 
energy stored in electrochemical storage devices directly to 
other aggregators in a power market as alternative to the 
traditional vertically integrated market. Optimal operation of 
large-scale storage systems owned by independent private 
investors is studied in [9]. The paper proposes an optimal 
bidding mechanism for storage units in cases with large 
differences in market prices in the day-ahead and hour-ahead 
markets due to high penetration of intermittent renewable 
energy resources. Stochastic programming is used to present 
how fluctuations on the market can be improved with 
integration of large storage units and how location and size of 
the storage increase its profit. Bilevel problem of DR 
aggregator participation in wholesale markets is presented in 
[10]. The paper takes out that the existing profit from the 
deployment of DR contracts by aggregators will give revenues 
to the aggregator which can be used for end consumers. 
Interactions between the merchant DR aggregator and ES 
investor is presented in [11]. Results of equilibrium problem 
with equilibrium constraints (EPEC) show how their 
competition brings larger cost saving to the system, comparing 
to the case where only one technology is used. Acting 
strategically, both of them can increase own profitability. 
Bilevel model in [12] aims to minimize generation cost in 
upper level and maximize self-consumption of prosumers in 
lower level. High penetration of prosumers leads to improved 
voltage stability and flattened demand profile. The work in [13] 



 

proposes plug-in electric vehicle aggregator exercising indirect 
load control over a fleet of vehicles and the decision-making 
process with determining the profit-optimal retail prices. 
Authors in [14] present a bilevel aggregator-utility optimization 
model with spot electricity prices for scheduling the energy 
consumption patterns of controllable loads classified in three 
diverse groups in the system with a high penetration of wind 
production showing improved energy efficiency and facilitated 
power balance considering intermittent wind production. 
Hierarchical structured multi-energy players cooperation 
exchanging energy with local energy system is developed in 
[15]. Bilevel approach is used for modeling the decision-
making conflicts. Bilevel model in [16] describes DER 
aggregator decisions and managements of his clients with 
energy market participation. The paper presents how retail 
prices for his customers are determined, as well as the strategy 
for wholesale market participation. It can be noticed that none 
of the above papers addresses a joint coordinated market 
participation of energy community and renewable energy 
source such as WPP. In power systems where majority of 
electricity is produced from renewable sources, collaboration 
of such entities will be desirable. On one hand energy 
community has the capability to provide flexibility but is not 
prone to be exposed to volatile market prices. On the other 
hand, wind units can make significant profit by participating in 
power markets as a source of clean and low marginal cost 
energy, however they will mostly have to join a balancing 
group capable of mitigating their uncertain and variable 
production. This paper presents a bilevel model of a joint 
participation of a WPP and an energy community, acting as an 
aggregator of prosumers, at the energy market. Upper level 
problem describes aggregator cost which can be reduced by 
selling energy on the market and exchanging energy with the 
WPP. Lower level problem is wind farm profit maximization in 
cooperation with the aggregator. Selling more energy during 
period of high market prices will ensure higher profit for WPP. 
A bilevel model is latter described as a mathematical program 
with equilibrium constraints (MPEC) with upper level 
constraints, primal feasibility of lower level, stationarity, as 
well as dual feasibility of lower level problem and 
complementarity slackness. Fortuny-Amat Transformation is 
used for linearization and problem is solved using Gurobi 
solver.  

II. MODEL DESCRIPTION 

A. Model of energy community and wind power plant 

The energy community is represented by two types of 
households characterized by specifics of units installed for 
local production. Similar model is presented in [4]. Conceptual 
scheme of the energy community and WPP is shown in Fig 1. 
The model is focused on the market cooperation, hence power 
system network constraints are not included is the model. One 
group of households is equipped with a PV panel and a battery 
storage, and the other group with a CHP unit and a battery 
storage. Thermal energy generation/demand is not explicitly 
modelled, meaning CHP units act as a generator with the cost 
of produced energy in satisfying electricity demand and 
assuming large enough thermal storage to decouple electricity 
and heat. Further work will be extended with realistic CHP unit 

modelling of both electricity and thermal energy. Energy 
community acts as an aggregator of those two household 
groups and its cost function is modeled as (1):  

Min ∑t∈T (priceCHP⋅ CHPt + pricet
buy·Importt

total 

   –pricesell·Exportttotal), ∀t∈T            (1) 

The objective is to minimize total cost for procuring energy 
from CHP units and market while trying to gain profit by 
selling energy on the market in certain hours. In the initial case 
we consider constant selling price of 0.1 €/kWh, modelling a 
realistic case where energy community has a long-term 
contract with fixed prices to hedge the risk of volatile market 
prices. Aggregators buying price differs during night (22h-8h) 
0.07 €/kWh and day hours (8h-22h) 0.14 €/kWh, describing a 
realistic case of two-tariff system as the most common contract 
between a retailer and final consumer. In the latter case the 
aggregator is exposed to day-ahead market prices. Marginal 
cost of energy produced from CHP unit is 0.03 €/kWh. 
Exchange of energy between the aggregator and WPP is done 
at zero cost, following the logic of coordinated participation 
with a common goal. This means that the WPP tries to 
maximize its profit by storing produced energy in energy 
communities’ local battery storages during periods of low 
market prices. At the same time, the community benefits as it 
lowers its costs for energy procurement on the market and from 
CHP units. These relationships are described in the upper level 
model, with the following equations: 

Each household d imports energy either from the market, 
WPP or from other households (2): 

Importd,t=Importd,t
MARKET+Pd,t

WtoA+∑m∈D ExportmHtoH     ∀d∈D, ∀t∈T           (2) 

 and exports energy to the market, WPP or other households 
(3): 

Exportd,t=Exportd,t
MARKET+Pd,t

AtoW +∑m∈D Importm
HtoH ∀d∈D, ∀t∈T            (3) 

Note that Equations (2) and (3) explicitly model exchange 
of energy between households within the community as p2p 
trading, ensuring the maximization of local consumption of 
locally produced low cost electricity (third member of 
Equations (2) and (3)). 

Exchange with the market is limited for both import (4), as 
well as exported (5), as a way of modelling rated power of 
point of common coupling (PCC). Simultaneous import and 
export in the same hour are not possible (6):  

         Importd,t
MARKET ≤ Pmax_im_M·xd,t

im_MARKET ∀d∈D, ∀t∈T    (4) 
      Exportd,t

MARKET ≤ Pmax_ext_M·xd,t
ex_MARKET∀d∈D, ∀t∈T        (5) 

                 xd,t
im_MARKET+ xd,t

ex_MARKET ≤ 1, ∀d∈D, ∀t∈T           (6) 

 Similar is done for each household and limited by (7) and 
(8) without a possibility of simultaneous import and export in 
the same hour (9). These limitations are defined by the 
household connection power to the local distribution network: 

         Importd,t ≤ Pmax_im·xd,t
im ∀d∈D, ∀t∈T           (7) 

          Exportd,t ≤ Pmax_ex·xd,t
ex ∀d∈D,∀t∈T           (8) 

   xd,t
im + xd,t

ex  ≤ 1, ∀d∈D, ∀t∈T           (9) 



 

 
Figure 1 Coordinated market participation 

 
 Energy imported in each household is used for supplying 
demand and for batery charging (10): 

Importd,t=Importd,t
demand+chargingd,t

import ∀d∈D, ∀t∈T          (10) 
 Energy exported from each household is a result of battery 
discharging and energy produced from PV (11): 

Exportd,t=dischargingd,texpor+PVd,t
export ∀d∈D, ∀t∈T          (11) 

 Demand is supplied from battery, PV (or CHP) and 
imported energy (12): 

demandd,t=dischargingd,t
demand+PVd,t

demand+CHPd,t+ 
            +Importd,t

demand∀d∈D,∀t∈T              (12) 

 Production from PV is used for battery charging, demand 
supplying and export (13), as well as production from CHP 
(14): 

   PVd,t=chargingd,t
PV+PVd,t

demand+PVd,t
export ∀d∈D, ∀t∈T      (13) 

CHPd,t= chargingd,t
CHP+CHPd,t

demand+CHPd,t
export    ∀d∈D,∀t∈T              (14) 

 Battery is charged with energy produced from PV (or CHP) 
and imported energy (15). Battery is discharged for demand 
supplying and export (16): 

Chargingd,t=chargingd,t
import+chargingd,t

PV+ chargingd,t
CHP 

 ∀d∈D,∀t∈T                                    (15) 
Dischargingd,t=dischargingd,t

demand+dischargingd,t
export                             ∀d∈D, ∀t∈T                                (16) 

 Charging and discharging actions are limited with 
maximum rate (17-18): 

Chargingd,t ≤ Pbatmax∀d∈D, ∀t∈T         (17) 
Dischargingd,t≤ Pbatmax ∀d∈D, ∀t∈T        (18) 

 Storage state of charge is expressed as (19): 

SOCd,t=SOCd,t–1+0.9chargingd,t – dischargingd,t                ∀d∈D, ∀t∈T          (19) 
 

 Total export and import to or from the market in hour 
t is calculated as (20) and (21) and is limited by maximum 
export (22) and import (23). Simultaneous export and import in 
the same hour t are not allowed (24): 

         Exportt
total=∑d∈Dexportd

MARKET∀t∈T         (20) 
          Importt

total=∑d∈Dimportd
MARKET∀t∈T        (21) 

          exportt
total≤Pmax_ex_total·xt

ex_total∀t∈T         (22) 
          importt

total≤Pmax_im_total·xt
im_total∀t∈T        (23) 

               xt
im_total + xt

ex_total  ≤ 1, ∀t∈T        (24) 

 Total exchanged energy between WPP and aggregator for 
each hour is given in (25) and (26) for both directions (WPP to 
aggregator and vice versa), as well as impossibility of 
simultaneous exchanging in both directions in the same hour t 
(27): 

Pt
WtoA=∑d∈D Pd,t

WtoA∀t∈T          (25) 
Pt

AtoW=∑d∈D Pd
AtoW∀t∈T          (26) 

xt
WtoA + xt

AtoW  ≤ 1, ∀t∈T         (27) 
 Lower level problem is WPP energy in hour t from WPP 
and exchanged energy between aggregator and WPP power 
plant (28): 

        max ∑d∈D(Pt
W+Pt

AtoW–Pt
WtoA)⋅ λ t ,∀t∈T         (28) 

 For clarity, dual variables of the lower-level problem are 
listed after the corresponding constraints following a colon. 
Total energy produced by WPP is will be sold in the market 
and this is indirectly modelled by (29): 

     ∑t∈TPt
WtoA=∑t∈TPt

AtoW  : γ        (29) 
 What equation (29) refers to is the equality of total energy 
exchanged in both direction during a day, meaning that the 
total energy send from WPP to energy community needs to be 
equal to the one traded (at zero cost) in opposite direction. By 
modelling this, none of the two entities gains a favorable 
position compared to the other, the work in coordination and 
not as competing entities. Energy exchanged in both directions 
is limited with (30) -(33): 

      Pt
WtoA ≥ 0 : αt

WtoA,∀t∈T          (30) 

     Pt
AtoW≥0 : βt 

AtoW,∀t∈T           (31) 

Pt
WtoA≤ PmaxAtoW ⋅xt

WtoA: ᾱ tWtoA,∀t∈T          (32) 

Pt
AtoW≤PmaxWtoA⋅xt

AtoW: β̄ t AtoW ,∀t∈T             (33) 

B. MPEC formulation 

Model described in section A has a bilevel structure and 
cannot be solved using commercial solvers. It is converted 
into a mathematical program with equilibrium constraints 
(MPEC). The MPEC model is formulated as upper level 
problem (1-27), primal feasibility of lower level problem (29-
33), stationarity (34-35) and dual feasibility and 
complementary slackness (36-39): 

γ+αt
WtoA–ᾱ tWtoA= λt ,∀t∈T  (34) 

–γ+βt 
AtoW–β̄ t AtoW= – λt ,∀t∈T  (35) 

 Pt
WtoA ≥0 ⊥ αt

WtoA≥0 ,∀t∈T  (36) 

PmaxAtoW⋅ xt
WtoA–Pt

WtoA ≥0 ⊥  ᾱ tWtoA≥0 ,∀t∈T                 (37) 

Pt
AtoW ≥0 ⊥ βt 

AtoW ≥0 ,∀t∈T                    (38) 

PmaxWtoA⋅ xt
AtoW–Pt

AtoW≥0 ⊥  β̄ t AtoW ≥0 ,∀t∈T               
 (39) 

Conditions (36-39) are linearized using the Fortuny-Amat 
Transformations with the introduction of auxiliary binary 
variables and M as sufficiently large constant (40-47): 

Pt
WtoA ≤ M⋅ut

1 ,∀t∈T  
                        (40)  αt

WtoA ≤ M⋅(1–ut
1) ,∀t∈T  

                        (41) 

   PmaxWtoA⋅xt
WtoA–Pt

WtoA ≤ M⋅ut
2 ,∀t∈T  

                               (42) 



 

ᾱ tWtoA ≤ M⋅(1–ut
2) ,∀t∈T  

                                     (43) 

Pt
AtoW ≤ M⋅ut

3,∀t∈T                                                    
 (44)  βt 

AtoW ≤ M⋅(1–ut
3) ,∀t∈T                                    

 (45) 

     PmaxAtoW⋅ xt
AtoW–Pt

AtoW ≤ M⋅ut
4 ,∀t∈T  

                          (46) 

β̄ t AtoW ≤ M⋅(1–ut
4) ,∀t∈T  

                                    (47) 

Finally, the model is described with (1-27), (29-33), (34-
35) and (40-47). 

III. CASE STUDY 

 Solar production for the first group of households is 
presented in Figure 2. Figure 3 shows demand profile of both 
groups of households. Demand 1-3 are households equipped 
with PV, and 4-6 with CHP unit. WPP production and market 
prices for three different cases are given in Fig 4. Households 
details are provided in Table I.  

 

Figure 2 PV production 

 
Figure 3 Demand profile 

 
 

Figure 4 Wind power plant production and market prices 
 

TABLE I.  HOUSEHOLDS EQUIPMENT 

Households Battery PV CHP 

1-3 5 kW/10 kWh 30 kW - 

4-6 5 kW/10 kWh - 15 kW 

IV. RESULTS 

 The results of the optimization are shown for a single day. 
However, the model can be easily expanded to cover any time 
period of interest. In the first case, fixed buying and selling 
prices for aggregator are considered, while in the second case 
the aggregator is exposed to the spot market prices (both 
selling and buying), and in the third case buying prices are 
dynamic market prices, and selling price is a fixed rate. WPP 
has higher profit (Table II) when coordinating its participation 
with the energy community in all cases. Table III compares 
aggregator independent cost with coordinated behavior. In the 
first case, aggregator’s cost is lower in coordinated 
participation, as well as in third case with fixed selling price. In 
dynamic price scheme, WPP has the lowest profit increase, 
while aggregator cost is 0.54 % higher than in independent 
participation. In joint market participation, it pays off for WPP 
to sell more during 11th-16th hours when the first peak prices 
occur, meaning that aggregator will reduce its selling energy, 
but during the 18th-22nd hours, aggregator buys less than in 
independent participation. As active consumers share their 
storage with WPP, fixed buying and selling prices will reduce 
their exposure to volatile market prices and ensure lower 
energy procurement cost. Figure 5 presents aggregator export 
and import from (to) the market for coordinated cases. 
Negative values are exports to the market and positive ones are 
imports from the market. Figure 6 shows interchanged energy 
between aggregator and WPP for the first case. Negative values 
are exports from aggregator to wind power plant, and positive 
ones are imports from WPP. Interchanged energy between 
them is limited by 10 kWh per hour, although this again can be 
any value (or even a free variable). In 9th and during 11th -15th 
hours when market prices are highest, WPP imports energy 
from the aggregator and increases its own profit. During 17th -
22nd hour, WPP imports the energy from the aggregator. It 
needs to be kept in mind that at the end of the day a balance 
between import and export needs to be maintained. 

TABLE II.  WIND POWER PLANT PROFIT 

 Independent 
participation (€) 

Coordinated 
participation (€) 

Profit 
increase 

in % 
Case 1 112.79 115.09 2.04 

Case 2 112.79 113.18 0.35 

Case 3 112.79 115.23 2.16 

 

TABLE III.  AGGREGATOR COST 

 Independent 
participation (€) 

Coordinated 
participation (€) 

Case 1 89.55 87.15 

Case 2 100.68 101.22 

Case 3 117.04 111.61 

 



 

 
Figure 5 Energy import and export to (from) market 

 

 
Figure 6 Imported and exported energy from the aggregator to the wind power  

Plant 
 

V. CONCLUSION 

      Significant integration of renewable energy sources and 
small battery storages in the distribution system creates new 
opportunities for household market participation. Instead of 
only consuming the energy, households will become 
prosumers and, aggregated as a single market entity, capable 
of providing different services to the system or other market 
participants. The challenge lays in finding opportunistic 
business cases for new entities, especially when it comes to 
those with high levels of renewable generation in their 
portfolio. The novelty of the paper is in the bilevel model for 
coordinated participation of energy community, acting as an 
aggregator, and WPP in the energy market. The research has 
shown how joint participation brings benefits for both sides. 
For the sake of simplicity, the validly of the proposed business 
model is demonstrated by flexible joint participation on the 
day-ahead market only. Further research will focus on 
additional benefits which could arise from joint participation 
in multiple markets, such as adding balancing market 
participation to alleviate uncertainty of wind forecasts, as well 
as provision of multiple services to both market and system 
operator. From the results presented here, a reasonable 
assumption is that energy community aggregator will play a 
role of flexibility provider, reducing the imbalances caused by 
errors in forecasting generation from WPP but also its own 
households equipped with PV units. In such context, the 
energy communities take over the role of balancing group 

leaders as they ensure equilibrium of schedules announced on 
a day-ahead and those delivered in real time markets. By 
doing this, they further increase the benefits of local 
prosumers, most likely seen as electricity bill reductions. 
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Abstract—The paper brings a mixed integer linear 
programming (MILP) solution for defining optimal size and 
operational strategy of battery storage systems (BSS) integrated 
with fast charging electric vehicle stations (FCS). The idea 
emerged as a solution for issues arising from strategies promoting 
installations of fast charging electric vehicle stations. Short, high 
power period peaks of fast charging increase the volatility of 
voltage in distribution networks and result in line congestions, 
requiring grid reinforcements by the distribution system operator 
(DSO). Additionally, transmission system operators (TSO) need to 
treat these power spikes, characterized by uncertainty of 
occurrence, by ensuring additional system flexibility. Coupling 
battery storage systems with FCS so that they serve as a buffer 
between the power system, reducing the stress of fast charging, 
and the electric vehicle (EV) users, providing the desired comfort 
in terms of charging speed, create multiple benefits for system 
participants. The results of the developed optimization model 
demonstrate that there is a feasible investment case for the 
proposed concept even in cases where only energy arbitrage is in 
place. Uncertainty aspects, such as unknown time of EV arrival or 
energy required by EVs, are considered for multiple locations 
where FCS are going to be installed.  

Keywords—battery storage; electric vehicles; mixed integer 
linear programming; uncertainty; 

 

NOMENCLATURE 

Indices and Sets: 

t ∈ T  Time 

i ∈ I  Cars 

s ∈ S  SOC scenarios 

v ∈ V  Time scenarios 

Parameters: 

Pch(t,s,v) Charging power of the BSS in minute t of 
SOC scenario s and time scenario v  

Pdis(t,s,v) Discharging power of the BSS into car in 
minute t of SOC scenario s and time scenario 
v  

SOC(t,s,v) State of charge of the BSS in minute t of SOC 
scenario s and time scenario v 

SOCcar(i,t,s,v) State of charge of the car i in minute t of SOC 
scenario s and time scenario v  

CarCapacity(i) Car i battery capacity 

Bat_cap Capacity of the BSS  

SOCmin Minimum BSS state of charge, dependant on 
battery technology 

Pmax(i) Maximum charging power of car i 

Operational cost Electricity cost for FCS with BSS 

 Begining of charging process  

 End of charging process  

percentage_t0(i,s,v) SOC percentage of car i at the 
beginning of charging process of SOC 
scenario s and time scenario v  

percentage_te(i,s,v) Demanded SOC percentage of car i 
at the ending of charging process of SOC 
scenario s and time scenario v 

 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

Regulatory changes encouraging reduction of fossil fuel 
consumption and CO2 emissions, in which personal vehicles 
have a large percentage, are causing a disruption in traditional 
way the power system has been planned and operated. The 
emerging growth of renewable energy source share in the energy 
mixes around the world is expected to be followed by 
electrification of transport [1]. While numbers of electric 
vehicles (EV) on roads today are still low, lessons learned from 
renewable energy sources (RES) integration suggest that 
disruptive technologies do not follow trend forecasts and similar 
patterns can be expected with EV. This goes hand in hand with 
goals, stated by several countries, of completely banning fossil 
fuel transportation in the upcoming years [2]. Vehicles powered 
by an electric motor have proved to be superior to Internal 
Combustion Engine (ICE) vehicles in both environmental (ICE 
are responsible for 12% of total CO2 emission in the European 



 
 

Union [3]) and driving experience aspect. The main 
disadvantages of EVs are their energy tanks, batteries, which 
today are still not comparable to conventional fuel tanks. To 
initiate the spark of transport electrification, the focus is put on 
installing publicly available fast charging electric vehicle 
stations at locations with frequent traffic. While this might 
encourage wider adoption of EV by final users, charging an EV 
at super-fast charging stations, with power up to 120 kW, may 
result in disturbance to the power grid such as power unbalances, 
voltage drops and frequency fluctuation [4]. The 
unpredictability of charging timetable, combined with high 
power demand for fast charging, enhances above mentioned 
problems. On the other hand, by increasing controllability and 
predictability of EV arrival and charging, the entire power 
system benefits from a new source of flexibility [5], [6], [7], [8]. 
This potentially is significant, as in 2015 there were 28.000 
publicly available fast charging outlets [9] with numbers 
growing exponentially [10]. Due to the expected increase of EV 
stock [11], fast charging stations network will have to 
significantly expand. Therefore, it is necessary to find a solution 
for adequate integration of fast charging stations in the electric 
power system.  

An interesting solution, analyzed in this paper, is integrating 
a battery storage system within the fast charging station. The 
battery storage system would serve as a buffer between the 
distribution grid (potentially also the transmission grid) and the 
final user. The charging power could be controllable and 
therefore much lower than if there was no battery within the 
FCS, while charging would occur even during periods when 
vehicles are not connected to the station, ensuring the battery 
storage system has sufficient energy to fast charge the EV when 
required. Several papers have proposed solutions for large scale 
integration of FCS, focusing mostly on planning [12], optimal 
placement [13] or market participation of aggregated FCS [14] . 
Some researchers have already considered integrating BSS with 
FCS, however they either focus on control strategies for such 
systems [15], or battery technology selection [16]. The only 
paper that deals with BSS optimal sizing and operational 
strategy, to the authors knowledge, is [17]. However, the authors 
of [17] neglect the uncertainty of EV arrival and state-of-charge 
(SOC) at the FCS as well as impact of injected power which is 
charged by the Distribution/Transmission System Operator 
(DSO/TSO). 

In the line with the above, the paper brings the following 
contributions: 

- We provide a mixed integer linear programming model 
for dimensioning the optimal capacity of the battery 
storage system integrated in the FCS. The model 
captures operating strategy for the BSS making sure the 
stress on the distribution grid (and consequently on the 
rest of the power system) is reduced while maintaining 
the desirable comfort level for the EV users. The model 
captures uncertainties related to time of arrival and 
state-of-charge of EV batteries. 

- We assess the profitability of investment in such a 
charging station (with integrated BSS) for different 
locations and frequency of traffic and EV charging. It 
needs to be recognized that the investment is based on 

both energy arbitrage and power taken from the network 
and charged by the system operator. 

The paper is organized as follows: Section II describes 
modelling and optimization of BSS size, Section III shows the 
results of several scenarios and analyzes the impact of 
uncertainty parameters while Section IV provides most relevant 
conclusions.  

II. MODEL DESCRIPTION 

A. Optimization model 

To evaluate the idea of a battery storage system within FCS, 
an optimization model is defined with technical and economic 
characteristics of the charging station. The mathematical model 
captures physical boundaries and possibilities of the charging 
station as well as that of BSS and arriving EVs.  

The objective of the optimization model is to minimize the 
operational cost of electrical energy for charging EV. This 
objective is used since a significant cost difference can be 
achieved by buying electricity during low market prices. Prices 
used in this model are Day Ahead (DA) prices at EPEX SPOT 
[18] market. Operational cost is defined as following (1): 

Operational Cost =		  Pch t  * DAprice(t)

T

t=1

1  

To get another perspective of the economics, net present 
value (NPV) is calculated for each simulation (2). Calculating 
the NPV is an economics method of evaluating the profitability 
of an investment. NPV is the difference between the present 
value of cash inflows and the present value of cash outflows over 
a period of time [19]. To demonstrate the operational 
perspective, time step T is 1 hour for one full day, while in case 
of optimal decisions and NPV calculations, minimization of 
objective function is run over the entire year for 8760 hours. 

NPV= -Investment+ 
Cashflowi

1+r i

n

i=1

2  

Regular fast EV charging stations have direct grid 
connection, therefore they are billed, by their energy supply 
company, with a fee for the peak demanded power. In Croatia, 
for peak power above 20 kW, a monthly fee of 6€/kW for 
measured peak power has to be paid [20]. Therefore, absence of 
payment of this fee for integrated BSS and FCS will be included 
in calculating income as well as the difference between daily 
electricity cost for FCS with and without battery storage system. 

The main outcome is the cost of investment in the battery 
storage. In this calculation, the battery price of 132 €/kWh is 
used [21]. Investment is approximated to last 10 years at 
discount rate of 5%. It should be noted that charging and 
discharging patterns have impact of the lifetime of BSS, 
however in this paper this is not considered. 

B. FCS location and charging modelling 

Several scenarios for modelling operational behavior are 
implemented by using stochastic programming, which allows 
modelling of imperfect knowledge of parameters. While in this 



 
 

paper uncertainties are defined by probability distribution of 
each scenario, other probability distributions could be applied as 
well. The proposed concept is demonstrated for three different 
locations since every location is characterized by different 
patterns and schedules of car arrivals, based on specifics of the 
location. For each of the locations, the following parameters are 
inputs to the algorithm: 

• Arrival time 

• Departure time 

• SOC at the time of arrival 

• Requested SOC at end 

• Type of car 

Three popular locations for an EV charging station are 
described below. Default schedules for each location, as well as 
initial and final SOC of arriving cars are presented in Table I, II 
and III. 

Location I: Charging station along the highway 

• Open 0-24h 

• Minimum charging time due to customers’ wish to 
finish the trip as soon as possible 

Location II: Charging station within a shopping center 

• Open 07-22h 

• Significantly longer charging time, 60-90 minutes, 
due to customers’ shopping time habits  

Location III: Charging station at a restaurant’s parking lot 

• Open 10-24h 

• Rush hour for lunch time, 12-15h, and dinner time, 
20-24h 

TABLE I SCHEDULE OF ARRIVAL AT LOCATION I 

Vehicle 
type 

Arrival 
time 

Departure 
time 

Initial 
SOC 

Final 
SOC

Tesla 02:00 02:45 35% 80% 

BMW 04:00 04:30 20% 55% 

VW 06:00 06:45 10% 85% 

Tesla 07:30 08:15 10% 65% 

Nissan 09:00 09:30 30% 70% 

Tesla 10:00 10:30 30% 65% 

VW 12:30 13:00 40% 85% 

BMW 13:00 14:00 5% 95% 

Tesla 15:30 16:15 20% 75% 

Nissan 16:15 17:00 20% 80% 

BMW 18:00 19:00 10% 80% 

Nissan 19:00 20:00 25% 90% 

VW 20:00 20:30 45% 80% 

Tesla 21:30 22:00 20% 60% 

VW 22:30 23:30 5% 60% 
 

TABLE II SCHEDULE OF ARRIVAL AT LOCATION II 

Vehicle 
type 

Arrival 
time 

Departure 
time 

Initial 
SOC 

Final 
SOC 

VW 07:00 08:00 15% 90% 

Tesla 08:00 08:30 65% 85% 

Nissan 09:30 10:30 30% 85% 

Nissan 10:30 11:30 50% 90% 

Tesla 12:00 13:30 5% 95% 

BMW 14:30 15:30 40% 90% 

VW 15:30 16.30 40% 80% 

Tesla 17:00 18:00 50% 90% 

Nissan 18:00 19:30 20% 95% 

VW 20:30 21:30 25% 80% 

Tesla 21:30 22:00 45% 65% 
 

TABLE III SCHEDULE OF ARRIVAL AT LOCATION III 

Vehicle 
type

Arrival 
time

Departure 
time 

Initial SOC Final 
SOC

BMW 10:00 10:30 25% 60% 

Nissan 10:30 11:00 40% 70% 

Tesla 12:00 12:45 40% 80% 

Nissan 12:45 14:00 25% 90% 

Tesla 14:00 15:00 55% 95% 

BMW 17:00 18:00 55% 90% 

BMW 19:15 20:00 20% 50% 

Tesla 20:00 21:00 65% 95% 

VW 21:00 22:00 30% 75% 

VW 22:00 23:00 45% 95% 

Nissan 23:00 24:00 10% 80% 
 

Times of arrival and departure, as well as the initial SOC of 
the car battery are modelled as uncertain parameters. For 
example, in case of SOC, the parameters will deviate from the 
default values for a randomly defined value within limits. For 
time of arrival and departure these limits are defined as ±15 
minutes while initial SOC can vary up to ± 28%. There are total 
of 16 different scenarios and each scenario is equally probable. 

Four different car models are used in this model, technical 
details are listed in Table IV: 

 

 



 
 

TABLE IV CAR SPECIFICATIONS 

Model Battery capacity 
[kWh] 

Maximum 
charging 

power [kW]
Tesla model S P85D 85 120 

Volkswagen E-Golf 35.8 50 

Nissan Leaf 30 50 

BMW i3 33 50 
 

For each car there is a different charging curve (3-6) that is 
approximated using available data [22], [23], [24], [25].  

Tesla model S: 

Pdis t =-1062*
SOCcar Tesla,t

CarCapacity Tesla
+Pmax Tesla 3  

Volkswagen E-Golf 

Pdis t =-250*
SOCcar VW,t

CarCapacity VW
+Pmax VW 4  

Nissan Leaf 

Pdis t =-420*
SOCcar Nissan,t

CarCapacity Nissan
+Pmax Nissan 5  

BMW i3 

Pdis t =-305*
SOCcar BMW,t

CarCapacity BMW
+Pmax BMW 6  

C. FCS and battery modelling 

 
BSS, within the charging station, is charged from the grid 

with power up to 19 kW in order to avoid additional costs for 
power and to reduce previously elaborated negative impacts on 
the distribution grid (7): 

0 kW ≤ Pch t,s,v  ≤ 19 kW 7  

The charging station is designed for fast charging with 
maximal output up to 120 kW, meaning the end-user, in this case 
the EV, can be charged with 120 kW from the BSS of FCS (8): 

0 kW ≤ Pdis t,s,v  ≤ 120 kW 8  

The state of charge of the BSS can be from SOCmin to 
battery capacity (9): 

SOCmin ≤ SOC t,s,v  ≤ Bat_cap 9  

BSS state of charge is defined as (10): 

SOC t,s,v =SOC t-1,s,v +Pch t,s,v -Pdis t,s,v 10  

SOC of car i in time t is defined as SOC of the same car i in 
time t-1 plus charging of the car at that moment (11): 

SOCcar i,t,s,v  = SOCcar i,t-1,s,v  + Pdis t,s,v 11  

At the beginning of charging a vehicle, its SOC is defined as 
in (12): 

SOCcar i,t0,s,v  = percentage_t0(i,s,v)*  CarCapacity i 12  

Every vehicle must be charged to its demanded value (13): 

SOCcar i,te,s,v  =percentage_te(i,s,v)*  CarCapacity i 13  

Initial conditions at the beginning of the day are given with 
(14) and (15): 0, , 	= 	0 14  

Pch 0,s,v  = 0 15  

III. RESULTS 

A. Optimization results 

Optimization results for each location are presented in Table 
V. Presented data shows operational cost of a single FCS with 
battery system and without battery system, lowest operational 
cost, battery size, maximum car charging power for given 
schedules and scenarios and minimum battery capacity, which 
is the minimum capacity required to meet all charging demands 
stated in schedules of arrivals in Tables I, II and III, including 
all possible uncertainty scenarios, with respect to defined 
constraints in Section II C.  

TABLE V SIMULATION RESULTS 

Location I Location II Location III
Operational cost 

[€/year] 
4993.20 3080.6 2062.25 

Operational cost 
without BS [€/year] 

5504.20 4263.2 3062.35 

Battery capacity 
[kWh] 

76.58 133.00 133.00 

Maximum 
charging power 

[kW] 
109.4 114.7 84.7 

Minimum battery 
capacity [kWh] 

39.50 48.00 30.50 

 

Figure 1 presents battery charge (power from the distribution 
grid) and discharge power (power charging the EV), while 
Figure 2 presents SOC of battery and prices of electricity during 
a single day for one selected scenario in Location I. 

 

 
Figure 1 Battery charge and discharge power – Location I 

 



 
 

 
Figure 2 Battery SOC and electricity prices – Location I 

As seen in Figures 1 and 2, battery was charged with 
maximum power during most hours of the day, trying to avoid 
periods of electricity peak prices. In case when only 
minimization of operational cost is considered as the objective 
function, without the investment cost of BSS, battery capacities 
are notably higher, up to 133 kWh. Batteries of these size cost a 
lot of money, but are not necessary to fulfill all EV charging 
demands during the day. To compare profits, simulations with 
the same objective as stated in (1), but including investment 
aspects are shown in the next subsection.  

B. Optimal battery size considering investments 

For each location six simulations are made. The starting size 
is the minimum capacity, as shown in Table 5 and explained in 
the previous paragraph, analyzing additional battery sizes in 
steps of 20 kWh capacity, namely: 55, 75, 95, 115 and 135 kWh. 
The results of minimum operational cost optimization are shown 
in Figure 3. Net present values are graphically presented in 
Figure 4. Higher battery capacity results in lower operational 
cost, since the potential to buy electricity during non-peak hours 
is greater with larger battery. On the other hand, batteries with 
larger capacity result in lower NPV. Highest NPV for all 3 
locations is with the minimal battery capacity as shown in Figure 
4. 

 
Figure 3 Yearly operational cost 

C. Payback period 

Another procedure used for economic evaluation is 
discounted payback period (DPP), giving insight into number of 
years for the discounted future cash flows to break even with 
initial investment. It is interesting to notice in Figure 5, where 
DPP for all observed locations and battery capacities are 

presented, that the minimum size battery storage has a short 
payback period (under one year) for all analyzed scenarios. 

 
Figure 4  Net Present Value 

D. Look into the future 

Battery prices are expected to fall to 60€/kWh by 2030, 
according to [21]. It can also be assumed that EV stock will 
significantly increase and consequentially the usage of FCS will 
increase. Additional simulations to estimate fast charging in 
2030 are made, with previously mentioned battery prices and 
50% increase in number of EV served during a single day. It 
should be mentioned that an approximation was done here, 
taking same electricity prices as they are today (same as in 
previous simulations). Forecasting future market prices is 
outside of the scope of this paper. 

FCS at Location I could not fulfill all the demands. Due to 
the BSS charging power limit to 19 kW, the FCS can daily 
deliver maximum 456 kWh of energy (which is equal to the 
product off BSS charging power limit and 24 hours). An 
increase of 50% in Location I means that total energy demand is 
higher than maximum possible.  

 
Figure 5 Discounted payback period 

TABLE VI SIMULATION RESULTS FOR 2030 

Location I Location II Location III
Operational cost 

[€/year] 
/ 4901.95 3106.15 

Operational cost 
without BS [€/year] 

/ 6007.90 4103.70 

Battery capacity 
[kWh]

/ 133.00 133.00 

Minimum battery 
capacity [kWh]

/ 87.40 50.50 

Net present value 
[EUR]

/ 67276 66430 



 
 

FCS at locations II and III successfully delivered all 
requested energy. Operational cost, optimal battery capacity, 
minimum battery capacity and NPV for 2030 with predicted 
battery price of 60€/kWh are presented in Table VI. Again, the 
minimum size battery unit complying with all constraints is the 
optimal solutions considering both minimization of operational 
costs and investments. However, more frequent arrival schedule 
resulted in larger battery capacity. On the other hand, due to 
lower battery investment costs, NPVs have increased. 

 

Figure 6 Battery charge and discharge power – Location II 2030  

Figure 6 shows charging and discharging power for one 
scenario in Location II. It is shown that the BSS was charging 
from the distribution grid during more than 80% of the available 
time, so there is very little space for further increase of number 
of EVs charging in single day. It should be noted that the such 
frequent arrival schedules should also be an indicator for new 
FCS installations if the comport of EV owners is to remain the 
same. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The proposed concept of integrating a battery storage system 
into EV fast charging station offers an additional level of 
controllability and flexibility to otherwise another source of 
uncertainty in future power systems. Despite the positive impact 
on the power grid as well as the electric power system, the 
question is if such an investment is feasible from the economic 
aspect. The analyses performed in this paper clearly show a 
positive NPV and DPP already for the smallest battery storage 
system that complies with technical constraints and does not 
compromise final EV user comfort. The operational strategy 
shows that installing BSS units results in steady and constant 
loading towards the upstream power system, however further 
quantifications have not been performed.  
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      Abstract –To reduce greenhouse gas emissions, power 

system strategies have focused on large scale integration of 

renewable energy sources (RES) subsidizing initial 

installations for a fixed time period to ensure investment 

profitability. However, increasing number of wind and solar 

(PV) power plants, not responsible for scheduling deviations 

due to their intermittent production, resulted in growing 

need for power system flexibility. By rescinding incentives 

and subsidies and exposing RES to the market, they become 

responsible for accurate prediction of their production and 

become penalized for deviations from the announced 

forecasts.  

Moreover, the suppliers, or the aggregators, will play an 

important role in unlocking and encouraging the flexible 

end-consumers with installed local RES and demand 

response (DR). They need to create market products in a 

form of different dynamic pricing schemes which award 

responsiveness to price signals and penalize passive 

behavior. 

The paper focuses on the value of household flexibility 

through electricity cost reduction in low and high developed 

energy power markets. Results show that households 

equipped with PV and different types of DR programs in 

high-liquid market (as one in Denmark), exposed to the 

volatile market prices and responsible for their PV 

production and demand forecast, achieve lower electricity 

cost comparing to poorly developed retail market in Croatia 

where consumers are better off in a two-price tariff system.  

 

Keywords - Demand response, dynamic pricing, market 

liquidity, renewable energy sources, two tariff pricing 

 

NOMENCLATURE 
 

Indices and Sets: 

d∈ D Households 

s ∈ S Scenario 

t ∈ T Time 

Parameters 

𝑬  Minimum state of charge of EV at the end of the day in 

kWh 

𝑬   Battery capacity of EV in kWh 

𝑭𝟏−𝟒  Coefficients of breakpoints used for piecewise 

linearization of battery maximum charging 

𝑳𝒂𝒑  Length of the cycle of uninterruptible appliances in 

hours (ap: washing machine, dryer, dish washer)  

                                                                                                       

𝑷    Maximum power of the EV charger in kW 

𝑷𝒖𝒏𝒊 𝒂𝒑  Power of each uninterruptible appliances in kW 

 (ap: washing machine, dryer, dish washer)  

𝑹𝟏−𝟒 Coefficients of breakpoints used for piecewise 

linearization of battery maximum charging 

𝑺𝑶𝑪̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅    Battery capacity in kWh 

𝑻𝒕
𝒎𝒂𝒙  Upper bound for the room temperature in time t in ºC 

𝑻𝒕
𝒎𝒊𝒏  Lower bound for the room temperature in time t in ºC 

𝝅𝒔  Probability of scenario s 

𝝀𝒕
𝑫𝑨   DA market price in €/kWh 

𝝀 𝒕
𝒃  Buying price set by supplier in ToU pricing in €/kWh 

𝝀 𝒕
𝒔   Selling price set by supplier in ToU pricing in €/kWh 

𝜼  Energy efficiency 

∆𝒕  Time interval (1 hour) 

Stochastic parameters 

𝑷𝒅,𝒔,𝒕
𝒎𝒔   Must-serve load d in scenario s and time t in kW 

𝑷𝑽𝒅,𝒔,𝒕  PV production d in scenario s and time t in kW 

𝑻𝒔,𝒕
𝒐    Outside temperature in scenario s time t in ºC 

𝝀𝒔,𝒕
𝑫𝑶𝑾𝑵  Down regulation price in scenario s and time t €/kWh 

𝝀𝒔,𝒕
𝑼𝑷   Up regulation price in scenario s and time t €/kWh 

Variables 

𝑃𝑑,𝑡
𝑏    Power imported from the grid in ToU pricing in kW 

𝑃𝑑,𝑡
𝑠    Power exported to the grid in ToU pricing in kW 

𝑃𝑑,𝑠,𝑡
𝐺𝑅𝐼𝐷    Power imported (positive) /exported (negative) to/ 

from grid (household d scenario s time t) in kW 

𝑃𝑑,𝑠,𝑡
𝑈𝑃   Real time up regulation d in scenario s and time t in 

kW 

Pd,s,t
DOWN  Real time down regulation d in scenario s and time t in 

kW 

𝑃𝑑,𝑡
𝐷𝐴    Power contacted day ahead (household d time t) in kW 

𝑃𝑑,𝑠,𝑡
𝑢𝑛𝑖 𝑎𝑝

  Power of uninterruptable appliances ap in kW 

(household d scenario s time t)  

𝑃𝑑,𝑠,𝑡
𝑑𝑒𝑓

  Charging power of EV in kW (household d scenario s 

time t) -flexible deferable load 

𝑃𝑑,𝑠,𝑡
𝑡ℎ   Thermal load (household d scenario s time t) in kW 

𝑃𝑑,𝑠,𝑡
𝑐ℎ   Battery charging (household d scenario s time t) in kW 
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𝑃𝑑,𝑠,𝑡
𝑑𝑖𝑠   Battery discharging (household d scenario s time t) in 

kW 

𝑆𝑂𝐶𝑑,𝑠,𝑡 Battery d state of charge in scenario s and time t in 

kWh 

𝑇𝑑,𝑠,𝑡
𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑟

  Floor temperature in ºC (household d scenario s time t)  

𝑇𝑑,𝑠,𝑡
𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑚  Room temperature in ºC (household d scenario s time 

t)  

𝑇𝑑,𝑠,𝑡
𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟    Water temperature in ºC (household d scenario s time 

t)  

∆𝑆𝑂𝐶𝑑,𝑠,𝑡    Maximum energy charging ability of the battery 

(household d scenario s time t in kWh  

Binary variables 

𝑏𝑑,𝑠,𝑡
𝑖   auxiliary binary variable determining the piecewise 

line segment on which 𝑆𝑂𝐶𝑑,𝑠,𝑡 lies 

𝑥𝑑,𝑠,𝑡
𝑑𝑒𝑓

  1 if EV in household d is being charged in scenario s 

and time t  

𝑥𝑑,𝑠,𝑡
𝑢𝑛𝑖 𝑎𝑝

  1 if uninterruptable flexible appliance ap in household 

d starts the cycle in scenario s and time t 

 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
 

 As the subsidy period of early installed renewable 

energy sources (RES) is coming to an end, development 

of new models and concepts to continue increasing the 

share of RES in future power systems is required. RES 

become balancing responsible parties and face penalties 

for their unscheduled production. Wind power plants 

cooperate with energy storages to increase the overall 

revenue by enabling more regulation capacities without 

harming battery’s life [1]. Selecting the optimal capacity 

of battery storage can also lead to decreasing wind power 

curtailment, as well as reduce costs caused by curtailment 

[2]. Reduction of system operational costs and capacity 

increase of installed wind power plant ensuring system 

stability in [3] are carried out with cooperation of wind 

power plant with conventional generation and energy 

storage in hybrid power station on Greek isolated Samos 

Island. Coordination of a wind farm with a battery storage 

system based on modular multilevel converter in [4] with 

active and reactive power compensation results in 

smoothed power fluctuation, as well as in improved 

voltage at the bus of connected wind farm. The above 

concepts, and many others, show how coordinated 

operation of RES and flexibility units can reduce the 

uncertain and variable RES production and benefit the 

overall system costs and emissions. 

 When it comes to end-consumers with smaller 

installed capacity of renewable energy sources (such as 

rooftop solar panels PV), numerous approaches were 

considered to reduce consumer electricity cost either 

through integration of small-scale storage units or by 

deploying demand response (DR) programs. For example, 

in [5] optimal size of PV and household battery is defined 

with the goal of reducing annual electricity cost. The 

model compares results of time-of-use tariffs and real-

time pricing, as well as stepwise power tariff, and 

includes subsidies of PV. The results show two things: i) 

in absence of peak-valley prices households do not need 

battery storage; ii) the integration and size of PV depends 

on subsidies. The authors of [6] show that DR programs 

under dynamic price mechanism with installed PV reduce 

the voltage deviation and smooth the load profile, as well 

as improve voltage stability. In [7] the authors defined 

several sizes of battery storages and PV with the goal of 

end-user cost minimization. However, they assume that 

excess of PV cannot be injected in the grid and battery 

storage discharging is used only for supplying household 

demand. The concept of sharing PV systems in energy 

community under different pricing mechanisms (feed-in-

tariff, net metering, as well as net purchase and sell) is 

analyzed through game theory in [8]. The authors in [9] 

compare end-consumers electricity costs in several cases: 

i) without any distributed technology; ii) with installed 

PV; iii) with battery storage installation; and iv) with both 

technologies integrated with the end-user. End-consumers 

are exposed to spot market prices, but making profit from 

selling surplus of PV production is not considered. A 

similar cost-benefit study analysis is performed in [10] 

based on ToU rates in North Carolina, researching 

feasibility of investment in PV and battery storages. The 

result shows that if PV capacity exceeds the load, the 

investment is not profitable.  

 The above papers do not consider characteristics of 

individual consumer load nor PV forecast uncertainties. 

They usually relay on either existing ToU tariffs, while 

only a few simulate dynamic prices mechanism. 

Furthermore, PV installations are either considered to still 

be within the feed-in-tariff system or cannot sell the 

surplus of PV generation (installed only for self-

consumption). 

 The paper is built on the existing work and presents 

benefits of exposing end-consumers with installed PV and 

different DR programs to volatile market prices. The 

responsibility for net load deviations is passed on 

consumers, meaning they are penalized in case they do 

not flexibly respond in periods of inaccurate forecasts. 

The role of the supplier is to pass on dynamic hourly 

prices to the end-consumers which reflect market prices 

as well as penalties for any deviations. By doing this, it is 

possible to clearly define the value of installing specific 

flexible units at the end-user premises. 

 The analyzes are carried out for two cases: i) for a 

well-developed, high-liquid market in Denmark, where 

the suppliers already create dynamic price signals and 

encourage their consumers to respond to system needs. In 

turn this results in lower electricity cost as compared to 

standard pricing; ii) in a developing, low-liquid market 

with low volatility of market prices and a single, 

dominant supplier. Here, most of the electricity is traded 

through bilateral contracts and dominant utility company 

owns majority of production units. In this case the results 

show that exposing end-consumers to real-time market 
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prices, as compared to the existing two tariff system, is 

not profitable for them. 

 

II. METHODOLOGY 
 

 In traditional pricing mechanism in Croatia, the end-

consumer can choose between flat prices or two-tariff 

buying prices [11]. Consumers with a rooftop PV panel 

installation do not have to forecast PV production nor 

consumption, i.e. they are not responsible for supplier’s 

deviation on the market and do not face any penalties. 

Most of PV installations are still remunerated for their 

production based on feed-in tariffs, however in case the 

PV system in not part of the scheme, the supplier in 

Croatia purchases the surplus of PV production from 

prosumer at 90% of average retail electricity price [12]. If 

end-consumers are not responsible for forecast deviations 

of the PV surplus injection in the grid due the intermittent 

nature of their rooftop PV production, broader integration 

of renewable sources on distribution level will require 

network reinforcement and additional flexibility in the 

system. On the other hand, the supplier can offer dynamic 

prices to end-consumer (same for buying and selling) 

which reflect the market prices and encourage consumers 

to predict their consumption and PV production by 

making them responsible for their deviation, as well as 

ensuring them lower electricity cost. 

 The goal of each consumer d is to minimize total cost 

for energy procurement, in traditional mechanism without 

prediction and penalties (1): 

min ∑ 𝝅𝒔 ∑ ∆𝒕 ∙ (𝝀 𝒕
𝒃 ∙ 𝑃𝑑,𝑡,𝑠

𝑏 − 𝝀 𝒕
𝒔 ∙ 𝑃𝑑,𝑡,𝑠

𝑠 )

𝑡∈𝑇𝑠∈𝑆

 #(1)  

In market price scheme with real-time up and down 

regulation the cost minimization is (2): 

 min ∑ ∆𝒕 ∙ [

𝝀 𝒕
𝑫𝑨 ∙ 𝑃𝑑,𝑡

𝐷𝐴 +

∑ 𝝅𝒔(𝝀𝒔,𝒕
𝑼𝑷 ∙ 𝑃𝑑,𝑠,𝑡

𝑈𝑃 − 𝝀𝒔,𝒕
𝑫𝑶𝑾𝑵 ∙ 𝑃𝑑,𝑠,𝑡

𝐷𝑂𝑊𝑁)

𝑠∈𝑆

]

𝑡∈𝑇

#(2) 

Each consumer predicts the net load 𝑃𝑑,𝑡
𝐷𝐴 for the 

upcoming day for hour t (positive 𝑃𝑑,𝑡
𝐷𝐴  stands for buying, 

and negative for selling) at day-ahead stage (DA). 

According to the realization of scenario s, consumer needs 

to buy/sell more/less in real-time and faces penalties. 

Price for up-regulation 𝝀𝒔,𝒕
𝑼𝑷 is always higher than the price 

at DA stage (if consumer needs to buy more at real-time 

stage, he will pay higher price comparing to the DA price 

for incorrect prediction). Price for down-regulation 

𝝀𝒔,𝒕
𝑫𝑶𝑾𝑵  is always lower than 𝝀 𝒕

𝑫𝑨  (the excess of energy 

will be sold at lower price causing the profit loss). 

𝑃𝑑,𝑠,𝑡
𝐺𝑅𝐼𝐷 is a result of real-time net load of each consumer, 

and the deviation from forecasted net-load at DA stage is 

calculated as (3), making always just one variable (4) 

greater than zero in scenario s and time t: 

𝑃𝑑,𝑠,𝑡
𝐺𝑅𝐼𝐷 = 𝑃𝑑,𝑡

𝐷𝐴 + 𝑃𝑑,𝑠,𝑡
𝑈𝑃 − 𝑃𝑑,𝑠,𝑡

𝐷𝑂𝑊𝑁  #(3)  

𝑃𝑑,𝑠,𝑡
𝑈𝑃 , 𝑃𝑑,𝑠,𝑡

𝐷𝑂𝑊𝑁 ≥ 0 #(4)  

Import/ export 𝑃𝑑,𝑠,𝑡
𝐺𝑅𝐼𝐷 from/to supplier is based on 

consumer’s net load in scenario s and time t (5): 

𝑃𝑑,𝑠,𝑡
𝐺𝑅𝐼𝐷 + 𝑷𝑽𝑑,𝒔,𝒕 = 𝑷𝑑,𝒔,𝒕

𝒎𝒔 + 𝑃𝑑,𝑠,𝑡
𝑢𝑛𝑖 𝑤𝑚 +

+𝑃𝑑,𝑠,𝑡
𝑢𝑛𝑖 𝑑𝑤 + 𝑃𝑑,𝑠,𝑡

𝑢𝑛𝑖 𝑑𝑟𝑦
+ 𝑃𝑑,𝑠,𝑡

𝑑𝑒𝑓
+ 𝑃𝑑,𝑠,𝑡

𝑡ℎ + 𝑃𝑑,𝑠,𝑡
𝑐ℎ − 𝑃𝑑,𝑠,𝑡

𝑑𝑖𝑠  #(5)
 

 Consumers under DR program supply must serve 

load 𝑷𝒅,𝒔,𝒕
𝒎𝒔 and flexible load (either uninterruptable 

appliances 𝑃𝑑,𝑠,𝑡
𝑢𝑛𝑖 𝑑𝑟𝑦

, 𝑃𝑑,𝑠,𝑡
𝑢𝑛𝑖 𝑤𝑚 , 𝑃𝑑,𝑠,𝑡

𝑢𝑛𝑖 𝑑𝑤 , deferable charging 

of EV 𝑃𝑑,𝑠,𝑡
𝑑𝑒𝑓

, thermal flexible load 𝑃𝑑,𝑠,𝑡
𝑡ℎ  or battery 

storage). The penetration of each flexible load will be 

studied in results. 

  Uninterruptable appliance (washing machine, dish 

washer and dryer) is started only once during the day (6):  

∑ 𝑥𝑑,𝑠,𝑡
𝑢𝑛𝑖 𝑎𝑝

𝑇−𝐿𝑎𝑝

𝑡=1

= 1#(6)  

Eq. (7) ensures once cycle is started, it cannot be 

interrupted: 

𝑃𝑑,𝑠,𝑡
𝑢𝑛𝑖 𝑎𝑝

= ∑ 𝑥𝑑,𝑠,𝑡−𝑙
𝑢𝑛𝑖 𝑎𝑝

∙ 𝑷𝒖𝒏𝒊 𝒂𝒑 

𝐿𝑎𝑝−1

𝑙=0

#(7)  

 For deferable load, such as electric vehicle (EV) 

charging, eq. (8) ensures that at the-end of charging 

period, the vehicle is fully charged or at the minimum 

level set by end-consumer: 

𝑬𝒅 ≤ ∑ ∆𝒕 ∙ 𝑃𝑑,𝑠,𝑡
𝑑𝑒𝑓

𝑡𝜖𝑇

≤ 𝑬𝒅 #(8)  

EV can be charged only from late afternoon till 

morning, when the car is at home. It can be charged up to 

maximum power of the charger (9): 

𝑃𝑑,𝑠,𝑡
𝑑𝑒𝑓

≤ 𝑷𝒅 ∙ 𝑥𝑑,𝑠,𝑡
𝑑𝑒𝑓

   𝑡 ≤ 7, 𝑡 ≥ 18#(9)  

The battery storage system is modeled based on [13] 

where the charging power depends on battery’s state of 

charge. Detail description can be found in [13]. 

𝑆𝑂𝐶𝑑,𝑠,𝑡−1 = ∑ 𝑹𝒊 ∙ 𝑦𝑑,𝑠,𝑡
𝑖

4

𝑖=1

#(10)  

0 ≤  𝑦𝑑,𝑠,𝑡
𝑖 ≤ 1#(11)  

∑ 𝑦𝑑,𝑠,𝑡
𝑖 = 1

4

𝑖=1

 #(12)  

𝑦𝑑,𝑠,𝑡
1 ≤ 𝑏𝑑,𝑠,𝑡

1 #(13)  

𝑦𝑑,𝑠,𝑡
2 ≤ 𝑏𝑑,𝑠,𝑡

1 + 𝑏𝑑,𝑠,𝑡
2 #(14)  

𝑦𝑑,𝑠,𝑡
3 ≤ 𝑏𝑑,𝑠,𝑡

2 + 𝑏𝑑,𝑠,𝑡
3 #(15)  

𝑦𝑑,𝑠,𝑡
4 ≤ 𝑏𝑑,𝑠,𝑡

3 #(16)  

∑ 𝑏𝑑,𝑠,𝑡
𝑖 = 1 

3

𝑖=1

#(17)  

∆𝑆𝑂𝐶𝑑,𝑠,𝑡 = ∑ 𝑭𝒊 ∙ 𝑦𝑑,𝑠,𝑡
𝑖

4

𝑖=1

#(18)  

𝑃𝑑,𝑠,𝑡
𝑐ℎ ≤

∆𝑆𝑂𝐶𝑑,𝑠,𝑡

𝜼 ∙ ∆𝒕
#(19)  

𝑆𝑂𝐶𝑑,𝑠,𝑡 = 𝑆𝑂𝐶𝑑,𝑠,𝑡−1 + 𝜼 ∙ ∆𝒕 ∙ 𝑃𝑑,𝑠,𝑡
𝑐ℎ − 𝑃𝑑,𝑠,𝑡

𝑑𝑖𝑠 ∙ ∆𝒕#(20)  

𝑆𝑂𝐶𝑑,𝑠,𝑡 ≤ SOC̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅
𝑑 #(21)  

𝑆𝑂𝐶𝑑,𝑠,0 = 𝑆𝑂𝐶𝑑,𝑠,24 = 0 #(22)  

 Correlations between flexible thermal load and room, 

floor and water temperature are presented with (23)-(25), 

while room temperature is bounded with minimum and 
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maximum temperature based on consumer’s comfort 

requirements (26)-(27) [14]: 

𝑇𝑑,𝑠,𝑡
𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑚 = 𝒂11 ∙ 𝑇𝑑,𝑠,𝑡−1

𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑚 + 𝒂12 ∙ 𝑇𝑑,𝑠,𝑡−1
𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑟

+ 𝒂13 ∙ 𝑇𝑑,𝑠,𝑡−1
𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 +

𝒃1 ∙ 𝑃𝑑,𝑠,𝑡−1
𝑡ℎ + 𝒄1 ∙ 𝑻𝑑,𝒔,𝒕−𝟏

𝒐 #(23)
 

𝑇𝑑,𝑠,𝑡
𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑟

= 𝒂21 ∙ 𝑇𝑑,𝑠,𝑡−1
𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑚 + 𝒂22 ∙ 𝑇𝑑,𝑠,𝑡−1

𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑟
+ 𝒂23 ∙ 𝑇𝑑,𝑠,𝑡−1

𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟  

+𝒃2 ∙ 𝑃𝑑,𝑠,𝑡−1
𝑡ℎ + 𝒄2 ∙ 𝑻𝒔,𝒕−𝟏

𝒐 #(24)  

𝑇𝑑,𝑠,𝑡
𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 = 𝒂31 ∙ 𝑇𝑑,𝑠,𝑡−1

𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑚 + 𝒂32 ∙ 𝑇𝑑,𝑠,𝑡−1
𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑟

+ 𝒂33 ∙ 𝑇𝑑,𝑠,𝑡−1
𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟

+𝒃3 ∙ 𝑃𝑑,𝑠,𝑡−1
𝑡ℎ + 𝒄3 ∙ 𝑻𝒔,𝒕−𝟏

𝒐  # (25)
 

𝑇𝑑,𝑠,𝑡
𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑚 ≥ 𝑻𝒕

𝒎𝒊𝒏# (26)  

𝑇𝑑,𝑠,𝑡
𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑚 ≤ 𝑻𝒕

𝒎𝒂𝒙 # (27)  

 

 

III. CASE STUDY 
 

 In traditional pricing mechanism prosumers are not 

obligatory to predict their net load. This role is passed on 

to the supplier who creates tariffs to ensure himself profit 

and to hedge against intermittent net load and market 

price volatility. With larger integration of renewable 

energy sources and increasing system need for flexibility, 

supplier creates incentives for consumers to reduce their 

bills through DR programs requiring their net load 

prediction. However, it is questionably in which cases and 

under which market circumstances this is feasible for both 

the supplier and end-consumer. The case studies 

demonstrate this on two countries, Croatia and Denmark, 

and define the value of both end-consumer flexibility 

units and developed retail market.   

 Traditional Time-of-Use prices in Croatia are shown 

in Table I (the reader should keep in mind that all listed 

prices in the paper are electricity costs only, without 

taxes, distribution and transmission network fee or 

supplier fee and other applicable costs). For Croatian 

prosumers ToU tariffs are currently the only available 

option. On the other hand, consumers in Denmark have 

the possibility of choosing between flat buying price or 

dynamic prices reflecting current market prices. As it can 

be seen from Fig.3., Orsted’s (supply company in 

Denmark) buying dynamic prices [15] are higher than 

market prices. In addition, surplus PV production is sold 

at market DA price (unlike Croatia).  

 Bars in Fig. 1. present consumer’s must serve load 

and lines present PV production in 5 scenarios, while Fig 

2. shows outside temperature. DA Danish market prices, 

prices for up and down regulation in Fig. 3. are taken 

from Nord Pool [16]. Croatian DA prices are obtained 

from CROPEX [17] for 28
th

 of October. Due to bilateral 

trading and lack of competitiveness in Croatia, up and 

down regulation are not part of the market. Up and down 

Croatian regulating prices are artificially simulated for the 

purpose of the model. 

TABLE I TRADITIONAL PRICING MECHANISM IN 

CROATIA [12] 
 

Low tariff 

(€/kW) 

High tariff 

 (€/kW) 

Selling 

(€/kW) 

0.0304  0.0620  0.0416 

 
Fig.1. Must-serve load and PV production through scenarios 

 
Fig. 2. Outside temperature 

Fig. 3. DA and regulating prices at Nord Pool and Orsted dynamic prices 

 Consumers are equipped with a 3.7 kW EV charger. 

It is assumed that the EV battery (30 kWh capacity) is 

empty before connecting to the charger. At the end of 

flexible charging, according to consumer’s preferences, 

battery’s SOC is set between 25.9 kWh and 30 kWh (8). 

In cases 1 and 2 mentioned below, EV is being charged at 

maximum power 3.7 kW for 7 hours resulting in battery’s 

SOC 25.9 kWh. To ensure the same energy consumption 

for flexible EV charging, the same amount is set as 

minimum SOC in cases 3 and 4.  

Power and cycle length of uninterruptable appliances 

are shown in TABLE II, while consumer’s comfort 

temperature bound in Fig. 4. Coefficients for temperature 

regulation are obtained from [14].  
TABLE II UNINTERRUPTABLE LOAD CHARACTERISTICS [18] 

Appliance 
 ap 

Power 

𝑃𝑢𝑛𝑖 𝑎𝑝(kW) 

The length of the 

cycle 𝐿𝑎𝑝 (h)  

Washing machine (wm) 2 3 

Dryer (dry) 2.5 2 

Dish washer (dw)  1.9 1 
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Fig. 4. Temperature bound set by end-consumer 

IV. RESULTS 
 

TABLE III compares end-consumer’s cost in Croatia 

and Denmark with traditional pricing and market pricing. 

Four different DR cases are analyzed:  

1) The consumer has PV and the only flexible load 

is the thermal one. This also means that the 

must-serve load (Fig. 1.), as well as the rest of 

the load has predefined behavior: the consumer 

turns the washing machine on at the begging of 

hour 22, dryer at hour 23 and dish washer at hour 

24, and charges his vehicle from hour 23 to hour 

5 at the same maximum power 3.7 kW (at the 

end of charging period car’s battery SOC is 25.9 

kWh); 

2) Same as the case 1, but the consumer in addition 

has also a battery storage unit of 1 kW and 1 

kWh; 

3) The consumer has PV, flexible thermal load and 

flexible EV charging (deferable load), while the 

supply of uninterruptible appliances and must-

serve load is the same as in the case 1; 

4) The consumer has PV, supplies must-serve load, 

flexible thermal load, flexible uninterruptible 

load (starting hour of washing machine, dish 

washer and dryer is not fixed) and flexible EV 

charging (flexible deferable load ). 

 
TABLE III COST IN CROATIA AND DENMARK UNDER 

DIFFERENT PRICING MECHANISM  

Country Pricing 
Case 1 

(€) 
Case 2 

(€) 
Case 3 

(€) 
Case 4 

(€) 

Croatia ToU 1.1219 1.0962 1.1219 1.1219 

 Market 1.8062 1.8038 1.6949 1.5890 

Denmark Dynamic 2.0398 1.9091 1.5562 1.1899 

 Market 1.5812 1.58119 1.5128 1.4585 

 

A.  Value of flexibility in traditional pricing 

 

As it can be seen from TABLE III in traditional ToU 

pricing mechanism in Croatia, having flexible EV 

charging in case 3 and in addition uninterruptable flexible 

appliances in case 4 does not reduce end-consumer’s cost. 

Because of the flat low price during the night, there are no 

savings when altering the time in which EV is charged (as 

well as charging power) or shifting the operation hours of 

uninterruptable load.  

Case 2 in Croatia shows 2.29 % of savings with 

integration of battery storage. Fig. 5. shows battery 

storage charging during the low tariff period in the first 4 

hours with energy bought from the supplier or during the 

morning from PV excess (hours 9-10) and then 

discharging during the high tariff when there is 

insufficient PV production. 

 

B. Value of flexibility in dynamic market pricing 

 

 In both countries there is an extra cost saving when 

adding a new type of DR program to end-consumer’s 

portfolio under dynamic pricing scheme. As it can be seen 

from TABLE III, the consumer in Croatia in case 4 saves 

12 % comparing to case 1. Consumer in Denmark can 

reduce the electricity bill for almost 8 % when adding 

new programs of DR. As it can be seen when comparing 

results in Fig. 6. and 7., for case 4 in Denmark with more 

flexible options participate in DR program under market 

prices, net load drastically changed during the valley 

prices at the begging of the day. All uninterruptable 

appliances are switched on during those hours, ensuring 

big cost reduction comparing to the case 1 when 

consumers turn them on before going to bed. 

 
Fig.5 Battery charging and discharging in Croatian ToU pricing 

 

  
Fig. 6. Net load in case 1 
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Fig. 7 Net load in case 4 

 

C. The impact of market liquidity on end-consumers 

 

 In high-liquid markets with many bids and offers, as 

one analyzed here in Denmark, competitiveness 

determines the market price ensuring consumers lower 

electricity cost when exposed directly to the market 

prices. On the other hand, the majority of energy in 

Croatia is traded through bilateral contracts resulting in 

low-liquid market with very high market prices (even 

higher than supplier’s prices on instances). The end-

consumer’s cost increases significantly if consumer is 

exposed to CROPEX market prices. Furthermore, there is 

no balancing market in Croatia and Transmission System 

Operator is responsible for ensuring security of power 

system by procuring balancing services through bilateral 

contracts with the only utility company capable of 

providing auxiliary services.  

 

V.  CONCLUSION 
 

 To encourage broader integration of RES in the line 

with low-carbon policies, supplier (or aggregator) offers 

dynamic prices to end-consumers reflecting market prices. 

To enable dynamic prices, supplier must protect itself 

against consumers’ volatile behavior and hedges this risk 

by making them responsible for deviation from predefined 

DA schedule.    

 The results show the benefits of different flexibility 

options under dynamic prices comparing to the traditional 

pricing. A significant cost reduction occurs with higher 

penetration of flexible appliances comparing to ToU 

pricing where the flat prices do not fully exploit the 

flexibility of DR. 

 Developing and developed markets exhibit different 

market prices at power exchanges. The results indicate the 

need for forming complete power market in Croatia to 

encourage competition and reduce market prices.  

Additionally, competition on retail level results in lower 

prices for end-consumers, penalizing the passive ones and 

creating opportunities for investing in flexible units and 

responding to system needs.  
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Abstract—The transition towards a carbon-neutral power
system puts the focus on unlocking local flexibility potential.
Providing ancillary services (AS) on the local level arises as
a new option in power system operation and control due to
the increasing growth of distributed energy sources (DERs). To
facilitate the possibility of distribution level users to provide
system-wise services, system operators need to coordinate their
actions and operational plans. To avoid the activation of coun-
teracting service, the coordination between the Transmission
System Operator (TSO) and the Distribution System Operator
(DSO) is required in multiple time horizons, from a day or
weak ahead to real-time. The paper reviews several approaches
in TSO-DSO coordination in different market environments
pointing out the main features, advantages, and drawbacks
of each coordination scheme. Unlike previously investigated
coordination schemes, the paper proposes a novel coordination
mechanism which is being developed in ATTEST project. The
coordination is divided into day-ahead (DA) and real-time (RT)
stages and describes the sequence of each system operator’s
action in the AS reservation and activation procedure.

Index Terms—Ancillary services, Distribution System Oper-
ator, Local markets, Transmission System Operator

I. INTRODUCTION

The European Union strives to be the pioneer in the
clean energy transition towards carbon-neutrality in 2050.
According to [1], the recently set goals focus on reducing
greenhouse gas emission by at least 55% by 2030 compared
to 1990. Moreover, the increase in the production from
renewable energy sources and in energy efficiency will lead
to a more efficient and secure energy supply with improved
environmental benefits, reduced dependence on energy im-
port, and affordable energy for all final users. In order to
tackle the issues arisen from the broad integration of renew-
able energy sources (RES), innovative approaches in power

This research work has received funding from the European Union’s
Horizon 2020 research and innovation program under grant agreement No
864298 (project ATTEST) and in part from the Croatian Science Foundation
(HRZZ) and Croatian Distribution System Operator (HEP ODS) under the
project IMAGINE — Innovative Modelling and Laboratory Tested Solutions
for Next Generation of Distribution Networks.

system planning and operation are necessary to ensure secure
and reliable management of transmission and distribution
networks. Traditionally, distribution networks are planned
according to the ’Fit-and-forget’ (FiT) approach, deciding on
the investments based on the worst-case operational scenario.

Investments in new assets are not always the best options
because these worst-case scenarios do not occur frequently.
For the optimal use of the existing infrastructure, it is neces-
sary to flexibly manage the network assets and incentivize
the flexible behavior of the final consumer. This entails
creating adequate price signals and ancillary services (AS) in
different time frameworks (monthly, daily, and in real-time)
that encourage changes in energy production, consumption
and storage. The utilization of these services implies the
changes not only in the planning stage, but also in the
operation which requires the creation of different tools for
system planning and flexibility activation.

To ensure secure and reliable network operation together
in a low-carbon environment, Active Distribution Network
Management (ADNM) is being introduced for control and
operation of distribution network in real-time [2]. Unlike
network reinforcement used in FiT, ADNM is focused on
modern technologies (battery storages, smart meters) and
innovative approaches (dynamic pricing, provision of AS
from a wide range of demand response programs). Diverse
resources connected to the distribution network (distributed
generators, electric vehicles, energy storage, flexible house-
hold appliances) can provide multiple services to the system
in order to postpone or avoid network reinforcement.

The transition towards carbon-neutrality enhances the ac-
tive participation in AS provision from diverse distributed
energy resources (DERs) to solve local network problems,
but also on the transmission level. In order to ensure that
flexibility activation from DERs by the TSO is harmonized
with the DSO’s requirements, it is essential to set up a coordi-
nation framework between the Transmission System Operator
(TSO) and the Distribution System Operator (DSO). Two
main structures in the market organization of the TSO/DSO

978-1-6654-3613-7/21/$31.00 ©2021 IEEE



coordination are distinguished. In the centralized structure,
all flexibility providers offer their services in one central
market. On the other hand, decentralized structure recognizes
local and global markets. The paper reviews 5 substructures
of a market organization that can provide a coordination
framework for system operators.

The paper highlights the following contribution divided in
two parts:

• A review of TSO-DSO coordination mechanisms in
European projects with a focus on benefits and obstacles
in implementation,

• The proposal of an innovative coordination mechanism
in ATTEST project divided in DA and RT steps with
detailed explanation of each step for both TSO and DSO.

II. REGULATORY BARRIERS

The transition towards a carbon-neutral power system
opens the door for market participation for all players.
However, some regulatory barriers still inhibit the partici-
pation of DERs in AS market. Today, the DSO does not
contract flexibility services in the market to solve local
congestion or voltage deviations. In the DSO cost structure,
AS procurement is not refunded because it is not considered
as an operational expense. In order to increase the market
liquidity, transparency, and flexibility options, it is important
to remove these barriers. According to the [3], the European
Union suggests a proposal of a new regulatory framework
in each Member State to allow and provide incentives to
DSOs to procure flexibility services in their operating area
to improve efficiencies in the operation and development
of the distribution system. The procurement of AS should
be done in a non-discriminatory, transparent, and market-
based procedure. The value of energy efficiency, as well as
the potential of utilizing services from demand response,
energy storage facilities, or other resources, needs to be
included in the network development plans. DSOs shall
be adequately remunerated for the procurement of such
services to allow them to recover at least their reasonable
corresponding costs, including the necessary information and
communication technology expenses and infrastructure costs.
The rules for aggregation, market product definition, and
market mechanisms must be established and clearly defined
[4]. However, the DSO cannot participate in the market as
both the service provider and the MO at the same time
(the DSOs cannot buy or sell the service provided by them)
[5]. System operators are not allowed to own or operate
energy storage units because energy storage units should be
competitive and market-based. Moreover, system operators
are regulated entities. This requires their market neutrality.
Owning energy storage would result in specific market power,
especially in AS markets with low liquidity.

However, the energy storage unit as a fully integrated
network component is essential for the system operator to
ensure reliable and secure network operation. Moreover, a
special case in which the regulatory authority may allow the
DSO to own the storage unit must fulfill several conditions:

• other entities in transparent and non-discriminatory ten-
dering procedures have not been awarded a right to
own, develop, manage or operate energy storage or other
possible flexibility providers,

• or could not deliver these services at a reasonable cost
and in a timely manner.

III. COORDINATION BETWEEN SYSTEM OPERATORS

The information exchange and coordination between TSO
and DSO are necessary to ensure the optimal utilization
of resources, secure and efficient system operation and to
facilitate market development. The coordination must ensure
that actions taken from one system operator do not have a
negative impact on either distribution and transmission net-
work. In order to ensure the cost-efficient, secure and reliable
development and operation of transmission and distribution
networks, all relevant system users have to be included in
all stages, from planning (long-term planning of network
investments) to operation (the performance of generation
assets and demand response).

The establishment of joint TSO-DSO optimization for AS
procurement is crucial in order to minimize the total cost for
both the TSO and the DSO. The coordination should consider
the investment in the new units or network reinforcement
and flexibility service provision from resources connected to
transmission and distribution network. It is also important
to extend the role of the DSO from the system operator
to an entity who acts on the behalf of the TSO to support
the implementation of the local AS markets. Moreover, the
regulation has to be extended in order to emphasize the
importance of respecting DGs constraints in AS provision.

TSO-DSO coordination mechanisms have already been
investigated in several projects (SmartNet [6]–[8], CoordiNet
[9], TDX assist [10], [11]) and further examined in ATTEST
[12]. The coordination mechanisms are grouped in 5
categories:

• Centralized AS market model,
• Local AS market model,
• Shared balancing responsibility model,
• Common TSO-DSO AS market model,
• Integrated flexibility market model.
Roles of market participants in grid operation, procure-

ment, activation and settlement are shown in Table I for each
group of coordination mechanisms.

A. Centralized AS market model

In this group of TSO / DSO coordination scheme the
TSO is the only buyer of AS from resources connected
to the transmission and distribution grid. The DSO cannot
procure flexibility services to solve local problems. The DSO
is responsible for the product prequalification to ensure that
DERs can provide specific service which they bid for.

This coordination scheme is very similar to the already ex-
isting AS market organization, although it includes flexibility
offers from DERs. This approach is the closest to adoption
due to the lowest number of regulatory issues. This market
approach is characterized with only one high liquid market
which makes it simple for operation with clearly defined
market products.

However, if the TSO organizes the system prequalification
to meet the distribution network constraints, the DSO needs
to provide necessary data to the TSO. This can increase
a computational complexity due to additional constraints



TABLE I
MAIN ACTORS IN DIFFERENT COORDINATION SCHEMES

Role Centralized AS
market model

Local AS
market model

Shared balancing
responsibility model

Common TSO-DSO
AS market model

Integrated flexibility
market model

System TSO (TG) TSO (TG) TSO (TG) TSO (TG) TSO (TG)
Operator DSO (DG) DSO (DG) DSO (DG) DSO (DG) DSO (DG)

System Balance TSO (TG; DG) TSO (TG; DG) TSO (TG) TSO (TG; DG) TSO (TG; DG)Responsible DSO (DG)

Data Manager TSO (TG) TSO (TG) TSO (TG) TSO (TG) TSO (TG)

DSO (DG) DSO (DG) DSO (DG) DSO (DG) DSO (DG)
IMO

Reserve TSO (TG; DG) TSO (TG) TSO (TG) TSO (TG) TSO (TG)
Allocator DSO (DG) DSO (DG) DSO (DG) DSO (DG)

Buyer TSO (TG; DG) TSO (TG; DG) TSO (TG) TSO (TG; DG) TSO (TG; DG)

DSO (DG) DSO (DG) DSO (DG) DSO (DG)
CMP (TG; DG)

Seller CMP (TG; DG) CMP (TG; DG) CMP (TG; DG) CMP (TG; DG)
TSO (TG;DG)

DSO (DG)
CMP (TG; DG)

Market TSO (TG; DG) TSO (TG) TSO (TG) TSO (TG; DG) IMO (TG; DG)Operator DSO (DG) DSO (DG) DSO (TG; DG)

Aggregation CMP (TG; DG) CMP (TG; DG) CMP (TG; DG) CMP (TG; DG) CMP (TG; DG)DSO (DG) DSO (DG)

Flexibility TSO (TG; DG) TSO (TG; DG) TSO (TG) TSO (TG; DG) IMO and TSO (TG; DG)

Dispatcher CMP (TG; DG) DSO (DG) DSO (DG) DSO (DG) DSO (DG)
CMP (TG; DG) CMP (TG; DG) CMP (TG; DG) CMP (TG; DG)

Metered Data TSO (TG) TSO (TG) TSO (TG) TSO (TG) TSO (TG)

Responsible DSO (DG) DSO (DG) DSO (DG) DSO (DG) DSO (DG)
CMP (TG; DG) CMP (TG; DG) CMP (TG; DG) CMP (TG; DG) CMP (TG; DG)

CMP - Commercial Market Player, IMO - Independent Market Operator, MO - Market Operator, DG - Distribution Grid, TG - Transmission Grid

from distribution network. When it comes to data exchange,
only limited information flow between system operators is
required because the DSO is not involved in the procurement
of AS which can violate the distribution network constraints
if not included in the system prequalification.

Several versions of the centralized model are proposed in
the literature review: Total TSO model [13], Market DSO
model C1 and C2 [13], Full integration market model [14],
Enhanced Bulk Balancing Authority Model variants A and
B [15], Regional Reserve Market Plus [16].

B. Local AS market model

The DSO has the priority in procuring AS from the
resources connected to the distribution network. Unlike in
Centralized approach where the role of the DSO is very
limited, in this approach the DSO is in charge of a local mar-
ket clearing. After the local market clearing, the remaining
aggregated flexibility at the distribution level can be offered
to the TSO who is in charge of the central market clearing.

This coordination approach is not in the line with the
current market regulation. It also implies additional invest-
ment in communication technology to ensure data exchange
in real-time in order to avoid the procurement of flexibility
services in opposite directions from DSO and TSO. The
potential problem might also be several local markets with
low capability of aggregation resulting in low market liq-
uidity. If the DSO operates small area, generation or load
curtailment might occur due to limited number of flexibility
providers. Diverse local markets can have different local
market products which needs to be harmonized. To overcome
this issue, it is possible to aggregate all local markets in order
to increase the liquidity of the central market.

Several modifications of described coordination scheme
are given in the literature: Cascade model [16], Separated

TSO and DSO congestion management [17], Multi-level
market model [9], Coordination mechanism between local
and national market [10].

C. Shared balancing responsibility model

The roles of the DSO and the TSO are completely sep-
arated. The definition of roles is clear: the DSO monitors
and controls the actions in distribution networks and their
responsibility is expanded on balancing services in distribu-
tion network. DERs can be contracted and activated only
by the DSO, while the TSO is in charge of management
and balancing in the transmission network. Due to extended
role of the DSO, the increased number of local flexibility
resources is required. If the operation of the DSO is limited
on a small area, local markets can have low liquidity and
limited sources of flexibility which will increase the price of
ancillary service or cause load shedding or RES curtailment.
This type of coordination can be a threat to global stability
if the DSO fails in local balancing. The TSO will face
lower cost due to reduced balancing responsibility. From
computational point of view, this approach is not complex to
solve due to separated optimization process for each system
operator.

Already elaborated coordination mechanisms related to this
group can be found in: Fragmented market model [9], System
Balancing Cost Allocation based on the Cost-Causality Prin-
ciple, Market DSO model C1 and C2 [13], Total DSO model
[13], DSO procuring the flexibility services and providing the
load/generation forecast at primary substation [11].

D. Common TSO-DSO AS market model

This scheme is the most complex coordination between the
TSO and the DSO. It requires a high level of coordination
between system operators which results in the most efficient



allocation of resources. System operators jointly operate the
common market in which resources connected to transmis-
sion and distribution network compete. Usually, the TSO is
responsible for the balancing, but both TSO and DSO have
the same priority in procuring AS from DERs. The market
is cleared considering distribution and transmission network
constraints.

This scheme requires the investment in additional com-
munication infrastructure. The cost division between system
operators is complex due to join market operation and service
procurement.

The details of this scheme can be found in several models:
Hybrid model [15], Combined TSO and DSO congestion
management with separated balancing [17], Combined bal-
ancing and congestion management for all system operators
together [17], Single Flexibility Market Place [18], New
flexibility platform [16].

E. Integrated flexibility market model

In the integrated approach, both regulated and deregulated
market participants have access to the central market. This
results in direct competition between market players. To
ensure the market neutrality, the third party is in charge of
the market operation. This type of market model has high
liquidity due to high number of participants and competitive
bids. The main difference between this and other coordination
mechanism is that system operators can resell AS which they
do not need.

The main problem in this approach is a high competition
for the same resource which can increase the price of the
service (different entities can compete for the service, not
only system operators). The TSO might need to procure ad-
ditional services outside the market in order to ensure secure
network operation resulting in decreased market liquidity.
The computation effort is high because the model considers
both transmission and distribution network constraints.

Several examples are listed: Integrated Market Model [9],
Distributed market models [9], Regional Intraday Plus market
[16], Sequential Design, TSO-DSO Mechanism, and TSO-
DSO-Retailer Mechanism [19].

IV. CONCEPTS OF TSO-DSO AS MARKET

The provision of AS is divided in the process of service
prequalification, procurement, activation and settlement. The
focus in this section is put on providing the following AS
from DERs: frequency control, congestion management and
voltage control. As one can notice in Table II, not all AS can
be provided in each coordination scheme [6] :

Congestion management is used in each coordination
scheme. As the TSO is the only buyer of AS in the Cen-
tralized model and the TSO cannot control the voltage at the
TSO-DSO connecting point, voltage control is not applicable
on the distribution level. Due to very specific characteristics
of voltage and frequency control, Integrated flexibility market
model is not relevant for these service procurement. As the
TSO is the only one responsible for the frequency control and
the DSO does not buy services for the frequency control,
Local AS market model, Shared balancing Responsibility
and Integrated flexibility market model would not be used

TABLE II
FEASIBILITY OF SERVICE PROVISION IN DIFFERENT COORDINATION

MECHANISMS

Flexibility Congestion Frequency Voltage
service management control control

Centralized + + -AS market model
Local + - +AS market model

Shared balancing + - +responsibility model
Common TSO-DSO + + +AS market model
Integrated flexibility + - -market model

for provision of frequency control because the TSO is not
directly involved in the market operation.

The coordination between system operators is still re-
stricted with several regulatory barriers. No process for
prequalification or active blocking of bids by DSOs is defined
by law. The regulated cost structure of the DSO does not
consider flexibility procurement as an operational expense
and thus it is not remunerated. This poses a problem to
Local, Shared balancing responsibility and Integrated flex-
ibility market model in which the DSO purchases flexibility
to solve local problems. The regulation does not allow the
DSO to aggregate the local flexibility bids and to offer them
to the TSO. This has to be redefined because flexibility
offers not used locally in Local AS market model might be
wasted. Commercial market players are not allowed to buy
AS in the market. Moreover, system operators are not al-
lowed to resell previously contracted flexibility. To implement
Integrated flexibility market model, these restrictions have
to be removed. When it comes to balancing responsibility,
nowadays the TSO is the only entity responsible for system
balance, while in the Shared balancing responsibility model
the DSO is responsible for balancing on the distribution level
[20]. To overcome mentioned barriers, the paper proposes a
novel coordination mechanism developed in ATTEST project
which is described in the following chapter.

V. ATTEST TSO / DSO COORDINATION APPROACH

This section is focused on the coordination mechanism
developed in the project ATTEST [21]. Diverse tools for
transmission and distribution network planing and opera-
tion which are being developed in the project will interact
based on the proposed coordination. None of the previously
described coordination approaches does not distinguish DA
reservation and RT activation in the process of AS procure-
ment. The main novelty of ATTEST TSO/DSO coordination
is a proposal of a two-stage AS procurement divided in DA
and RT operation. The existing coordination approaches did
not explain the separation/aggregation of active and reactive
power bids. ATTEST TSO/DSO coordination precisely de-
fines that the provision of the service related to active and
reactive power is part of one tool executed in two steps due
to decoupling of active and reactive bids. DA AS market is
cleared after the closure of the DA energy market. The result
of the DA energy market is taken into account when TSO
and DSO agree on DA active power PDA and corresponding
reactive power QDA exchange at their interface. Due to



complexity of pricing mechanism for the coupled P-Q bid
for AS, bids for active and reactive power are decoupled and
independently submitted to the DSO with the constant cost
per offered unit of energy. The description of active power
AS reservation in DA operation is described in 4 steps as
shown in Fig. 1:

1)DERs submit their active power bids ( P bid) to the
DSO. P bid is divided in up bids (Pup) and down bids
(P down) with the corresponding cost.

2)a)The DSO runs the AC Optimal Power Flow
(AC OPF) [22] and, as the result, obtains the
active power flow range and the cost at TSO-
DSO interface given ensuring the DSO network
constraints are met.

b)The DSO submits active power flow range to
global P market run by TSO in the form of [PDA-
P downa ,PDA+Pupa ].

3)a)The TSO runs the AC Security Constrained Op-
timal Power Flow (AC SCOPF) [23] to define
the range of required flexibility (from providers
connected to the transmission level and from
TSO-DSO flexibility range defined in the previous
step).

b)The TSO sends to the DSO cleared bids for up
(Pup∗) and down (P down∗) reserved capacity of
AS. The optimal active power flow at the TSO-
DSO interface is defined as the range [PDA-
P down∗,PDA+Pup∗]. If in real-time the TSO will
not activate the services from DERs, the active
power flow at the TSO-DSO interface will be
equal to DA energy schedule PDA.

4)a)DSO clears the local market in order to optimize
distribution network operation with the respect of
agreed Pup∗ and P down∗.

b)DSO sends the request for active power capacity
reservation (P res ca) to DERs (from both global
and local market).

Fig. 1. Reservation of active power services at DA operation planning

The reservation of reactive power capacity for provision
of AS in DA operation is described in 4 steps as shown
in Fig. 2:

5)DERs submit their reactive bids ( Qbid) to the DSO.
Qbid is divided in up bids (Qup) and down bids
(Qdown) with corresponding cost.

6)a)The DSO calculates via AC OPF the Q flow range
and cost at TSO-DSO interface with fixed [PDA-
P down∗,PDA+Pup∗] values provided by the TSO
such that the DSO network constraints are met.

b)The DSO submits Q flow range bids capability to
global Q market run by TSO.

7)a)The TSO determines the required flexibility to
satisfy voltage constraints through AC SCOPF
including Q flow ranges provides by DSO.

b)The TSO sends to the DSO cleared bids for up
Qup∗ and down Qdown∗ regulation. The optimal
reactive power flow at TSO-DSO interface can
be in range [QDA-Qdown∗,QDA+Qup∗]. If the
TSO does not require any service from DERs,
the active power flow at the TSO-DSO interface
will be equal to day-ahead energy schedule QDA.

8)a)DSO clears the local market in order to solve
local problems with the respect of agreed Qup∗,
Qdown∗, Pup∗, P down∗.

b)DSO sends the request for active power capacity
reservation (Qres ca) to DERs (from both global
and local market).

Fig. 2. Reservation of reactive power services at DA operation planning

In real-time operation the reserved services on a DA
horizon can be activated in case of predicted contingen-
cies. The proposal of the ATTEST coordination scheme
is as follows in Fig. 3:

9)The TSO runs the SCOPF in RT and determines the re-
quired AS P ∗∗ and Q∗∗. Frequency security constraints
will be integrated in the SCOPF formulation in a newly
developed ATTEST tool for on-line dynamic security
assessment.

10)The TSO sends to the DSO the desired active power
P ∗∗ and reactive power Q∗∗.

11)The DSO runs RT OPF with the fixed P ∗∗ and Q∗∗

values at the TSO/DSO interface and clears the local
RT market making sure to satisfy DG constraints.



12)The DSO sends signals to activate the flexibility
providers / DERs.

Fig. 3. Activation of active and reactive power services in real-time operation

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The paper provides insights into the state-of-the-art mech-
anisms on TSO/DSO coordination for procurement and ac-
tivation of AS. The existing research groups these mecha-
nisms into 5 main categories based on the priority in the
AS reservation and the sequence of activation. The paper
develops a hybrid model within the ATTEST project by
optimizing the benefits of Centralized, Local and Shared
balancing responsibility market model and trying to avoid
the downsides which would hinder the development of sup-
porting operational and planning models. In ATTEST TSO
/ DSO coordination approach the TSO has the priority in
AS reservation. Provided that the DSO can satisfy operation
constraints with remaining flexibility, the DSO is responsible
for solving local congestion management and voltage devia-
tions. In order to solve these issue, the DSO can procure AS
from DERs. The role of the DSO is extended to ensure that
reserved capacity of AS in DA market provided by DERs
is delivered to the TSO in the RT. Besides the DSO needs
to meet operation constraints in MV and LV network, the
DSO also respects an agreed AS schedule with the TSO
due to the shared local flexibility. When it comes to cost
optimal solutions, the model derived in this paper is sub-
optimal for the DSO and does not distribute costs between
system operators. The extra cost incurred by the DSO should
be remunerated to some extent by the TSO. The efficiency
and secure operation of distribution grid in RT is ensured
because distribution network constraints are considered in the
market clearing approach. The communication and coordina-
tion is very precise, but this implies some heavy calculation
challenges in sharing data due to short time frame.

Due to different regulatory frameworks and operation
policy in European countries, TSO-DSO coordination mecha-
nisms are still under developing. The paper described existing
coordination mechanisms and proposed a novel approach
divided in DA reservation and RT activation of ancillary
services which will increase provision of flexibility service

from DERs and foster the transition towards carbon-neutral
power system.
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